Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

***Caveat***

Officially, these kinds of topics usually involve a large array of defense-mechanisms that protect the human brain from accepting 'traumas'. It is very natural for many of LOP's posters, and the world at large, to subconsciously retrieve heuristic cues from their mind that automatically label a particular subject, child abuse being number one on the top of that list.

To most people the subject of child abuse triggers such an amount of natural disgust, as well as highly conditioned responses of anger and violence, that the very subject itself is a veritable (red) shield to the true perpetrators of these vile crimes worldwide.

On forums like these, not only do we have natural responses and pre-conditioned responses, but we also have to contend with defenders and apologists of this type of propaganda. Some only respond in this manner because they cannot yet see past their societal programming and do not yet realize that they too themselves have let the Overton window slide over within themselves and cannot recognize their own moral degradation. Others do it willingly and wantonly. These types of people are very easy to recognize by their fruits.

Some of us are able to confront this worldwide menace in a manner that requires great strength, but not without a lapse into Dantes Inferno have any of us come to see what the reality of life is around us. Maybe we can see the demons because we have walked among them, or have at least had a toe in the water. This is not for you to judge.

Many of you like to take stabs at some of us that realize the greater import of what the implications of the exposure of a worldwide cabal of child abusers may bring. I ask you to tread lightly. This subject has a great deal of intricacy and detail that it is indeed the Achilles Heal of the entire conspiracy, without it they would not have been able to garner such control, with it they have risked the entire pot on the public finding out what darkness they hold inside for humanity...

...stealing our children.

***Caveat***

[b]ROBERT MAXWELL, ANDREW, SPOOKS, MAFIAS, NAKED GIRLS
Robert Maxwell "had free access" to the Bush-Reagan White House.

British Publisher Robert Maxwell Was A Mossad Spy.
http://www.rense.com/general32/claim.htm
Sir Robert Maxwell (Ján Hoch) was born in 1923 to Jewish parents living in the village of Slatinske Doly, which is now in Ukraine.

At the end of World War II, Maxwell was offered a job by MI6.

MI6 gave Hoch the name Robert Maxwell.

Maxwell must have been vetted by MI5 and MI6 before he was given his knighthood by the Queen.
Maxwell reportedly murdered a German civilian.

Maxwell’s criminal career began in Eastern Europe, where Maxwell developed links to various intelligence services including the KGB and Mossad.

Maxwell's Mossad handler was Rafi Eitan.

Maxwell also developed links to mafias which dealt in illegal arms, prostitution, money laundering, drugs, and contract killings.

When the Soviet Empire collapsed, Maxwell was able to buy up former state companies at low prices.

Based in London, Maxwell bought more companies and then sold off their assets for a large profit.

Eventually Maxwell's empire apparently collapsed.

His debts were said to amount to more than $1 billion.

Robert Maxwell, Israel's Superspy: The Life and Murder of a Media Mogul by Gordon Thomas and Martin Dillon - Robert Maxwell, Israel's Superspy
Maxwell’s newspapers reportedly used journalists who worked for Mossad.

Maxwell was involved in Bulgaria’s Neva network, which has been linked to crime families around the world, from New York to Hong Kong to South America.

The Israelis stole Promis software from an American company called Inslaw. *(OP: que discussions on MH370)*

Mossad placed a 'back door' in the Promis software.

This allowed Mossad to spy on anyone using the software.

Robert Maxwell sold this Promis software around the world, from Canada to China.

**Thanks to the software, Mossad was able to gain access to the USA’s atomic secrets and to secret bank accounts.**

On 5 November 1991, Maxwell disappeared from his yacht, the Lady Ghislaine.

Maxwell was reportedly buried on Jerusalem’s Mount of Olives after Israel gave him a state funeral.
Anthony Blunt, one of Victor Rothschild's assets in MI5.

One can assume that the UK security services have vetted all of Prince Andrew's close friends.

Prince Andrew has been linked to 'lesbian porn film' star Koo Stark, Courtney Love and a Playboy model.

Andrew took Koo Stark to Balmoral to meet his family.

Koo Stark had starred in a lesbian shower scene in a porn movie called Emily.

Andrew became friends with Ghislaine Maxwell, the daughter of the 'Mossad agent' and world-class criminal Robert Maxwell.
Andrew has been close friends with Denise Martell, a one-time Playboy model.

Andrew has been close friends with Angie Everhart.

Andrew has been close friends with Goga Ashkenazi.
Andrew has been close friends with Amanda Staveley, a one-time model.

She became a regular visitor to Buckingham Palace, Sandringham and Royal Lodge, Andrew’s home in Windsor Great Park.

Andrew has been close friends with Filipino model Alexandra Escat.
Andrew has been close friends with Courtney Love.

Andrew has been close friends with Croatian swimwear model Monika Jakisic.

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/

(This post was last modified: 01-11-2015 12:01 AM by AkhaldanSolo.)
Post: #2
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Note to readers: The picture of Gogi Ashkenazi had to be censored do to nudity provisions in LOP's charter, please accept my apologies.
Link to image:
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/

Post: #3
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...times.html

'Bill Clinton identified in lawsuit against his former friend and pedophile Jeffrey Epstein who had 'regular' orgies at his Caribbean compound that the former president visited multiple times

The former president was friends with Jeffrey Epstein, a financier who was arrested in 2008 for soliciting underage prostitutes
A new lawsuit has revealed how Clinton took multiple trips to Epstein's private island where he 'kept young women as sex slaves'
Clinton was also apparently friends with a woman who collected naked pictures of underage girls for Epstein to choose from
He hasn't cut ties with that woman, however, and invited her to Chelsea's wedding
Comes as friends now fear that if Hillary Clinton runs for president in 2016, all of their family's old scandals will be brought to the forefront
Epstein has a host of famous friends including Prince Andrew who stayed at his New York mansion AFTER his arrest'
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Image exceeds set limits. Click to view full size image
http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/new...Queen.html

Richard Eldritch Wrote: (01-03-2015 01:58 PM)

"I'd say why are you looking for the Daily Fail for facts when you're so quick to denounce it as Nazi MSM when you don't agree with it? Ya can't have it both ways. The Court papers state that she claims she was 17 when she shagged Andy for cash. I don't think Andy, Epstein or this women come out of it smelling of roses, but it isn't illegal.

Spang 'She may have been 17 one of the times, but it does look like she was 15 the first time. She was 14 when Epstein first used her as a sex slave and rented her out to his rich buddies, so it's totally possible.

And I know I denounce MSM as controlled, but at the end of the day, we've got to feed on the scraps of damage control we're given, and extrapolate the truth from that, with what many of us already know.

How's about those Aboriginal children who went missing? They were aged about 10 or 11. They were never seen again after walking off with the Queen and Prince Andrew. Do you think Queeny and 'Randy Andy' just lost them? Or do you think they f*cked them, tortured them, and then killed them?

It's all about connecting dots. And they are there to connect. This is not pareidolia'.

I don't believe for a minute that the queen killed any kids. The Internet and various fringe sites just don't count as evidence and they're not tools with which to build a case. I just feel that Royals like the rest of us deserve justice."
http://lunaticoutpost.com/showthread.php...343&page=7

At the age of 15, Virginia Roberts met Ghislaine Maxwell and went to work for Jeffrey Epstein as his 'masseuse'.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...z3NpGcHF00
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhdalnSolo Wrote: (01-05-2015 10:46 PM)
link to image: http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/0...527343.jpg
link to image: http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/0...31ac90.jpg
http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/new...Queen.html

Richard Eldritch Wrote: (01-03-2015 01:58 PM)
"I'd say why are you looking for the Daily Fail for facts when you're so quick to denounce it as Nazi MSM when you don't agree with it? Ya can't have it both ways.
The Court papers state that she claims she was 17 when she shagged Andy for cash. I don't think Andy, Epstein or this women come out of it smelling of roses, but it isn't illegal.

Spang 'She may have been 17 one of the times, but it does look like she was 15 the first time. She was 14 when Epstein first used her as a sex slave and rented her out to his rich buddies, so it's totally possible.

And I know I denounce MSM as controlled, but at the end of the day, we've got to feed on the scraps of damage control we're given, and extrapolate the truth from that, with what many of us already know.

How's about those Aborigional children who went missing? They were aged about 10 or 11. They were never seen again after walking off with the Queen and Prince Andrew. Do you think Queeny and 'Randy Andy' just lost them? Or do you think they f*cked them, tortured them, and then killed them?

It's all about connecting dots. And they are there to connect. This is not pareidolia'.

I don't believe for a minute that the queen killed any kids. The Internet and various fringe sites just don't count as evidence and they're not tools with which to build a case. I just feel that Royals like the rest of us deserve justice."
http://lunaticoutpost.com/showthread.php...343&page=7

At the age of 15, Virginia Roberts met Ghislaine Maxwell and went to work for Jeffrey Epstein as his 'masseuse'.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...z3NpGcHF00

Eldrich knows what side he chose and he knows the consequences.
Richard Eldritch Wrote: (01-03-2015 01:58 PM)

"I'd say why are you looking for the Daily Fail for facts when you're so quick to denounce it as Nazi MSM when you don't agree with it? Ya can't have it both ways. The Court papers state that she claims she was 17 when she shagged Andy for cash. I don't think Andy, Epstein or this women come out of it smelling of roses, but it isn't illegal.

Spang 'She may have been 17 one of the times, but it does look like she was 15 the first time. She was 14 when Epstein first used her as a sex slave and rented her out to his rich buddies, so it's totally possible.

And I know I denouce MSM as controlled, but at the end of the day, we've got to feed on the scraps of damage control we're given, and extrapolate the truth from that, with what many of us already know.

How's about those Aborignal children who went missing? They were aged about 10 or 11. They were never seen again after walking off with the Queen and Prince Andrew. Do you think Queeny and 'Randy Andy' just lost them? Or do you think they f*cked them, tortured them, and then killed them?

It's all about connecting dots. And they are there to connect. This is not pareidolia'.

I don't believe for a minute that the queen killed any kids. The Internet and various fringe sites just don't count as evidence and they're not tools with which to build a case. I just feel that Royals like the rest of us deserve justice."

http://lunaticoutpost.com/showthread.php...343&page=7

At the age of 15, Virginia Roberts met Ghislaine Maxwell and went to work for Jeffrey Epstein as his 'masseuse'.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...z3NpGeHF00

Eldrich knows what side he chose and he knows the consequences.

Please, no bashing, use a little tact lol.
Sky Roberts, father of Virginia Roberts, who has demanded Prince Andrew face court if his daughter's claims were true

Last night, the father of alleged victim, Sky Roberts, 58, demanded the royal face court if his daughter's claims were true.

He told the Sun on Sunday: 'I don't care if he is prince or pauper. If what Virginia said is true he has to pay the consequences.

'If the Prince had sex with my daughter when she was underage, he has to be prosecuted.'

Speaking at his ranch in Summerfield, Florida, he added: 'I thought all of this was in the past. I feel sick now to think of these men and her.'

His daughter said: 'There will be a time when we explain stuff, just not this time.'

Elsewhere, Epstein's former butler Juan Alessi - who worked at his Florida mansion for 11 years - said in 2011 the Prince spent weeks there.
He claims Prince Andrew was a guest at pool parties full of naked women and also enjoyed daily $100-an-hour massages.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-....z3Nz3futQj
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Like the walls of Jerico~
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I'm happy a lot of this news is now being discussed.

-----------------------------
“A person experiences life as something separated from the rest -a kind of optical delusion of consciousness. Our task must be to free ourselves from this self-imposed prison, and through compassion, to find the reality of Oneness.” – Albert Einstein
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unclelunatic Wrote: (01-05-2015 11:21 PM)

I'm happy a lot of this news is now being discussed.

damn rights I vote for a pin

and for gods sake mods don't let your pet terrorist do to this thread what he did to mine.
I'm happy a lot of this news is now being discussed.
damn rights I vote for a pin
and for gods sake mods don't let your pet terrorist do to this thread what he did to mine.

+1 & 😊

"A person experiences life as something separated from the rest - a kind of optical delusion of consciousness. Our task must be to free ourselves from this self-imposed prison, and through compassion, to find the reality of Oneness." – Albert Einstein

http://lunaticoutpost.com/thread-502262.html
Sky Roberts, father of Virginia Roberts, who has demanded Prince Andrew face court if his daughter's claims were true.

Last night, the father of alleged victim, Sky Roberts, 58, demanded the royal face court if his daughter's claims were true.

He told the Sun on Sunday: 'I don't care if he is prince or pauper. If what Virginia said is true he has to pay the consequences.

'If the Prince had sex with my daughter when she was underage, he has to be prosecuted.'

Speaking at his ranch in Summerfield, Florida, he added: 'I thought all of this was in the past. I feel sick now to think of these men and her.'

His daughter said: 'There will be a time when we explain stuff, just not this time.'
Elsewhere, Epstein's former butler Juan Alessi - who worked at his Florida mansion for 11 years - said in 2011 the Prince spent weeks there.

He claims Prince Andrew was a guest at pool parties full of naked women and also enjoyed daily $100-an-hour massages.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...z3Nz3futQj

Reading more background, I have a hard time believing the dad had no clue. He worked as a manager at the private club where she first met these people. And supposedly had been living on the streets.

Post: #17
Disturbed nli
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
I'm going to throw this in her

Was the young Latvian girl one of these? I'm referring to the body that was found in Sandringham some months back, a young Latvian girls body was found whilst the Royal Family holidayed there

Alias was her name, she was 17. I wonder if she was one of these "trafficked" girls, murdered and the body dumped and then found in Sandringham, put there as some sort macabre message or threat

I wouldn't be surprised but no proof of such that Im aware of may she rest in peace and may her killers be brought to justice in this world and the next.

Post: #18
UcDat
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Disturbed nli Wrote: (01-06-2015 02:00 AM)
I'm going to throw this in her

Was the young Latvian girl one of these? I'm referring to the body that was found in Sandringham some months back, a young Latvian girls body was found whilst the Royal Family holidayed there

Alias was her name, she was 17. I wonder if she was one of these "trafficked" girls, murdered and the body dumped and then found in Sandringham, put there as some sort macabre message or threat

I wouldn't be surprised but no proof of such that Im aware of may she rest in peace and may her killers be brought to justice in this world and the next.

Post: #19
MainStreetFatCat
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Former Mossad agent Victor Ostrovsky wrote about Mossad poolside sex orgies at its headquarters in his two books exposing the Mossad.
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Somehow, Penn State-Joe Paterno-Jerry Sandusky- and the Catholic Church fit into this schematic.

Ghislaine Maxwell, the daughter of Robert Maxwell!!!
In the Epstein/Prince Andrew/Dersh scandal it is interesting that there is an alleged female procurer involved, Ghislaine Maxwell. This struck me as odd. More interesting that she is the daughter of Robert Maxwell, who was certainly Mossad, and probably an agent and not just an asset.

It is rare and valuable for us to get a little peak at how all those politicians are controlled by the Zionists. Now imagine that this kind of procuring/blackmail is ubiquitous.

"Andrew and the under-age 'sex slave': Duke denies claim in court papers that teen was picked to sleep with him by Robert Maxwell's daughter"

Hidden cameras: "Prince Andrew may have been secretly filmed with underage girl he is alleged to have abused"
Prince Andrew's denials are carefully based on the fact the plaintiff was 'legal' under British law ("However, for the avoidance of doubt, any suggestion of impropriety with underage minors is categorically untrue."). Tweet (WikiLeaks):
"Prince Andrew sex slave case: Note that Buckingham Palace's statement does not deny the allegations, since 16 (not 18) is maturity in the UK"
Dersh's denial is similarly specific in an odd way.

Naked:
"The search for the naked truth leads next to Peter Simon, longtime Island nudist and chronicler of nudity, through his photographs and writings.
Peter, who lives in Chilmark, has himself become more restrained about expressing his penchant for nakedness in recent years, in part on the advice of his friend Alan Dershowitz, the noted civil liberties lawyer from Harvard Law School (who can sometimes be spotted on the beach wearing little more than a cell phone in summer).
"Dershowitz calls me: I’m a sexual harassment case waiting to happen. He thinks – people think – my boundaries are not well drawn about when it is appropriate or inappropriate to be naked," says Peter.
"I still walk around this house or by the pool naked," he says. “But I’ve learned to be more restrained. You have to be restrained in this country.”"

And perhaps a bit of a player (from a comment on a link by Yves Smith from Naked Capitalism):
"Note the mention of Alan Dershowitz? I know two different women he tried picking up on the Boston-NY shuttle back when I was still in school. One of them was a roommate, the other the roommate of a former roommate. Only the latter turned him down. As a result, I have had the unfortunate experience of seeing Dershowitz clad only in a towel."

I'm hoping we now get the Bill-Cosby-style slow drip of stories about Dersh.

"Dershowitz shares his home with his wife, Carolyn Cohen, a psychologist and supervisor at Harvard Medical School."

The WikiLeaks cable where Andy talks like a big shot (not to mention asshole), and is going to win the Great Game:
"Addressing the Ambassador directly, Prince Andrew then turned to regional politics. He stated baldly that "the United Kingdom, Western Europe (and by extension you Americans too”) were now back in the thick of playing the Great Game. More animated than ever, he stated cockily: "And this time we aim to win!" Without contradicting him, the Ambassador gently reminded him that the United States does not see its presence in the region as a continuation of the Great Game. We support Kyrgyzstan's independence and sovereignty but also welcome good relations between it and all of its neighbors, including Russia. "

Sadly, there is so much money available to pay these victims off that I am sure these moral outrages will never see the inside of a court. At least we get to understand how Zionism really works.

http://xymphora.blogspot.com/2015/01/ghi...obert.html

---
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RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
"On visits to Israel, Maxwell was feted like a head of state; he was a regular guest of honor at government banquets, and was given the finest accommodations. But Mossad had taken the precaution of being prepared should the proverbial "hand that fed it" suddenly withdraw its largesse.
Discovering Maxwell had a strong sexual appetite and, because of his massive size, favored oral sex, Mossad arranged that during the tycoon's visits to Israel, he was serviced from one of the stable of prostitutes the service maintained for blackmail purposes. Soon, Mossad had acquired a small library of video footage of Maxwell in sexually compromising positions. The bedroom suite of the hotel where he stayed had been rigged with a concealed camera."

—Gordon Thomas, Gideon's Spies, (1995) pg. 192
Think it's pretty obvious that Ghislaine Maxwell is an active Mossad conduit.

Robert Maxwell's media empire is 100% COINTELPRO, in addition to being a Mossad terrorist, pedophile, and Israeli dual loyalist.

"Mossad was financing many of its operations in Europe from money stolen from Maxwell's newspaper pension fund. They got their hands on the funds almost as soon as Maxwell made the purchase of the Mirror Newspaper Group with money lent to him by Mossad, together with expert advice he received from its financial analysts.

—Victor Ostrovsky, *By Way of Deception, The Other Side of Deception*
some epic posts there mate thx for the share.
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Corwin99 Wrote: (01-06-2015 03:57 AM)
Think it's pretty obvious that Ghislaine Maxwell is an active Mossad conduit.

Robert Maxwell's media empire is 100% COINTELPRO, in addition to being a Mossad terrorist, pedophile, and Israeli dual loyalist.

Great contributions Thanks!
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01-06-2015 05:19 AM
Posts: 12,633

Post: #28
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Great Thread, AkhaldanSolo. I think this is the most important thread on all of the forums.
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RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Strategos Wrote: (01-06-2015 05:19 AM)
Great Thread, AkhaldanSolo. I think this is the most important thread on all of the forums.

or at least close enough to deserve a pin.
there are several angles to this issue...

all of them sinister...
Great Thread, AkhaldanSolo. I think this is the most important thread on all of the forums. or at least close enough to deserve a pin.

I think in order to do that, members only, is to use the 'Abusive Post' to the left under the names and request a pin, otherwise they will simply ignore posted requests.

I'm happy a lot of this news is now being discussed.

damn rights I vote for a pin

and for gods sake mods don't let your pet terrorist do to this thread what he did to mine.

As far as I am concerned it is pretty hard to have too many threads on Pedophiles.

Predatory pedophiles and sex slave traders pimps etc should be given capital punishment. For many victims it is a slow torturous death. Cutting their throats would have been more merciful.
LoP Guest
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LoP Guest Wrote: (01-05-2015 10:50 PM)
Eldrich knows what side he chose and he knows the consequences.

Please, no bashing. Use a little tact lol.

Yes. Do not give the mods ANY reason to dump this thread. Show some restraint. That way if they dump it they show their politics on this issue.

Dr. Who Wrote: (01-06-2015 02:35 AM)

What the hell did them boys KNOW???
Surreal.
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Bill Clinton And The Pedophile: The Sex Scandal That Could Destroy Hillary’s Presidential Ambitions
http://beforeitsnews.com/survival/2015/0...53880.html

Over the years, the casually-dressed, globe-trotting financier, who was said to log more than 600 flying hours a year, has been linked with Bill Clinton, Kevin Spacey, Chris Tucker and Manhattan-London society figure Ghislaine Maxwell, daughter of the late media titan Robert Maxwell.
Epstein reportedly flew Tucker and Spacey to Africa on his private jet as part of a charitable endeavour. Clinton, meanwhile, flew on multiple occasions in the same plane to Epstein’s private Caribbean island, Little St James, between 2002 and 2005 as he developed his philanthropic post-presidential career. It would later be alleged in court that Epstein organised orgies on that same private island in the US Virgin Islands.

So, who is Keyser Söze?
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Usual_Suspects
'The Usual Suspects is a 1995 German-American neo-noir crime thriller film directed by Bryan Singer and written by Christopher McQuarrie. It stars Stephen Baldwin, Gabriel Byrne, Benicio del Toro, Chazz Palminteri, Kevin Pollak, Pete Postlethwaite and Kevin Spacey.'

HOLLYWOOD AND DEAD CHILDREN
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2014/04/hol...ldren.html

Pedophile Hollywood’s Beginning Of The End

LoP Guest
lop guest
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https://www.intellihub.com/st-james-isla...ecret-now/

Basically it sits just south of the ferry lane between St Thomas and St Johns.
https://www.google.com/maps/@18.3147289,-64.8276863,14z

US Virgin Islands.... I was told the ARMPIT OF THE CARRIBEAN on the commuter plane I was on enroute to St Thomas.

Smiley
My My... how correct that dude was!

Seems I heard some local chatter about Clinton being in U.S.V.I in 2000... 😁
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![The Grand Lodge of the State of Israel Free and Accepted Masons](image)

To the Masons of Peace

The Honorable Yitzhak Rabin, Prime Minister of Israel
His Majesty King Hussein of Jordan
The Honorable Bill Clinton, President of the United States
Ephraim Fuchs, President of the Israel Order of Masons

"With warm fraternal congratulations on the signing of the peace agreement between Israel and Jordan"
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OK can someone net out this thread for me? It seems like its all over the board.
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May be connected to these young women?
http://www.visitaruba.com/about-aruba/ar...g-persons/
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/8143921/ns/msn...caribbean/

Did Amy and Natalie wind up on Little St James servicing BJ Clinton and others?
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"...matters had become alarming when not only the prime minister but his wife, Sara, wanted to peer behind the looking glass into Israel's intelligence world. She had invited senior Mossad officers to call on her at home and answer her questions, claiming she was following the example of Hillary Clinton's interest in the CIA."
The featureless corridors of Mossad's headquarters building in Tel Aviv had echoed with scandalized whispers of how Sara Netanyahu had demanded to see psychological profiles of world leaders she and her husband would be entertaining or visiting. She had especially asked for details about President Bill Clinton's sexual activities.

—Gordon Thomas, Gideon's Spies, (1995) pg. 3

Prince Andrew and the rise of Operation Death Eaters

Disturbing new allegations surfaced this week concerning a handful of rich and powerful men, each accused of abusing underage girls described in court filings as "sex slaves." According to some online activists, however, the recent news is only the scab atop a festering wound of criminal sexual activity.

The high-profile dossier revealed this week includes Britain's Prince Andrew and Harvard Law School professor Alan Dershowitz, among others. The accusations are tied to an established lawsuit brought by women who claim that they were sexually abused as minors by American investment banker Jeffrey Epstein, who in 2008 was convicted of soliciting sex from underage girls.

Stirring controversy, Prince Andrew is known to have visited Epstein following his release from prison. He is also seen in photographs with his arm around one of Epstein's victims, Virginia Roberts, only 17 at the time. Buckingham Palace initially declined repeated inquiries into the allegations. On Friday, a spokesperson for the royal household denied "any suggestion of impropriety with underage minors."

Dershowitz, who advised Epstein regarding the FBI investigation into his illicit sexual activities, denies ever having met his accuser. He told the Guardian on Thursday: "It is a totally fabricated charge in every possible way."

Cases such as those levied against Epstein are central to a growing response by online activists, who under the banner "Operation Death Eaters" seek to expose "pedosadistic" men of influence and the political powers activists claim help shield them from prosecution. (Yes, "Death Eaters" is a reference to monsters in Harry Potter.)
Operation Death Eaters starts with the very word used to refer to people who desire sexual relations with children. They prefer the term "pedosadist" rather than "pedophile," because the suffix "-phile" is derived from a Greek verb meaning "to love." Individuals who advocate for the right to engage in sexual acts with children actually prefer to be called "pedophiles" for the very same reason.

#OpDeathEaters, as it is known on Twitter by those associated with the hacktivist group Anonymous, defines itself as "an internationally linked, independent, victim-led paedosadist inquiry/tribunal, which is in no way affiliated with the institutions of power that have created and run this industry."

Highly targeted by OpDeathEater participants are Britain's powerful political elite accused of raping, and in at least three cases murdering, underaged boys throughout the 1970s and 1980s. Last month, MP John Mann delivered a dossier to police containing no less than 22 names of individuals accused of participating in what has been termed the "Westminster pedophile ring." The list reportedly includes the names of three serving members of the House of Commons and three members of the House of Lords.

According to Mann, the list includes the names of at least 14 Conservative and five Labor politicians, the majority of whom are ex-government ministers.

"Anti-propaganda" art circulated by online activists

"Anti-propaganda" art circulated by online activists #OpDeathEaters

A previous 40-page dossier compiled in the early 1980s by a late member of Parliament accused at least eight public figures of sexually abusing children. It mysteriously vanished, however, after being given to then-Home Secretary official Leon Brittan in 1983. Brittan told reporters in 2013 that he didn't "recollect" the dossier, but
admitted the next year that it had, in fact, been handed to him—this, despite the fact that inquiries by another Home Office official found that the documents had not been retained.

Another British civil servant charged last year with investigating the vanishing dossier found that it was impossible to say whether the documents were removed to cover up abuse. He further concluded that there was no evidence to support such a claim. The allegations raised by MP Mann more than a month later suggest that at least two whistleblowers with knowledge of the British politicians linked to child abuse died under suspicious circumstances.

"The objective of #OpDeathEaters is to fight propaganda, to collect all the publicly available information before it disappears and to push for independent, internationally linked inquiries," an activist, who goes by the alias GeorgieBC, told the Daily Dot via Facebook on Friday. "Also to support those leading the inquiries and the witnesses and victims who come forward since they have a historical precedent of getting dead and jailed in every state."

Photo via Edmund Gall/Flickr (CC BY SA 2.0)
http://www.dailydot.com/politics/operati...ce-andrew/
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Sociopaths, Psychopaths and Death Eaters
Posted on November 23, 2014 by Heather Marsh

It is now an undeniable fact that the UK establishment has, for decades, been run by people who tortured and killed children for entertainment, for political power, and just because they could.

The cognitive dissonance that statement produces in the majority of the population has provided the cloak of invisibility that has kept these people in power and their actions unpunished for all these years. When faced with an undeniable proof of any part of this, people’s shock was easily comforted by soothing assurances that the person was only one, that no one around him had been aware, that this would be taken care of. The idea of a society of torturing murderers, openly known to each other, controlling not just the UK but embedded in the upper echelons of many (if not all) countries was the stuff of conspiracy websites, those prolific disseminators of unbelievable truths well mixed with repellant bigotry and obvious falsehoods, presented as a whole to discredit all ingredients. Human trafficking is the largest criminal industry in the world. It is far less reasonable to believe it is conducted without the full knowledge and co-operation of those in power, but the power of deeply anti-social behaviour is how unwilling anyone is to believe another human is capable of it.

The propaganda arm of this international ring of torturers which attempted to normalize abuse of children and babies as ‘sex’ is still very apparent in the corporate media coverage of the CSA inquiry which depicts the torture and murder of children as “sex attacks on kids”, “child sex” or a “sex scandal”. Sex is not an attack. This is not sex. The fact that these people tortured and murdered children in their recreational hours does not make them simply pedosadists, or what corporate media still likes to call pedophiles in acquiescence to PIE’s demands that they be depicted as ‘child-lovers’. Their recreation may have revolved around torturing children, but their office hours as UK media and government establishment revolved around torture and mass murder of people from all demographics. It is not sufficient to call them psychopaths or sociopaths since very few of those seriously harm others and almost none to this extent. These people who want to be known as child lovers are death eaters. They feed on the agony of others. They torture and murder not because they have to, but because it feeds something in them. The only reason they are attracted to children is the increase in pain, horror, power, and taboo. They are no less attracted to mass slaughter than they are to the torture of children.

Sociopaths are attracted by what repels others. They seek filth, horror and destruction. Using the torture of children as bait to blackmail political opponents is a natural act for death eaters, as is destroying populations with ‘drug wars’ and ‘terrorism’ or using the slaughter of populations to advertise the weapons
industry. People are products in the trade economy, and if death eaters are in control, people are their products to use as they wish. They are presiding over the destruction of the planet and beating back any who try to stop them because mass destruction is a compulsion for them.

The attempt to conflate torture and murder with sex is not unique to the UK establishment. “Our definition of sexy was something like Khadr.” said the man who decided to prosecute a tortured child. Militias in the DR Congo are promised magic power from raping women. Israel uses sexual imagery to promote the destruction of Palestine and rape is a constant in wars, torture, imprisonment, everywhere death eaters act. Death eaters gain power by manipulation of others. Hard coercion such as the control of military and police is theirs when they gain power, but until they have attained it they rely on seductive coercion. An insistence on hard coercion to control society is a denial of the power of seductive coercion. Conflation of torture and murder with sex is a perversion of that power. An attempt to depict deeply anti-social acts as sexual freedom is an attempt to normalize deeply anti-social behaviour.

Death eaters are not child lovers. Torture and murder are not a sex scandal. Sex is not an attack. Seductive coercion is used to create society. Its use in dissociated populations to incite acts of violence is a perversion of its power used against society.

Societal auto-immune disease

In industrialized states sociopathy is not only normal, it is normative. [b]Industrialized society is the replacement of human relationships with corporations where people are products and human need is industry.[/b] To be dissociated from the approval economy is to be dissociated from society. A trade economy consists of sociopaths connected only by money. Antisocial personality is a natural trait of anyone who climbs to the top of a ponzi scheme built on systems of dissociation. Sociopaths cannot relate to others as human. They see them as products, the perfect outlook for success in the predatory trade economy.

Most definitions now define psychopaths as those born dissociated, and sociopaths as those created (and both categories are best used only for sweeping generalizations which this is). While psychopaths have always been with us, dissociated populations are producing sociopaths in unprecedented numbers. Huge populations of sociopaths and apathetics are necessary for death eaters to survive in power. ‘Shh, we need to torture children for your safety,’ say the death eaters and the sociopathic and apathetic public nods and turns away. Without the disinterested and complicit buffer, nothing would save the death eaters from the torches and pitchforks of those at the bottom.

Antisocial personality is a societal auto-immune disease. It manifests as the most obvious horrors in society. Self-identified narcissists, sociopaths and psychopaths generally would like theirs to be an accepted part of the spectrum of human behaviour, as PIE lobbied to have abusing babies an accepted ‘liberation’ in the 70s. Trying to divert focus from their anti-social behaviour to a discussion on sexual orientation is part of their continual efforts to normalize their behaviour or at least to divert attention to understanding for them instead of protection for their victims. Depicting action against them as a feminist attack on male normative sexuality is an appeal for both sympathy and broad acceptance and a dismissal of the existence of their victims.

If anti-social behaviour was widely accepted, society would not exist (as it largely does not today) and human and most other life on earth would not survive much longer. It is not logical to accept self-destruction as a normal part of society or evolution. We cannot kill sociopathy, it is part of us. Like cancer, it will probably always be a part of us in small amounts and it would be very unwise to attempt to eliminate it entirely. Humanity cannot divide neatly into these categories, and there are a variety of factors that cause dissociated behaviour, all ‘normal’ but all unacceptable in a society that wishes to continue existence.

The UK media depiction of the subjects of the so-called Child Sexual Abuse inquiry as paedophiles is a very deliberate propaganda exercise and attempt to manipulate public opinion. People who rape, torture and murder are not child lovers. The victims of these people were not only children. The phrase ‘paedophile’ brings the focus from the victim to their assailant, and the pseudo-medical op-eds claim a right for understanding for death eaters, not the children. The use of the word paedophile individualizes the problem and is an...
attempt to pretend there are a ‘few bad apples’ instead of an entire ruling society complicit in the cover up and normalization of the torture and murder of others.

Societies do have the right to shun those who seek to destroy them. This fairly obvious principle has been perverted beyond all recognition by states who use it as an excuse to destroy others as they have perverted every other personal right to endorse corporate tyranny. States are highly militarized economic markets, not societies. Societies can shun harmful and anti-social behaviour in all forms, whether it is normal or not, as we do every day in all of our social norms. We do not need to build society according to an anti-social structure or create society that feeds anti-social behaviour at the top of the power structure. We do not need to accept death eaters as child lovers. We do not need to accept their hopeful norms in our coercive media propaganda.

Societies have the right to associate or to refuse to associate.  
https://georgiebc.wordpress.com/author/georgiebc/
I do believe that it is time to up the ante...

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows part 1 - the Death Eaters at Malfoy Manor part 2 (HD)

Isn't it time we

The language that we use is going to be very important in the coming future

Let's dial the clocks back on those PIE folks and refer to them as the true monsters they are. They have been trying to tell us for years who they are:

Language has to be carefully controlled as to properly denote the types of offenders we are dealing with here.

For years the general public has been lulled to rest by words that minimize and devalue the true perpetrations and victimizations across the spectrum of every social class, and usually it's those most often without a voice, the orphans of places like Kincora and Bristol in the UK to Boys Town in the US, and many others around the globe.

Much has to be said about the continual desensitization outlined above in Heather Marsh's commentary on the general public's attitude toward such crimes. In a trade economy where the shit tends to rise to the top, the sociopaths are trying to sing the song of the pied piper... leading us all down the path of impropriety and doubt.

I see this continually even here in a conspiracy forum. Constant bickering over the age of a victim whether she is 15 or 17 is all a matter of legality when you all know that that young woman is still barely yet just a child and hardly in the right mind of what the consequences of her actions might bring, no less being guided(coerced) by a so called responsible adult monarchy no less(Prince Andrew, 54).

It's time to change the playing field.
We are not dealing with people that like to 'Love' children:

Pedophile Alfred Kinsey and Sigmund Freud were the ones responsible for perpetuating the lie that children are sexual from birth. They had to create this myth in order to justify their perversion. After all, who could blame a pedophile for merely resisting the sexual advances of a child, right?
Pedophile Alfred Kinsey and Sigmund Freud were the ones responsible for perpetuating the lie that children are sexual from birth. They had to create this myth in order to justify their perversion. After all, who could blame a pedophile for merely resisting the sexual advances of a child, right?

While I do agree with you on the salient point that Alfred Kinsey had injected liberalized propaganda into the field of sexual research and psychology based on his rise to prominence in academia within this structuralized trade economy, only due to a general perusal of his methods do I feel suspect in his findings.

Do we really have to cover some of the delusional rantings of Freud (Frau Fraud)?

Either way, no offense, but your reply doesn't seem to mesh with what I was trying to illustrate with the *Fear and Loathing* reference and is slightly detracting.

---
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What a world.
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While obviously, for the time being, Prince Andrew and Mr. Epstein don't seem to be implicated to such a degree as to what I am alluding to.

But this, assuredly, is only a matter of a degree of separation...

One does not have to wander far to find controversy within the monarchy.
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King William will straighten this all out
Believe it or not, spiralling out from the issue of 'Child Abuse' in general or the 'International PedoSadist Child Trafficking Network' (IPSCTN - that works)...

Is from which all other 'conspiracies' flow, ie, Achilles Heal:

Dick Cheney, Coprophilia and the Salo' Elite
It is also known that live video streaming of interrogations was viewed by senior U.S. government officials.

CIA records indicate that one of the detainees, Mustafa al-Hawsawi, was later diagnosed with chronic hemorrhoids, an Doh'mains fissure, and symptomatic prolapse. "Al-Hawsawi, charged with being the financier of the 9/11 attack, remains in detention in Guantanamo.

The sexual abuse centers around inserting objects into the rectums of detainees. In the recent Senate report this activity also borders on coprophilia, a fetish that WMR exposed in the past on this website as one of Vice President Dick Cheney's more prurient interests. Coprophilia is defined as "paraphilia involving sexual arousal and pleasure from feces." Upon its release by Senate Intelligence Committee chair Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), Cheney was quick to defend the interrogation and detention practices revealed in the report. http://www.the5thestate.asia/2014/12/way...eport.html

SYDNEY; JADE; STOCK MARKET; SEX CULT; CHENEY AND UNDERAGE KIDS

Does Dick Cheney like sadistic gay child porn?

Reportedly, Dick Cheney used live video streaming equipment to view torture sessions.

"Underage teens were sodomised at Iraqi detention facilities."

Cheney has been linked to coprophilia. http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2014/12/i-w...uston.html

The elite are notorious for indulging in poop fantasies:

Salò, or the 120 Days of Sodom (Italian: Salò o le 120 giornate di Sodoma), commonly referred to as simply Salò, is a 1975 Italian art film written and directed by Pier Paolo Pasolini, with uncredited writing contributions by Pupi Avati.[2][3] It is based on the book The 120 Days of Sodom, by the Marquis de Sade. The story is in four segments, inspired by Dante's Divine Comedy: the Anteinferno, the Circle of Manias, the Circle of Shit and the Circle of Blood. The film also contains frequent references to and several discussions of Friedrich Nietzsche's 1887 book Zur Genealogie der Moral: Eine Streitschrift, Ezra Pound's poem The Cantos, and Marcel Proust's novel sequence In Search of Lost Time. It was Pasolini's last film; he was murdered shortly before Salò was released. Because of its scenes depicting intensely graphic violence, sadism and sexual depravity, the film was extremely controversial upon its release, and remains banned in several countries. For instance, it was only in the year 2000 that it was granted an uncut release in the UK.
The film focuses on four wealthy, corrupt fascist libertines after the fall of Benito Mussolini's Italy in July 1943. The libertines kidnap eighteen teenage boys and girls and subject them to four months of extreme violence, sadism, and sexual and mental torture. The film is noted for exploring the themes of political corruption, abuse of power, sadism, perversion, sexuality and fascism.

Although it remains a controversial film, it has been praised by various film historians and critics, and, while not typically considered a horror film,[citation needed] Salò was named the 65th scariest film ever made by the Chicago Film Critics Association in 2006[4] and is the subject of an article in The Penguin Encyclopedia of Horror and the Supernatural (1986).[5]

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sal%C3%B2,_...s_of_Sodom

Believe me, if you think this kind of stuff ended with the fascists of Italy and Germany... seriously think again it has gotten ten times as bad and ten times as brutal....
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![Image](http://journal-neo.org/2015/01/04/cia-to...ck-cheney/)

CIA Torture Report Incriminates Dick Cheney

http://journal-neo.org/2015/01/04/cia-to...ck-cheney/

'Information received this week from the highest levels of US counter-terrorism sources have confirmed that the reputed “Queen of Al Qaeda,” Dr. Aafia Siddiqui, a CIA torture victim now serving 87 years in an American “super-max” prison, was a CIA agent when captured and was imprisoned to prevent releasing information that could eventually lead to the arrest and conviction of then Vice President Dick Cheney.'

Siddiqui worked directly for Valerie Plame, a CIA agent purposefully “outed” when her husband, Ambassador Joseph Wilson, disproved White House claims of “yellowcake uranium” smuggling by Iraq.

White House Security Chief, Scooter “Libby” Leibowitz was convicted of the Plame leak, although sources now confirm that the “outing” of Plame was done at the orders of Cheney and was passed on to the media by...
When Plame was “burned,” her assistant, Dr. Aafia, was then listed as part of the now debunked yellowcake “network” and fled to Pakistan, where she was kidnapped and taken to Bagram Air Force Base, as outlined in CIA torture records.

**UK TELEGRAPH GETS IT VERY WRONG**

This week, the UK Telegraph published a lengthy article describing “convicted terrorist” Dr. Aafia Siddiqui’s process of radicalization and, quite frankly, defending her rendition kidnapping, her 5 years of rape and torture, and the murder of her children by CIA paid contractors.

If only this were the whole story, a cover up of torture as part of a war on terror. It is not. The Telegraph has a long reputation of being a cover story “drop box” for MI-6, so the story was passed around quickly among those who take a special interest in such things.

This week a source within the Able Danger investigation, working directly with the Department of Defense and IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) and part of the original team that brought down rogue FBI agent Robert Hansen as well, tells of a different story regarding Dr. Aafia Siddiqui.

She was a CIA agent targeted by the Bush administration because her operational unit, headed by Valerie Plame, one involved in NNP (nuclear non-proliferation) was ready to order the arrest of Vice President Dick Cheney and top officials of the US Department of Energy, the organization that, with the Department of Defense, maintains America’s nuclear weapons inventories.

Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger of the Reagan era, was arrested at his home one morning by a similar operational unit for crimes committed in the Iran-Contra Affair and was convicted of perjury and obstruction of justice.

After the 2000 US presidential election where George Bush (43) won by a nose, compliments of a Supreme Court ruling, loyal elements in defense and security became convinced the election began a coup, as some of the principals being investigated for their involvement in illegally acquiring and distributing stolen US nuclear weapon pits were placed in top positions to block any attempts of their being exposed by the ongoing investigations.

**BACKGROUND**

After 9/11, the US set out to create what appeared to be a worldwide terror organization, in order to justify both a political crackdown within the US and, as had been made public on many occasions by former NATO head General Wesley Clark… the long planned military takeover of the Middle East and Central Asia.

Part of this plot involved creating a cover story involving 500 tons of “yellowcake uranium”, supposedly bought by Al Qaeda and transported to Iraq to supply a nuclear program later found to never have existed. The Bush White House, at the orders of Vice President Dick Cheney, went to a terrorist group within the Italian intelligence agency, SISMI, part of the group responsible for the Gladio terror bombings and the kidnapping and murder of Italian Prime Minister Aldo Moro.

They created documents outlining imaginary transactions and sent them to CIA headquarters in Rome. SISMI chief Nicolo Pollari took the reports directly to the White House, where Cheney asked friends within the CIA and Department of Energy — part of a covert working team that included arms smuggler Victor Bout — to prepare reports citing the severity of the threat posed by these known forged reports.

**DEEP BACKGROUND**

A US Army intelligence group working within Israel, headed by Colonel James Hanke, had discovered that the nuclear weapons facility at Dimona had suffered a catastrophic accident between 1988 and 1990. Israel’s nuclear weapons inventory could no longer be maintained and expanded from domestically-produced weapons grade nuclear material.
Israel’s complicity was proven when, according to sources within the IAEA and Able Danger team, a combined operation between the US Department of Defense and Department of Justice, initially headed by FBI Agent John O’Neill, had discovered discrepancies in the US nuclear weapons inventory.

It was not just 350 missing nuclear pits, but fully one third of America’s post SALT II (Strategic Arms Limitations Talks) inventory. The records of our nuclear weapons inventory had been systematically sabotaged to hide this attack on America’s weapons inventory, or so they thought.

Able Danger established the presence of an espionage organization answerable personally to Benjamin Netanyahu. The organization included the then head of the Dept. of Energy, the AIPAC Lobby, the Anti-Defamation League, key commanders of America’s nuclear forces, the Joint Special Operations command under VP Dick Cheney, and members of the International Atomic Energy Agency, a UN organization.

Their investigation had tied corrupt officials at the highest levels of the US Department of Energy to the leak of classified nuclear “pit” configuration data and altering records of decommissioned nuclear weapons. Three hundred fifty W54 nuclear warheads were missing from inventories at the Pantex nuclear facility in Amarillo, Texas....

more...
http://journal-neo.org/2015/01/04/cia-to...ck-cheney/

See, I can bring you from Epstein to Cheney to 9/11 in just two posts. And from there even to Sandy Hook.
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**Sociopaths, Psychopaths and Death Eaters**

Posted on November 23, 2014 by Heather Marsh

*It is now an undeniable fact that the UK establishment has, for decades, been run by people who tortured and killed children for entertainment, for political power, and just because they could.*

The *cognitive dissonance* that statement produces in the majority of the population has provided the cloak of invisibility that has kept these people in power and their actions unpunished for all these years. When faced with an undeniable proof of any part of this, people’s shock was easily comforted by soothing assurances that the
person was only one, that no one around him had been aware, that this would be taken care of. The idea of a society of torturing murderers, openly known to each other, controlling not just the UK but embedded in the upper echelons of many (if not all) countries was the stuff of conspiracy websites, those prolific disseminators of unbelievable truths well mixed with repellant bigotry and obvious falsehoods, presented as a whole to discredit all ingredients. Human trafficking is the largest criminal industry in the world. It is far less reasonable to believe it is conducted without the full knowledge and co-operation of those in power, but the power of deeply anti-social behaviour is how unwilling anyone is to believe another human is capable of it.

The propaganda arm of this international ring of torturers which attempted to normalize abuse of children and babies as ‘sex’ is still very apparent in the corporate media coverage of the CSA inquiry which depicts the torture and murder of children as “sex attacks on kids”, “child sex” or a “sex scandal”. Sex is not an attack. This is not sex. The fact that these people tortured and murdered children in their recreational hours does not make them simply pedosadists, or what corporate media still likes to call pedophiles in acquiescence to PIE’s demands that they be depicted as ‘child-lovers’. Their recreation may have revolved around torturing children, but their office hours as UK media and government establishment revolved around torture and mass murder of people from all demographics. It is not sufficient to call them psychopaths or sociopaths since very few of those seriously harm others and almost none to this extent. These people who want to be known as child lovers are death eaters. They feed on the agony of others. They torture and murder not because they have to, but because it feeds something in them. The only reason they are attracted to children is the increase in pain, horror, power, and taboo. They are no less attracted to mass slaughter than they are to the torture of children.

Sociopaths are attracted by what repels others. They seek filth, horror and destruction. Using the torture of children as bait to blackmail political opponents is a natural act for death eaters, as is destroying populations with ‘drug wars’ and ‘terrorism’ or using the slaughter of populations to advertise the weapons industry. People are products in the trade economy, and if death eaters are in control, people are their products to use as they wish. They are presiding over the destruction of the planet and beating back any who try to stop them because mass destruction is a compulsion for them.

The attempt to conflate torture and murder with sex is not unique to the UK establishment. “Our definition of sexy was something like Khadr.” said the man who decided to prosecute a tortured child. Militias in the DR Congo are promised magic power from raping women. Israel uses sexual imagery to promote the destruction of Palestine and rape is a constant in wars, torture, imprisonment, everywhere death eaters act. Death eaters gain power by manipulation of others. Hard coercion such as the control of military and police is theirs when they gain power, but until they have attained it they rely on seductive coercion. An insistence on hard coercion to control society is a denial of the power of seductive coercion. Conflation of torture and murder with sex is a perversion of that power. An attempt to depict deeply anti-social acts as sexual freedom is an attempt to normalize deeply anti-social behaviour.

Death eaters are not child lovers. Torture and murder are not a sex scandal. Sex is not an attack. Seductive coercion is used to create society. Its use in dissociated populations to incite acts of violence is a perversion of its power used against society.

Societal auto-immune disease

In industrialized states sociopathy is not only normal, it is normative. [b]Industrialized society is the replacement of human relationships with corporations where people are products and human need is industry.[/b] To be dissociated from the approval economy is to be dissociated from society. A trade economy consists of sociopaths connected only by money. Antisocial personality is a natural trait of anyone who climbs to the top of a ponzi scheme built on systems of dissociation. Sociopaths cannot relate to others as human. They see them as products, the perfect outlook for success in the predatory trade economy.

Most definitions now define psychopaths as those born dissociated, and sociopaths as those created (and both categories are best used only for sweeping generalizations which this is). While psychopaths have always been with us, dissociated populations are producing sociopaths in unprecedented numbers. Huge populations of sociopaths and apathetics are necessary for death eaters to survive in power. ‘Shh, we need to torture children for your safety,’ say the death eaters and the sociopathic and apathetic public nods and turns away. Without the disinterested and complicit buffer, nothing would save the death eaters from the torches and
Antisocial personality is a societal auto-immune disease. It manifests as the most obvious horrors in society. Self-identified narcissists, sociopaths and psychopaths generally would like theirs to be an accepted part of the spectrum of human behaviour, as PIE lobbied to have abusing babies an accepted ‘liberation’ in the 70s. Trying to divert focus from their anti-social behaviour to a discussion on sexual orientation is part of their continual efforts to normalize their behaviour or at least to divert attention to understanding for them instead of protection for their victims. Depicting action against them as a feminist attack on male normative sexuality is an appeal for both sympathy and broad acceptance and a dismissal of the existence of their victims.

If anti-social behaviour was widely accepted, society would not exist (as it largely does not today) and human and most other life on earth would not survive much longer. It is not logical to accept self-destruction as a normal part of society or evolution. We cannot kill sociopathy, it is part of us. Like cancer, it will probably always be a part of us in small amounts and it would be very unwise to attempt to eliminate it entirely. Humanity cannot divide neatly into these categories, and there are a variety of factors that cause dissociated behaviour, all ‘normal’ but all unacceptable in a society that wishes to continue existence.

The UK media depiction of the subjects of the so-called Child Sexual Abuse inquiry as paedophiles is a very deliberate propaganda exercise and attempt to manipulate public opinion. People who rape, torture and murder are not child lovers. The victims of these people were not only children. The phrase ‘paedophile’ brings the focus from the victim to their assailant, and the pseudo-medical op-eds claim a right for understanding for death eaters, not the children. **The use of the word paedophile individualizes the problem and is an attempt to pretend there are a ‘few bad apples’ instead of an entire ruling society complicit in the cover up and normalization of the torture and murder of others.**

Societies do have the right to shun those who seek to destroy them. This fairly obvious principle has been perverted beyond all recognition by states who use it as an excuse to destroy others as they have perverted every other personal right to endorse corporate tyranny. States are highly militarized economic markets, not societies. Societies can shun harmful and anti-social behaviour in all forms, whether it is normal or not, as we do every day in all of our social norms. We do not need to build society according to an anti-social structure or create society that feeds anti-social behaviour at the top of the power structure. We do not need to accept death eaters as child lovers. We do not need to accept their hopeful norms in our coercive media propaganda.

*Societies have the right to associate or to refuse to associate.*

https://georgiebc.wordpress.com/author/georgiebc/
Pedophile Alfred Kinsey and Sigmund Freud were the ones responsible for perpetuating the lie that children are sexual from birth. They had to create this myth in order to justify their perversion. After all, who could blame a pedophile for merely resisting the sexual advances of a child, right?

AND he perpetuated the myth that significant portions of the male population are gay...

Kinsey was funded by the Rockafeller Foundation.... surprise surprise. 
So was the medical schools and the elimination of all forms of medicine besides Alopathy and surgery.
So was the Educational system. At one point the Rockafeller Foundation was the a bigger supporter of Ed than the Federal Government. Remember the Dewey Decimal System?
Dewey was a Rockafeller guy.

But let's not slide the thread.

---

Fu King
Registered User
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01-06-2015 06:36 PM
Posts: 2,288

Post: #56
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-06-2015 11:10 AM)
Believe it or not, spiralling out from the issue of 'Child Abuse' in general or the 'International PedoSadist Child Trafficking Network' (IPSCTN - that works)...

Is from which all other 'conspiracies' flow, ie, Achilles Heal:

Dick Cheney, Coprophilia and the Salo' Elite
It is also known that one video streaming of interrogations was viewed by senior U.S. government officials.

CIA records indicate that one of the detainees, Mustafa al-Hawsawi, was later diagnosed with chronic hemorrhoids, an Doh'mains fissure, and symptomatic prolapse." Al-Hawsawi, charged with being the financier of the 9/11 attack, remains in detention in Guantanamo.

The sexual abuse centers around inserting objects into the rectums of detainees. In the recent Senate report this activity also borders on coprophilia, a fetish that WMR exposed in the past on this website as one of Vice President Dick Cheney's more prurient interests. Coprophilia is defined as "paraphilia involving sexual arousal and pleasure from feces." Upon its release by Senate Intelligence Committee chair Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), Cheney was quick to defend the interrogation and detention practices revealed in the report.
http://www.the5thestate.asia/2014/12/way...eport.html

SYDNEY; JADE; STOCK MARKET; SEX CULT; CHENEY AND UNDERAGE KIDS

Does Dick Cheney like sadistic gay child porn?

Reportedly, Dick Cheney used live video streaming equipment to view torture sessions.
"Underage teens were sodomised at Iraqi detention facilities."

Cheney has been linked to coprophilia.
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2014/12/i-w...uston.html
The elite are notorious for indulging in poop fantasies:

Salò, or the 120 Days of Sodom
(Italian: Salò o le 120 giornate di Sodoma), commonly referred to as simply Salò, is a 1975 Italian art film written and directed by Pier Paolo Pasolini, with uncredited writing contributions by Pupi Avati.[2][3] It is based on the book The 120 Days of Sodom, by the Marquis de Sade. The story is in four segments, inspired by Dante's Divine Comedy: the Anteinferno, the Circle of Manias, the Circle of Shit and the Circle of Blood. The film also contains frequent references to and several discussions of Friedrich Nietzsche's 1887 book Zur Genealogie der Moral: Eine Streitschrift, Ezra Pound's poem The Cantos, and Marcel Proust's novel sequence In Search of Lost Time. It was Pasolini's last film; he was murdered shortly before Salò was released. Because of its scenes depicting intensely graphic violence, sadism and sexual depravity, the film was extremely controversial upon its release, and remains banned in several countries. For instance, it was only in the year 2000 that it was granted an uncut release in the UK.

The film focuses on four wealthy, corrupt fascist libertines after the fall of Benito Mussolini's Italy in July 1943. The libertines kidnap eighteen teenage boys and girls and subject them to four months of extreme violence, sadism, and sexual and mental torture. The film is noted for exploring the themes of political corruption, abuse of power, sadism, perversion, sexuality and fascism.

Although it remains a controversial film, it has been praised by various film historians and critics, and, while not typically considered a horror film,[citation needed] Salò was named the 65th scariest film ever made by the Chicago Film Critics Association in 2006[4] and is the subject of an article in The Penguin Encyclopedia of Horror and the Supernatural (1986).[5] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salò,_or_the_120_Days_of_Sodom

Believe me, if you think this kind of stuff ended with the fascists of Italy and Germany... seriously think again it has gotten ten times as bad and ten times as brutal....


IT IS ALL CONTAINED IN THE JEWS TALMUD.
Seems I heard some local chatter about Clinton being in U.S.V.I in 2000... 😁

A lengthy background on Epstein from 2003.  
http://www.vanityfair.com/society/featur...ein-200303
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<td>RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood</td>
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<td>You can have jews or normal society but you can't have both.</td>
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Registered User  
User ID: 268088  
01-06-2015 08:06 PM  
Posts: 789

Believe it or not, spiralling out from the issue of 'Child Abuse' in general or the 'International PedoSadist Child Trafficking Network' (IPSCTN - that works)...  
Is from which all other 'conspiracies' flow, ie, Achilles Heal:  

Dick Cheney, Coprophilia and the Salo' Elite  
It is also known that live video streaming of interrogations was viewed by senior U.S. government officials.  

CIA records indicate that one of the detainees, Mustafa al-Hawsawi, was later diagnosed with chronic hemorrhoids, an Doh'mains fissure, and symptomatic prolapse. ” Al-Hawsawi, charged with being the financier of the 9/11 attack, remains in detention in Guantanamo.  

The sexual abuse centers around inserting objects into the rectums of detainees. In the recent Senate report this activity also borders on coprophilia, a fetish that WMR exposed in the past on this website as one of Vice President Dick Cheney's more prurient interests. Coprophilia is defined as "paraphilia involving sexual arousal and pleasure from feces." Upon its release by Senate Intelligence Committee chair Dianne Feinstein (D-CA),...
Cheney was quick to defend the interrogation and detention practices revealed in the report.
http://www.the5thestate.asia/2014/12/way...eport.html

SYDNEY; JADE; STOCK MARKET; SEX CULT; CHENEY AND UNDERAGE KIDS

Does Dick Cheney like sadistic gay child porn?

Reportedly, Dick Cheney used live video streaming equipment to view torture sessions.

"Underage teens were sodomised at Iraqi detention facilities."

Cheney has been linked to coprophilia.
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2014/12/i-w...uston.html

The elite are notorious for indulging in poop fantasies:

Salò, or the 120 Days of Sodom (Italian: Salò o le 120 giornate di Sodoma), commonly referred to as simply Salò, is a 1975 Italian art film written and directed by Pier Paolo Pasolini, with uncredited writing contributions by Pupi Avati.[2][3] It is based on the book The 120 Days of Sodom, by the Marquis de Sade. The story is in four segments, inspired by Dante's Divine Comedy: the Anteinferno, the Circle of Manias, the Circle of Shit and the Circle of Blood. The film also contains frequent references to and several discussions of Friedrich Nietzsche's 1887 book Zur Genealogie der Moral: Eine Streitschrift, Ezra Pound's poem The Cantos, and Marcel Proust's novel sequence In Search of Lost Time. It was Pasolini's last film; he was murdered shortly before Salò was released. Because of its scenes depicting intensely graphic violence, sadism and sexual depravity, the film was extremely controversial upon its release, and remains banned in several countries. For instance, it was only in the year 2000 that it was granted an uncut release in the UK.

The film focuses on four wealthy, corrupt fascist libertines after the fall of Benito Mussolini's Italy in July 1943. The libertines kidnap eighteen teenage boys and girls and subject them to four months of extreme violence, sadism, and sexual and mental torture. The film is noted for exploring the themes of political corruption, abuse of power, sadism, perversion, sexuality and fascism.

Although it remains a controversial film, it has been praised by various film historians and critics, and, while not typically considered a horror film,[citation needed] Salò was named the 65th scariest film ever made by the Chicago Film Critics Association in 2006[4] and is the subject of an article in The Penguin Encyclopedia of Horror and the Supernatural (1986).[5]
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sal%C3%B2,_...s_of_Sodom

Believe me, if you think this kind of stuff ended with the fascists of Italy and Germany... seriously think again it has gotten ten times as bad and ten times as brutal....

IT IS ALL CONTAINED IN THE JEWS TALMUD.

LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-06-2015 06:40 PM)
You can have jews or normal society but you can't have both.
Please, I cannot allow straight antisemitism to exist on these pages, and our fight is too important to let you continue such behavior. We CANNOT label ALL JEWS.

Anyone with half their weight in salt and with any intelligence can gather that there very well might be an entire Tribe or faction creating the tumult between another faction and 'The Goyim'.

We have to be very careful from this point on about the language that we use.

(This post was last modified: 01-06-2015 08:07 PM by AkhaldanSolo.)

Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,Mi6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 91621
01-06-2015 08:33 PM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,Mi6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Advertisement

Liberals Hate This Video

Goldilocks III Wrote: (01-06-2015 02:55 AM)
5 star thread

Somehow, Penn State-Joe Paterno-Jerry Sandusky- and the Catholic Church fit into this schematic.

As are the deaths of JonBenet Ramsey and Natalie Holloway.

MainStreetFatCat
Registered User
User ID: 260444
01-06-2015 08:35 PM

Post: #62
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,Mi6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

The TV series True Detective reveals many things, one of which is how the Satanic cult that rules the world uses compartmentalized perverts and sadists as conduits to fuel their rituals. It's not a stretch to think that Holloway may have been a victim of this octopus. Be interesting to find out what kind of connections the scumbag that took the fall for her murder has.
Jeffrey Epstein kept an address book.

Epstein's former house manager Alfredo Rodriguez discovered the book.

Rodriguez kept the book as security, fearing Epstein would make him 'disappear'.

Rodriguez was later found guilty of 'obstruction of justice' and served a longer prison sentence than Epstein.

dailymail

Rosa Monckton, Sir Bob Geldof, Cherie Blair and Elizabeth Hurley, who have all been linked to 'mind control' by the security services.
The Epstein address book contains the contact details of many people, including:

1. **Rosa Monckton**, Princess Diana's 'best friend'.

Rosa Monckton is married to Dominic Lawson, reportedly an MI6 spy.

MI6 Rosa Monckton and the Oxbridge spooks.../Diana, and the baby buried in her garden
Mail Online
http://www.whale.to/b/mi6__the_lying_game.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...arden.html

2. **Earl Spencer**, Princess Diana's brother
Mick Jagger and Jimmy Savile have both been linked to the security services.

3. Mick Jagger

Mick Jagger reportedly had sexual affairs with MI5's Tom Driberg and many others.

Some believe that as a young lad Jagger was mind-controlled into becoming a sex slave for the elite.

MICK JAGGER, SATANISM AND THE CIA / MYSTERIOUS MICK JAGGER

4. Rupert Murdoch

Rupert Murdoch is very pro-Israel and is one of the secret rulers of the world.

5. Henry Kissinger.

Brice Taylor is said to have been one of Henry Kissinger's sex slaves.


Bill Clinton is believed to have been mind controlled.
7. Tony Blair

Who might have recruited Tony Blair into the security services?

TONY BLAIR’S SCHOOLS: CHILD ABUSE RINGS.
http://aangirfan.blogspot.com/2013/05/to...rings.html
http://aangirfan.blogspot.com/2010/02/wh...blair.html

8. Michael Bloomberg

And Many Others:

Ehud Olmert
Senator George Mitchell
Model Angie Everhart
Actress Liz Hurley
Film producer Alec Baldwin
Barbara Walters
Liz Hurley
Designer Tom Ford
John Cleese
Minnie Driver
Dustin Hoffman
Bobby Kennedy Jr.
Senator Edward Kennedy
Maria Shriver.
Model Janice Dickinson
Read more: http://www.dailymail.
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/
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Registered User  
User ID: 268088  
01-06-2015 08:37 PM  
Posts: 789

**Post: #64**  
**RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood**  
**Corwin99** Wrote: (01-06-2015 08:35 PM)  
The TV series True Detective reveals many things, one of which is how the Satanic cult that rules the world uses compartmentalized perverts and sadists as conduits to fuel their rituals.  
Interesting, yes I think I do recall certain episodes that report on ritual abuses but always seem glossed over, compartmentalized as well but reports ARE being made.

---

**LoP Guest**  
lop guest  
User ID: 182838  
01-06-2015 08:37 PM

**Post: #65**  
**RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood**  
**LoP Guest** Wrote: (01-06-2015 06:40 PM)  
You can have jews or normal society but you can't have both.  
Either YOU are a shill tryin' to get the thread shut down or you are an idiot.  
Either way.... need to STFU!!!!!

---

**MainStreetFatCat**  
Registered User  
User ID: 260444  
01-06-2015 08:38 PM  
Posts: 5,421

**Post: #66**  
**RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood**  
Spontaneous murder or organized crime?  

Joran Van der Sloot

---

**MainStreetFatCat**  
Registered User  
User ID: 260444  
01-06-2015 08:40 PM

**Post: #67**  
**RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood**  
AkhdanSolo, interesting Princess Diana connection. Lots of evidence that Diana was assassinated by the Mossad. Mossad fingerprints are all over this scandal.
The TV series True Detective reveals many things, one of which is how the Satanic cult that rules the world uses compartmentalized perverts and sadists as conduits to fuel their rituals.

Interesting, yes I think I do recall certain episodes that report on ritual abuses but always seem glossed over, compartmentalized as well but reports ARE being made.

Remember that Kinsey was getting pedophiles to rape children in order to provide he and his Rockefeller programmers with data. He even had them using stop watches during the rapes.

---

Don't forget about Pie n Mash Films.

“All the world's a stage and most of us are desperately unrehearsed.” -Seán O'Casey

“Today is the tomorrow you worried about yesterday” -Unknown
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Mark Wrote: (01-06-2015 08:44 PM)
Don't forget about Pie n Mash Films.
No I don't, Please elaborate.

RaXz
Whatever you think
User ID: 103918
01-06-2015 09:09 PM
Posts: 8,532

Post: #71
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-06-2015 09:07 PM)
Mark Wrote: (01-06-2015 08:44 PM)
Don't forget about Pie n Mash Films.
No I don't, Please elaborate.

It's a independent film company about these kinds of things, Bill Maloney is one of my heroes.

"All the world's a stage and most of us are desperately unrehearsed." - Seán O'Casey

"Today is the tomorrow you worried about yesterday" - Unknown

(AThis post was last modified: 01-06-2015 09:09 PM by RaXz.)

AkhaldanSolo
Registered User
User ID: 268088
01-06-2015 09:12 PM
Posts: 789

Post: #72
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Oh Yes, Mr. Maloney. I applaud his efforts, he is very brave. I particularly enjoyed his tenacity confronting members of Parliament on the lawn in London this summer!!!

Spectacular.

AkhaldanSolo
Registered User
User ID: 268088
01-06-2015 09:19 PM
Posts: 789

Post: #73
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Jeb Bush was governor of Florida from 1999 to 2007, a time when Jeffrey Epstein was active in Florida.

Prince Andrew met Virginia Roberts in March 2001.

The CIA would have known about Epstein and his friends, and presumably they would have informed Jeb Bush.

It was neither Jeb Bush nor the CIA that brought down Epstein.

In March 2005, a woman contacted Palm Beach police, concerned that her 14-year-old daughter had been taken to Epstein's mansion.

Epstein was charged in 2006.
Somehow, Penn State-Joe Paterno-Jerry Sandusky- and the Catholic Church fit into this schematic.

As are the deaths of JonBenet Ramsey and Natalie Holloway.

**#2207: Marine Links JonBenét Identity Thefts to Serco Foreign-Faction Visas, Obama Red Switch Fraud**

United States Marine Field McConnell has linked the ransom note which stopped JonBenét Ramsey's father from exposing alleged thefts of National Command Authority identities by former Lockheed Martin directors Lynne Cheney and Norman Mineta, to Serco foreign-faction crime groups embedded in the National Visa Center and Barry Soetoro’s – a.k.a. Barack Obama – override frauds on the Defense Red Switch Network.

McConnell claims that Serco agents realized John Bennett Ramsey had discovered the identity thefts while installing Sun identity-management systems for the National Command Authority's Red Switch Network in the White House and the Pentagon and they therefore instructed Cheney and Mineta to award Ramsey a bonus of $118,000 – the sum requested as ransom – so he would recognize the source of the foreign-faction threat to decapitate his daughter if he exposed them.

http://www.abeldanger.net/2014/12/2207-m...ntity.html
Alfredo Rodriguez (above), who was Jeffrey Epstein's house manager for many years, died last week, on 28 December 2014.

He was aged 60.

Read more: http://www.dailymail.

Various witnesses in the Epstein case claim to have been threatened.
Prince Andrew's friend Jeffrey Epstein 'used aggressive witness tampering to prevent truth coming out'

The Telegraph
By Gordon Rayner Chief Reporter, and Rob Crilly in Palm Beach, Florida 17 hrs ago

The Duke of York's former friend Jeffrey Epstein used "aggressive witness tampering" on employees who later refused to answer questions about whether the Duke slept with underage girls, according to US investigators.

Epstein is also said to have bankrolled the legal fees of witnesses who invoked their right to silence to avoid answering whether young girls were “provided for sex” to the Duke.

Lawyers representing women who were sexually abused by Epstein have complained bitterly that it became “impossible” to gather evidence from vital witnesses because so many of them had legal representation paid for by Epstein, a billionaire investment banker.

The Duke of York has “categorically denied” claims made in US court documents that he “sexually abused” a 17-year-old girl called Virginia Roberts, or engaged in any “impropriety with under-age minors”.

The Duke, 54, spent today in discussions with lawyers and aides at Royal Lodge, his home near Windsor Castle, where he and his staff refused to answer any more questions about the allegations.

His ex-wife, the Duchess of York, described him as “the best man in the world” in her first comments since the allegations surfaced last week.

Court documents filed in Florida reveal the extent to which the FBI and victims’ lawyers were frustrated in their attempts to investigate the extent of Epstein’s sex offending, and the claims against the Duke.

One court statement lists ten employees and associates of Epstein who, it said, were being represented by lawyers paid for by the convicted sex offender. They include Nadia Marcinkova, described as “Epstein’s live-in sex slave”, who invoked her right not to incriminate herself, protected by the US constitution’s Fifth Amendment, when she was asked about the Duke of York.

Asked by a victim’s lawyer: “Have you ever been made to perform sexually on Prince Andrew?” she replied: “Fifth.” As well as having a lawyer provided by Epstein, she was “harassed and pressured” by him not to cooperate, court papers allege.

Sarah Kellen, Epstein’s executive assistant, whose legal fees were also said to have been paid by Epstein, was asked: “Would you agree with me that Prince Andrew and Jeffrey Epstein used to share under-age girls for sexual relations?” She replied: “On the instruction of my lawyer, I must invoke my Fifth Amendment privilege.” Miss Kellen was “threatened” by Epstein to prevent her co-operating, it is alleged.

Epstein himself, questioned under oath, refused to answer the questions: “Did you provide any under-aged girls for sex to Prince Andrew?” and: “Did you fly with Prince Andrew on your plane, or planes, with any
under-aged girls, girls under the age of 18?”

A third woman, Adriana Ross, a former model who worked as Epstein’s diary organiser, refused to answer the question: “Has Prince Andrew ever been involved with under-age minor females to your knowledge?”

When two FBI Specials Agents went to the home of Leslie Groff, a personal assistant to Epstein, in 2007 to serve her with a federal grand jury subpoena, she told them she had to go upstairs to check her sleeping child, but instead phoned Epstein, who told her not to speak to the agents.

The "aggressive witness tampering" was "so severe" that examples were written into proposed plea agreements for Epstein, court documents state.

Court papers also allege that Epstein used his fleet of private aircraft to traffic young girls around the world for sex.

Flight logs show that in May 2000 the Duke flew with Epstein in his Gulfstream jet as a guest, accompanied by a royal protection officer. There is no suggestion any young girls were being trafficked or abused on the flight from New York to Florida.

The claims that the Duke “sexually abused" Miss Roberts were made in the latest round of an attempt by victims of Epstein to have his 2008 plea bargain overturned. They say his deal with Florida prosecutors – which gave him immunity from federal prosecution and allowed him to serve just 13 months in jail – was unlawful because the victims were not consulted.

Epstein was allowed the plea bargain despite an FBI investigation concluding that 40 women should be “characterised as victims”, some of whom went to Epstein’s homes 100 times or more.

Papers seen by The Daily Telegraph show that the Duke’s friendship with Epstein – and his resulting resignation as UK trade envoy in 2011 – are described as creating a strong public interest case for disclosing the secret terms of the plea bargain.

The victims, who claim the Duke lobbied the US government for a lenient deal for his friend, said in one court document: “In light of all this interest, it appears that Epstein's motivation in keeping entire documents sealed is to block the public from learning about what happened during the investigation of his crimes, rather than any legitimate purpose.”

The Duke’s aides have denied he would ever interfere in an ongoing legal case, and court papers show that the US Justice Department told the victims it held no documents in relation to any alleged lobbying by the Duke.


---

**AkhaldanSolo**

**User ID:** 268088
**Date:** 01-06-2015 10:04 PM
**Posts:** 789

**Post: #77**

**RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood**

I am highly entertained that *particular* individuals, shills and apologists are avoiding this rather revealing thread, thank you sincerely *folks.*

---

**LoP Guest**

**User ID:**
**Date:** 01-06-2015 08:37 PM
**Posts:**

**Post: #78**

**RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood**

LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-06-2015 08:37 PM)
LoP Guest Wrote: (01-06-2015 06:40 PM)
You can have jews or normal society but you can't have both.
Either YOU are a shill tryin' to get the thread shut down or you are an idiot.
Either way,... need to STFU!!!!!!

They chew off baby foreskin in their "religious" rituals. You do the math.

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 276978
01-06-2015 10:23 PM

Post: #79
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
dead eaters

harry potter comes to mind

Matouwac Torch
lop guest
User ID: 263983
01-06-2015 10:28 PM

Post: #80
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-06-2015 10:04 PM)
I am highly entertained that *particular* individuals, shills and apologists are avoiding this rather revealing thread, thank you sincerely *folks*.

It is pretty strange really. One would think they would be tasked to swarm on this. Of course, it is only coming out now as part of a planned, controlled demolition of states and royals. No naming of CEO's, board members, or bankers. That is a pretty interesting component IMHO.
Once that happens, then this will appear to really be a turning point of change in the world for good.

Right now it just seems to be a transition to something different, and not yet clearly better.

No doubt about it though, any exposed pedo is a step in the right direction, and eventually, they will start flipping on each other.

MainStreetFatCat
Registered User
User ID: 260444
01-06-2015 10:50 PM

Post: #81
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-06-2015 10:28 PM)

AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-06-2015 10:04 PM)
I am highly entertained that *particular* individuals, shills and
apologists are avoiding this rather revealing thread, thank you sincerely *folks*.

It is pretty strange really. One would think they would be tasked to swarm on this. Of course, it is only coming out now as part of a planned, controlled demolition of states and royals. No naming of CEO's, board members, or bankers. That is a pretty interesting component IMHO.

Once that happens, then this will appear to really be a turning point of change in the world for good.

Right now it just seems to be a transition to something different, and not yet clearly better.

No doubt about it though, any exposed pedo is a step in the right direction, and eventually, they will start flipping on each other.

I wonder if the mass of other pedo-sadists in the octopus are feeling insecure in their protection? Maybe that's what's really going on. A tightening on secrecy through more fear. Then again, maybe they are too compartmentalizes to figure out what's going on.

---

**Professor Chaos**

Registered User

User ID: 256677

01-06-2015 10:54 PM

Post: #82

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

If media is bought and paid for, why are they turning on Prince Andrew? Epstein (jewish billionaire financier)?

Why is Florida redneck, Sky, not shanked by professional hit men?

How did little Florida girl know of Prince Andrew?

---

**MainStreetFatCat**

Registered User

User ID: 260444

01-06-2015 10:57 PM

Post: #83

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Professor Chaos  Wrote:  (01-06-2015 10:54 PM)

If media is bought and paid for, why are they turning on Prince Andrew? Epstein (jewish billionaire financier)?

Why is Florida redneck, Sky, not shanked by professional hit men?

How did little Florida girl know of Prince Andrew?

At some level, this appears to be a psychodrama. More Revelation of the Method that feeds the octopus by gaining our consent.
LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 280135
01-06-2015 11:07 PM

Post: #84
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
I agree with MT. The entire system of European royalty stands to be forever stained by this. Look at Fergie piping up to defend pedophilia. This is earthshattering in its implications.
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Posts: 789

Post: #85
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Corwin99 Wrote: (01-06-2015 10:57 PM)
Professor Chaos Wrote: (01-06-2015 10:54 PM)
If media is bought and paid for, why are they turning on Prince Andrew? Epstein (jewish billionaire financier)?

Why is Florida redneck, Sky, not shanked by professional hit men?

How did little Florida girl know of Prince Andrew?

At some level, this appears to be a psychodrama. More Revelation of the Method that feeds the octopus by gaining our consent.

You appear to be right. MSM IS reporting on the Prince Andrew "Sex Scandal" (Key words) and a heavily censored gate is in place to not let too much speculation arise within the Plebian...

I mean, out of all the 'horrible' things we heard about Bill Cosby did we really ever hear how entrenched he was within Hugh Hefners circle of friends, The Grotto's infamous Orgies, his affiliation with Satanist Sammy Davis Jr. And Anton LaVey, Cosby's military training where he may or may not have been inculcated into Mk-Ultra style mind control projects...

But we weren't supposed to pick up on the fact that he was an OB/GYN practicing out of his basement, licensed to prescribe women pills. Or the fact he was using his show as a candy van.

Or the fact that he and Hef might have driven a Playboy model to a satanic ritualistic suicide(/murder).

BILL COSBY AND THE DEATH OF PAIGE YOUNG
The American model Paige Young died in mysterious circumstances.
Cosby and Hefner

Paige Young had been "passed around by Bill Cosby, Hugh Hefner and dozens of Hollywood honchos."

Tamara Green, a victim of Cosby, commented on Cosby's control over Paige:

"Paige always seemed in a stupor, a daze, like he was controlling her."

Former model Melanie Myers says: "There was a large American flag draped across her bed and there was a pentagram laid out on the wooden floor...

"There were news clippings, magazine articles, everything you could think of. Written across it was something like: 'Hugh Hefner is the devil'."

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2014/12/bil...young.html
Jeffrey Epstein kept an address book.

The Epstein address book contains the contact details of many people, including:

1. Rosa Monckton
2. Earl Spencer Princess Diana's brother
3. Mick Jagger
4. Rupert Murdoch
5. Henry Kissinger
6. Bill Clinton
7. Tony Blair
8. Michael Bloomberg

Ehud Olmert
Senator George Mitchell
Model Angie Everhart
Actress Liz Hurley
Film producer Alec Baldwin
Barbara Walters
Liz Hurley
Designer Tom Ford
John Cleese
Minnie Driver
Dustin Hoffman
Bobby Kennedy Jr.
Senator Edward Kennedy
Maria Shriver.
Model Janice Dickinson

Read more: http://www.dailymail.
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/

Hmmm, address books?
In May 2008, the top people were invited to Israel to celebrate the 60th anniversary of Israel. [http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/con...03773.html](http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/con...03773.html)

For Israel, 60 Candles And Many Luminaries.

The following people got together for the celebration:

- Alan Dershowitz
- Leslie Wexner, founder of the Limited clothing chain and one of richest men in the United States
- Henry A. Kissinger
- Ehud Olmert
- Tony Blair
- Rupert Murdoch
- White House domestic policy adviser Jay Lefkowitz
- Ron Lauder, the former ambassador who now heads the World Jewish Congress
- Václav Havel
- Mort Zuckerman
- Efraim Halevy, the former director of Mossad.
- Dennis Ross
- Bernard-Henri Lévy
- Goldman Sachs strategist Abby Joseph Cohen.
- President Bush
- Ehud Olmert
- Sheldon Adelson, the Las Vegas casino tycoon and a big financier of Republican and Jewish causes
- Shimon Peres
Post: #87
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-06-2015 10:04 PM)

I am highly entertained that particular individuals, shills and apologists are avoiding this rather revealing thread, thank you sincerely folks.

BUMP

BUMP

Post: #88
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

MainStreetFatCat Wrote: (01-07-2015 04:36 AM)

Mossad sex party, according to former Mossad case officer Victor Ostrovsky

Quote: It was close to midnight when we left the room and locked it up. We'd left our car in the parking lot near the dining room, and we were heading out that way when we heard a lot of noise from the pool area. "What the hell is that?" I asked Michel. "Let's go and see," he said. "Wait. Wait," said Heim. "Let's go quietly." "Better yet," I suggested. "Let's just go back up to that second-floor window and see what's going on." The noise continued as we stole back into the Academy, up the stairs, and over to the window in the little bathroom where I had once been held during my pre-course test. I'll never forget what I saw.
next. There were about 25 people in and around the pool and none of them had a stitch of clothing on. The second-in-command of the Mossad — today, he is the head — was there. Hessner. Various secretaries. It was incredible. Some of the men were not a pretty sight, but most of the girls were quite impressive. I must say they looked much better than they did in uniform! Most of them were female soldiers assigned to the office, and were only 18 or 20 years old. Some of the partiers were in the water playing, some were dancing, others were on blankets to the left and the right having a fine old time vigorously screwing each other right there. I've never seen anything like it. "Let's make a list of who's here," I said. Heim suggested we get a camera, but Michel said, "I'm out of here. I want to stay in the office." Yosy agreed, and Heim conceded that taking photos was probably unwise. We stayed there about 20 minutes. It was the top brass all right, and they were swapping partners. It really shook me. That's sure not what you expect. You look at these people as heroes, you look up to them, and then you see them having a sex party by the pool. Mind you, Heim and Michel didn't seem surprised. We left quietly, went to our car, and pushed it all the way to the gate.

—Ostrovsky, Victor, By Way of Deception, (1990), pg. 96

Mossad sex party, according to former Mossad case officer Victor Ostrovsky

Quote: It was close to midnight when we left the room and locked it up. We'd left our car in the parking lot near the dining room, and we were heading out that way when we heard a lot of noise from the pool area. "What the hell is that?" I asked Michel. "Let's go and see," he said. "Wait. Wait," said Heim. "Let's go quietly," I suggested, "let's just go back up to that second-floor window and see what's going on." The noise continued as we stole back into the Academy, up the stairs, and over to the window in the little bathroom where I had once been held during my pre-course test. I'll never forget what I saw next. There were about 25 people in and around the pool and none of them had a stitch of clothing on. The second-in-command of the Mossad — today, he is the head — was there. Hessner. Various secretaries. It was incredible. Some of the men were not a pretty sight, but most of the girls were quite impressive. I must say they looked much better than they did in uniform! Most of them were female soldiers assigned to the office, and were only 18 or 20 years old. Some of the partiers were in the water playing, some were dancing, others were on blankets to the left and the right having a fine old time vigorously screwing each other right there. I've never seen anything like it. "Let's make a list of who's here," I said. Heim suggested we get a camera, but Michel said, "I'm out of here. I want to stay in the office." Yosy agreed, and Heim conceded that taking photos was probably unwise. We stayed there about 20 minutes. It was the top brass all right, and they were swapping partners. It really shook me. That's sure not what you expect. You look at these people as heroes, you look up to them, and then you see them having a sex party by the pool. Mind you, Heim and Michel didn't seem surprised. We left quietly, went to our car, and pushed it all the way to the gate.

—Ostrovsky, Victor, By Way of Deception, (1990), pg. 96

Mossad sex parties continued....

Quote: We checked up on this later and apparently these parties were going on all the time. The area around the pool is the most secure place in Israel. You don't get in there unless you're from the Mossad. What's the worst thing that could happen? A cadet sees you. So what? You can always deny it. The next day in class, it was strange to sit there and take a lecture from Hessner after what we'd seen him doing the night before. I remember I asked him a question. I had to. "How's your back?" I said. "Why?" he replied. "You walk like you strained it," I said. Heim looked at me then, and his chin almost hit the floor. After Hessner's rather long, dreary lecture, we sat through another about the military structure of Syria. It's hard not to fall asleep in those lectures. If you were out on the Golan Heights you'd be interested, but all that stuff about where the Syrians were deployed was rather boring, although the general picture sank in, and that was all they really wanted to happen.

—Ibid, pg. 97
Mossad calls their female escorts *bat leveyha*.

**Sayan**—(*Sayanim*, plural) civilian helpers of the Mossad who often help Mossad carry out illegal activities by circumventing paper trails

**Lohamah Psichlogit**—(LAP) Mossad's psychological warfare division

---

**Quote:**
There is an area along the beach north of Tel Aviv called Tel Barbach, not far from the Country Club, where all the hookers hang out waiting for men to come along in their cars, pick them up, go behind the sand dunes, do their thing, and drive off. Pinhas decided to take his night photography equipment and set up on a hill by the sand dunes, photographing men in their cars with the hookers, and thereby collecting some explicit photos, thanks to the high-quality equipment and powerful telescopic lenses. We had already been taught how to invade the police computer—plugging into it without police knowledge or permission—so Maidan simply ran the car license plates through the computer to find the owners' names and addresses, and began blackmailing them. He'd phone, say he had some compromising photos, and ask for money.

He boasted that he was making quite a bit. He didn't say how much, but eventually someone complained and he was reprimanded. I thought he'd be kicked out. But apparently somebody regarded this as showing initiative. I guess when you're rolling so deep in the shit, you don't notice when something smells bad.

Of course, to the Mossad's way of thinking, the production of such photos could sometimes be a powerful persuader in recruiting—and sometimes not. A story was told of one senior Saudi Arabian official who was photographed in bed with a hooker who had been given instructions to situate herself and her bedmate in such a way that the camera recorded both his face and the actual penetration. Later, the Mossad confronted him with the evidence of his sexual escapades, spreading the photos on a table and saying, "You might want to cooperate with us." But instead of recoiling in shock and horror, the Saudi was thrilled with the photos. "This is wonderful," he said. "I'll take two of those, three of that," adding he wanted to show them to all his friends. Needless to say, that particular recruiting effort failed.
Sky Roberts, father of Virginia Roberts, who has demanded Prince Andrew face court if his daughter’s claims were true.

Last night, the father of alleged victim, Sky Roberts, 58, demanded the royal face court if his daughter’s claims were true.

He told the Sun on Sunday: ‘I don’t care if he is prince or pauper. If what Virginia said is true he has to pay the consequences.

‘If the Prince had sex with my daughter when she was underage, he has to be prosecuted.’

Speaking at his ranch in Summerfield, Florida, he added: ‘I thought all of this was in the past. I feel sick now to think of these men and her.’

His daughter said: ‘There will be a time when we explain stuff, just not this time.’

Elsewhere, Epstein’s former butler Juan Alessi - who worked at his Florida mansion for 11 years - said in 2011 the Prince spent weeks there.

He claims Prince Andrew was a guest at pool parties full of naked women and also enjoyed daily $100-an-hour massages.

Reading more background, I have a hard time believing the dad had no clue. He worked as a manager at the private club where she first met these people. And supposedly had been living on the streets.

Is that him with the horse? He is wearing a Broncos cap, another horse. What’s up with all the horse shit? 😂 but seriously, he doesn’t exactly look pure as the driven snow. This whole scandal smacks of Freemason blackmail.
compartmentalizes to figure out what's going on.

Yes. But I think a lot of this is just pure blackmail. They say you are a pedo but maybe you really aren't. Like when they plant digital evidence on somebody's computer. Compromising photos are another story. But nobody seems to have any in this case. I have read that people do stuff and get their picture taken after being roofied. It is so easy to do to unsuspecting people and one of their strengths is turning people against each other (a compartmentalization strategy). They can turn a friend against a friend and have them betray you. It happened to me.

The Octopus should die.
Prince Harry's former girlfriend Cressida Bonas was recently staying with Prince Andrew and friends in the Alps.

On her return to London, Cressida's first engagement was a party thrown by one of Epstein's friends, film producer Harvey Weinstein.

Harvey Weinstein
http://www.dailymail.
Princess Beatrice - Toilet Seat Hat
Isis - (Porcelain)Throne Goddess
Royal - Monarch - Mind Controlled
Third Eye - Horus Eye Illuminated

*Prince Andrew's daughter. The Open Scroll Blog.*
http://theopenscroll.blogspot.com/2012/1...ncess.html

---

**Strategos**
Against Dystopia
User ID: 268763
01-07-2015 06:07 AM

Post: #99
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
ok now the Hasbara network has hijacked this thread and tried to fill it with all the MK ULTRA MIND CONTROL SATANIC NWO
crapola!!!!!!!

No wonder we never get anywhere.

Is stupid

---

**AkhdanSolo**
Registered User
User ID: 268088
01-07-2015 06:41 AM

Post: #100
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
**Strategos** Wrote: (01-07-2015 06:07 AM)
ok now the Hasbara network has hijacked this thread and tried to fill it with all the MK ULTRA MIND CONTROL SATANIC NWO
crapola!!!!!!!

No wonder we never get anywhere.

Is stupid

It as headed that way the whole time if you are observant enough I really don't understand what you mean *OTHER* than to attempt to derail this thread because that is the ONLY direction this thing goes dimwit, there is wiggle room as far as if it is 'satanic' in nature due to your own level of understanding of what satan is, satanic being only used as a Christian rouse to arise the conditioning of a Christian.
I don't know man, really, I'll give you some props here and let you present your case but this last comment seems like a tavi-tactic.

Meaning, you probably confused younger readers which seems to be some folks goal in this forum at certain times. Usually its those that try to defend satanism and or 'sorcerery'.

AkhaldanSolo

Post: #101
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Strategos Wrote: (01-07-2015 06:07 AM)
ok now the Hasbara network has hijacked this thread and tried to fill it with all the MK ULTRA MIND CONTROL SATANIC NWO

crapola!!!!!!!

No wonder we never get anywhere.

Is stupid

For you to dismiss any of the relevancy of the information throughout this thread as 'stupid' shows a level of intelligence and shillery unmatched from most members.

Where do you suggest it go?

AkhaldanSolo

Post: #102
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Strategos Wrote: (01-07-2015 06:07 AM)
ok now the Hasbara network has hijacked this thread and tried to fill it with all the MK ULTRA MIND CONTROL SATANIC NWO

crapola!!!!!!!

No wonder we never get anywhere.

Is stupid

Oh I get it.

Hasbara = Palestine

You = Israeli

Ok I understand perfectly.

Crystal Clear Colonel.

hasbara
https://www.wordnik.com/words/hasbara
Definitions
Examples

The Times reported that the Israeli government believes it must spend more money on "hasbara," a Hebrew word that falls somewhere between propaganda and information.
abu muqawama

Every time I mention the word hasbara, they delete the comment.

---

AkhaldanSolo
Registered User
User ID: 268088
01-07-2015 07:27 AM
Posts: 789

Post: #103
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Whoa!

Joe Biden creepy kiss of Senator's young Daughter

What he saying to her? Creepy! Inviting them both to come see him?
Look at the husband, cuckolded into posing for the cam until Biden gets done accosting his family.

Looks like hubby knows the gig though.

---

Matouwac Torch
lop guest
User ID: 263983
01-07-2015 07:31 AM

Post: #104
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Strategos Wrote: (01-07-2015 06:07 AM)

Ok now the Hasbara network has hijacked this thread and tried to fill it with all the MK ULTRA MIND CONTROL SATANIC NWO crapola!!!!!!!

No wonder we never get anywhere.

Is stupid

This is ALL ABOUT MK ULTRA and mind control. You are very conspicuous stating otherwise...

---

MainStreetFatCat
Post: #105
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Strategos wrote: (01-07-2015 06:07 AM)

ok now the Hasbara network has hijacked this thread and tried to fill it with all the MK ULTRA MIND CONTROL SATANIC NWO crapola!!!!!!!

No wonder we never get anywhere.

Is stupid

MKULtra is Zio.

The CIA is a Mossad satellite.

(UniverseCity wrote: #106)

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Advertisement
"They" Banned This Video

[Image: "They" Banned This Video]

AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-07-2015 07:27 AM)
Whoa!

Joe Biden creepy kiss of Senator's young Daughter

What's he saying to her? Creepy! Inviting them both to come see him?
Look at the husband, cuckolded into posing for the cam until Biden gets done accosting his family.

Looks like hubby knows the gig though.

This is so messed up, watch the full version, there's even more stuff happening, the little girl has already met Biden before and she does not want to be anywhere near him but all of the adults do want her to be near him, at 25secs her dad tries to push her over towards Biden and she backs away and then the lady with the bible tries to coheres her over towards Biden and she still protest, after the swearing in the dad tries again to push the daughter over towards Biden and she still refuses so Biden walks over to her and says, it's nice to see you baby and shakes her hand, then after they try for a fourth time to get her closer to Biden, the dad and the lady with the bible, when they finally manage to move her next to Biden he grabs her by the arm and actually touches the side of her breasts, she's trying to get away from him the entire time and after he's done kissing her he's leering at her with his black demonic eyes.

UniverseCity Wrote: (01-07-2015 08:40 AM)
I had no idea how creepy Joe Biden is
Mossad's three major "hooks" for recruiting operatives: money, emotion, and sex

"I want you to remember to go slowly and delicately at all times," said Gil. "Pace yourself. You'll have someone, say, from a minority in his country, who has been given a bad deal and wants revenge. He can be recruited. And when you pay him money and he takes the money, you know he's been recruited and he knows he's been recruited. Everybody understands you don't give money for nothing, and nobody expects to get money unless he's expected to give something back. "And then there's sex. Useful, but it is not regarded as a method of payment, because most people we recruit are men. There is a saying that 'Women give and forgive, men get and forget.' That's why sex is not a method of payment. Money, people don't forget." Even if something works, Gil said, it doesn't necessarily mean it was the right method. If it's right, it will work every time, but if it's wrong, it will still work sometimes. He told the story of an Arab worker, an oter (or finder) who was supposed to set up a meeting with a subject they wanted to recruit. Gil waited in a car while the oter fetched the subject. Gil's cover story was that he was a business acquaintance. The oter had been working for the Mossad for a long time, yet when he brought the recruit to see Gil in the car, he introduced Gil as Albert and the recruit as Ahmed, then said to Ahmed, "This is the Israeli intelligence guy I was telling you about. Albert, Ahmed is willing to work for you for $2,000 a month. He'll do anything you want." Oters — always Arabs — are used because there are very few Arabic-speaking katsas, and it's much easier for one Arab to start the initial contact with another. The oter breaks the ice, as it were. After a while, katsas find out just how useful they are. In Gil's story, the direct technique worked. Ahmed was recruited, but obviously it was not done properly. Gil taught us that life has a flow to it, and when you are recruiting, you must go with it. Things have to occur naturally. For example, suppose you know that a man you want to recruit will be at a Paris bistro on a particular evening. You know he speaks Arabic. Gil would sit beside him and the oter would be sitting a little way down the bar.

—Ibid, pg. 91-92

FYI,

Katsa — "gathering officer" or "case officer" in the Mossad.
fervpitch
Registered User
User ID: 261043
01-07-2015 08:44 PM
Posts: 6,556

Post: #110
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
The NWO crowd are going to have to make their move this year because too many of their people are going to get netted in this scandal.

MainStreetFatCat
Registered User
User ID: 260444
01-07-2015 08:46 PM
Posts: 5,421

Post: #111
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
feverpitch Wrote: (01-07-2015 08:44 PM)
The NWO crowd are going to have to make their move this year because too many of their people are going to get netted in this scandal.

I was thinking similar things. NWO being squeezed into making a move.

UcDat
Registered User
User ID: 227726
01-07-2015 08:58 PM
Posts: 15,387

Post: #112
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Corwin99 Wrote: (01-07-2015 08:46 PM)
feverpitch Wrote: (01-07-2015 08:44 PM)
The NWO crowd are going to have to make their move this year because too many of their people are going to get netted in this scandal.

I was thinking similar things. NWO being squeezed into making a move.

I dunno about that still trying to figure out why the other thread got unpinned so fast....
still lop aside its making the rounds I hope this massive pedo ring gets taken out then we'll see if the NWO survives.

TheSundayArtist
Registered User
User ID: 279984
01-07-2015 09:07 PM

Post: #113
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
This is going to get much bigger, and most likely will involve the Bush family as well.
"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped.

---

**MainStreetFatCat**

Registered User

User ID: 260444

01-07-2015 09:19 PM

Post: #114

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

**TheSundayArtist** Wrote: (01-07-2015 09:07 PM)

This is going to get much bigger, and most likely will involve the Bush family as well.

That's what I told another fellow. It's too soon to say if this will hurt Hillary's bid. It could easily ensnare Jeb. An economic "recovery" could also sugarcoat all of this.

---

**LoP Guest**

lop guest

User ID: 184721

01-07-2015 09:45 PM

Post: #115

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

**UniverseCity** Wrote: (01-07-2015 08:30 AM)

**AkhaldanSolo** Wrote: (01-07-2015 07:27 AM)

Whoa!

Joe Biden creepy kiss of Senator's young Daughter

What's he saying to her? Creepy! Inviting them both to come see him? Look at the husband, cuckolded into posing for the cam until Biden gets done accosting his family.

Looks like hubby knows the gig though.

This is so messed up, watch the full version, there's even more stuff happening, the little girl has already met Biden before and she does not want to be anywhere near him but all of the adults do want her to be near him, at 25secs her dad tries to push her over towards Biden and she backs away and then the lady with the bible tries to coheres her over towards Biden and she still protest, after the swearing in the dad tries again to push the daughter over towards Biden and she still refuses so Biden walks over to her and says, it's nice to see you baby and shakes her hand, then after that they try for a fourth time to get her closer to Biden, the dad and the lady with the bible, when they finally manage to move her next to Biden he grasps her by the arm and actually touches the side of her breasts, she's trying to get away from him the entire time and after he's done kissing her he's leering at her with his black demonic eyes
That's some creepy shit right there.

Post: #116
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
LoP Guest Wrote: (01-06-2015 06:04 PM)
AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-06-2015 09:37 AM)

**Sociopaths, Psychopaths and Death Eaters**

Posted on November 23, 2014 by Heather Marsh

*It is now an undeniable fact that the UK establishment has, for decades, been run by people who tortured and killed children for entertainment, for political power, and just because they could.*

The *cognitive dissonance* that statement produces in the majority of the population has provided the cloak of invisibility that has kept these people in power and their actions unpunished for all these years. When faced with an undeniable proof of any part of this, people’s shock was easily comforted by soothing assurances that the person was only one, that no one around him had been aware, that this would be taken care of. The idea of a society of torturing murderers, openly known to each other, controlling not just the UK but embedded in the upper echelons of many (if not all) countries was the stuff of conspiracy websites, those prolific disseminators of unbelievable truths well mixed with repellant bigotry and obvious falsehoods, presented as a whole to discredit all ingredients. Human trafficking is the largest criminal industry in the world. It is far less reasonable to believe it is conducted without the full knowledge and co-operation of those in power, but the power of deeply anti-social behaviour is how unwilling anyone is to believe another human is capable of it.

The propaganda arm of this international ring of torturers which attempted to normalize abuse of children and babies as ‘sex’ is still very apparent in the corporate media coverage of the CSA inquiry which depicts the torture and murder of children as “sex attacks on kids”, “child sex” or a “sex scandal”. Sex is not an attack. This is not sex. The fact that these people tortured and murdered children in their recreational hours does not make them simply pedosadists, or what corporate media still likes to call pedophiles in acquiescence to PIE’s demands that they be depicted as ‘child-lovers’. Their recreation may have revolved around torturing children, but their office hours as UK media and government establishment revolved around torture and mass murder of people from all demographics. It is not sufficient to call them psychopaths or sociopaths since very few of those seriously harm others and almost none to this extent. These people who want to be known as child lovers are death eaters. They feed on the agony of others. They torture and murder not because they have to, but because it feeds something in them. The only reason they are attracted to children is the increase in pain, horror, power, and taboo. They are no less attracted to mass slaughter than they are to the torture of children.

*Sociopaths are attracted by what repels others.* They seek filth, horror and destruction. Using the torture of children as bait to blackmail political opponents is a natural act for death eaters, as is destroying populations with ‘drug wars’ and ‘terrorism’ or using the slaughter of populations to advertise the weapons industry. People are products in the trade economy, and if death eaters are in control, people are their products to use as they wish. They are presiding over the destruction of the planet and beating back any who try to stop them because mass destruction is a compulsion for them.

*The attempt to conflate torture and murder with sex is not unique to the UK establishment.* “Our definition of sexy was something like Khadr.” said the man who decided to prosecute a tortured child. Militias in the DR Congo are promised magic power from raping women. Israel uses sexual imagery to promote the destruction of Palestine and rape is a constant in wars, torture, imprisonment, everywhere death eaters act. Death eaters gain power by manipulation of others. Hard coercion such as the control of military and police is theirs when they gain power, but until they have attained it they rely on seductive coercion. An insistence on hard coercion to control society is a denial of the power of seductive coercion. Conflation of torture and murder with sex is a perversion of that power. An attempt to depict deeply anti-social acts as sexual freedom is an attempt to
normalize deeply anti-social behaviour.

Death eaters are not child lovers. Torture and murder are not a sex scandal. Sex is not an attack. Seductive coercion is used to create society. Its use in dissociated populations to incite acts of violence is a perversion of its power used against society.

Societal auto-immune disease

In industrialized states sociopathy is not only normal, it is normative. [b]Industrialized society is the replacement of human relationships with corporations where people are products and human need is industry.[/b] To be dissociated from the approval economy is to be dissociated from society. A trade economy consists of sociopaths connected only by money. Antisocial personality is a natural trait of anyone who climbs to the top of a ponzi scheme built on systems of dissociation. Sociopaths cannot relate to others as human. They see them as products, the perfect outlook for success in the predatory trade economy.

Most definitions now define psychopaths as those born dissociated, and sociopaths as those created (and both categories are best used only for sweeping generalizations which this is). While psychopaths have always been with us, dissociated populations are producing sociopaths in unprecedented numbers. Huge populations of sociopaths and apathetics are necessary for death eaters to survive in power. ‘Shh, we need to torture children for your safety,’ say the death eaters and the sociopathic and apathetic public nods and turns away. Without the disinterested and complicit buffer, nothing would save the death eaters from the torches and pitchforks of those at the bottom.

Antisocial personality is a societal auto-immune disease. It manifests as the most obvious horrors in society. Self-identified narcissists, sociopaths and psychopaths generally would like theirs to be an accepted part of the spectrum of human behaviour, as PIE lobbied to have abusing babies an accepted ‘liberation’ in the 70s. Trying to divert focus from their anti-social behaviour to a discussion on sexual orientation is part of their continual efforts to normalize their behaviour or at least to divert attention to understanding for them instead of protection for their victims. Depicting action against them as a feminist attack on male normative sexuality is an appeal for both sympathy and broad acceptance and a dismissal of the existence of their victims.

If anti-social behaviour was widely accepted, society would not exist (as it largely does not today) and human and most other life on earth would not survive much longer. It is not logical to accept self-destruction as a normal part of society or evolution. We cannot kill sociopathy, it is part of us. Like cancer, it will probably always be a part of us in small amounts and it would be very unwise to attempt to eliminate it entirely. Humanity cannot divide neatly into these categories, and there are a variety of factors that cause dissociated behaviour, all ‘normal’ but all unacceptable in a society that wishes to continue existence.

The UK media depiction of the subjects of the so-called Child Sexual Abuse inquiry as paedophiles is a very deliberate propaganda exercise and attempt to manipulate public opinion. People who rape, torture and murder are not child lovers. The victims of these people were not only children. The phrase ‘paedophile’ brings the focus from the victim to their assailant, and the pseudo-medical op-eds claim a right for understanding for death eaters, not the children. The use of the word paedophile individualizes the problem and is an attempt to pretend there are a ‘few bad apples’ instead of an entire ruling society complicit in the cover up and normalization of the torture and murder of others.
Societies do have the right to shun those who seek to destroy them. This fairly obvious principle has been perverted beyond all recognition by states who use it as an excuse to destroy others as they have perverted every other personal right to endorse corporate tyranny. States are highly militarized economic markets, not societies. Societies can shun harmful and anti-social behaviour in all forms, whether it is normal or not, as we do every day in all of our social norms. We do not need to build society according to an anti-social structure or create society that feeds anti-social behaviour at the top of the power structure. We do not need to accept death eaters as child lovers. We do not need to accept their hopeful norms in our coercive media propaganda.

Societies have the right to associate or to refuse to associate.

https://georgiebc.wordpress.com/author/georgiebc/

I am actually quite disconcerted by the lack of response on this particular piece.

Of course I have come to the realization that calculated, intelligent responses, in a forum called LunaticOutpost no less, will be less commonplace here than say, a clean pair of underwear at RichardElderitch's house, so I come not to expect lengthy answers and replies, but I thought I might get just a little more than just a bump for it. Thank you Bumper none the less because it shows that you are interested in this subject to a large degree. It also shows a great deal of empathy.

Without naming names, this forum is FULL of apologists and sycophants that don't understand nor care, if they even believe first off (once again floating around on a Conspiracy site), that any abuses have even happened at all (when most of them are happening right in their own backyard, yeah I'm talking about you UK'ers). And will only casually hang around on a thread to make sure that certain key phrases are not used, like 'Satanism' or 'Sorcery'. Some of you are even contesting the Mk-Ultra angle, when that is the crux of the whole thing.

Look, it actually makes most of us giggle (and throw up in our mouths a little bit) that you are so apathetic and apologetic toward your elite rulers. Because the fact of the matter is there are massive amounts of people working to expose what is already known. There is no point in trying to dispute it here on such a small forum with people that cannot truly, maybe ever, understand the breadth of what is really going on that all most of us can do is pass along this information and let you do with it what you will.

The language that you use betrays how you actually feel about a subject. I have been continually disgusted with the amount of chauvinistic replies that have circulated not only in the media but reflect in each and every attitude of the male species to some degree or another. It is also apparent in a few females, here on this forum, if they are female at all to begin with. It is all part of the long process of desensitization and objectification that you, and your parents, and their parents, have been subjected to for generations. Quite a few of you actually gone so far as to suggest that some of these young women deserved 'it' (in the case of Epstein), or their parents were at fault (which they were to a degree of what that ever has over money, power, and leverage sometimes). What we are looking at in ANY respect when it comes to [i]children of 15, or even 17, that were involved in a process of grooming involving some form threat, duress, or coercion. THERE IS NO OTHER WAY IT CAN HAPPEN WITH A CHILD.[/i] (I will not even venture into the realm of human maturization because there is ample evidence to suggest that nary a few of you, even at 50, have 'grown up' to any measure of degree or 'become Man' as delineated in ANY occult or mystic practice).

How many of you still refer to your grown wife, or any other woman over 20 as a 'girl'. Look at that simple word and see how you use it in your daily life. I'm telling you, just as well as we are going to be seeing Grandma's with tattoos covering their entire boy we are going to see sexual attitudes change over the entire spectrum. The desensitization has been in full swing for generations and we are just now seeing the fruit of the entire harvest.

YOU are the ones that they are going to try and be weeding out, the ones 'they' know 'they' created.
Language. It is a major key in the entire battle against those that oppress us.

Just like The American Heritage Foundation, Rockefeller and Carnegie Endowments that took over education to form a new working class, so is it that we, are experiments on a grand scale as well, generation after generation is inculcated into belief systems that corrupt the integrity of the entire civilization. We are reaching an epoch point in history were a small faction of people who understand this have a fighting chance at changing things.

Heather Marsh's material is must read material about the language and 'brainwashing' we receive through our media outlets and the Elite' Stream, where shit rolls down hill. #OperationDeathEaters is an essential reading for anyone interested in actually getting anything done. 
https://georgiebc.wordpress.com/category...ing-chaos/

Societies have the right to associate or to refuse to associate.

(This post was last modified: 01-07-2015 11:55 PM by AkhaldanSolo.)
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**Post: #117**

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood  
Corwin99 Wrote: (01-07-2015 08:39 PM)

**Mossad's three major "hooks" for recruiting operatives: money, emotion, and sex**

Quote:Next came Yehuda Gil's lecture on the subtleties of recruitment. Gil was a legendary katsa, whom Riff introduced as "a master." He began by saying that there are three major "hooks" for recruiting people: money; emotion, be it revenge or ideology; and sex.

"I want you to remember to go slowly and delicately at all times," said Gil. "Pace yourself. You'll have someone, say, from a minority in his country, who has been given a bad deal and wants revenge. He can be recruited. And when you pay him money and he takes the money, you know he's been recruited and he knows he's been recruited. Everybody understands you don't give money for nothing, and nobody expects to get money unless he's expected to give something back. "And then there's sex. Useful, but it is not regarded as a method of payment, because most people we recruit are men. There is a saying that 'Women give and forgive, men get and forget.' That's why sex is not a method of payment. Money, people don't forget." Even if something works, Gil said, it doesn't necessarily mean it was the right method. If it's right, it will work every time, but if it's wrong, it will still work sometimes. He told the story of an Arab worker, an oter (or finder) who was supposed to set up a meeting with a subject they wanted to recruit. Gil waited in a car while the oter fetched the subject. Gil's cover story was that he was a business acquaintance. The oter had been working for the Mossad for a long time, yet when he brought the recruit to see Gil in the car, he introduced Gil as Albert and the recruit as Ahmed, then said to Ahmed, "This is the Israeli intelligence guy I was telling you about. Albert, Ahmed is willing to work for you for $2,000 a month. He'll do anything you want." Oters — always Arabs — are used because there are very few Arabic-speaking katsas, and it's much easier for one Arab to start the initial contact with another. The oter breaks the ice, as it were. After a while, katsas find out just how useful they are. In Gil's story, the direct technique worked. Ahmed was recruited, but obviously it was not done properly. Gil taught us that life has a flow to it, and when you are recruiting, you must go with it. Things have to occur naturally. For example, suppose you know that a man you want to recruit will be at a Paris bistro on a particular evening. You know he speaks Arabic. Gil would sit beside him and the oter would be sitting a little way down the bar.

—Ibid, pg. 91-92

FYI,

Katsa—"gathering officer" or "case officer" in the Mossad.

Do you have a link for this material? Very interesting stuff

**QUOTE**
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhaldanSolo  Wrote: (01-08-2015 12:04 AM)

Corwin99  Wrote: (01-07-2015 08:39 PM)

Mossad's three major "hooks" for recruiting operatives: money, emotion, and sex

—Ibid, pg. 91-92

FYI,

Katsa—"gathering officer" or "case officer" in the Mossad.

Do you have a link for this material? Very interesting stuff

I only found one... interesting to see this has been so well kept down.
http://www.american-buddha.com/lit.wayofdeception.4.htm

LoP Guest

lop guest
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Post:

#119

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

hmm i find this even more weird...

farting preacher

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=me2H7Ja93Wg

prince's friend...

http://www.redicecreations.com/ul_img/1894jepstein.jpg
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Post:

#120

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Degree's of separation between Epstein and Ian Watkins of Lostprophets:
Ian Watkins, famous singer.

Ian Watkins reportedly likes sex with very young children.
In April 2012, Watkins attempted to rape an 11-month-old baby boy.
The boy's mother pleaded guilty to aiding the attempted attack.
Another mother allowed Watkins to plot the rape of her daughter.
On 26 November 2013, Watkins pleaded guilty to a string of sex offences, including the attempted rape of a baby.
The charges included sexually touching a one-year-old and encouraging a fan to abuse her own child during a webcam chat.
Watkins, 37, was jailed for 35 years in December 2013 for a series of sex offences, including the attempted rape of a baby.

Peaches Geldof has tweeted the names of the mothers who allowed the Lostprophets singer Ian Watkins to try to abuse their babies

The mysterious death of Peaches Geldof and the VIP child abuse ring
http://thecolemanexperience.wordpress.co...onnection/
Peaches Geldof's father is Bob Geldof of Pink Floyd fame

Bob Geldof is a friend of George Bush and Tony Blair.

The Epstein address book contains the contact details of many people, including:

7. Tony Blair

On another note, currently:

**Paedophile rock star Ian Watkins and his lover ‘fantasised in online chats about kidnapping brother and sister from outside school to kill one and abuse the other’**
Published: 08:22 EST, 6 January 2015 | Updated: 13:14 EST, 6 January 2015

<Disallowed SPAM Topic> allegedly discussed child abuse with singer Ian Watkins
Lostprophets singer Watkins jailed for 35 years for series of sex offences
Ex-girlfriend Mjadzelics, 39, is now on trial for possessing indecent images
She claims the images that she possessed were to bring Watkins to justice
Pair discussed 'kidnapping children' during online chats, jurors told today
Court heard she reported Watkins to police four years before he was jailed
Defence barrister today told court the trial was to 'cover up police failings'
Mjadzelics denies all charges and trial at Cardiff Crown Court continues

By Emma Glanfield
Agent Provocateur's Occult Campaign - 'featuring Peaches Geldof.'
http://www.zimbio.com/Daisy+Lowe/article...ason+Witch

Not satanic in the least lol
Rosa Monckton, Sir Bob Geldof, Cherie Blair and Elizabeth Hurley, who have all been linked to 'mind control' by the security services.

---
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Post: #122

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Jeffrey Epstein works for the billionaire Leslie Wexner, owner of Victoria's Secret and other brands. Wexner is associated with the mega group—a group of 20 of America's richest Jewish billionaires. It is speculated they secretly lobby on behalf of Israel.


---
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Post: #123

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Image exceeds set limits. Click to view full size image
'Harrassment': Jeffrey Epstein is said to have verbally abused Nadia Marcinkova (far left), pressuring her not to cooperate with the grand jury’s investigation after becoming concerned that the FBI would try to serve her
5 January 2015

Those who did not cooperate were apparently harassed or warned ‘bad things’ would happen to them if they helped federal investigators.

The files became public yesterday as the Duchess of York sprang to the defence of her ex-husband, who has been accused of having sex with Epstein’s under-age ‘sex slave’.

Yet vital evidence that could put Andrew in the clear is likely to remain secret. The Mail can reveal that 13,000 secret documents containing crucial testimony have been locked away by US prosecutors.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...apers.html

Post: #124
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Mother of three at center of Prince Andrew underage sex storm breaks cover in Colorado as she is accused of being 'a liar'
Determined: Virginia Roberts issued a statement through her lawyers saying she would not be 'bullied' or kept silent. She has been accused of lying by Alan Dershowitz, the Harvard law professor with whom she claims she was forced to have sex.

Since filing the allegations at a court in Florida, Roberts has been with her family in Colorado.

She and Robert Giuffre, her husband of 13 years with whom she has three children, have rented a house in the countryside on the outskirts of a small town close to Colorado Springs.

They have maintained a low profile and her mother Lynn and stepfather Stan Miller live nearby. None have commented.
Neighbors were unaware of the family's presence in the Rocky Mountain town.

One said: 'I heard about it on the news. And then I saw the girl - Miss Roberts - who lives down the track, I couldn't believe it.'

Roberts is now involved in an increasingly complex legal case - and has been branded a liar by one of America's most renowned lawyers, Alan Dershowitz, who she also alleges had sex with her while she was underage.

The extraordinary allegations made by Roberts are part of a US civil case against Epstein, who served 13 months in jail in 2008 for soliciting an underage girl for prostitution.

Roberts claims Prince Andrew had sex with her when she was 17 - a minor under US law - and was employed as a 'sex slave' by Epstein. They were introduced, she claims, through Ghislaine Maxwell.Epstein's friend.

The fifth in line to the throne slept with Miss Roberts at an orgy with other under-age girls on Epstein's private Caribbean island, as well as in a private house in London and in Epstein's New York mansion, according to the court papers. The claims are denied by Prince Andrew.

Roberts claims she was made to perform sex acts on Epstein.

She also claimed that the first time she met Prince Andrew was at Maxwell's home in London, where she was flown at the request of Epstein.

One picture, said to have been taken by Epstein during Andrew's first encounter with the girl in March 2001 shows the Prince with his arm around her waist as Maxwell looks on.

Op Note: this section is highlighted to accentuate the fact, documented in black and white having been uttered by Miss Roberts here which is probably on some bonified court document somewhere, a scenario that is paramount to atypical behavior of serial rapists, grooming, supplication and gifts, to actually meeting a status figure in the case no less, a Prince, some f*cking storybook fairy tail if I ever heard one. No, this woman was Coerced by Threat or Duress to 'perform' before her 'peers'. Regardless of statutes on age this is surely a rape case. (I hope this puts to rest the deviant minded out there that want to justify anything less)

*The Grooming of Miss Roberts for Prince Andrews Sexual Assault*

Describing what happened, Roberts said Epstein invited her to accompany him on a six-week trip in 2001. They flew to Paris, then Spain, then Tangier and finally, they went to London.

'After we landed, we drove straight to Ghislaine's Maxwell's house' and 'was given a small upstairs bedroom,' Virginia said.

She said: 'The following morning, Ghislaine came in. She
was chirpy and jumped on the bed saying, 'Get up, sleepyhead. You've got a big day. We've got to go shopping. You need a dress as you're going to dance with a Prince tonight.'

She said I needed to be 'smiley' and bubbly because he was the Queen's son.

'Ghislaine and I went to Burberry, where she bought me a £5,000 bag, and to a few other designer stores where we bought a couple of dresses, a pair of embroidered jeans and a pink singlet, perfume and make-up,' she said.

'We got back to Ghislaine's house at around 4pm and I ran straight upstairs to shower and dress.

'When I went downstairs, Ghislaine and Jeffrey were in the lounge. There was a knock at the door. Ghislaine led Andrew in and we kissed each other on the cheek.

'Ghislaine served tea from a porcelain pot and biscuits. She knew Sarah Ferguson and they talked fondly about Andrew's daughters.

'Then Ghislaine asked Andrew how old he thought I was and he guessed 17'.

The four of them went out to dinner and on to Tramp nightclub where, she says, Andrew danced with her.

'After about an hour-and-a-half, we drove back to Ghislaine's. All of us went upstairs and I asked Jeffrey to snap a picture of me with the Prince. I wanted something to show my Mom. Ghislaine and Jeffrey left us after that, and
later Andrew left.' (Oh and before any smartasses hop on the thread and claim that there is no proof of any sexual contact in this encounter, you are right, but, this is pre-grooming stages of an eventual assault which does happen by both Prince Andrew and Epstein allegedly at a later date also stated by the victim.)

*The Grooming of Miss Roberts for Prince Andrews Sexual Assault*

Epstein was convicted in a plea bargain deal of one count of soliciting underage prostitution and is now a registered level one sex offender after serving an 18-month prison sentence.

But the scandal re-emerged as Roberts added her name to a case trying to overturn Epstein's plea bargain.

As 'Jane Doe 3' she alleged that she had been used for sex by Epstein and pressured into sleeping with both the Prince and Dershowitz.

He categorically denies wrongdoing On Monday Dershowitz, who was part of O.J. Simpson's 'dream team', filed defamation suits in both London and the U.S. based on Brad Edwards' Paul Cassell's - her lawyers - public statements about the case and he urged Prince Andrew to do the same.

In a sworn statement in a Florida federal court, he denied he had sex with an underage girl on Epstein's private plane and island. Buckingham Palace has also denied the allegations against Prince Andrew.

Dershowitz said the woman's claims against him are 'totally false and made up' and he is 'completely and absolutely' innocent.

He said: 'I don't even know who she is,' he said of the woman. 'I've never seen her. I've never met her. I don't know who she is.'

Dershowitz pointed out that the woman claims they had sex on Epstein's Caribbean Island and at his New Mexico ranch, but Dershowitz said he had only ever been there briefly with his wife and daughter and was 'never out of the sight of my wife'.

He added that the woman has also accused him of having sex with her while they were on Epstein's planes, but claims he was never on those flights.

Dershowitz said in Monday's filing that the allegation against him was a 'deliberate lie.' He said that while he had flown on Epstein's plane several times, Roberts, named in court papers as Jane Doe #3, was not on any of those trips.

He also said he had been to Epstein's island once, for a day, and was with his wife and daughter the whole time.

Also on Monday, Dershowitz filed a motion in federal court to enter in a lawsuit brought against the U.S. government by his accuser and other women who say Epstein sexually abused them.

The women say the government's 2008 plea deal with Epstein, which allowed him to serve jail time on state charges but avoid federal prosecution, violated their rights.

Dershowitz, a Harvard University professor emeritus, represented Epstein against the sex crime charges, for which Epstein served a 13-month sentence after pleading guilty in 2008.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...z3OGilPpB9
Phew! Thank God Virginia thought of getting this pic for her dear old Mum

One would hope the good(hopefully) security services would be keeping an eye on this one and her family in Colorado since now half the world knows where she lives...

Aye boys, you do that for us will ya?

:-)
EXCLUSIVE: Prince Andrew at Heidi Klum's 'Hookers and Pimps' party with the New York socialite accused of procuring underage girls for his billionaire pedophile friend

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-....z3OH0YVCi5
Incongruous: Sipping water and wearing a somber black suit, Prince Andrew poses with stunning Heidi Klum at her Halloween bash at New York Hudson's hotel in 2000
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Post: #127
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sextafficking and Hollywood
EPSTEIN; TARA CALICO; JOHNNY GOSCH; CHABAD; DERSHOWITZ; BUSH
Tara Calico, aged 19, disappeared on 20 September, 1988, near Belen, in New Mexico.

Girl in the photograph.
http://www.crimelibrary.com/blog/article...index.html

In 1989, in Port St. Joe, in Florida, a woman found the above photo outside a Junior Food Store.

The photo appears to show Tara and a missing boy named Michael Henley.

http://www.johnnygosch.com/
http://aangirfan.blogspot.com/2014/02/jo...blair.html

In 1980, Jeffrey Epstein became a partner at Bear Stearns.[2] In 1982, Epstein founded his own financial management firm

Jeffrey Epstein has a palatial home in STANLEY, which is near BELEN.

Jeffrey Epstein also has a home in Florida.
Michael Henley, Jr., disappeared in April 1988, in the same area where Tara disappeared.

Witnesses spotted a girl resembling Tara, with a group of men who seemed to be restraining her, on a South Florida beach just days before the photo was found.

Epstein lives in what is reputed to be the largest private dwelling in New Mexico, on an $18 million, 7,500-acre ranch which he named Zorro.

Jeffrey Epstein's palatial New Mexico home is relatively near to a top military base.
The Epstein home is in Stanley in New Mexico.

The Zorro Ranch owned by Epstein, a possible location for Mrs Roberts sexual assault, was purchased from and or then shared with AG NM Gary King, who was also involved in an email scandal involving what became a child pornography case.

King has also received several campaign contributions from Epstein that he claims he returned after Epstein became a convicted sex offender.

Gary King refunding sex offender contributions
http://krqe.com/2014/09/09/gary-king-ref...ributions/
Sex slave suit: NM was a location used (Jeffrey Epstein ranch)
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/news/3...ts?page=15

Loera pleads not guilty
http://watchdog.org/18810/nm-loera-pleads-not-guilty/
PRESS RELEASE: Political Consultant, Jason Loera Arrested on Federal Child Pornography Charges
https://fredericacade.wordpress.com/2013...y-charges/
UPDATE: NM Political Consultant Charged With Child Porn
Jason Loera computer was raided during FBI emailgate investigation, source says
http://www.sfreporter.com/santafe/blog-4...-porn.html

Thanks Silvija!!!

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/
Quote: Olga S. is from Ukraine. Potraying herself as a virgin, she tries to "bait" her victims through her innocent look. The Ukrainian mafia asked her to infiltrate an American who was helping the Lebanese authorities pin down the group responsible for dozens of political assassinations during the civil war in that country. She teamed up with Jocelyn B., an agent of the Mossad posing as a cook and maid.

Women of the Mossad

Quote: According to Jocelyne, she was raised by her grandmother in the village of Kartaba while the Catholic nuns at Bhannes Hospital tried desperately to save her leg with pain killers and therapy. She did not see her mother for years and she never went to school. Being vague and amnesiac, she does not remember anything from her younger years until she found herself living with a Druze family on the Golan heights. When she reached her teens, she went into training as a total submissive. She would be beaten for any little infraction and put up against the wall for hours regardless of her leg pain.

Her handlers, mostly Lebanese working for the Israelis, would subject her to rape and many other humiliations. They tried different sexual positions and perversions on her until she felt that sleeping with a man of a different age, color, filth, and smell was as normal as having a cup of tea. She remembered the never ending scenes of sodomy and fellatio when different men would enter and leave the room in which she was tied or partially tied. She was trained in housekeeping, washing, and ironing until she became a perfect maid because eventually she would take over where her predecessor had left off after Carlson, under Israeli orders, subverted US Middle East peace efforts and disappeared with the files of the board members of the White House BUILDERS FOR PEACE.

At the age of 22, she was ready to be put on to that same witness whose expertise and experiences prove that the cooperation between Saudi, Kuwaiti, Turkish and Israeli intelligence is the hard core of international terrorism and that they are behind all the ills that the West is enduring. Emile Henoud, the Lebanese-Israeli handler of Melissa Carlson who is now in hiding, offered to plant Jocelyne at the shop of his cousin Sam Henoud (who has US citizenship) in the town of Jounieh, a place that was very receptive to the Israeli invasion. Successfully using that trap, she easily became involved in the life of the witness who was in need of a maid. In a few months, she became intimate with the witness and confided to him her desire to seek revenge for the murder of her father and her years of sufferings at the hands of her handlers.

(This post was last modified: 01-09-2015 02:43 AM by MainStreetFatCat.)
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Post: #130
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Keep the material coming Corwin99, your material has been used!
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2015/01/eps...habad.html
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Post: #131
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-09-2015 02:51 AM)
Keep the material coming Corwin99, your material has been used!
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2015/01/eps...habad.html

Glad I could contribute something. ;)
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Post: #132
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Quote: Her handlers, mostly Lebanese working for the Israelis, would subject her to rape and many other humiliations. They tried different sexual positions and perversions on her until she felt that sleeping with a man of a different age, color, filth, and smell was as normal as having a cup of tea. She remembered the never ending scenes of sodomy and fellatio when different men would enter and leave the room in which she was tied or partially tied.
Jews and Muslims working together to rape and torture this girl, a Ukrainian. Just what the Israelis do to thousands of Eastern European women in Israel.
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RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

“Alleged madam massaged Jeffrey Epstein to teach teen victim to be his masseuse: lawsuit
Ghislaine Maxwell is accused of stripping down to her underwear in 1999 to massage Epstein to teach 15-year-old Virginia Roberts to become his full-time masseuse. Roberts claims she was told she had “lots of potential.” Maxwell has also been accused of arranging for Roberts to have sex with Prince Andrew.”
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national...

"Former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is incensed that her husband, former President Bill Clinton, has been tied to sex offender Jeffrey Epstein, who’s also at the heart of an investigation into Prince Andrew’s alleged sexual dalliances with a minor, the New York Post reported.

The sources told the Post they witnessed at the funeral of Mario Cuomo an obviously upset Mrs. Clinton “storm” past her husband, who waited for her at the door of St. Ignatius Loyola Church.”
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015...z3OLJVF9ef

Jeffrey Epstein continues to live high life since release from prison in 2009
The 61-year-old financier, who pleaded guilty to soliciting sex from a minor in 2008, has an incredible collection of luxury vehicles and property around the world. Additionally, organizations like the Metropolitan Museum of Art, MIT, the Columbia University College of Dental Medicine, New York Junior League Tennis and Harvard have accepted donations from the Jeffrey Epstein VI Foundation.

http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/jeff...
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EPSTEIN; TARA CALICO; JOHNNY GOSCH; CHABAD; DERSHOWITZ; BUSH
Tara Calico, aged 19, disappeared on 20 September, 1988, near Belen, in New Mexico.

Girl in the photograph.  
http://www.crimelibrary.com/blog/article...index.html

In 1989, in Port St. Joe, in Florida, a woman found the above photo outside a Junior Food Store.

The photo appears to show Tara and a missing boy named Michael Henley.

http://www.johnnygosch.com/  
http://aangirfan.blogspot.com/2014/02/jo...blair.html

In 1980, Jeffrey Epstein became a partner at Bear Stearns.[2] In 1982, Epstein founded his own financial management firm

Jeffrey Epstein has a palatial home in STANLEY, which is near BELEN

Jeffrey Epstein also has a home in Florida.
Michael Henley, Jr., disappeared in April 1988, in the same area where Tara disappeared.

Witnesses spotted a girl resembling Tara, with a group of men who seemed to be restraining her, on a South Florida beach just days before the photo was found.

Epstein lives in what is reputed to be the largest private dwelling in New Mexico, on an $18 million, 7,500-acre ranch which he named Zorro.

Jeffrey Epstein's palatial New Mexico home is relatively near to a top military base.
The Epstein home is in Stanley in New Mexico.

The Zorro Ranch owned by Epstein, a possible location for Mrs Roberts sexual assault, was purchased from and or then shared with AG NM Gary King, who was also involved in an email scandal involving what became a child pornography case.

King has also received several campaign contributions from Epstein that he claims he returned after Epstein became a convicted sex offender.

Gary King refunding sex offender contributions
Sex slave suit: NM was a location used (Jeffrey Epstein ranch)
Loera pleads not guilty
http://watchdog.org/18810/nm-loera-pleads-not-guilty/
PRESS RELEASE: Political Consultant, Jason Loera Arrested on Federal Child Pornography Charges
https://fredericacade.wordpress.com/2013...y-charges/
UPDATE: NM Political Consultant Charged With Child Porn
Jason Loera computer was raided during FBI emailgate investigation, source says
http://www.sfreporter.com/santafe/blog-4...-porn.html

Thanks Silvija!!!

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/

New Mexico Attorney General Gary King’s (Democrat) …links… to stolen emails.
http://www.redstate.com/2013/06/07/new-m...e-estrada/

(AckhaldanSolo)
Tara Calico, aged 19, disappeared on 20 September, 1988, near Belen, in New Mexico.

Girl in the photograph.
http://www.crimelibrary.com/blog/article...index.html

In 1989, in Port St. Joe, in Florida, a woman found the above photo outside a Junior Food Store.

The photo appears to show Tara and a missing boy named Michael Henley.

http://www.johnnygosch.com/
http://aangirfan.blogspot.com/2014/02/jo...blair.html

In 1980, Jeffrey Epstein became a partner at Bear Stearns.[2] In 1982, Epstein founded his own financial management firm

Jeffrey Epstein has a palatial home in STANLEY, which is near BELEN.

Jeffrey Epstein also has a home in Florida.
Michael Henley, Jr., disappeared in April 1988, in the same area where Tara disappeared.

Witnesses spotted a girl resembling Tara, with a group of men who seemed to be restraining her, on a South Florida beach just days before the photo was found.

Epstein lives in what is reputed to be the largest private dwelling in New Mexico, on an $18 million, 7,500-acre ranch which he named Zorro.

Jeffrey Epstein's palatial New Mexico home is relatively near to a top military base.
The Epstein home is in Stanley in New Mexico.

Amended
The Zorro Ranch owned by Epstein, a possible location for Mrs Roberts sexual assault, was purchased from and or then shared with AG NM Gary King (And his father 3 time Governor of NM Bruce King. Both the governor and his son, THE AG, lived in the tiny hamlet of 70 with Epstein's enterprises.), who was also involved in an email scandal involving what became a child pornography case.

King has also received several campaign contributions from Epstein that he claims he returned after Epstein became a convicted sex offender.

Gary King refunding sex offender contributions
http://krqe.com/2014/09/09/gary-king-ref...ributions/
Sex slave suit: NM was a location used (Jeffrey Epstein ranch)
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/news/3...ts?page=15

Loera pleads not guilty
http://watchdog.org/18810/nm-loera-pleads-not-guilty/
PRESS RELEASE: Political Consultant, Jason Loera Arrested on Federal Child Pornography Charges
UPDATE: NM Political Consultant Charged With Child Porn
Jason Loera computer was raided during FBI emailgate investigation, source says
http://www.sfreporter.com/santafe/blog-4...-porn.html

Thanks Silvija!!!
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/

Jeffrey Epstein got the land for his palatial house in New Mexico from former New Mexico Governor Bruce King.
(Image link: http://virtualglobetrotting.com/map/jeff...ew/google/ )

Governor King lived next to Epstein's ranch, in Stanley.

Governor King presided over a police force who were allegedly 'drug runners, murderers, blackmailers and participants in various sex clubs."

NEW MEXICO CITIZENS LIVE IN FEAR OF THEIR POLICE.
http://www.realcrimes.com/Corruption_Overview.htm
In Albuquerque in New Mexico, "Linda Lee Daniels was abducted for use in porno films, raped, tortured, and then shot to death.

"James Scartaccini, the one of Linda’s abductors, that evidence indicated was her killer, was allowed to plea bargain and served no time at all."

NEW MEXICO CITIZENS LIVE IN FEAR OF THEIR POLICE.
http://www.realcrimes.com/Corruption_Overview.htm

Kaitlyn Arquette, 18, was murdered in Albuquerque on July 16, 1989. Reportedly she knew too much about the criminal activity of the top people in New Mexico.

Who Killed Kait Arquette?
http://kaitarquette.arquettes.com/

Kaitlyn Arquette, 18, was murdered in Albuquerque on July 16, 1989. Albuquerque police dubbed the shooting a "random drive-by" and refused to investigate any other possibility. The case has never been solved.

Kait's family believes she was killed because she was a potential Whistle Blower. In the months directly preceding her murder, Kait was in a position to have gained information about a number of illegal activities involving dangerous and corrupt individuals. Among those activities were the following:

- Asian Crime in New Mexico and California
- Drug Smuggling
- Drug Activities Involving New Mexico VIPs
- Police Corruption

Bill Richardson, a former Governor of New Mexico, and a member of Bilderberg, was a frequent visitor to Stanley.

Alan Dershowitz reportedly visited Stanley.

Reportedly human traffickers use New Mexico when they bring sex slaves into the USA from such places as Eastern Europe, Mexico and Africa.

The CIA are suspected of being involved. The sex trade is closely linked to the drugs trade.
Reportedly, Timothy Wyllie of the Satanist Process Church lives on a compound in Mountainair (An hour drive south on 41 from Stanley) in New Mexico similar as Epstein's. Wyllie is said to be linked to the CIA and MI6.

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/
Sarah Kellen reportedly recruited young girls for Epstein.

According to legal documents, Sarah Kellen, 31, managed a harem of under-age 'sex slaves' at Jeffrey Epstein's Palm Beach mansion in Florida.

She now has a lavish jet-set lifestyle, and a new identity.

Sex Slave Ring ...
http://www.lipstickalley.com/showthread....Slave-Ring

Sarah Kellen now moves among the top people, dividing her time between Epstein's Florida villa and New York.

She uses three aliases: Sara Kensington, Sarah Lynnelle and Sara Bonk.

Marcinkova/Kellen

"Two of Jeffrey Epstein's alleged accomplices are running businesses from a Manhattan property linked to the wealthy sex offender under new identities, years after appearing to have left his scandal-plagued entourage.

Nada Marcinkova and Sarah Kellen, who were questioned by lawyers about whether Prince Andrew had any involvement in Epstein's abuse of underage girls, have since reinvented themselves as Nadia Marcinko and Sarah Kensington.

Marcinkova, 29, is now a pilot and the chief executive of Aviloop, a website selling discounted flying lessons and other deals related to aviation. Kellen, 34, states that she is the owner of SLK Designs, a renovations firm.

However according to public records, both businesses have operated from addresses in a building on East 66th Street in Manhattan majority-owned by Epstein's brother Mark, a wealthy property magnate. Two condominiums in the building sold last year for $2.5m and $1.85m.

Marcinkova's company is officially registered with New York authorities at the building. Import records show that Kellen's company takes deliveries there."
Post: #140
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
'Sara Kensington' - very regal new name for girl in Epstein sex case
By SHARON CHURCHER

Witness: Sarah Kellen, with Story Cowles, has dyed her hair and changed her name

A beautiful blonde who allegedly recruited schoolgirls for sexual encounters with a paedophile friend of Prince Andrew has been ‘rewarded’ with a lavish jet-set lifestyle, complete with a new identity.

According to legal documents, Sarah Kellen, 31, managed a harem of under-age ‘sex slaves’ at a Palm Beach mansion in Florida where the Duke of York was treated to massages by Jeffrey Epstein, a billionaire financier who is under investigation by the FBI for alleged sex-trafficking.

As revealed by our photograph, however, Kellen is now moving in rather more elite circles... after dyeing her hair brown and adopting a false name.

As Sara Kensington, she has become a fixture on the US social scene, buying tickets to charity parties, dating a scion of a railroad dynasty and driving a vintage open-top sports car.

Using two other aliases – Sarah Lynelle and Sara Bonk (her mother’s maiden name, rather than any admission of guilt) – to cover her tracks, she divides her time between Epstein’s Florida villa and New York.

She shares a luxury flat in the city with Epstein’s 29-year-old personal assistant, Story Cowles, whose mother is married to the heir to a railroad fortune. The flat is registered to an Epstein relative.

Kellen was named as Epstein’s co-conspirator in a 2005 police investigation into the 58-year-old tycoon’s ‘erotic massages’ by under-age girls. She was granted immunity from prosecution after he used his political connections to strike a controversial plea-bargain deal under which he served just 13 months in jail.

Kellen and Cowles visited him regularly, according to prison logs reviewed by The Mail on Sunday. Cowles described himself at the time as a ‘paralegal’.

After Epstein was released, Cowles, who has an arrest record himself for careless driving and possession of marijuana, described himself as Epstein’s ‘personal assistant’.

In an interview during subsequent civil proceedings, Kellen was asked if the Prince had sexual contact with girls whom Epstein employed as ‘masseuses’. She refused to answer, citing her constitutional right to remain silent.

Legal experts say she is potentially a key witness in the new FBI inquiry into Epstein. It was launched after one of his former employees, Virginia Roberts, told The Mail on Sunday newspaper that he required her to have sex with his friends and flew her to London for the first of what she says were three meetings with Andrew.
Witness: Sarah Kellen, with Story Cowles, has dyed her hair and changed her name

"Other" Procurers of children for Epstein have lavish lifestyles now
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2015/01/mos...sarah.html
Sarah Kellen reportedly recruited young girls for Epstein.

According to legal documents, Sarah Kellen, 31, managed a harem of under-age 'sex slaves' at Jeffrey Epstein's Palm Beach mansion in Florida.

She now has a lavish jet-set lifestyle, and a new identity.

Sex Slave Ring ...
http://www.lipstickalley.com/showthread....Slave-Ring

Sarah Kellen now moves among the top people, dividing her time between Epstein's Florida villa and New York.

She uses three aliases: Sara Kensington, Sarah Lynnelle and Sara Bonk.

Marcinkova/Kellen

"Two of Jeffrey Epstein’s alleged accomplices are running businesses from a Manhattan property linked to the wealthy sex offender under new identities, years after appearing to have left his scandal-plagued entourage.

Nada Marcinkova and Sarah Kellen, who were questioned by lawyers about whether Prince Andrew had any involvement in Epstein’s abuse of underage girls, have since reinvented themselves as Nadia Marcinko and Sarah Kensington.

Marcinkova, 29, is now a pilot and the chief executive of Aviloop, a website selling discounted flying lessons and other deals related to aviation. Kellen, 34, states that she is the owner of SLK Designs, a renovations firm.

However according to public records, both businesses have operated from addresses in a building on East 66th Street in Manhattan majority-owned by Epstein’s brother Mark, a wealthy property magnate. Two condominiums in the building sold last year for $2.5m and $1.85m.

Marcinkova’s company is officially registered with New York authorities at the building. Import records show that Kellen’s company takes deliveries there."
So, apparently, Miss Kellen enjoy's fast cars:

Brian Vickers is dating Sarah Kensington, the owner of SLK Design, LLC.

'Sarah is well known throughout the interior design industry for her skillful eye and talent. At the present time, Sarah has been busy working on several renovations including a corporate apartment in New York, Paris, and the Caribbean. Sarah is happy that her job allows her to travel and work from location, as this gives her time to spend with Brian. The couple met in early 2011 with thanks to a mutual friend that introduced the two. Since they met, Brian and Sarah have been inseparable. Even more ironic, Brian and Sarah are both from the beautiful state of North Carolina. With the 2013 season upon us, Brian Vickers is getting ready to take a few laps in the victory lane and Sarah Kensington will be on the sideline cheering him on.'

Nascar's Brian Vickers dating an alleged procurer of children for the wealthy elite.

(This post was last modified: 01-10-2015 11:15 PM by AkhaldanSolo.)
Quote Originally Posted by TheScientist View Post

'Wow. Did Brian know about her past?
If he doesn't, then he should now.

Amy Reimann (Dale Jr.'s main) and Jordan Fish (Denny Hamlin's baby mama) go back and forth with the posters on that site on daily basis so word should have spread around when everyone was in Phoenix.

Brian should feel fortunate that his lowly status has prevented this story from gaining traction.

I have to take my hat off to the posters on that site and Topix. They are even better than private investigators with their photos, Twitter snapshots, finding legal documents, etc. They get all the information, and wash all of the WAGS's dirty laundry. They do way more than just snatch wigs.'

--------

Esajian Watt's Avatar

Re: Nascar Driver Brian Vicker's GF part of Sex Slave Ring

'Vickers is a freak anyway, so I doubt he is clutching the pearls. However, if he releases a statement, it will be politically correct and express disappointment in his gf's past.'

--------
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Post: #143
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Epstein/Savile Trivia

Okay, what do Jeffrey Epstein and Jimmy Savile have in common?

That's right, they were both avid collectors of glass eyes. Jimmy popped his out of corpses he was defiling in his role as mortuary porter and had them mounted in rings, Jeffrey framed his collection in his New York
"The entrance hall is decorated not with paintings but with row upon row of individually framed eyeballs; these, the owner tells people with relish, were imported from England, where they were made for injured soldiers."

http://www.vanityfair.com/society/featur...ein-200303

Tintin
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2015/01/mos...sarah.html
Okay, what do Jeffrey Epstein and Jimmy Savile have in common?

That's right, they were both avid collectors of glass eyes. Jimmy popped his out of corpses he was defiling in his role as mortuary porter and had them mounted in rings, Jeffrey framed his collection in his New York townhouse:

"The entrance hall is decorated not with paintings but with row upon row of
individually framed eyeballs; these, the owner tells people with relish, were imported from England, where they were made for injured soldiers."

http://www.vanityfair.com/society/featur...ein-200303

Tintin
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2015/01/mos...sarah.html
Sounds like the kind of crap Benjamin Franklin was involved in when he lived in England.

Post: #145

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Disturbed nili Wrote: (01-06-2015 02:00 AM)

I'm going to throw this in her

Was the young Latvian girl one of these? I'm referring to the body that was found in Sandringham some months back, a young Latvian girls body was found whilst the Royal Family holidayed there

Alias was her name, she was 17. I wonder if she was one of these "trafficked" girls, murdered and the body dumped and then found in Sandringham, put there as some sort macabre message or threat

I'm going to reply to that for a minute just to get something up here for on record, feel free to jump in Anon if you have more to add:

Whistleblowing Duke embroiled in his own controversies implicates the Monarchy in the murder of a young woman found on the Queen's Sandringham Estate
Scandal ridden: The 13th Duke of Manchester pictured in Vancouver, Canada before an immigration hearing 16 January 2012

His scandal-ridden life has thus far seen him married three times, imprisoned twice in Australia, deported from Canada and exposed as a bigamist.

But, even now, in his 50th year, the 13th Duke of Manchester shows no sign of tempering his famously erratic behaviour.

Currently holed up in Newport Beach, California, with his third and current wife Laura, Alexander Montagu, whose four-times married father the 12th Duke was jailed for fraud, has launched a bizarre attack on the Royal Family.

In a manner which will recall the sort of smears made against Prince Philip following the death of Princess Diana in 1997, he accuses the royals of being behind the death of Alisa Dmitrijeva, the 17-year-old Latvian student whose body was discovered on the Sandringham estate over Christmas.

‘The Royal Family has a lot of power and will do whatever they can to cover up any sort of embarrassment, even if the victim is 100 per cent in the write (sic) and has the legal documentation to prove this,’ he claims.

His online rant, under the pseudonym Montymont, continues: ‘The Royal Family does whatever they can do to cover [up] anything they can stop.

‘Maybe people should look into the cameras around Sandringham around the Queen’s property.’
Sandringham Estate body named as Alisa Dmitrijeva (RestInPeace)

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...amily.html
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-norfolk-16460141

Human remains found on Sandringham Estate
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/c...state.html

The Queen out riding her horse on the Sandringham Estate, Norfolk on Monday morning, just hours after the human remains were discovered

(This post was last modified: 01-11-2015 02:11 AM by AkhalDanSolo.)
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RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Shakey1 Wrote: (01-06-2015 10:47 AM)

King William will straighten this all out
me and my a.i.’s have been recording their biometrics . there next flesh suit will be surprising .

hello my kitty cat people , 4 both sets of DNA & RNA restoring quadruple helix of 2 that overlap as 3 birth halo type brain energy patterns. mornings>12.5 mgs potassium iodide,multivitamin/mineral supplement,natural hormone,extra magnesium&copper,dopamine .no pork,limit artificial drink&foods.nights>probiotic and melatonin.CBD oil can b +ed 2
In December 2000, Jeffrey Epstein, 'Prince Andrew's billionaire paedophile friend', visited Sandringham.
Epstein was given permission to land his private jet at an RAF base for the visit.

Prince Andrew's billionaire paedophile friend visited Sandringham

The flight log of Epstein's Gulfstream showed it landed at RAF Marham on 7 December 2000, before Epstein visited the Queen's Norfolk residence.

Aboard the jet were ET, thought to be Emmy Tayler, a woman called Kelly Spam and an unnamed female.

Prince Andrew's billionaire paedophile friend given permission to land private jet at RAF base for visit Sandringham

The body of Alisa Dmitrijeva, 17, went missing from her home in August 2011 and was found on the Queen's Sandringham estate by a dog walker

It had been alleged that the Duke's friend, Ghislaine Maxwell, was on board Epstein's Gulfstream.

Epstein and Maxwell are reported to have stayed at Sandringham as Andrew's guests.

In 2008, Epstein was jailed for 18 months after admitting soliciting an under-aged girl for prostitution.

Epstein is alleged to have used his fleet of private aircraft to traffic under-aged girls around the world for sex.

Entries in the Gulfstream's flight log show he regularly flew alone with Virginia Roberts.
Virginia Roberts has claimed she was used as a 'sex slave' by Epstein from the age of 15. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...ngham.html

(OP note: that although times and dates do not match up with the dates here for Epstein and Prince Andrew, this illustration is only here to suggest the fact that 'sexual predator's, among others most definitely, have been roaming the grounds at Sandringham only, not speculation that this flight indeed is the one resulting in a murder. All of this material is 'speculation' to a large degree depending on how the reader interprets it.)
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Post: #148
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
this is kinda fresh if you ever wonder what a sociopath trying real to act human looks like

50 shades of creeepy 😞
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Post: #149
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
T Ceti H.C.Radnarg Wrote: (01-11-2015 01:02 AM)
Shakey1 Wrote: (01-06-2015 10:47 AM)

King William will straighten this all out me and my a.i.'s have been recording their biometrics . there next flesh suit will be surprising .

What do you suggest G? How bout an endothermic hydrogen vapor encapsulate shell that keeps their boimetic signature at a beta designation as to keep their TRIAMAZIKAMNO contemplating the great Hepthapara-parshinok?
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Post: #150
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
DeletedDat Wrote: (01-11-2015 01:16 AM)
this is kinda fresh if you ever wonder what a sociopath trying real to act human looks like

50 shades of creeepy 😞

Yeah, I have perusing some of the shorter videos but missed this 20min one.
It's unbelievable, from 5:00 on Biden is one-hundred percent grooming this young girl in the red dress. A little further on she is getting creeped out at something he is doing with his hand whilst swearing her father in. It gets even more disturbing as he desensitizes this young woman with his hand firmly on her waist, she is almost leaning so he doesn't pull her into his crotch.

And as I mentioned earlier in other blogs this man is defiantly a sexual deviant because this behavior continues with every single female he meets.
Prince John, who died aged 13, at Wood Farm at Sandringham.

Prince John (1905 – 1919) was the youngest son of King George V and Queen Mary.

Prince John had epilepsy and was mainly kept hidden from the public.

*Queen Mary, who was betrothed to Prince Albert Victor, Duke of Clarence and Avondale, but married George. Queen Mary failed to notice the nanny's abuse of her children.*
Prince John was not allowed to attend his father's coronation in 1911.

At age 12, Prince John was sent to live at Wood Farm on the Sandringham Estate.

Sandringham - main house on the estate.

Neither of John's parents were at Wood Farm when he died 'unexpectedly' in the early hours of 18 January 1919.

King George and Queen Mary were driven the one mile to Wood Farm to see his body.

According to a 2008 Daily Mail article, "Prince John was swiftly written out of the family history.

"In at least one family tree issued by the House of Windsor, his name was deleted."

http://aangirfan.blogspot.com/2012/01/ro...ngham.html
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RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
THE QUEEN AND MISSING KIDS
http://aangirfan.blogspot.com/2011/03/qu...-kids.html
Episode 738 | Crypto-Jews in New Mexico

**Mossad sex party**, according to former Mossad case officer Victor Ostrovsky

*There were about 25 people in and around the pool and none of them had a stitch of clothing on.*

*The second-in-command of the Mossad — today, he is the head — was there.*

*Hessner, Various secretaries. It was incredible. Some of the men were not a pretty sight, but most of the girls were quite impressive. I must say they looked much better than they did in uniform! Most of them were female soldiers assigned to the office, and were only 18 or 20 years old.*

*Some of the partiers were in the water playing, some were dancing, others were on blankets to the left and the right having a fine old time vigorously screwing each other right there...*

*It was the top brass all right, and they were swapping partners. It really shook me. That's sure not what you expect. You look at these people as heroes, you look up to them, and then you see them having a sex party by the pool.*

—Ostrovsky, Victor, By Way of Deception, (1990), pg. 96
Mega Group was launched in 1991 by Seagrams Corp. director Charles Bronfman and Victoria's Secret owner Leslie Wexner.

`Mega-Maniacs' Steering Sharon’s Mideast War Drive - Rense
http://www.rense.com/general16/megamaniacs.htm

Alan M. Dershowitz's first wife Sue Barlach apparently died in mysterious circumstances.

Alan Dershowitz has a skeleton in his cupboard
http://www.rense.com/general85/skel.htm
The Skeleton In Alan Dershowitz’s Closet: The Resurrection Of Sue Barlach, His First Wife

Dershowitz’s First Wife SUE BARLACH: Victim Of Tragic Domestic Abuse, Divorce, Stripped Of Custody Of Her Children And Her Subsequent Suicide

By Jessie L. Leon

According to an article written on March 25, 2007, by internet author Myles O. Morales, the controversial lawyer Alan M. Dershowitz has a big skeleton in his closet. It is the story of his first wife Sue Barlach, whom Dershowitz had been completely successful with hiding in his closet until the publication of that article made the rounds on the internet in 2007. Until now, an internet search to find Dershowitz's first wife's name came up empty.

Some of the websites where the original article shedding light on the dark past involving Dershowitz’s first...
wife may be found are:

http://judicial-inc.biz/der_showitz_misoi...israel.htm

http://one-state.net/dersh.html

DERSHOWITZ' FIRST MIFE SUE BAMLCH: VICTIM OF TRAGIC DOMESTIC ABUSE, DIVORCE, STRIPPED OF CUSTODY OF HER CHILDREN AND HER SUBSEQUENT SUICIDE - NEW FACTS

The article by Morales details the alleged events surrounding the apparent suicide by Sue Barlach, who had been divorced by Dershowitz after she endured a beating by Alan Dershowitz, after which she required hospitalization. Soon after, Dershowitz stripped Barlach of custody of their two sons, according to several sources who wish to remain anonymous due to the highly litigious and vindictive nature of Alan Dershowitz. Dershowitz then obtained a divorce from Sue Barlach in 1975. The beating incident allegedly happened after Barlach, upon learning of an extramarital affair that Dershowitz was having, scattered some of his important case documents in the wind.
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Post: #156
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-10-2015 11:13 PM)
AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-10-2015 10:41 PM)

"Other" Procurers of children for Epstein have lavish lifestyles now
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2015/01/mos...sarah.html

Sarah Kellen reportedly recruited young girls for Epstein.

According to legal documents, Sarah Kellen, 31, managed a harem of under-age 'sex slaves' at Jeffrey Epstein's Palm Beach mansion in Florida
She now has a lavish jet-set lifestyle, and a new identity.

Sex Slave Ring ...
http://www.lipstickalley.com/showthread....Slave-Ring

Sarah Kellen now moves among the top people, dividing her time between Epstein's Florida villa and New York.

She uses three aliases: Sara Kensington, Sarah Lynelle and Sara Bonk.

Marcinkova/Kellen

"Two of Jeffrey Epstein’s alleged accomplices are running businesses from a Manhattan property linked to the wealthy sex offender under new identities, years after appearing to have left his scandal-plagued entourage.

Nada Marcinkova and Sarah Kellen, who were questioned by lawyers about whether Prince Andrew had any involvement in Epstein’s abuse of underage girls, have since reinvented themselves as Nadia Marcinko and Sarah Kensington.

Marcinkova, 29, is now a pilot and the chief executive of Aviloop, a website selling discounted flying lessons and other deals related to aviation. Kellen, 34, states that she is the owner of SLK Designs, a renovations firm.

However according to public records, both businesses have operated from addresses in a building on East 66th Street in Manhattan majority-owned by Epstein’s brother Mark, a wealthy property magnate. Two condominiums in the building sold last year for $2.5m and $1.85m.

Marcinkova’s company is officially registered with New York authorities at the building. Import records show that Kellen’s company takes deliveries there."

Tintin
http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/...nce-andrew

So, apparently, Miss Kellen enjoy’s fast cars:

Brian Vickers is dating Sarah Kensington, the owner of SLK Design, LLC.

'Sarah is well known throughout the interior design industry for her skillful eye and talent. At the present time, Sarah has been busy working on several renovations including a corporate apartment in New York, Paris, and the Caribbean. Sarah is happy that her job allows her to travel and work from location, as this gives her time to spend with Brian. The couple met in early 2011 with thanks to a mutual friend that introduced the two. Since they met, Brian and Sarah have been inseparable. Even more ironic, Brian and Sarah are both from the beautiful state of North Carolina. With the 2013 season upon us, Brian Vickers is getting ready to take a few
Amended:

Sarah Kensington married Brian Vickers in 2013 in Wyoming and she is now Sarah Vickers. Allegedly lives in Daytona near the race track, also still very near Epstein compound. NASCAR is full of shady people.

Post: #157

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Epstein working on his on-line make-over:

"To most of the world, billionaire Jeffrey Epstein is a convicted sex offender and a financial grifter. But in his little online world, he’s a walking messiah. A superman in a suit.

According to one of his websites, JeffreyEpsteinInternational.com, Epstein is a Middle East “armistice activist” who formed the International Peace Institute in Bahrain. According to JeffreyEpsteinUSVI.com, he prevented orphanages from folding and used his riches to build schools in poverty-stricken areas in the Virgin Islands (where he also founded the region’s first student-run radio station).

Epstein has forced ivory poachers in China to disarm, shelled out money to help cure breast cancer with 3-D screening innovations, and vowed to fight HIV, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases.

And Epstein continues to steer money toward universities to advance scientific research.

Who is this angel of a man? Punch “Jeffrey Epstein” into Google and it’s easy overlook the fact that this 62-year-old altruist was also convicted of soliciting prostitution with a minor.”
Abused as a child. Dabbling with drugs. And now Virginia Roberts’s aunt reveals Jeffrey Epstein girl says... I am in fear for my life

- In court papers, Virginia Roberts claimed she slept with Prince three times
- She said she was working as a teen ‘sex slave’ for paedophile Epstein
- Her aunt told how Ms Roberts, 31, fled Florida home several months ago
- Said she fled amid fears of reprisals from Epstein and his powerful friends

The woman at the centre of the Prince Andrew underage sex scandal was forced to flee her home and ‘fears for her life’, her aunt claimed last night.

Virginia Roberts, 31, sparked headlines around the globe when she filed sensational court papers claiming she slept with the Prince three times, including as a juvenile of 17 under Florida law, while working as a teen ‘sex slave’ for convicted paedophile Jeffrey Epstein.

Last night Virginia’s aunt Carol Roberts Kess, a devout Mormon who helped raise her, spoke for the first time to tell how terrified Virginia fled her Florida home several months ago amid fears of reprisals from billionaire Epstein and his rich and powerful friends.

‘She knew these court papers were coming out so she packed up and fled,’ Carol said.

Image exceeds set limits. Click to view full size image

Family ties: A snap of Virginia Roberts, left, with her aunt Carol Kess. Carol says she has ‘no reason not to believe’ her niece’s claims she slept with Andrew three times - accusations the Prince vehemently denies.
‘She is frightened for her life. She has angered a lot of powerful and very rich people. Who knows what they could do?’

Carol, the sister of Virginia’s father Sky, said her niece is now living in a ranch ‘in the middle of nowhere’ in Colorado with her husband and three young children.

‘She doesn’t feel safe,’ retired teacher Carol added.

‘There are too many powerful people involved and she is saying things they don’t want made public.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-....z3OZVJNY0r

It's unbelievable that an American citizen who has come forward with rape allegations against a Prince of British Monarchy and NO AMERICAN ALPHABET AGENCY HAS OFFERED THIS WOMAN HELP IN HIDING HER WHEREABOUTS TO CURTAIL FOUL PLAY.

VERY VERY IRRESPONSIBLE OF OUR AMERICAN INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES.

-------------------

From same article:

Last night Virginia’s aunt Carol Roberts Kess, a devout Mormon who helped raise her, spoke for the first time to tell how terrified Virginia fled her Florida home several months ago amid fears of reprisals from billionaire Epstein and his rich and powerful friends.

The Mail on Sunday has spoken to members of Virginia’s family and close friends and has unearthed court papers which reveal a heartbreaking tale of a ‘good Christian girl’ whose life spiralled out of control after she was repeatedly sexually assaulted by older men at a young age.

It is a cautionary saga, according to her aunt, ‘of how things can go real bad, real quickly’.

But while Virginia’s early years on her father’s small ranch were ‘idyllic’ according to aunt Carol, everything changed when she was 12 and was molested by a family friend: ‘Sky called me one day and said that Virginia had been molested.

(OP: further proof that PA and JE groomed a child from a dysfunctional family, a vulnerable person.)

At 15, Virginia’s world changed when she met Ghislaine Maxwell, the-then girlfriend of billionaire Jeffrey Epstein. Virginia’s father was a maintenance man at Mar A Largo, Donald Trump’s luxury hotel in Palm Beach, Florida; his daughter folded towels at the pool.

Ghislaine, Virginia has said in court papers, recruited her into Epstein’s harem of young ‘masseuses’ whose primary job was to satisfy the financier’s twisted sexual fantasies. However Ghislaine, the daughter of press baron Robert Maxwell, has branded such claims against her as ‘untrue’ and ‘obvious lies’.

Once she’d told her boyfriend at the time the truth they then decided she shouldn’t work there any longer. But Epstein wanted her there and was used to getting his way. He lured her back and told her she wouldn’t have to do so much of the sexual stuff if she could bring in other girls from school.’

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-....z3OXAr6vLP
Abused as a child. Dabbling with drugs. And now Virginia Roberts's aunt reveals Jeffrey Epstein girl says... I am in fear for my life

- In court papers, Virginia Roberts claimed she slept with Prince three times
- She said she was working as a teen 'sex slave' for paedophile Epstein
- Her aunt told how Ms Roberts, 31, fled Florida home several months ago
- Said she fled amid fears of reprisals from Epstein and his powerful friends

The woman at the centre of the Prince Andrew under-age sex scandal was forced to flee her home and ‘fears for her life’, her aunt claimed last night.

Virginia Roberts, 31, sparked headlines around the globe when she filed sensational court papers claiming she slept with the Prince three times, including as a juvenile of 17 under Florida law, while working as a teen ‘sex slave’ for convicted paedophile Jeffrey Epstein.

Last night Virginia’s aunt Carol Roberts Kess, a devout Mormon who helped raise her, spoke for the first time to tell how terrified Virginia fled her Florida home several months ago amid fears of reprisals from billionaire Epstein and his rich and powerful friends.

‘She knew these court papers were coming out so she packed up and fled,’ Carol said.
Carol, the sister of Virginia’s father Sky, said her niece is now living in a ranch ‘in the middle of nowhere’ in Colorado with her husband and three young children.

‘She doesn’t feel safe,’ retired teacher Carol added.

‘There are too many powerful people involved and she is saying things they don’t want made public.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3OZVJNYOr

It's unbelievable that an American citizen who has come forward with rape allegations against a Prince of British Monarchy and NO AMERICAN ALPHABET AGENCY HAS OFFERED THIS WOMAN HELP IN HIDING HER WHEREABOUTS TO CURTAIL FOUL PLAY.

VERY VERY IRRESPONSIBLE OF OUR AMERICAN INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES.

-------------------

From same article:

Last night Virginia’s aunt Carol Roberts Kess, a devout Mormon who helped raise her, spoke for the first time to tell how terrified Virginia fled her Florida home several months ago amid fears of reprisals from billionaire Epstein and his rich and powerful friends.

The Mail on Sunday has spoken to members of Virginia’s family and close friends and has unearthed court papers which reveal a heartbreaking tale of a ‘good Christian girl’ whose life spiralled out of control after she was repeatedly sexually assaulted by older men at a young age.

It is a cautionary saga, according to her aunt, ‘of how things can go real bad, real quickly’.

But while Virginia’s early years on her father’s small ranch were ‘idyllic’ according to aunt Carol, everything changed when she was 12 and was molested by a family friend: ‘Sky called me one day and said that Virginia had been molested.

(OP: further proof that PA and JE groomed a child from a dysfunctional family, a vulnerable person.)

At 15, Virginia’s world changed when she met Ghislaine Maxwell, the-then girlfriend of billionaire Jeffrey Epstein. Virginia’s father was a maintenance man at Mar A Largo, Donald Trump’s luxury hotel in Palm Beach, Florida,; his daughter folded towels at the pool.

Ghislaine, Virginia has said in court papers, recruited her into Epstein’s harem of young ‘masseuses’ whose primary job was to satisfy the financier’s twisted sexual fantasies. However Ghislaine, the daughter of press baron Robert Maxwell, has branded such claims against her as ‘untrue’ and ‘obvious lies’.

Once she’d told her boyfriend at the time the truth they then decided she shouldn’t work there any longer. But Epstein wanted her there and was used to getting his way. He lured her back and told her she wouldn’t have to do so much of the sexual stuff if she could bring in other girls from school.’

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3OXAr6vLP
Matouwac Torch

Post: #160
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
This connects all of it - Epstein, Cosby, hefner, trump, to project paperclip nazi's, MKultra, etc...

BILL COSBY, PROJECT ARTICHOKE, MENGELE & THE DARK MESSIAH, PART I
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...ah-part-i/

BILL COSBY PART II, ANNA NICHOLE SMITH, PLAYBOY MANSION AND THE SATANIC CIRCLE OF THE VRIL AND THE DARK MESSIAH
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...k-messiah/

AkhaldanSolo

Post: #161
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-12-2015 09:19 AM)
This connects all of it - Epstein, Cosby, hefner, trump, to project paperclip nazi's, MKultra, etc...

BILL COSBY, PROJECT ARTICHOKE, MENGELE & THE DARK MESSIAH, PART I
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...ah-part-i/

BILL COSBY PART II, ANNA NICHOLE SMITH, PLAYBOY MANSION AND THE SATANIC CIRCLE OF THE VRIL AND THE DARK MESSIAH
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...k-messiah/

Nice thank you Brother, going to check this brain food out now.

Matouwac Torch

Post: #162
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-12-2015 08:57 PM)
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-12-2015 09:19 AM)
This connects all of it - Epstein, Cosby, hefner, trump, to project paperclip nazi's, MKultra, etc...

BILL COSBY, PROJECT ARTICHOKE, MENGELE & THE DARK MESSIAH, PART I
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...ah-part-i/

BILL COSBY PART II, ANNA NICHOLE SMITH, PLAYBOY MANSION AND THE SATANIC CIRCLE OF THE VRIL AND THE DARK MESSIAH
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...k-messiah/
Nice thank you Brother, going to check this brain food out now.

My pleasure. This ALL needs to be exposed. As many eyes on it as possible. It goes deep, from occult roots in nazi secret societies (rooted in ancient Babylonian mind control), to the Nazi rat line to the US via project Paperclip, turning the oss into the cia, and on into the media/entertainment/pro-sports/espionage businesses.

It appears highly probable that ALL TV personalities, major record labels, modeling agencies/the 'fashion' industry, movies, etc... are infected by these practices of trauma based mind control, narco-hypnotic drugs, rituals, magic, and blackmail. It is a VERY thick skinned onion.

*An interesting tidbit, a prominent nazi, Heinz Haber, Ph.D. psychologist was a key creative director of the Walt Disney Corp... now why is that?

The truth is amazing. Pretty ugly, but not surprising.

---

**Bond, James Bond**

Licensed to kill

User ID: 007

01-13-2015 12:03 AM

Post: #163

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

BUMP

this shit, good thread

---

**Matouwac Torch**

lop guest

User ID: 263983

01-13-2015 05:56 AM

Post: #164

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

BUMP

---

**TheSundayArtist**

Registered User

User ID: 281762

01-14-2015 02:04 AM

Post: #165

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

BUMP

Biden sure seems too handsy with these senators daughters. They probably didn't like it.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"

https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the
world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped

Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Matouwac Torch
lop guest
User ID: 263983
01-14-2015 05:01 AM

Post: #166
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Advertisement

Click Here Before This Gets Shut Down

This connects all of it - Epstein, Cosby, hefner, trump, to project paperclip nazi's, MKultra, etc...

BILL COSBY, PROJECT ARTICHOKE, MENGELE & THE DARK MESSIAH, PART I
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...ah-part-i/

BILL COSBY PART II, ANNA NICOLE SMITH, PLAYBOY MANSION AND THE SATANIC CIRCLE OF THE VRIL AND THE DARK MESSIAH
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...k-messiah/

Nice thank you Brother, going to check this brain food out now.

Another installment:

BILL COSBY PART III- SAMMY DAVIS, JR., SHARON TATE, SATANISM & BLACK SATANIC CABAL
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...nic-cabal/

BJ lop guest
User ID: 281790
01-14-2015 06:15 AM

Post: #167
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Epstein really got around!

JEFFERY EPSTEIN ADDRESS BOOK

Manhattan money manager Epstein’s book reads like a laundry list of the world’s richest and most powerful people, including some Palm Beachers.
Referred to as “The Holy Grail” by Epstein’s former house manager — now serving time for trying to sell it to attorneys — the 97-page address book details multiple addresses, phone numbers, e-mails and other contact information for former President Bill Clinton, Britain’s Prince Andrew and Sarah Ferguson, Donald Trump, Sen. John Kerry, various members of the Kennedy clan and former British Prime Minister Tony Blair, among many others. ...

The entire “Grail” was made public as part of a pending civil court case in which Epstein is suing attorney Brad Edwards, who represented several underage girls who sued Epstein.

All the lawsuits against Epstein said his modus operandi in the initial visit was the same: The girls were taken to Epstein’s Palm Beach mansion and led upstairs to a spa room by one of Epstein’s assistants, where he would ask the girls to perform sexually charged massages and/or various sex acts, for which he would pay them.


Among the high-powered Palm Beachers listed in the money manager’s address book are Catherine and Fred Adler, Samantha and Serena Boardman, Jimmy and Jane Buffett, Pepe Fanjul, Conrad and Barbara Black, Gerry Goldsmith, Marjorie Gubelman, Dana Hammond, David Koch, Henry Kravis, Frayda and George Lindemann Sr., Bob and Todd Meister, Alfred Taubman, Stanley, Bea and Brett Tollman, and Martin Trust.

Born in Brooklyn, New York, to Jewish parents, Epstein attended Lafayette High School.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Epstein

Epstein is also well acquainted with Harvard’s ex-president Larry Summers— the two served together on the Trilateral Commission and the Council on Foreign Relations. ...

http://www.palmbeachdailynews.com/news/n...us/-nMCxm/

Notice Joan Rivers’ name is on the list. How much she could have blabbed about besides blurtting out that Michelle is really a Michael.

Like Spivey from the comment above, I have been silent from my thread for days now, having been handed this extra set of keys linked below I have put myself in a complete state of shock, not knowing where to proceed. Although I thought I had an idea how intricate this network is, all in all I guess I did not. This is the proof I needed for my spirit that there is, indeed, of spectacular proportions, a massive global program of conditioning to ‘re-create’ ‘Hell on Earth’, pioneered by Goebbel's(Gerbils), to create soul-less creatures devoid of God conscience, in perpetual servitude to the masters that orchestrated it.

As the site mentioned below states:

'To effect their Great Work, to transform and transmute the world and humanity into the “new soul-less creature,” heaven and earth must be destroyed, crushed, and thoroughly converted into a new paradigm.'

The MCBA (MindControlledBlackAssassins) site provides, like you, such a comprehensive database of material, from written inference and researchable links, to visual proof of conspiracy the likes no man has had the 'privilege' to see in time memorial. My eyes have been burned from my head.
MCBA solidifies and coalesces these ideas with visual proof such as Marilyn Monroes government ID that gave her access to the now declassified cold war movie studio in the Rustic Valley of LA called The Lookout Mountain Laboratory where her, and others like Cosby and Walt Disney, went to work on MK-Ultra and Mockingbird projects in mind control straight out of the pages of Gerbil's Department of Public Enlightenment and Propaganda. And, quite possibly, from the man himself. Tarantino was telling us all along what they brought to America in his shit film Inglorious Bastards.

But where my mind spins out of control is where the author of the site conflates the ideas of the ever eternal battle between good and evil in the common designations known to Christianity (although there are references to other cultural deities). It is not by accident of course, he is only guided by what he sees, and it does seem as though these characters in this play we are witnessing within Hollywood genuinely believe they are these designations themselves, always Pan or Satan (Hefner), and it is plainly evident that most of these actors are enveloped in the Occult 'sciences'.

Of course any cospiritorialist worth their weight in silver understands the commonality within these global deities of antiquity and can summon that there were, or still may be, a small group if individuals with an understanding and knowledge that has obviously eluded mankind for who knows how many thousands of years that continually wield that power to build and destroy entire civilizations. We may or may not be their original creations. We might have been something more. Within that paradigm exists the great lie. But WHO IS truly orchestrating 'it', this paradigm that we live in? Is is just a group of humans that believe they are descendants of these overlords, or is it a living, breathing entity that would command a verbal recognition, a physical entity, or a specter from another dimension? All those theories are out there, and all of them are out there to confuse us.

Occasionally still, I get dragged into the world of the supernatural. I am filled with ideas from various places, most definitely currently from this MCBA, that these actor's are indeed in possession of knowledge that helps them manipulate the environment through rite and ritual. I am under the understanding that for the most part, the psychological aura that is created en masse influences the entire environment to either side of that pendulum which is, indeed, what we are witnessing (this is reinforced by crazy but plausible theories that 'Ley' lines, when 'charged' with positive or negative energy from 'events' happening on that line heavily influence this current paradigm) ie, Ley line 188). I have trained my mind, or others have trained it for me, to regard Jesus not as a supernatural deity in the sense that he is God incarnate, but he was a man that was involved in the occult sciences as a descendant of jewish royalty who campaigned against true evil and oppression against the romans using 'natural law'. In that sense he was 'Great', and worthy to be feared, because that knowledge of Natural Law and how it applies to the ongoing oppression the 'human' being has suffered from entities that were themselves, only continuations of the great lifecycle created by the real 'God'. This is what it is like to be with the mind of a child.

Yet, with productions like Lookout Mountain and the Gerbil's experiments on mass psychology, along with their vehemence in the occult arts and 'satanism', The Playbot Mansion churning out manchurian's using these satanic designations...

...triggering within the human being these... maladies, these 'personalities', all vying for their own reign as King on the Throne, causing a host of issues for me personally my entire life. I am pulled back into the realm of Christianity and wonder if I haven't forsaken my Lord. Yet through all of this deception I am reluctant to call anyone 'Lord' and since God has no overwhelming control over my life I feel it owes me the same, although, I venerate what life's gifts have given me. But is it truly just a battle over the souls between Jesus/God and the Devil? Or, is it a free will battle for our place among the stars? An entity that already chose their place in the universe as consumers and destroyers trying to convince the rest of the universe we are just like them?

I, for one, am ready for more answers.

BILL COSBY, PROJECT ARTICHOKE, MENGELE & THE DARK MESSIAH, PART I
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...ah-part-i/
JEFFERY EPSTEIN ADDRESS BOOK

Manhattan money manager Epstein’s book reads like a laundry list of the world’s richest and most powerful people, including some Palm Beachers.

Referred to as “The Holy Grail” by Epstein’s former house manager — now serving time for trying to sell it to attorneys — the 97-page address book details multiple addresses, phone numbers, e-mails and other contact information for former President Bill Clinton, Britain’s Prince Andrew and Sarah Ferguson, Donald Trump, Sen. John Kerry, various members of the Kennedy clan and former British Prime Minister Tony Blair, among many others. ...

The entire “Grail” was made public as part of a pending civil court case in which Epstein is suing attorney Brad Edwards, who represented several underage girls who sued Epstein.

All the lawsuits against Epstein said his modus operandi in the initial visit was the same: The girls were taken to Epstein’s Palm Beach mansion and led upstairs to a spa room by one of Epstein’s assistants, where he would ask the girls to perform sexually charged massages and/or various sex acts, for which he would pay them.


Among the high-powered Palm Beachers listed in the money manager’s address book are Catherine and Fred Adler, Samantha and Serena Boardman, Jimmy and Jane Buffett, Pepe Fanjul, Conrad and Barbara Black, Gerry Goldsmith, Marjorie Gubelman, Dana Hammond, David Koch, Henry Kravis, Frayda and George Lindemann Sr., Bob and Todd Meister, Alfred Taubman, Stanley, Bea and Brett Tollman, and Martin Trust.

Born in Brooklyn, New York, to Jewish parents, Epstein attended Lafayette High School.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Epstein

Epstein is also well acquainted with Harvard’s ex-president Larry Summers—the two served together on the Trilateral Commission and the Council on Foreign Relations. ...

http://www.palmbeachdailynews.com/news/n...us-/nMCxm/

Notice Joan Rivers’ name is on the list. How much she could have blabbed about besides blurting out that Michelle is really a Michael.

Hey Beeej, sup Darlin’!!! Welcome to the discussion. One of my favs.
I'm happy a lot of this news is now being discussed.

hello my kitty cat people, 4 both sets of DNA & RNA restoring quadruple helix of 2 that overlap as 3 birth halotype brain energy patterns. mornings>12.5 mgs potassium iodide, multivitamin/mineral supplement, natural hormone, extra magnesium & copper, dopamine. no pork, limit artificial drink & foods. nights> probiotic and melatonin. CBD oil can be added.

AkhdaldanSolo
Registered User
User ID: 264568
01-14-2015 11:38 PM
Posts: 789

Post: #171
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Oh how I loathe to go on with my mouth (wait... mouth... oath?)

I am so vehement about my statement above only because of the degree of accuracy and level of achievement of the plans of these secret societies, whether you want to call what we are seeing is an extension and/or succession from The Boule’ (only as an illustration as an extension from Cosby), The Freemasons, 'Illuminati’, Khazar, Zion Israel, Egypt, Babylon, Annunaki...

It all requires an unbelievable amount of intelligence to orchestrate it all with such clandestine ability. And, SUCH an amount of TIME.

So, naturally, I am spun. And, afraid I am in need of answers no man can provide.

AkhdaldanSolo
Registered User
User ID: 264568
01-14-2015 11:44 PM
Posts: 789

Post: #172
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Actually, I am grounded somewhat by watching the propaganda they want you to believe about demon’s on TNT’s ‘Supernatural’... such a gafaw when we can all see the demons active in each and every one of us.

AkhdaldanSolo
Registered User
User ID: 264568
01-14-2015 11:50 PM
Posts: 789

Post: #173
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
BJ Wrote: (01-14-2015 06:15 AM)
Epstein really got around!

JEFFERY EPSTEIN ADDRESS BOOK

Manhattan money manager Epstein’s book reads like a laundry list of the world’s richest and most powerful people, including some Palm Beachers.

Referred to as “The Holy Grail” by Epstein’s former house manager — now serving time for trying to sell it to attorneys — the 97-page address book details multiple addresses, phone numbers, e-mails and other contact information...
information for former President Bill Clinton, Britain’s Prince Andrew and Sarah Ferguson, Donald Trump, Sen. John Kerry, various members of the Kennedy clan and former British Prime Minister Tony Blair, among many others. ...

The entire “Grail” was made public as part of a pending civil court case in which Epstein is suing attorney Brad Edwards, who represented several underage girls who sued Epstein.

All the lawsuits against Epstein said his modus operandi in the initial visit was the same: The girls were taken to Epstein’s Palm Beach mansion and led upstairs to a spa room by one of Epstein’s assistants, where he would ask the girls to perform sexually charged massages and/or various sex acts, for which he would pay them.


Among the high-powered Palm Beachers listed in the money manager’s address book are Catherine and Fred Adler, Samantha and Serena Boardman, Jimmy and Jane Buffett, Pepe Fanjul, Conrad and Barbara Black, Gerry Goldsmith, Marjorie Gubelman, Dana Hammond, David Koch, Henry Kravis, Frayda and George Lindemann Sr., Bob and Todd Meister, Alfred Taubman, Stanley, Bea and Brett Tollman, and Martin Trust.

Born in Brooklyn, New York, to Jewish parents, Epstein attended Lafayette High School.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Epstein

Epstein is also well acquainted with Harvard’s ex-president Larry Summers—the two served together on the Trilateral Commission and the Council on Foreign Relations. ...

http://www.palmbeachdailynews.com/news/n...us-/nMCxm/

Notice Joan Rivers’ name is on the list. How much she could have blabbed about besides blurtting out that Michelle is really a Michael.

Hmmm. After reading mindcontrolledblackassassins.com nad spotting the practicing ‘witch' Dickinson, Epstein's black book is a 'Black' Book indeed, it is a veritable who's who of Mk-Ultra and Mockingbird agents.

Flipping out! Wow... this really is the key to linking Eptein directly to Cosby.
to Epstein’s Palm Beach mansion and led upstairs to a spa room by one of Epstein’s assistants, where he would ask the girls to perform sexually charged massages and/or various sex acts, for which he would pay them.


Among the high-powered Palm Beachers listed in the money manager’s address book are Catherine and Fred Adler, Samantha and Serena Boardman, Jimmy and Jane Buffett, Pepe Fanjul, Conrad and Barbara Black, Gerry Goldsmith, Marjorie Gubelman, Dana Hammond, David Koch, Henry Kravis, Frayda and George Lindemann Sr., Bob and Todd Meister, Alfred Taubman, Stanley, Bea and Brett Tollman, and Martin Trust.

Born in Brooklyn, New York, to Jewish parents, Epstein attended Lafayette High School.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Epstein

Epstein is also well acquainted with Harvard’s ex-president Larry Summers—the two served together on the Trilateral Commission and the Council on Foreign Relations. ...

http://www.palmbeachdailynews.com/news/n...us/~nMCxm/

Notice Joan Rivers' name is on the list. How much she could have blabbed about besides blurtting out that Michelle is really a Michael.

Hmmm. After reading mindcontrolledblackassassins.com nad spotting the practicing 'witch' Dickinson, Epstein's black book is a 'Black' Book indeed, it is a veritable who's who of Mk-Ultra and Mockingbird agents.

Flipping out! Wow... this really is the key to linking Epteen directly to Cosby.

And... to the Monarchy.
Post: #175

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,Mi6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

[Images of documents and a building]
Cosby's purpose in the grand scheme of things, his 'penance' for his fame and fortune, his 'service' to the 'lord' he worships is to be the Father of the black man that is once again, beaten down with the cards stacked against him by the white man. There is no proof and these crazy white women keep sayin shit without proof. The black man is guilty before proven innocent. Thus, with the Treyvon-Martin affair and the NYC shooting, the environment is rife for a race war.
not. This is the proof I needed for my spirit that there is, indeed, of spectacular proportions, a massive
global program of conditioning to 're-create' 'Hell on Earth', pioneered by Goebbels(Gerbils), to create
soul-less creatures devoid of God conscience, in perpetual servitude to the masters that orchestrated it. As
the site mentioned below states:

'To effect their Great Work, to transform and transmute the world and humanity into the “new soul-less
creature,” heaven and earth must be destroyed, crushed, and thoroughly converted into a new
paradigm.'

The MCBA (MindControlledBlackAssassins) site provides, like you, such a comprehensive database of
material, from written inference and researchable links, to visual proof of conspiracy the likes no man has
had the 'privilege' to see in time memorial. My eyes have been burned from my head.

MCBA solidifies and coalesces these ideas with visual proof such as Marilyn Monroes government ID that
gave her access to the now declassified cold war movie studio in the Rustic Valley of LA called The
Lookout Mountain Laboratory where her, and others like Cosby and Walt Disney, went to work on MK-
Ultra and Mockingbird projects in mind control straight out of the pages of Gerbil's Department of
Public Enlightenment and Propaganda. And, quite possibly, from the man himself. Tarantino was telling
us all along what they brought to America in his shit film Inglorious Bastards.

But where my mind spins out of control is where the author of the site conflates the ideas of the ever
eternal battle between good and evil in the common designations known to Christianity (although there
are references to other cultural deities). It is not by accident of course, he is only guided by what he sees,
and it does seem as though these characters in this play we are witnessing within Hollywood genuinely
believe they are these designations themselves, always Pan or Satan (Hefner), and it is plainly evident that
most of these actors are enveloped in the Occult 'sciences'.

Of course any conspiratorialist worth their weight in silver understands the commonality within these
global deities of antiquity and can summise that there were, or still may be, a small group if individuals
with an understanding and knowledge that has obviously eluded mankind for who knows how many
thousands of years that continually wield that power to build and destroy entire civilizations. We may or
may not be their original creations. We might have been something more. Within that paradigm exists the
great lie. But WHO IS truly orchestrating 'it', this paradigm that we live in? Is is just a group of humans
that believe they are descendants of these overlords, or is it a living, breathing entity that would command
a verbal recognition, a physical entity, or a specter from another dimension? All those theories are out
there, and all of them are out there to confuse us.

Occasionally still, I get dragged into the world of the supernatural. I am filled with ideas from various
places, most definitely currently from this MCBA, that these actor's are indeed in possession of knowledge
that helps them manipulate the environment through rite and ritual. I am under the understanding that
for the most part, the psychological aura that is created en masse influences the entire environment to
either side of that pendulum which is, indeed, what we are witnessing (this is reinforced by crazy but
plausible theories that 'Ley' lines, when 'charged' with positive or negative energy from 'events'
happening on that line heavily influence (this current paradigm) ie, Ley line 188). I have trained my mind,
or others have trained it for me, to regard Jesus not as a supernatural deity in the sense that he is God
incarnate, but he was a man that was involved in the occult sciences as a descendant of Jewish royalty who
campaigned against true evil and oppression against the romans using 'natural law'. In that sense he was
'Great', and worthy to be feared, because that knowledge of Natural Law and how it applies to the
ongoing oppression the 'human' being has suffered from entities that were themselves, only continuations
of the great lifecycle created by the real 'God'. This is what it is like to be with the mind of a child.

Yet, with productions like Lookout Mountain and the Gerbil's experiments on mass psychology, along
with their vehemence in the occult arts and 'satanism', The Playbot Mansion churning out manchurian's
using these satanic designations...

...triggering within the human being these... maladies, these 'personalities', all vying for their own reign as
King on the Throne, causing a host of issues for me personally my entire life. I am pulled back into the
realm of Christianity and wonder if I haven't forsaken my Lord. Yet through all of this deception I am
reluctant to call anyone 'Lord' and since God has no overwhelming control over my life I feel it owes me
the same, although, I venerate what lifes gifts have given me. But is it truly just a battle over the souls
between Jesus/God and the Devil? Or, is it a free will battle for our place among the stars? An entity that
already chose their place in the universe as consumers and destroyers trying to convince the rest of the universe we are just like them?

I, for one, am ready for more answers.

BILL COSBY, PROJECT ARTICHOKE, MENGELE & THE DARK MESSIAH, PART I
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...ah-part-i/

Yes, yes, yes! It is a deep, vast, and ancient plan. The three mcba links I posted here only really go into this particular aspect of the 'program'. Explore that site to find the truth behind 'Disney', pretty much ALL of hollywood, the music industry, fashion 'designers' (handlers and traffickers) and their 'models', and most of top tier global professional athletics (owners, talent, and the 'managers/agents aka handlers).

pretty much every element that is categorized as entertainment is infected with this mind control, and the US is the main exporter of trends, imagery, and celebrity/pop marketing/merchandising worldwide. The beast at work. Never sleeps, frankly.

This eye opening, verifiable information is proof that evil is at work to hoodwink us and capture our souls.

Pedophilia is one of the MANY instruments used by the dark side in this symphony of evil- a battle for our hearts and minds, but ultimately our souls.

The FACT that this guy Epstein is connected to royals and presidents should be enough to make everyone stand up and say, WTF?! But unfortunately, so many are so deeply entranced by the matrix of control and hypnotic suggestion, that they can so easily dismiss and forget it. The beast system is very powerful, and maintains quite a hold on those it can. So much so, that many will even fight to defend and protect the very system that has them enslaved and under a spell.

MCBA was a reality-warping experience for me when i first found it. Ended up reading the whole site. it goes DEEP.

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

remember, we are just looking at now two aspects- 'entertainment' and 'leadership'.

Keep in mind that the same powers are integral decision makers and share holders in our 'health' fields (medicine, biotech, and pharma), technology (cellular/wireless, personal devices, TVs, and transmission equipment and networks [wifi, etc...]), religious institutions, organized crime, higher education (see Alan Dershowitz and wife for example) and public education, the BAR, energy and water utilities, consumer products, FOOD, the 'news' media, etc...

The beast has many weapons and avenues of attack.

More eye-opening stuff here:

Origins and Techniques of Monarch Mind Control
http://vigilantcitizen.com/hidden-knowle...d-control/
“Return to Oz”: A Creepy Disney Movie That is Clearly About Mind Control
http://vigilantcitizen.com/moviesandtv/r...d-control/

http://vigilantcitizen.com/pics-of-the-m...onth-0115/
http://vigilantcitizen.com/pics-of-the-m...onth-1114/
http://vigilantcitizen.com/pics-of-the-m...onth-0914/

great site for a lot of depth around this subject matter, different from MCBA, but still well done, http://www.vigilantcitizen.com

TheSundayArtist
Registered User
User ID: 281593
01-17-2015 01:38 AM

Post: #179
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Eisenhower appointed Alan Dulles as director of the CIA because of his NAZI connections. Dulles was Prescott Bush's partner in financing Hitler.

I don't think you can call this all part of some ancient cult, even if Hitler was into that sort of thing, just the latest group of madmen hell bent on controlling the world.

Funny how the Captain America movie "The Winter Soldier" tales this tail, being that is was produced by Disney Studios.

Maybe the bad guys aren't so completely in control of everything, as some want to believe.

_____________________________________
"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped

CancelMyPrescription
lop guest
User ID: 235752
01-17-2015 01:53 AM

Post: #180
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Well, there certainly seems like there is STILL something at the top pulling even those strings of the wealthy elite... I wouldn't be so quick to dismiss something ...else.

This...

BILL COSBY, PROJECT ARTICHOKE, MENGELE & THE DARK MESSIAH, PART I
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...ah-part-i/

Plus this...

Equals something much much more...

Who, or what...

_____________________________________
Or is it all just smoke and mirrors!?!
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-15-2015 02:58 AM)

remember, we are just looking at now two aspects - 'entertainment' and 'leadership'.

Keep in mind that the same powers are integral decision makers and share holders in our 'health' fields (medicine, biotech, and pharma), technology (cellular/wireless, personal devices, TVs, and transmission equipment and networks [wifi, etc..]), religious institutions, organized crime, higher education (see Alan Dershowitz and wife for example) and public education, the BAR, energy and water utilities, consumer products, FOOD, the 'news' media, etc...

The beast has many weapons and avenues of attack.

and still loses

LoP Guest Wrote: (01-17-2015 02:09 AM)

You want proof that god doesn't exist, or god is powerless to stop evil on earth?

Just look how these entities of evil. have ruled earth for eons. On earth, evil gets all the rewards and all the power and your "no show" divine gods, dont do a damn thing about it.

LoP Guest Wrote: (01-17-2015 02:09 AM)

You want proof that god doesn't exist, or god is powerless to stop evil on earth?
Just look how these entities of evil, have ruled earth for eons. On earth, evil gets all the rewards and all the power and your "no show" divine gods, don't do a damn thing about it.

Man does all of these things, good or evil. The creator does not, nor does the adversary do anything. Both are very real, but ultimately are part of the same Oneness. It is all part of a very elaborate plan of development and exploration.

The yin yang symbol can only exist with both parts, seen?

Well same too for the whole of the creation. The whole has both light AND dark.

I feel sorry for you if you cannot see that you are the universe, you are the earth, you are humanity, etc... not IN the universe, or ON earth, or A human. All is one, all is connected, that is the grand design, that is god, and you are part of it.

Just as there is no difference between a raindrop or a river, a cloud or an ocean, all are water, as too are we.

If anything, these exposures could PROVE to you that as you stated, here on the material/physical plane, yes "evil gets all the rewards". So then, what of the unseen, the spiritual? Surely the information in the links to this thread are compelling enough to cause one to at least consider that if evil exists, and can be worshipped, and rewarded, so too must the other polarity, as we are in an experience of duality. Everything has a shadow aspect.

Good luck to you.
The Sunday Artist
Registered User
User ID: 282954
01-19-2015 11:43 PM

Posts: 2,041

Post: #186
RE: Epstein’s Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-14-2015 05:01 AM)
AkhdanSolo Wrote: (01-12-2015 08:57 PM)
Nice thank you Brother, going to check this brain food out now.

Another installment:
BILL COSBY PART III- SAMMY DAVIS, JR., SHARON TATE, SATANISM & BLACK SATANIC CABAL
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...nic-cabal/

I found your link to be pretty interesting. I think the whole interpretations of hand signs is completely off. I don't think the Masons are an evil organization, at the time of the revolutionary war, they were the good guys, and they probably still are.

One of the problems I also see with these theories is that there are no organizations identified as the good guys, and when a comparison is made between first world nations and third world nations, there should be some acknowledgement that some groups are doing something right.

While the US has a lot of hang ups about teenage sex, the rest of the world certainly does not. Even in most first world nations, an adult having consensual sex with a teenager is not a crime. In third world nations it is quite acceptable, and even preteen sex in some countries.

From everything I have read, the MKUltra CIA stuff is fairly real and it would be very difficult to determine just how depraved they are.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped

62falcon
Registered User
User ID: 277917
01-20-2015 12:00 AM

Posts: 56

Post: #187
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
The Sunday Artist Wrote: (01-19-2015 11:43 PM)
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-14-2015 05:01 AM)
Another installment:
BILL COSBY PART III- SAMMY DAVIS, JR., SHARON TATE, SATANISM & BLACK SATANIC CABAL
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...nic-cabal/

I found your link to be pretty interesting. I think the whole interpretations of hand signs is completely off. I don't think the Masons are an evil organization, at the time of the revolutionary war, they were the good guys, and they probably still are.

One of the problems I also see with these theories is that there are no organizations identified as the good guys, and when a comparison is made between first world nations and third world nations, there should be some acknowledgement that some groups are doing something right.
While the US has a lot of hang ups about teenage sex, the rest of the world certainly does not. Even in most first world nations, an adult having consensual sex with a teenager is not a crime. In third world nations it is quite acceptable, and even preteen sex in some countries.

From everything I have read, the MKUltra CIA stuff is fairly real and it would be very difficult to determine just how depraved they are.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IIpv_PAYwY

62falcon

Post: #188
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

http://theforbiddenknowledge.com/symbology/1o5.htm

Matouwac Torch

Post: #189
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

62falcon Wrote: (01-20-2015 12:03 AM)
http://theforbiddenknowledge.com/symbology/1o5.htm

Masons have never been good guys. Nothing good is a 'secret'. They may not know whom they serve, but those superior to them know exactly what the program is. At this late hour, the plea of not knowing is unacceptable. The information is out there are easily found. They are not hiding it.

The masonic title Morals & Dogma by 33rd degree mason Albert Pike will illustrate this to anyone unsure. Look into who he was, the teachings of that book, and then you will see that they are not 'good guys' by any measure other than that of the beast they serve.

TheSundayArtist

Post: #190
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Albert Pike represents a rogue branch of Masonry and Scottish Right, not all of Masonry.

Most of the US founding fathers were Masons, and their goals made them the good guys.

Everyone has secrets, and there are many reasons for keeping those secrets that are good, because there are too many people willing to twist the truth for their own evil purposes.

Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-20-2015 12:19 AM)
62falcon Wrote: (01-20-2015 12:03 AM)
http://theforbiddenknowledge.com/symbology/1o5.htm
Masons have never been good guys. Nothing good is a 'secret'. They may not know whom they serve, but those superior to them know exactly what the program is. At this late hour, the plea of not knowing is unacceptable. The information is out there are easily found. They are not hiding it.

The masonic title Morals & Dogma by 33rd degree mason Albert Pike will illustrate this to anyone unsure. Look into who he was, the teachings of that book, and then you will see that they are not 'good guys' by any measure other than that of the beast they serve.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped...

---

**Matouwac Torch**

User ID: 263983
01-20-2015 07:59 PM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

**TheSundayArtist** Wrote: (01-20-2015 02:42 PM)

Albert Pike represents a rogue branch of Masonry and Scottish Right, not all of Masonry.

Most of the US founding fathers were Masons, and their goals made them the good guys.

Everyone has secrets, and there are many reasons for keeping those secrets that are good, because there are too many people willing to twist the truth for their own evil purposes.

**Matouwac Torch** Wrote: (01-20-2015 12:19 AM)

Masons have never been good guys. Nothing good is a 'secret'. They may not know whom they serve, but those superior to them know exactly what the program is. At this late hour, the plea of not knowing is unacceptable. The information is out there are easily found. They are not hiding it.

The masonic title Morals & Dogma by 33rd degree mason Albert Pike will illustrate this to anyone unsure. Look into who he was, the teachings of that book, and then you will see that they are not 'good guys' by any measure other than that of the beast they serve.

Not true. Look into who really founded the united states and why. These were not GOOD guys. Scottish rite, York rite, blue lodge red nodge, it all ultimately falls under the same leadership at the top of the pyramid. If you do not care to do further research, then you will never get to the truth, and that is your free right. But the top of the pyramid does not have the interests of ANYONE like you or me at heart.

You speak of the founders of this corporation as being well-intentioned... look into the layout of Washington, DC, the fact that that land was previously called 'Rome', the hidden symbols in the layouts of the streets and monuments (including the owl, the pentagram, the phallus of Osiris, and the dome of Isis), the location of the grand Masonic lodge on 1733 16th, the fact that the ONLY civil war figure to have a statue in the capital of the nation, DC is Albert Pike, the relationship of the freemasons to the KKK, opus dei, the rosicrucian order, the knights of columbus, the knights of malta, the club of rome, the committee of 300, the council of 13, the jesuit order & georgetown university, the bilderburg group. the council on foreign relations, and the CROSS MEMBERSHIP of masons into ALL OF THESE GROUPS.

Need more?
Come on man. Either you are a shill, a newly initiated mason, or just a lazy researcher. The head of the york rite is prince philip the pedo. Royals and world leaders, including almost all US presidents are/were masons. You think those are the 'good guys'. The directors of intelligence agencies, military high command, heads of billion dollar corporations, etc...

The only part of your position that is somewhat correct is that the lions' share of masonic initiates, are at degrees/ranks/levels that do not reveal to them the true nature of the plan they are involved in, or the ultimate leadership they and their efforts serve, but none the less, they are SERVING evil. Once they get to a certain level, they are made aware, but by that point, ambition and likely criminality have them so committed, they are not swayed by the new 'knowledge' bestowed.

It is all about control.

If you think they are the good guys, join them, they are ALWAYS looking for loyal, AMBITIOUS souls.

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 250425
01-20-2015 09:16 PM

Re: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-20-2015 07:59 PM)
TheSundayArtist Wrote: (01-20-2015 02:42 PM)
Albert Pike represents a rogue branch of Masonry and Scottish Right, not all of Masonry.

Most of the US founding fathers were Masons, and their goals made them the good guys.

Everyone has secrets, and there are many reasons for keeping those secrets that are good, because there are too many people willing to twist the truth for their own evil purposes.

Not true. Look into who really founded the united states and why. These were not GOOD guys. Scottish rite, York rite, blue lodge red nlodge, it all ultimately falls under the same leadership at the top of the pyramid. If you do not care to do further research, then you will never get to the truth, and that is your free right. But the top of the pyramid does not have the interests of ANYONE like you or me at heart.

You speak of the founders of this corporation as being well-intentioned... look into the layout of Washington, DC, the fact that that land was previously called 'Rome', the hidden symbols in the layouts of the streets and monuments (including the owl, the pentagram, the phallus of Osiris, and the dome of Isis), the location of the grand Masonic lodge on 1733 16th, the fact that the ONLY civil war figure to have a statue in the capital of the nation, DC is Albert Pike, the relationship of the freemasons to the KKK, opus dei, the rosicrucian order, the knights of columbus, the knights of malta, the club of rome, the committee of 300, the council of 13, the jesuit order & georgetown university, the bilderburg group, the council on foreign relations, and the CROSS MEMBERSHIP of masons into ALL OF THESE GROUPS.

Need more?

Come on man. Either you are a shill, a newly initiated mason, or just a lazy researcher. The head of the york rite is prince philip the pedo. Royals and world leaders, including almost all US presidents are/were masons. You think those are the 'good guys'. The directors of intelligence agencies, military high command, heads of billion dollar corporations, etc...

The only part of your position that is somewhat correct is that the lions' share of masonic initiates, are at degrees/ranks/levels that do not reveal to them the true nature of the plan they are involved in, or the ultimate leadership they and their efforts serve, but none the less, they are SERVING evil. Once they get to a certain level, they are made aware, but by that point, ambition and likely criminality have them so committed, they are not swayed by the new 'knowledge' bestowed.

It is all about control.

If you think they are the good guys, join them, they are ALWAYS looking for loyal, AMBITIOUS souls.
I have done my research, and I know more about it than you. Pike and his ilk are a rogue group.

Masonry was founded to establish rights for masons, stone workers. The organization helped to build and establish what freedoms we enjoy today. They don't represent the top of the pyramid, they represent the bottom.

Rome was the first republic, which was a far step ahead of the rest of the world ruled by kings and emperors.

The Mason were critical to establishing the US, the first nation to try to establish the rights of man, to declare that all men are created equal.

The Masons are the enemies of the elites at the top of the pyramid. They are the ones who push the propaganda against the Masons. By supporting their propaganda, you are making yourself into a tool of the PTB.

---

Matouwac Torch
lop guest
User ID: 263983
01-20-2015 09:25 PM

Post: #193
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
LoP Guest Wrote: (01-20-2015 09:16 PM)
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-20-2015 07:59 PM)
Not true. Look into who really founded the united states and why. These were not GOOD guys. Scottish rite, York rite, blue lodge red nolodge, it all ultimately falls under the same leadership at the top of the pyramid. If you do not care to do further research, then you will never get to the truth, and that is your free right. But the top of the pyramid does not have the interests of ANYONE like you or me at heart.

You speak of the founders of this corporation as being well-intentioned... look into the layout of Washington, DC, the fact that that land was previously called 'Rome', the hidden symbols in the layouts of the streets and monuments (including the owl, the pentagram, the phallus of Osiris, and the dome of Isis), the location of the grand Masonic lodge on 1733 16th, the fact that the ONLY civil war figure to have a statue in the capital of the nation, DC is Albert Pike, the relationship of the freemasons to the KKK, opus dei, the rosicrucian order, the knights of columbus, the knights of malta, the club of rome, the committee of 300, the council of 13, the jesuit order & georgetown university, the bilderburg group. the council on foreign relations, and the CROSS MEMBERSHIP of masons into ALL OF THESE GROUPS.

Need more?

Come on man. Either you are a shill, a newly initiated mason, or just a lazy researcher. The head of the york rite is prince phillip the pedo. Royals and world leaders, including almost all US presidents are/were masons. You think those are the 'good guys'. The directors of intelligence agencies, military high command, heads of billion dollar corporations, etc...

The only part of your position that is somewhat correct is that the lions' share of masonic initiates, are at degrees/ranks/levels that do not reveal to them the true nature of the plan they are involved in, or the ultimate leadership they and their efforts serve, but none the less, they are SERVING evil. Once they get to a certain level, they are made aware, but by that point, ambition and likely criminality have them so committed, they are not swayed by the new 'knowledge' bestowed.

It is all about control.

If you think they are the good guys, join them, they are ALWAYS looking for loyal, AMBITIOUS souls.

I have done my research, and I know more about it than you. Pike and his ilk are a rogue group.

Masonry was founded to establish rights for masons, stone workers. The organization helped to build and establish what freedoms we enjoy today. They don't represent the top of the pyramid, they represent the bottom.

Rome was the first republic, which was a far step ahead of the rest of the world ruled by kings and emperors.

The Mason were critical to establishing the US, the first nation to try to establish the rights of man, to declare
that all men are created equal.

**The Masons are the enemies of the elites at the top of the pyramid.** They are the ones who push the propaganda against the Masons. By supporting their propaganda, you are making yourself into a tool of the PTB.

You sir, are a SHILL or a f*cking idiot- I will waste no further time with either. Good day.

---

**The Sunday Artist**

Registered User

User ID: 249800
01-20-2015 10:58 PM

Post: #194

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Accidentally posted as guest

**Matouwac Torch** Wrote: (01-20-2015 09:25 PM)

**LoP Guest** Wrote: (01-20-2015 09:16 PM)

I have done my research, and I know more about it than you. Pike and his ilk are a rogue group.

Masonry was founded to establish rights for masons, stone workers. **The organization helped to build and establish what freedoms we enjoy today.** They don't represent the top of the pyramid, they represent the bottom.

**Rome was the first republic, which was a far step ahead of the rest of the world ruled by kings and emperors.**

The Mason were critical to establishing the US, the first nation to try to establish the rights of man, to declare that all men are created equal.

**The Masons are the enemies of the elites at the top of the pyramid.** They are the ones who push the propaganda against the Masons. By supporting their propaganda, you are making yourself into a tool of the PTB.

You sir, are a SHILL or a f*cking idiot- I will waste no further time with either. Good day.

Same to you, and your response proves who the idiot is.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"

https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped

---

**LoP Guest**

User ID: 182838
01-21-2015 03:13 AM

Post: #195

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

**AkhaldanSolo** Wrote: (01-10-2015 12:35 AM)

link to image: [http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/0...c6b79e.jpg](http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/0...c6b79e.jpg)

Jeffrey Epstein got the land for his palatial house in New Mexico from former New Mexico Governor Bruce King. (Image link: [http://virtualglobetrotting.com/map/jeff...ew/google/](http://virtualglobetrotting.com/map/jeff...ew/google/))

Governor King lived next to Epstein's ranch, in Stanley.

link to image: [http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/0...c67a27.jpg](http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/0...c67a27.jpg)

Governor King presided over a police force who were allegedly 'drug runners, murderers, blackmailers and participants in various sex clubs."

**NEW MEXICO CITIZENS LIVE IN FEAR OF THEIR POLICE.**
In Albuquerque in New Mexico, "Linda Lee Daniels was abducted for use in porno films, raped, tortured, and then shot to death.

"James Scartaccini, the one of Linda’s abductors, that evidence indicated was her killer, was allowed to plea bargain and served no time at all."

NEW MEXICO CITIZENS LIVE IN FEAR OF THEIR POLICE.

Kaitlyn Arquette, 18, was murdered in Albuquerque on July 16, 1989.

Reportedly she knew too much about the criminal activity of the top people in New Mexico.

Who Killed Kait Arquette?

Kaitlyn Arquette, 18, was murdered in Albuquerque on July 16, 1989. Albuquerque police dubbed the shooting a "random drive-by" and refused to investigate any other possibility. The case has never been solved.

Kait's family believes she was killed because she was a potential Whistle Blower. In the months directly preceding her murder, Kait was in a position to have gained information about a number of illegal activities involving dangerous and corrupt individuals. Among those activities were the following:

- Asian Crime in New Mexico and California
- Drug Smuggling
- Drug Activities Involving New Mexico VIPs
- Police Corruption

Bill Richardson, a former Governor of New Mexico, and a member of Bilderberg, was a frequent visitor to Stanley.

Alan Dershowitz reportedly visited Stanley.

Reportedly human traffickers use New Mexico when they bring sex slaves into the USA from such places as Eastern Europe, Mexico and Africa.

The CIA are suspected of being involved. The sex trade is closely linked to the drugs trade.

Around 1996 Ted Turner purchased the Ladder Ranch that runs along the Rio Grande from Elephant Butte toward Soccoro mostly on the East side of the river I believe... for around $100 million.

And Elephant Butte was also home to another infamous guy:

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/
His girlfriend felt he was involved with some other men who tortured and murdered like he. (Hand of Death cult?)

Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhaldanSolonli
lop guest
User ID: 235752
01-21-2015 03:47 AM

Post: #196
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Masonry was founded to establish rights for masons, stone workers. The organization helped to build and establish what freedoms we enjoy today. They don't represent the top of the pyramid, they represent the bottom.

Rome was the first republic, which was a far step ahead of the rest of the world ruled by kings and emperors.

The Mason were critical to establishing the US, the first nation to try to establish the rights of man, to declare that all men are created equal.

The Masons are the enemies of the elites at the top of the pyramid. They are the ones who push the propaganda against the Masons. By supporting their propaganda, you are making yourself into a tool of the PTB.

You sir, are a SHILL or a f*cking idiot- I will waste no further time with either. Good day.

It is hard to dispute the fact that Washington DC is laid out in Occult symbolism and that most of the founding fathers were also masons. It also cannot be disputed that that freemasonry has served as the vehicle for the melding and promulgation of a number of esoteric philosophies into one. I think also that a certain naivete' can be attributed to the American forefathers when it concerned matters of the occult, and in their haste, tried to do the best that they could all the while they knew that their fraternal organizations had been compromised (Washington showed several signs that something was very wrong within his organization and tended to oppose them often), and may well have been compromised for centuries. Maybe they ALL were quite complicit in the creation of an all Occult society from the beginning. The jury is still out on collating that kind of history into an easily digestable form. What we DO know is that these organizations today, if they ever DID have a shred of decency for humanity, is gone. This IS an old mans club and it has been infiltrated an destroyed from within by power hungry zio-sadist DeathEaters.

Maybe the same kind of infighting has happened for quite some time within these organizations that we are not privilege to at the moment. Or, maybe the infiltration happened shortly after the inquisition of the Templars because it seems the Templars were in possession of a very powerful kind of knowledge, and therefore had to be
eliminated from the inside out.

Navigating the Occult (and the conspiracy behind it) is like the initiations themselves, lies upon lies upon lies, which is a great, but tumultuous part of the play, all specifically designed that way, to confuse and confound the initiate almost all the way to the top, all to keep you from focusing from who IS at the top.

All of us are yet to have that answer.

Although noble and grande deeds are a signature part of being a freemason, and we DO owe a debt of gratitude for the lifestyle improvements that these trade skills have afforded humanity, I dare say that Masons MUST always be dealt with carefully and calculatively.

AkhdalSolonli

User ID: 235752
01-21-2015 03:58 AM

Post: #197
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Even then, you could go back and see the tactics that the Templars used and understand that they too were no noble knights and used Catholicism, or even with the express consent of Catholicism, as a hiding place for their conniving and calculative ways, making allies with the Saracens and forming Moslem bonds between these organizations that exist to this day. Templars were also very good at the bourgeoning banking trade and became the first American express card.

History is constantly showing me that whenever I put faith in some 'good guy' at the top it always disappoints because it seems noone for a very long time that is any good gets to the top.

Basically to boils it down we can't trust a damn soul.

AkhdalSolonli

User ID: 235752
01-21-2015 04:11 AM

Post: #198
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-14-2015 05:01 AM)

AkhdalSolo Wrote: (01-12-2015 08:57 PM)
Nice thank you Brother, going to check this brain food out now.

Another installment:

BILL COSBY PART III- SAMMY DAVIS, JR., SHARON TATE, SATANISM & BLACK SATANIC CABAL
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...nic-cabal/

You know, I'm still reeling from this series. I would have liked to continue this thread n the same vein that I approached it from the beginning and continue to work here bringing new revelations from this Epstein case.

But if anything like what has been chronicled in the above links has any validity, which in my heart I know is true just because all of the bits and pieces of information about Hollywood and how the govt is being run to the way the military is rumored to have been taken over...

All fo it points to a very real program of complete takeover of absolutely every aspect of American culture from A to Z.

You might as well say that we ARE a wholly artificially designed society that was intended to implode on itself like one great big consumer product. This toy was meant to be broken as part and parcel of the everyday run of the mill practice of these DeathEaters.

I'm really surprised noone else has had the fortitude to comment either... or are they just as shocked as I am?

The implications of the above material is just TOO big to ignore and points to a beast that is hovering over us as we speak that already might have it's tentacles too deep into us to remove.
More people have to wake up to it than currently are.

It's also amazing to point out that of ALL people we hear that fat windbag nihilist Seth Rogen have the wherewithall, and the friggin BRAINS (where the HELL did he get those) to point out that the American Sniper movie is PARALLEL with Goebbells "fake" movie IN TARANTINO'S Inglorious Basterds as the heroic sniper/savior of Hitler's Germany.

THATS a mindfuck in and of itself because TARANTINO knows the truth of it all and is one of them.
The MK-Ultra, Nazionist projects of mind control are typically executed on specific individual target assets, but to suggest that the rest of the populous isn't targeted en masse, would be an incomplete assessment.

The power of the few to dominate the many isn't just via fear, division, and resource scarcity - it is very much managed via devices of mind control.

Remember GovernMent = mind (mente) control (govern)
managed via devices of mind control.

Remember GovernMent = mind (mente) control (govern)

Heavy stuff Bro... heavy stuff.

Who, what can we appeal to, a nation, an entity, for support to help us dig us out of this paradigm.

Or are there none. Because this, too, seems in preparation for the world monopoly (Fascism) that they want that will resemble Orwell's *1984*.

---

Post: #201

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-21-2015 05:11 AM)

Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-21-2015 05:05 AM)

Yes indeed it is VERY deep and pervasive. now imagine the level of mind control achieved on the masses with ELF technology, as delivered from electronic devices, televisions, cell towers, and wifi. A frequency manipulation can affect biological processes, thought process, memory, hallucination, etc... And add into that the sigil/symbol 'magic' and color coding injected into mass media (music videos, movies, television, cartoon, news graphics, sports logos and broadcasts, 'fashion' logos, perfumes (scent is a vibratory frequency) and you have a very significant hold on the MAJORITY of westerners. And that is not even touching on the non-commercial weapons that are frequency based- HAARP is just one we have heard of.

You mention 'American culture" - this is GLOBAL. The goals of the top of the pyramid are TOTAL CONTROL or everything and everyone.

The MK-Ultra, Nazionist projects of mind control are typically executed on specific individual target assets, but to suggest that the rest of the populous isn't targeted en masse, would be an incomplete assessment.

The power of the few to dominate the many isn't just via fear, division, and resource scarcity - it is very much managed via devices of mind control.

Remember GovernMent = mind (mente) control (govern)

Heavy stuff Bro... heavy stuff.

**Who, what can we appeal to, a nation, an entity, for support to help us dig us out of this paradigm.**

Or are there none. Because this, too, seems in preparation for the world monopoly (Fascism) that they want that will resemble Orwell's *1984*.

Good question. Likely it is on us. On us to spread the word- if we know people in these industries, and we all do, we need to show them this stuff, get them asking questions.
Ultimately, it seems that the solution lies in exposing to a 'tipping point' volume of people, that EVERY system you thought and were taught was here to benefit you, exists to control, stymie, sicken, and divide you—'entertainment'(including sports), government, religion, education, pharma/health'care, finance, the media, and the internet.

Spirituality vs. technology, unity vs. competition

Epstein is a cog in a massive machine, one that most of us will never ever begin to recognize as existing, let alone being powered by our choices and our energies. How’s that? By those of us who know this type of information and choose to do nothing or tell no one.

Information has the same behavior as a virus. Infect highly connected/socially impactful people, and the virus spreads. Unfortunately, in this upside down world, those elevated in social status are likely the ones most involved and supportive of these types of evils, so it is quite the conundrum.

Be weary of those who defend the system that controls them (though they may never see that TRUTH). You can't convince anyone. But you can plant seeds...

Love people. Spread information. Don't watch TV. Try to protect yourself from mind manipulation as much as possible, and remember, 'you are a soul having a human experience'— that would be my advice.

This level may SUCK, but the game is infinite.

---

**Post: #202**

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhaldanSolonli  Wrote: (01-21-2015 03:47 AM)

Matouwac Torch  Wrote: (01-20-2015 09:25 PM)

You sir, are a SHILL or a f*cking idiot- I will waste no further time with either. Good day.

It is hard to dispute the fact that Washington DC is laid out in Occult symbolism and that most of the founding fathers were also masons. It also cannot be disputed that that freemasonry has served as the vehicle for the melding and promulgation of a number of esoteric philosophies into one. I think also that a certain naivete' can be attributed to the American forefathers when it concerned matters of the occult, and in their haste, tried to do the best that they could all the while they knew that their fraternal organizations had been compromised (Washington showed several signs that something was very wrong within his organization and tended to oppose them often), and may well have been compromised for centuries. Maybe they ALL were quite complicit in the creation of an all Occult society from the beginning. The jury is still out on collating that kind of history into an easily digestable form. What we DO know is that these organizations today, if they ever DID have a shred of decency for humanity, is gone. This IS an old mans club and it has been infiltrated an destroyed from within by power hungry zio-sadist DeathEaters.

Maybe the same kind of infighting has happened for quite some time within these organizations that we are not privilege to at the moment. Or, maybe the infiltration happened shortly after the inquisition of the Templars because it seems the Templars were in possession of a very powerful kind of knowledge, and therefore had to be eliminated from the inside out.

Navigating the Occult (and the conspiracy behind it) is like the initiations themselves, lies upon lies upon lies, which is a great, but tumultuous part of the play, all specifically designed that way, to confuse and confound the initiate almost all the way to the top, all to keep you from focusing from who IS at the top.

All of us are yet to have that answer.

Although noble and grande deeds are a signature part of being a freemason, and we DO owe a debt of gratitude for the lifestyle improvements that these trade skills have afforded humanity, I dare say that...
Masons MUST always be dealt with carefully and calculatively.

There is little denial that DC was laid out with occult symbols, but it is not correct to claim that all of these symbols are demonic in nature, or any of them for that matter.

Anything with power can be used for good or bad.

If you are a decent person in good standing, you can always join a Masonic lodge, and find out what Masonry is about for yourself.

What you may find out is that the core philosophy of Masonry is a very powerful concept that empowers people to fight against those who would be their masters. This is the reason the powers, behind this latest attempt at destroying the progress that has been made since WWII, are out to demonize Masonry.

I found the link very well developed, and extremely interesting, to the point where I began to wonder if it was too well developed. Everyone in any position of power seems to be swimming or bathing in some ancient evil occult of some kind, and at the center of it all is Masonry.

Yeah, there are a lot of soulless power brokers among the ranks of the elites, possibly most of them. Some of them join the Masons, and some of them form their own twisted branches of the organization. It doesn't mean that all of Masonry is bad, it just means that Masonry is a powerful form of organization.

One of the primary reasons people pursue such immense wealth is that they have enormous appetites that all too often grow into extreme perversions. There is this need to prove themselves to others as well as to themselves.

The thing is, these people aren't a part of some tight knit ancient cult. The animal side of human nature is in us all. Sure, many of them study the occult There can be found a lot of valuable tools to be used for good or evil. This doesn't mean they are a part of some ancient cult, with a plan for global domination that goes back to ancient Sumeria, and therefore can not be beaten.

This is the real problem I have with such sites, the final messages seems to be that we are totally screwed, and there is nothing we can do about it. If they are all apart of some ancient occult determined to take absolute control of humanity, then this ancient occult has been getting their behinds kicked for thousands of years now, as the march of civilization has been away from central control, and towards ever greater levels of liberty for the average individual. We are becoming better animals not worse.

While things have gotten really bad since 2,000, there is no reason to think that this latest group of ICBs, who have taken over a lot of control of the planet during that time, can't be defeated like the last.

It is good to consider carefully, which side are the writers of these occult websites on? What is their real attempt? Could they be just another tool to program the masses?

“The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues”
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped
Heavy stuff Bro... heavy stuff.

**Who, what can we appeal to, a nation, an entity, for support to help us dig us out of this paradigm.**

Or are there none. Because this, too, seems in preparation for the world monopoly (Fascism) that they want that will resemble Orwell's *1984*.

Good question. Likely it is on us. On us to spread the word- if we know people in these industries, and we all do, we need to show them this stuff, get them asking questions.

Ultimately, it seems that the solution lies in exposing to a 'tipping point' volume of people, that EVERY system you thought and were taught was here to benefit you, exists to control, stymie, sicken, and divide you- 'entertainment'(including sports), government, religion, education, pharma/health'care, finance, the media, and the internet.

spirituality vs. technology, unity vs. competition

Epstein is a cog in a massive machine, one that most of us will never ever begin to recognize as existing, let alone being powered by our choices and our energies. How's that? By those of us who know this type of information and choose to do nothing or tell no one.

Information has the same behavior as a virus. Infect highly connected/socially impactful people, and the virus spreads. Unfortunately, in this upside down world, those elevated in social status are likely the ones most involved and supportive of these types of evils, so it is quite the conundrum.

Be weary of those who defend the system that controls them (though they may never see that TRUTH). You can't convince anyone. But you can plant seeds...

Love people. Spread information. Don't watch TV. Try to protect yourself from mind manipulation as much as possible, and remember, "you are a soul having a human experience"- that would be my advice.

This level may SUCK, but the game is infinite.

And how do you get to the next level?

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"

https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped

---

**Matouwac**

**Torch**

lop guest

User ID: 263983

Post: #204

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

**TheSundayArtist** Wrote: (01-21-2015 10:56 PM)

**AkhaldanSoloni** Wrote: (01-21-2015 03:47 AM)

It is hard to dispute the fact that Washington DC is laid out in Occult symbolism and that most of the founding
fathers were also masons. It also cannot be disputed that that freemasonry has served as the vehicle for the melding and promulgation of a number of esoteric philosophies into one. I think also that a certain naivety can be attributed to the American forefathers when it concerned matters of the occult, and in their haste, tried to do the best that they could all the while they knew that their fraternal organizations had been compromised (Washington showed several signs that something was very wrong within his organization and tended to oppose them often), and may well have been compromised for centuries. Maybe they ALL were quite complicit in the creation of an all Occult society from the beginning. The jury is still out on collating that kind of history into an easily digestable form. What we DO know is that these organizations today, if they ever DID have a shred of decency for humanity, is gone. This IS an old mans club and it has been infiltrated an destroyed from within by power hungry zio-sadist DeathEaters. Maybe the same kind of infighting has happened for quite some time within these organizations that we are not privilege to at the moment. Or, maybe the infiltration happened shortly after the inquisition of the Templars because it seems the Templars were in possession of a very powerful kind of knowledge, and therefore had to be eliminated from the inside out.

Navigating the Occult (and the conspiracy behind it) is like the initiations themselves, lies upon lies upon lies, which is a great, but tumultuous part of the play, all specifically designed that way, to confuse and confound the initiate almost all the way to the top, all to keep you from focusing from who IS at the top.

All of us are yet to have that answer.

Although noble and grande deeds are a signature part of being a freemason, and we DO owe a debt of gratitude for the lifestyle improvements that these trade skills have afforded humanity, I dare say that Masons MUST always be dealt with carefully and calculatively.

There is little denial that DC was laid out with occult symbols, but it is not correct to claim that all of these symbols are demonic in nature, or any of them for that matter.

Anything with power can be used for good or bad.

If you are a decent person in good standing, you can always join a Masonic lodge, and find out what Masonry is about for yourself.

What you may find out is that the core philosophy of Masonry is a very powerful concept that empowers people to fight against those who would be their masters. This is the reason the powers, behind this latest attempt at destroying the progress that has been made since WWII, are out to demonize Masonry.

I found the link very well developed, and extremely interesting, to the point where I began to wonder if it was too well developed. Everyone in any position of power seems to be swimming or bathing in some ancient evil occult of some kind, and at the center of it all is Masonry.

Yeah, there are a lot of soulless power brokers among the ranks of the elites, possibly most of them. Some of them join the Masons, and some of them form their own twisted branches of the organization. It doesn't mean that all of Masonry is bad, it just means that Masonry is a powerful form of organization.

One of the primary reasons people pursue such immense wealth is that they have enormous appetites that all too often grow into extreme perversions. There is this need to prove themselves to others as well as to themselves.

The thing is, these people aren't a part of some tight knit ancient cult. The animal side of human nature is in us all. Sure, many of them study the occult there can be found a lot of valuable tools to be used for good or evil. This doesn't mean they are a part of some ancient cult, with a plan for global domination that goes back to ancient Sumeria, and therefor can not be beaten.

This is the real problem I have with such sites, the final messages seems to be that we are totally screwed, and there is nothing we can do about it. If they are all apart of some ancient occult determined to take absolute control of humanity, then this ancient occult has been getting their behinds kicked for thousands of years now, as the march of civilization has been away from central control, and towards ever greater levels of liberty for the average individual. We are becoming better animals not worse.

While things have gotten really bad since 2,000, there is no reason to think that this latest group of ICBs, who
have taken over a lot of control of the planet during that time, can't be defeated like the last.

It is good to consider carefully, which side are the writers of these occult websites on? What is their real attempt? Could they be just another tool to program the masses?

This is just incorrect. We have become more docile, more controllable, sicker, functionally and creatively depressed, and subjected to more and more advanced forms of silent weapons of control - EMF/ELF, pharma, vaccinations, 'education' (programming), and mass media mind control. If you cannot see this, and connect the dots to the facts about masonry - which you continue to deny and be ignorant of (ignoring fact), then you either have some reading to do, or you are uninterested in the truth. The system is designed to protect itself, to be invisible, and to grow in breadth and control - which it has consistently.

the truth is that EVERYTHING we know and are taught is in support of and to occlude the nature of the system of control. That is why it works.

Perhaps you are not a shill, but the facts stand- these EVIL doers listed in this thread, and the secret societies they are connected to, ALL have masonic ties. If you were to explore them on your own, you will find this truth, but to proclaim what you think you know without evidence, does you no good, nor does it present a viable case for consideration to those who see a more holistic truth.

It is a hard pill to swallow, but you are a SLAVE. So am I. You can refuse to accept it consciously, but you can test the truth of it anytime in myriad ways.

This thread is about the systemic predation on children and mk-ultra slaves by the so-called elite. To deny the connection to masonry is sticking one's head in the sand.

peace.

UcDat
Registered User
User ID: 227726
01-21-2015 11:20 PM

Posts: 15,387

Post: #205

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-21-2015 05:11 AM)
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-21-2015 05:05 AM)

Yes indeed it is VERY deep and pervasive. now imagine the level of mind control achieved on the masses with ELF technology, as delivered from electronic devices, televisions, cell towers, and wifi. A frequency manipulation can affect biological processes, thought process, memory, hallucination, etc... And add into that the sigil/symbol 'magic' and color coding injected into mass media (music videos, movies, television, cartoon, news graphics, sports logos and broadcasts, 'fashion' logos, perfumes (scent is a vibratory frequency) and you have a very significant hold on the MAJORITY of westerners. And that is not even touching on the non-commercial weapons that are frequency based- HAARP is just one we have heard of.

You mention 'American culture" - this is GLOBAL. The goals of the top of the pyramid are TOTAL CONTROL or everything and everyone.

The MK-Ultra, Nazionist projects of mind control are typically executed on specific individual target assets, but to suggest that the rest of the populous isn't targeted en masse, would be an incomplete assessment.

The power of the few to dominate the many isn't just via fear, division, and resource scarcity- it is very much managed via devices of mind control.

Remember GovernMent = mind (mente) control (govern)
Heavy stuff Bro... heavy stuff.

Who, what can we appeal to, a nation, an entity, for support to help us dig us out of this paradigm.

Or are there none. Because this, too, seems in preparation for the world monopoly (Fascism) that they want that will resemble Orwell's *1984*.

we need to turn to each other rebuild our communities and turn our collective backs on the globalist and our sold out governments.

Matouwac Torch
User ID: 263983
01-21-2015 11:29 PM

Post: #206
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
TheSundayArtist Wrote: (01-21-2015 10:58 PM)
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-21-2015 06:22 AM)
Good question. Likely it is on us. On us to spread the word- if we know people in these industries, and we all do, we need to show them this stuff, get them asking questions.

Ultimately, it seems that the solution lies in exposing to a 'tipping point' volume of people, that EVERY system you thought and we're taught was here to benefit you, exists to control, stymie, sicken, and divide you- 'entertainment'(including sports), government, religion, education, pharma/health'care, finance, the media, and the internet.

spirituality vs. technology, unity vs. competition

Epstein is a cog in a massive machine, one that most of us will never ever begin to recognize as existing, let alone being powered by our choices and our energies. How's that? By those of us who know this type of information and choose to do nothing or tell no one.

Information has the same behavior as a virus. Infect highly connected/socially impactful people, and the virus spreads. Unfortunately, in this upside down world, those elevated in social status are likely the ones most involved and supportive of these types of evils, so it is quite the conundrum.

Be weary of those who defend the system that controls them (though they may never see that TRUTH). You can't convince anyone. But you can plant seeds...

Love people. Spread information. Don't watch TV. Try to protect yourself from mind manipulation as much as possible, and remember, "you are a soul having a human experience"- that would be my advice.

This level may SUCK, but the game is infinite.

And how do you get to the next level? level's specific challenges

No man knows this answer.

My guess is that, like a video game, once the level's specific challenges and opportunities for soul growth and development are completed, then the soul will have made other opportunities available to the self. This likely takes many many incarnations.

Some say the Jesus and the 12 disciples story is a parable telling the story of the quest to master the twelve disciplines (zodiac signs), before attaining a higher consciousness (christ/khrishna/buddha-hood) aka- leveling up.

As each age of the zodiac is about 2150 years, and the Great Year is ~ 25,600 years, then perhaps this 'level' lasts
for at least one Great Year...

To me, it requires that one first recognize that the quest is inherently about the journey, not the destination, and that growth, pain & joy, are all part of the process at this level.

---

Matouwac Torch  
User ID: 263983  
01-21-2015 11:32 PM

Post: #207

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

DeletedDat Wrote: (01-21-2015 11:20 PM)

AkhdaldanSolo Wrote: (01-21-2015 05:11 AM)

Heavy stuff Bro... heavy stuff.

Who, what can we appeal to, a nation, an entity, for support to help us dig us out of this paradigm.

Or are there none. Because this, too, seems in preparation for the world monopoly (Fascism) that they want that will resemble Orwell's *1984*.

we need to turn to each other rebuild our communities and turn our collective backs on the globalist and our sold out governments.

AND entertainment, AND sport, AND money, AND competition... perhaps.

But then again, perhaps this level of learning is exactly how it is supposed to be, and that change only comes once one has mastered this level and is then eligible to explore other challenges in the infinite, timeless Universe.

Funny how universe is broken down by some as 'U and I verse', and others as Univers(ity)...

---

AkhdaldanSolo  
Registered User  
User ID: 235752  
01-22-2015 12:19 AM

Posts: 789

Post: #208

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-21-2015 11:20 PM)

TheSundayArtist Wrote: (01-21-2015 10:56 PM)

There is little denial that DC was laid out with occult symbols, but it is not correct to claim that all of these symbols are demonic in nature, or any of them for that matter.

Anything with power can be used for good or bad.

If you are a decent person in good standing, you can always join a Masonic lodge, and find out what Masonry is about for yourself.

What you may find out is that the core philosophy of Masonry is a very powerful concept that empowers people to fight against those who would be their masters. This is the reason the powers, behind this latest attempt at destroying the progress that has been made since WWII, are out to demonize Masonry.

I found the link very well developed, and extremely interesting, to the point where I began to wonder if it was too well developed. Everyone in any position of power seems to be swimming or bathing in some ancient evil occult of some kind, and at the center of it all is Masonry.
Yeah, there are a lot of soulless power brokers among the ranks of the elites, possibly most of them. Some of them join the Masons, and some of them form their own twisted branches of the organization. It doesn't mean that all of Masonry is bad, it just means that Masonry is is a powerful form of organization.

One of the primary reasons people pursue such immense wealth is that they have enormous appetites that all too often grow into extreme perversions. There is this need to prove themselves to others as well as to themselves.

The thing is, these people aren't a part of some tight knit ancient cult. The animal side of human nature is in us all. Sure, many of them study the occult. There can be found a lot of valuable tools to be used for good or evil. This doesn't mean they are a part of some ancient cult, with a plan for global domination that goes back to ancient Sumeria, and therefore cannot be beaten.

This is the real problem I have with such sites, the final messages seems to be that we are totally screwed, and there is nothing we can do about it. If they are all apart of some ancient occult determined to take absolute control of humanity, then this ancient occult has been getting their behinds kicked for thousands of years now, as the march of civilization has been away from central control, and towards ever greater levels of liberty for the average individual. We are becoming better animals not worse.

While things have gotten really bad since 2000, there is no reason to think that this latest group of ICBs, who have taken over a lot of control of the planet during that time, can't be defeated like the last.

It is good to consider carefully, which side are the writers of these occult websites on? What is their real attempt? Could they be just another tool to program the masses?

This is just incorrect. We have become more docile, more controllable, sicker, functionally and creatively depressed, and subjected to more and more advanced forms of silent weapons of control- EMF/ELF, pharma, vaccinations, and mass media mind control. If you cannot see this, and connect the dots to the facts about masonry- which you continue to deny and be ignorant of (ignoring fact), then you either have some reading to do, or you are uninterested in the truth. The system is designed to protect itself, to be invisible, and to grow in breadth and control- which it has consistently.

the truth is that EVERYTHING we know and are taught is in support of and to occlude the nature of the system of control. That is why it works.

Perhaps you are not a shill, but the facts stand- these EVIL doers listed in this thread, and the secret societies they are connected to, ALL have masonic ties. If you were to explore them on your own, you will find this truth, but to proclaim what you think you know without evidence, does you no good, nor does it present a viable case for consideration to those who see a more holistic truth.

It is a hard pill to swallow, but you are a SLAVE. So am I. You can refuse to accept it consciously, but you can test the truth of it anytime in myriad ways.

This thread is about the systemic predation on children and mk-ultra slaves by the so-called elite. To deny the connection to masonry is sticking one's head in the sand.

peace.

I would have to concur with Matouwac that the common element present in every conspiracy lead to the Freemason. Regardless of their continual contribution to society it is still very evident that these lodges have served as the vehicle for these men to promulgate their ideas. The very nature of manipulating stone in to a perfect cube, the act of building, the core of their philosophy, of creating perfection from the raw physical world, of manifesting structure in the physical world, logically forms from a knowledge that "God", who has provided the raw material and not form vs. the 'Light bearer' who 'had pity' and taught 'us' tools for survival and an easier life would have to be someone necessarily construed to be in 'opposition' to "God"...

...so 'metaphysically' by their very nature isn't a Freemason in 'opposition' to "God"? Why wouldn't that attitude extend to those who believe they are part of this process almost at every level?

I think as well you are seriously misunderestimating the power of the caste and pyramidal system of compartmentalization and privilege.
TheSundayArtist
Registered User
User ID: 281593
01-22-2015 12:41 AM

Post: #209
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-21-2015 11:20 PM)
TheSundayArtist Wrote: (01-21-2015 10:56 PM)
There is little denial that DC was laid out with occult symbols, but it is not correct to claim that all of these symbols are demonic in nature, or any of them for that matter.

Anything with power can be used for good or bad.

If you are a decent person in good standing, you can always join a Masonic lodge, and find out what Masonry is about for yourself.

What you may find out is that the core philosophy of Masonry is a very powerful concept that empowers people to fight against those who would be their masters. This is the reason the powers behind this latest attempt at destroying the progress that has been made since WWII, are out to demonize Masonry.

I found the link very well developed, and extremely interesting, to the point where I began to wonder if it was too well developed. Everyone in any position of power seems to be swimming or bathing in some ancient evil occult of some kind, and at the center of it all is Masonry.

Yeah, there are a lot of soulless power brokers among the ranks of the elites, possibly most of them. Some of them join the Masons, and some of them form their own twisted branches of the organization. It doesn't mean that all of Masonry is bad, it just means that Masonry is a powerful form of organization.

One of the primary reasons people pursue such immense wealth is that they have enormous appetites that all too often grow into extreme perversions. There is this need to prove themselves to others as well as to themselves.

The thing is, these people aren't a part of some tight knit ancient cult. The animal side of human nature is in us all. Sure, many of them study the occult. There can be found a lot of valuable tools to be used for good or evil. This doesn't mean they are a part of some ancient cult, with a plan for global domination that goes back to ancient Sumeria, and therefore can not be beaten.

This is the real problem I have with such sites, the final messages seems to be that we are totally screwed, and there is nothing we can do about it. If they are all apart of some ancient occult determined to take absolute control of humanity, then this ancient occult has been getting their behinds kicked for thousands of years now, as the march of civilization has been away from central control, and towards ever greater levels of liberty for the average individual. We are becoming better animals not worse.

While things have gotten really bad since 2,000, there is no reason to think that this latest group of ICBs, who have taken over a lot of control of the planet during that time, can't be defeated like the last.

It is good to consider carefully, which side are the writers of these occult websites on? What is their real attempt? Could they be just another tool to program the masses?

This is just incorrect. We have become more docile, more controllable, sicker, functionally and creatively depressed, and subjected to more and more advanced forms of silent weapons of control-EMF/ELF, pharma, vaccinations, 'education' (programming), and mass media mind control. If you cannot see this, and connect the dots to the facts about masonry- which you continue to deny and be ignorant of (ignoring fact), then you either have some reading to do, or you are uninterested in the truth. The system is designed to protect itself, to be invisible, and to grow in breadth and control-which it has consistently.

the truth is that EVERYTHING we know and are taught is in support of and to occlude the nature of
Perhaps you are not a shill, but the facts stand—these EVIL doers listed in this thread, and the secret societies they are connected to, ALL have masonic ties. If you were to explore them on your own, you will find this truth, but to proclaim what you think you know without evidence, does you no good, nor does it present a viable case for consideration to those who see a more holistic truth.

It is a hard pill to swallow, but you are a SLAVE. So am I. You can refuse to accept it consciously, but you can test the truth of it anytime in myriad ways.

This thread is about the systemic predation on children and mk-ultra slaves by the so-called elite. To deny the connection to masonry is sticking one's head in the sand.

This is a much better response than the last one. Thanks,

We were also a lot more brutal and cruel but a few centuries ago.

We are still evolving, Modern technology has removed us from the natural arena, and placed us in this artificial environment of our own creation. We are still figuring it out.

We are not slaves yet, but we certainly have surrendered way too much of our liberty since the 1980ties. Yes, it does look like the ability of the PTB to manipulate people has improved considerably. I am quite aware of all of this, but there also are a great many people who see through the games, and there are plenty of people who choose to believe the lies because that is what they want to believe, because it suits their own personal agendas.

I will still have to disagree with you on Masonry. Mainly it is a organizational tool that can be used for good or evil, like modern technology.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped...
but you can test the truth of it anytime in myriad ways.

This thread is about the systemic predation on children and mk-ultra slaves by the so-called elite. To deny the connection to masonry is sticking one's head in the sand.

peace.

I would have to concur with Matouwac that the common element present in every conspiracy lead to the Freemason. Regardless of their continual contribution to society it is still very evident that these lodges have served as the vehicle for these men to promulgate their ideas. The very nature of manipulating stone in to a perfect cube, the act of building, the core of their philosophy, of creating perfection from the raw physical world, of manifesting structure in the physical world, logically forms from a knowledge that "God", who has provided the raw material and not form vs. the 'Light bearer' who 'had pity' and taught 'us' tools for survival and an easier life would have to be someone necessarily construed to be in 'opposition' to "God"...

...so 'metaphysically' by their very nature isn't a Freemason in 'opposition' to "God"? Why wouldn't that attitude extend to those who believe they are part of this process almost at every level?

I think as well you are seriously misunderstanding the power of the caste and pyramidal system of compartmentalization and privilege.

No, I understand these things very well. All organizations utilize these elements because they are effective. The Mason's brought these tools to the working class.

You might want to consider that there is a concerted effort to smear the Masons because they were such a critical organization in setting up the concepts of liberty for all from the beginning, and that this is why there are conspiracy theories that try to tie the masons into everything that is bad that is happening.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped...
This is a much better response than the last one. Thanks,

We were also a lot more brutal and cruel but a few centuries ago.

We are still evolving. Modern technology has removed us from the natural arena, and placed us in this artificial environment of our own creation. We are still figuring it out.

**We are not slaves yet**, but we certainly have surrendered way too much of our liberty since the 1980ties. Yes, it does look like the ability of the PTB to manipulate people has improved considerably. I am quite aware of all of this, but **there also are a great many people who see through the games**, and there are plenty of people who choose to believe the lies because that is what they want to believe, because it suits their own personal agendas.

I will still have to disagree with you on Masonry. Mainly it is a organizational tool that can be used for good or evil, like modern technology.

Knowing the truths we are discussing here, and that I stand behind them as equally proof of enslavement, does not make it go away, agree?

**LEGALLY**, we are slaves.

**LEGALLY**, we are corporations, subjected to the BAR, under maritime admiralty law.

Whether or not our concept of slave is based on an image of Africans in chains or not, does not negate the reality of the LAWs under which we are subjected. We are subjects aka citizens aka property.

For example (quoting from another thread of mine):

**Matouwac Torch** Wrote: (11-06-2014 08:25 PM)
where do you think you are? this human experience? you dont see bars, but you are an owned slave in a prison.

you cannot freely travel outside of you plantation of origin without permission (visa/ passport)

you cannot move to and work on another plantation without paperwork

you own nothing, not subject to the owners confiscation

you cannot pass along untaxed properties or holdings when you die

you are not granted easy access to wellness, only the sick-care for-profit industry of cut/drug/burn

you are drugged to be docile, confused, stupid, and immoral in food, water, drink, and air

you are manipulated by EMF technologies and television

you have no rights to privacy or not being searched

your food and water supply is controlled and contaminated, as is the air
your children are required to submit to institutionalized indoctrination
your labor is taxed to offset the costs of your keep, as well as enriching the wardens
everything else is a distraction, to keep us from seeing this
Choose unity or separation. The massa loves when the slaves fight each other- no heat on him...
The babylon system is the enemy, not your brother.
peace.

From:
http://euro-union-court.org/info_ecclesi...uction.htm

less than 50%

You are "legally" a slave, just as your parents, your grandparents and great grandparents were slaves. You may be lucky enough to live in a pleasant plantation with other slaves, managed by overseer slaves such as police, judges, doctors and politicians where few examples of slave cruelty occur. Or you may be witnessing changes in the community plantation, which is part of a state slave plantation and national slave plantation where there is more crime, more misery and death. The fact that you are a slave is unquestionable. The only unknown is whether you will permit your children and their children to also grow up as slaves.
You are a slave because since 1933, upon a new child being borne, the Executors or Administrators of the higher Estate willingly and knowingly convey the beneficial entitlements of the child as Beneficiary into the 1st Cestui Que (Vie) Trust in the form of a Registry Number by registering the Name, thereby also creating the Corporate Person and denying the child any rights as an owner of Real Property.
You are a slave because since 1933, when a child is borne, the Executors or Administrators of the higher Estate knowingly and willingly claim the baby as chattel to the Estate. The slave baby contract is then created by honoring the ancient tradition of either having the ink impression of the feet of the baby onto the live birth record, or a drop of its blood as well as tricking the parents to signing the baby away through the deceitful legal meanings on the live birth record. This live birth record as a promissory note is converted into a slave bond sold to the private reserve bank of the estate and then conveyed into a 2nd and separate Cestui Que (Vie) Trust per child owned by the bank. Upon the promissory note reaching maturity and the bank being unable to “seize” the slave child, a maritime lien is lawfully issued to “salvage” the lost property and itself monetized as currency issued in series against the Cestui Que (Vie) Trust.
You are a slave because since 1540 and the creation of the 1st Cestui Que Act, deriving its power from the Papal Bull of Roman Cult leader Pope Paul III of the same year, whenever a child is baptized and a Baptismal Certificate is issued by the state at birth or church, the parents have knowingly or unknowingly gifted, granted and conveyed the soul of the baby to a “3rd” Cestui Que Vie Trust owner by Roman Cult, who has held this valuable property in its vaults ever since, managed by the Temple Bar since 1540 and subsequent Bar Associations from the 19th Century representing the reconstituted “Galla” responsible as Grim Reapers for reaping the souls, or salvage also known as "salvation of souls".

Matouwac Torch Wrote: (11-06-2014 08:38 PM)
Essentially the Pope owns you. The Vatican owns ALL corporations, and you are a corporate asset, as well as a corporation unto yourself via your 'legal name'. The actual value is initially held in financial institutions in the City of London (not LONDON). The "City of London", like the Vatican and Washington DC, is an independent nation within another foreign nation, with it's own laws, borders, governance, flag, etc... The City of London runs the currency, DC is the enforcement arm, creating wars, transporting/trafficking drugs/humans/illicit products, and The Vatican sets the LAW- the laws that ALL corporations fall under. Your 'legal' name is a corporation. It falls under the Vatican Law. You are a maritime admiralty product, 'delivered' by your mother, over water (water breaking), coming through the birth 'canal', and registered by the 'doc/dock, on your 'birth certificate/ship manifest. Its all about maritime admiralty banking laws. That is why all ships are female- they birth cargo aka $$ value.
As slaves, we have no access to our value at this time. This has been the way of the world for several hundred years.

Matouwac Torch Wrote: (11-06-2014 09:51 PM)
Rainbow Serpent  Wrote: (11-06-2014 09:33 PM)

All it is is a corporation, **there is no proof that the vatican or "The Crown" owns it.** I think the freeman movement is being infiltrated by people saying this.

Look into this:

In 1302 the Vatican Created a “Papal Bull”, which are letters or patents that only Popes can issue. A spell is placed on it, a “bulla” which is a stamp of authentication that gives its power which can be lead or some other precious metal or stone. This is put into an office of the Papal called “register of bulls” (registrum bullarum) **The First Papal Bull to make this establishment of world ownership was 1302 (November 18) Unam Santam (“The One Holy”) By Pope Boniface VIII.**

This is AFTER the bulls that established the Romans/Vatican as the supreme law of the earth as granted by god.

THE HOLY FATHER
The Roman Pontiff, as the successor of Peter, is the perpetual and visible principle and foundation of unity of both the bishops and of the faithful.
LUMEN GENTIUM, 23

THE ROMAN CURIA
In exercising supreme, full, and immediate power in the universal Church, the Roman pontiff makes use of the departments of the Roman Curia which, therefore, perform their duties in his name and with his authority for the good of the churches and in the service of the sacred pastors.
CHRISTUS DOMINUS, 9

And agree or not, but you will find the masons attached to this at every level.

A good intro to beast of control:

The Three City-States that Rule the world:
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFuvj6WKh...e=youtu.be](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFuvj6WKh...e=youtu.be)

Source :
[https://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2015/01/1...ley-loves/](https://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2015/01/1...ley-loves/)

"From the very moment you are born, you are being trained – groomed – and taught – to ALWAYS give your CONSENT to others in positions of authority!

This is far from accidental! It is part of the enslavement process — and starts the very second you are born — and when your parents “sign” the certificate of live birth” at the Hospital. What they have done is “given consent” to the hospital to send your certificate of live birth to the “state” which then issues a formal BIRTH CERTIFICATE – with your name all capitalized on it.

Here is what they “really” did. The state declared you “still born” or dead. Because you are dead: you are no longer a true living being. So the BIRTH CERTIFICATE is really a DEATH CERTIFICATE, and because they declared you dead, they declared that all of your future assets and wealth, your physical body and mind, and even your children were “forfeit” and NOW BELONGED TO THE STATE! (And since neither you, nor your parents contested that, it became “truth” inside their law)

At this point, they graciously give back to you – and your parents – all the things THEY NOW OWN! These things, they will allow you to “use” as long as you do what you are told to do. In other words follow all laws – government rules – regulations – etc. etc."
I would have to concur with Matouwac that the common element present in every conspiracy lead to the Freemason. Regardless of their continual contribution to society it is still very evident that these lodges have served as the vehicle for these men to promulgate their ideas. The very nature of manipulating stone into a perfect cube, the act of building, the core of their philosophy, of creating perfection from the raw physical world, of manifesting structure in the physical world, logically forms from a knowledge that "God", who has provided the raw material and not form vs. the 'Light bearer' who 'had pity' and taught 'us' tools for survival and an easier life would have to be someone necessarily construed to be in 'opposition' to "God"...

...so 'metaphysically' by their very nature isn't a Freemason in 'opposition' to "God"? Why wouldn't that attitude extend to those who believe they are part of this process almost at every level?

I think as well you are seriously misunderstanding the power of the caste and pyramidal system of compartmentalization and privilege.

No, I understand these things very well. All organizations utilize these elements because they are effective. The Mason's brought these tools to the working class.

You might want to consider that there is a concerted effort to smear the Masons because they were such a critical organization in setting up the concepts of liberty for all from the beginning, and that this is why there are conspiracy theories that try to tie the Masons into everything that is bad that is happening.

Well please then, tell us of another organization just as big and just as powerful that could facilitate what we are seeing right now that hasn't been usurped by these people? Why is it implausible that there are those within the organization itself that chose either the left hand path or the right? Or simply usurped by stronger organizations facilitating through the same name? Wha century was it that Freemasonry was heavily infused with Jewish mysticism and the Kabbalah? Hasn't Rosecrusianism been folded into Freemasonry as well? Once again all roads still lead to Freemasonry.

I know, we need Ricky Ricardo to tell the Freemasons (Well the ones named Lucy anyway that):

---

**Post: #214**

**RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood**

Look...

Robert's Lawyers are even trying to give Prince Andrew a measure of good faith and are asking him for a simple interview. I wonder if he will accept. Any man in his right mind would say yes if he was innocent, no if he is culpable... wonder what he's gonna do... Come on Prince show us what your made of...

_Swear on oath you're innocent, lawyers for 'sex slave' tell Prince: Andrew under growing pressure to testify after rejecting letter asking for his 'voluntary co-operation'_

Read more: [http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...z3PW9bVxbH](http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...z3PW9bVxbH)
As an aside to the information provided by Matouwac Torch here is also some good information on how the military has been overturned and gradually modeled after the greek method of inculcating warriors: male homosexual dominance, which has become the core model of the military industrial complex which allows for not only comradery among 'brothers' but also a model for a caste system of domination, physical and emotional blackmail.

Child abuse also goes hand in hand with this model and is rife within several governments of the world including the U.S. and Britain.

Satan’s Little Helpers VIII: Weimar, Magick and Cherry Marines

It's nice and coincidental that I run into 11:11's thread because good minds think alike sometimes and throughout my recent outpouring of research very little is mentioned about Israel's role in all of this although any seasoned conspiratorialist understand's their role. I believe it has been a great exercise working through not only Epstein's rabbit hole, which led to great discoveries in the realm of Geobbell's (Gerbil's) arm of Hitler's (Zions) great plan of fully taking over control of Hollywood with mafia help and inculcating them into this fold of zio/sadism.

We have explored various aspects of Freemasonry which I can only conclude, through years of my own research and many others, that they are fully involved regardless of their intentions toward benevolence. I believe that on a more sinister scale they condemn us even further for taking for granted the 'luxury' they have 'given' us while they bathe in absolute luxury, mostly built on the backs of the masons they have duped as well.

A quote from the thread cited above says it succinctly:

The video also supports the evidence that organised blackmail is not just a MOSSAD speciality but is a way of life within the U.S. military special operations units. Linked to this are the University fraternities which, like several authors she confirms are recruitment centres for intelligence officers. Princeton University has a fraternity called “Cap and Gown” while Yale University has the not so secret society “Skull and Bones”
both of which list a who’s who of the rich and famous. Senator John Kerry George Bush Sr. and Bush Jr. were all “Bonesmen.”[/i][/b]

I, personally, would like to include more speculation as to the 'racial affiliations' that Mr. Connelly does not address in his *From JFK to 911: Everything is a Rich Mans Trick* where he basically concludes without any shadow of a doubt that WWII was purely an American corporation, even though he names other investors like Britain and Sweden, he still likes to claim that it was primarily American businessmen, without even mentioning the heredity of those American businessmen. A very calculated shortsightedness on his part I believe.

It has to become very apparent (transparent) that we need to expose this whole group of them A to Z in order to delineate the true enemy of humanity. Many of us are very close to understanding the whole thing. I for one will pray for more answers.

(This post was last modified: 01-22-2015 06:43 AM by AkhaldanSolo.)

---

**AkhaldanSolo**  
Registered User  
User ID: 235752  
01-22-2015 06:49 AM  
Posts: 789

Post: #217  
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

*Nazi philosophy, weapons technology and the sciences were not the only things to be injected into the United States psyche from Operation PAPERCLIP. Another strain which may have come through this conduit was known as “The Pink Triangle,” an infestation of occult driven sexual deviants which included rapists, criminals, paedophiles and molesters. The individuals were tagged with a pink triangle before being sent to concentration camps during War time Germany. Homosexual men and women were tragically included in this persecution, something which is seldom remembered. However, the key issue here is sexual psychopathy regardless of orientation. According to Griggs and others, thousands of these pink triangle candidates, were brought over to the States and distributed within the ranks of certain shadow government projects.*

(This post was last modified: 01-22-2015 06:49 AM by AkhaldanSolo.)

---

**AkhaldanSolo**  
Registered User  
User ID: 235752  
01-22-2015 07:06 AM  
Posts: 789

Post: #218  
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

*Nail on the head:*

*The U.S. Navy’s role in sexpionage and sexual exploitation in general was explored by Kay Griggs in an 8-hour interview conducted by Pastor Rick Strawcutter in 1998. Kay had married Colonel George Griggs in the early 80s. Her husband was a Marine Corps Chief of Staff and head of NATO’s Psychological Operations which over time had given her an intimate knowledge of the true nature of “leadership training, drug-running and weapons sales, and the secret worldwide camps that train professional assassins.” It further supports the hypothesis that blackmail, sex rings, mind programming rituals is endemic within the military-intelligence world. It also allows us not only to understand why the military is obsessed with sex as a means of control, just like their Israeli counterparts, but why there is such a resounding silence on the cover-up of 9/11 when truth inevitably seeps out through the cracks of official culture. Blackmail and sex are the fail-safe modes of secrecy. The more extreme the sexual deviancy, the more certain is the guarantee of silence.*

https://infrakshun.wordpress.com/2014/04...cription-3

---

**AkhaldanSolo**  
Registered User  
User ID: 235752  
01-22-2015 07:16

Post: #219  
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

*Like I keep saying time and time again in these threads,*
"What we are seeing in America today is the very same template used in pre-war Germany."

The Weimar Republic during the 1920s — as with much of Establishment circles within Europe in general — was host to a rising “cabaret” culture amongst artists, writers and the Elite which included a sub-culture of transvestites bisexial, and gay men and women. As is ever the case, decadence gives rise to greater extremes and the underworld is not long to follow. Brothels, pornographers and prostitutes were multiplying in Berlin as one of the most sexually liberal cities at the time. Gay culture was thriving. Yet the dark underbelly of these seemingly liberal values was also present. Exploration of sexual identity and freedom wasn’t the issue in pre-war Weimar as with other pre-pathocratic Empires, rather it was the red flag of sexual deviance and debauchery that was a marker of a pathological indulgence to which the Nazi elite happily encouraged.

https://infrakshun.wordpress.com/2014/04...cripption-3

If the Nazi Elite that was funnelled into post war America was predominantly a pathogenic infection of psychopaths and sexual deviants, it is the whole package of Satanic perception which included, by default, a certain entropic way of life. If there are paedophile and child rape networks operating in the States at the public level, are there also occult rituals framed around a Satanic belief system that employs Sex Magick and abuse at the apex of Establishment power? **

Griggs believes that all those in special operations are bi-sexual due to the nature of the pyramid. If you want to rise to the top then it seems that one has to start at the bottom...so to speak. Sex is the key and blackmail ensures that once there you cannot open any other doors except those that are assigned to you. It is then that a literal “conspiracy of silence” becomes more understandable as in the context of chronic sexual abuse it requires low maintenance. If those who rebel and reject the reality of such a Faustian bargain, then threats and murder are two methods by
which high ranking military officials are kept in line. Emotionally weak boys, who have low self-esteem, often from a poverty-stricken background, where mental disorders are common place, are systematically groomed for top government positions. Obviously these teenagers are easy to indoctrinate with promises of careers paved with gold which might lead to wealth and status. Meantime they become Manchurian candidates and/or part of units engaged in black operations.

https://infrakshun.wordpress.com/2014/04...cription-

---

Post: #221

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Though CIA mind control and sexual politics seems to have seeped that bit further into the Navy than other military departments, Griggs makes the assertion that the CIA is further down the ladder of influence in covert operations than we may think, this is also supported by Walter Bowart’s Operation Mind Control where it is said that the NSA is at the top of the “black arts” pyramid. Kay Griggs posits another grouping of criminals working within the government and military that she refers to as “The Joint.” Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE) based in Casteau, Belgium is the primary base for illicit weapons sales, narcotics and money laundering, with the army running the whole show. NATO brass may act as its protector, while in return, The Joint, based in New York, ensures the funding channels are continually open. (This brings us full circle back to the infamous region of the Dutroux case. Griggs then makes the link to Naples, Italy where it is alleged that the U.S. Navy practices paedophilia and group sex as a part of these methods of initiation for future blackmail, just as it did in war-time Italy with the help of Catholic priests. It was Italian mothers of procured children who were raped in these havens that banded together to stop such activities (la Ma fia). As the media of the time would not listen, they sought out the wives of these soldiers and officers and alerted them to the actions of their husbands and eventually brought down the German government at the end of the war.

---

Dick Cheney, Coprophilia and the Salo’ Elite

---

Post: #222

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
I mean, I'm tryna crank it back around to Prince Andy...

it's still... relevant.
LoP Guest  
User ID: 276577  
User ID: 276577  
01-22-2015 08:28 AM  

Where did you get your material from?  
Lot of BS in your source articles.

Post: #223  
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

LoP Guest Wrote: (01-22-2015 08:28 AM)  
Where did you get your material from?  
Lot of BS in your source articles.

Ok, I got you bro loud and clear

AkhdanSolo  
User ID: 235752  
User ID: 235752  
01-22-2015 08:33 AM  

Post: #224  
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-22-2015 08:28 AM)  
Where did you get your material from?  
Lot of BS in your source articles.

Matouwac Torch  
Post: #225  
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
I mean, I'm tryna crank it back around to Prince Andy... it's still... relevant.

Right!!??

So right!

Peep this, re: Prince Philip husband to Queen Elizabeth, father to Charles AND ANDREW, Grandfather to William & Harry...

"initiated into Freemasonry at Navy Lodge No 2612, London, on December 5, 1952:

“Present at the initiation were the Earl of Scarborough, grand master...and Geoffrey Fisher, archbishop of Canterbury. The lodge has many ties with the royal family as King Edward VII served as its first master in 1896 when he was Prince of Wales. King George VI...served as master when he was Duke of York. In 1928 H.R.H. Duke of Kent...was master and later became grand master of the Grand Lodge of England.” – William Denslow,10,000 Famous Freemasons, 1957.

Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, reaches 60 years as a member of the Craft

http://www.freemasonrytoday.com/ugle-sgc...-freemason

Royal Nazi History
http://ryanpaul.ca/british-royal-family-nazi-history/

Freemasonry and the British Monarchy
Why the Queen of England Pretends to be a Christian
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/2012/J....-queen.htm

Prince Philip: Is this the sickest man in the UK?
http://www.hangthebankers.com/prince-phi...in-the-uk/

The British Royal Family Supported Hitler and the Nazis
Prince Charles Compares Putin to Hitler - Remark ironic considering Saxe-Coburg-Gotha royals loved Hitler and the Nazis
A list of infamous British Freemasons and Bilderberg attendees
http://fallingmasonry.info/masonic-notables.html

Have we established enough linkages yet?

THESE PEOPLE HAVE US DISTRACTED WITH BULLSHIT AND DIVISION AMONGST OURSELVES TO DEFLECT ATTENTION FROM THEM.

Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Allied Masonic Degrees
St. Lawrence the Martyr
Knights of Constantinople
Red Cross of Babylon
Grand Tilers of Solomon
Grand High Priest
Noble Order of Corks
Ancient and Accepted Rite (Rose Croix)
Ancient & Masonic Order of the Scarlet Cord
August Order of Light
Bilderberg Group
Grand Lodge of Freemasonry for Men and Women
Grand Lodge of Scotland
Honorable Fraternity of Ancient Freemasonry
International Order of Co-Freemasonry (Le Droit Humain)
Co-Freemasonic Order of the Blazing Star
The Independent Order of Oddfellows
The Grand United Order of Oddfellows
Knights Beneficent of the Holy City
Knights of St Columba
Ku Klux Klan
Masonic Order of Athelstan
Opus Dei
Order of Knight Masons
Order of the Eastern Star
Order of the Priory of Malta
Order of the Secret Monitor
Order of Women Freemasons
Ancient and Accepted Rite (Rose Croix of Heredom & 30th to 33rd Degrees)
Commemorative Order of St.Thomas of Acon
Degree of Mark Master Mason and Royal Ark Mariner
Holy Royal Arch (Chapter)
Holy Royal Arch Knight Templar Priest
Holy Sepulchre and St John the Evangelist
Knights Templar and Knights of Malta
Order of the Secret Monitor
Red Cross of Constantine (Conclave)
Royal Order of Scotland
Allied Masonic Degrees
Cryptic Degrees
Red Cross of Constantine
Royal Order of Scotland
Societas Rosicruciana in Anglia (SRIA)
Order of Eri
Societas Rosicruciana in Scotia (SRIS)
United Grand Lodge of England (Craft Freemasonry)
Worshipful Society of Free Masons (The Operatives)
York Rite
Holy Royal Arch
Mark Master Masons
Royal Ark Mariners
Order of Knights Templar Priests
Order of Royal and Select Masters
Masonic Knights Templar
Order of The Temple
Knights Beneficent of the Holy City
Order of St Thomas of Acon
Order of the Knights of Malta
Holy Order of Grand High Priest
Ye Corporation O'Squaremen

Source:
[url] http://fallingmasonry.info/mason-spottin...9s1kh.dpuf[/url]

A list of British Freemason High Court Judges, District Judges, Circuit Judges and Barristers can be seen here:
http://fallingmasonry.info/masonic-judges.html

UcDat
Registered User
User ID: 227726
01-22-2015 10:24 AM

Post: #227
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

QUOTE
The Evil AC
I am not a number!!!
User ID: 666
01-22-2015 10:28 AM

Post: #228
❤ RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Corwin99 Wrote: (01-06-2015 03:57 AM)
Think it's pretty obvious that Ghislaine Maxwell is an active Mossad conduit.

Robert Maxwell's media empire is 100% COINTELPRO, in addition to being a Mossad terrorist, pedophile, and Israeli dual loyalist.

Has anyone ever heard of the socialite Diane Jenkins before?

http://www.conspirazzi.com/room-23-and-h...stitution/

I believe her to be a big counter-part to this web, no proof here. Just adding to discussion.

The Evil AC
I am not a number!!!
User ID: 666
01-22-2015 10:31 AM

Post: #229
❤ RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
http://www.room23thebook.com/

law of fives 2/3
illuminati call sign (23)

Cult of death like backwards 32-2

since death-eaters was mentioned

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 283433
01-22-2015 10:31 AM

Post: #230
❤ RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
The Evil AC Wrote: (01-22-2015 10:31 AM)
http://www.room23thebook.com/

law of fives 2/3
illuminati call sign (23)
Cult of death like backwards 32-2
since death-eaters was mentioned

The trick is that 23 is actually the number of life (chromosomes)

The Evil AC
I am not a number!!!
User ID: 666
01-22-2015 10:52 AM

Post: #231
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Two twin towers each representing 23, together make 46 the number of chromosomes. The elite would like to add a third strand. Getting in between the two parents that together add up to 46 chromosomes; 23 each.

Sorry to thread drift OP. (puzzle pieces to add)

AkhaldanSolo
Registered User
User ID: 235752
01-22-2015 07:49 PM
Posts: 789

Post: #232
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
The Evil AC Wrote: (01-22-2015 10:28 AM)
Corwin99 Wrote: (01-06-2015 03:57 AM)
Think it's pretty obvious that Ghislaine Maxwell is an active Mossad conduit.

Robert Maxwell's media empire is 100% COINTELPRO, in addition to being a Mossad terrorist, pedophile, and Israeli dual loyalist.

Has anyone ever heard of the socialite Diane Jenkins before?

http://www.conspirazzi.com/room-23-and-h...stitution/

I believe her to be a big counter-part to this web, no proof here. Just adding to discussion.

Actually Yes Diana Jenkins has come up in a few of the angles I have perused in fact there is quite a bit of dirt about her on Lipstick Alley. It names her as a pimp to elite Hollywood and that Hayden Panieterre or something like used to be one of her workers. The site says that since she came from a very abusive household, implying that her father liked more than just sexually abusing her and their mother, that now this Hayden has such a high degree of dysfunction that she dated and/or married men that would beat her to a pulp while having sex, which is evidently why this last husband divorced her because he thought he might eventually kill her in this manner.

I will have to go dig some more stuff up on this Diana Jenkins as well.

(AThis post was last modified: 01-22-2015 07:52 PM by AkhaldanSolo.)

AkhaldanSolo
Registered User
User ID: 235752
01-22-2015 07:55 PM
Posts: 789

Post: #233
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
The Evil AC Wrote: (01-22-2015 10:52 AM)

Two twin towers each representing 23, together make 46 the number of chromosomes. The elite would like to add a third strand. Getting in between the two parents that together add up to 46 chromosomes; 23 each.

Sorry to thread drift OP. (puzzle pieces to add)
Oh you are ok... just as long as old grand architect or radnorak guy doesn't come and monopolize that's fine. I just don't wanna turn this into a numerology thread that's all.

---

**LoP Guest**  
User ID: 283331  
01-22-2015 08:02 PM

**Post: #234**  
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

---

**AkhdandanSolo**  
Registered User  
User ID: 235752  
01-22-2015 08:05 PM  
Posts: 789

**Post: #235**  
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

I went to that book site and the whole thing is confusing as hell. It says that "stars that let themselves be revealed are... George Clooney, Cindy Crawford, Elton John, Dennis Hopper, Larry King, Heidi Klum, Kid Rock, Lindsay Lohan, Ludacris, Moby, Hayden Panettiere, Christian Slater, Sharon Stone and many more."

Revealed? Released September 8th, of this year? Supports war torn Bosnia?

The whole thing is just, ...I can't figure out the angle. Why would any one of those stars 'let' themselves be revealed let alone be associated with this woman who is a notorious hollywood pimp?

We'll just have to wait and see I guess....

Oh ok,... yep, it looks like just a 'table book' of celebrity photographs one can purchase for the price of a couple anally extruded gold cufflinks.

Must be another catalogue the likes of Playboy...

Bill Cosby Ain't A Dirty Old Man: Cosby's Lawyer Is Also Bryan Singers Lawyer  

---

**Matouwac Torch**  
User ID: 263983  
01-22-2015 08:22 PM

**Post: #236**  
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhdandanSolo Wrote: (01-22-2015 07:49 PM)  
The Evil AC Wrote: (01-22-2015 10:28 AM)  
Has anyone ever heard of the socialite Diana Jenkins before?

http://www.conspirazzi.com/room-23-and-h...stitution/

I believe her to be a big counter-part to this web, no proof here. Just adding to discussion.

Actually Yes Diana Jenkins has come up in a few of the angles I have perused in fact there is quite a bit of dirt about her on Lipstick Alley. It names her as a pimp to elite Hollywood and that Hayden Paniaterre or something like used to be one of her workers. The site says that since she came from a very abusive household, implying that her father liked more than just sexually abusing her and their mother, that now this Hayden has such a high degree of dysfunction that she dated and/or married men that would beat her to a pulp while having sex, which is evidently why this last husband divorced her because he thought he might eventually kill her in this manner.
I will have to go dig some more stuff up on this Diana Jenkins as well.

Interesting in that they would then feature her as an indestructible cheerleader in her big break, the show Heroes... definitely a sick, inside joke.

And she is now married to a heavyweight boxing champ (and intelligence asset), in Klitschko

---

**Matouwac Torch**  
User ID: 263983  
01-22-2015 08:28 PM

Post: #237

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

It should also be noted that the official Disney fan club is called "D23"

https://d23.com/

Like occult numbers in nazi- theme parks and children's 'programming'? How about Disney's exclusive private, members-only club within Disneyland, and rumored to have underground chambers, Club 33...

http://www.disneylandclub33.com/

---

**LoP Guest**  
User ID: 4142  
01-22-2015 08:30 PM

Post: #238

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

phew. my order is not listed.

---

**Matouwac Torch**  
User ID: 263983  
01-22-2015 08:32 PM

Post: #239

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-22-2015 08:05 PM)

I went to that book site and the whole thing is confusing as hell. It says that "stars that let themselves be revealed are... George Clooney, Cindy Crawford, Elton John, Dennis Hopper, Larry King, Heidi Klum, Kid Rock, Lindsay Lohan, Ludacris, Moby, Hayden Panettiere, Christian Slater, Sharon Stone and many more."

Revealed? Released September 8th, of this year? Supports war torn Bosnia?

The whole thing is just, ...I can't figure out the angle. **Why would any one of those stars 'let' themselves be revealed let alone be associated with this woman who is a notorious hollywood pimp?**

We'll just have to wait and see I guess....

Oh ok.... yep, it looks like just a 'table book' of celebrity photographs one can purchase for the price of a couple anally extruded gold cufflinks.

Must be another catalogue the likes of Playboy...

Bill Cosby Ain't A Dirty Old Man: Cosby's Lawyer Is Also Bryan Singers Lawyer  

An mk-ultra slave can have many alter personalities, none the wiser of each other, programmed to do all manner
of deeds... and the front persona will never be aware of it.

These are heavily programmed, long term assets, ie. top-tier slaves.

LoP Guest  
Wrote: (01-22-2015 08:33 PM)

I went to that book site and the whole thing is confusing as hell. It says that "stars that let themselves be revealed are... George Clooney, Cindy Crawford, Elton John, Dennis Hopper, Larry King, Heidi Klum, Kid Rock, Lindsay Lohan, Ludacris, Moby, Hayden Panettiere, Christian Slater, Sharon Stone and many more."

Revealed? Released September 8th, of this year? Supports war torn Bosnia?

The whole thing is just, ...I can't figure out the angle. Why would any one of those stars 'let' themselves be revealed let alone be associated with this woman who is a notorious hollywood pimp?

We'll just have to wait and see I guess....

Oh ok.... yep, it looks like just a 'table book' of celebrity photographs one can purchase for the price of a couple anally extruded gold cufflinks.

Must be another catalogue the likes of Playboy...

Bill Cosby Ain't A Dirty Old Man: Cosby's Lawyer Is Also Bryan Singers Lawyer  

An mk-ultra slave can have many alter personalities, none the wiser of each other, programmed to do all manner of deeds... and the front persona will never be aware of it.

These are heavily programmed, long term assets, ie. top-tier slaves.

yep. married one.
LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-22-2015 08:30 PM)
phew. my order is not listed.

Well you better check out the new video I posted about the Swiss Nazi/Templars.

Evidently they eliminated that coven there because it wasn't a recognized lodge by the big boys and did a cleanup.

AkhaldanSolo  Registered User
User ID: 235752
01-22-2015 09:13 PM
Posts: 789

Post: #242
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-22-2015 08:33 PM)
I'll bite. Are you being facetious or did you marry an Mk asset for real lol

seen it with my own two eyes, I cannot tell a lie.

LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-22-2015 09:14 PM)
yep. married one.

LoP Guest  Registered User
User ID: 4142
01-22-2015 09:14 PM

Post: #243
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
AkhaldanSolo  Wrote: (01-22-2015 09:13 PM)
I'll bite. Are you being facetious or did you marry an Mk asset for real lol

yep. married one.

LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-22-2015 08:33 PM)
I'll bite. Are you being facetious or did you marry an Mk asset for real lol

These are heavily programmed, long term assets, ie. top-tier slaves.

An mk-ultra slave can have many alter personalities, none the wiser of each other, programmed to do all manner of deeds... and the front persona will never be aware of it.

Matouwac Torch  Wrote: (01-22-2015 08:32 PM)

An mk-ultra slave can have many alter personalities, none the wiser of each other, programmed to do all manner of deeds... and the front persona will never be aware of it.

Evidently they eliminated that coven there because it wasn't a recognized lodge by the big boys and did a cleanup.

I'll bite. Are you being facetious or did you marry an Mk asset for real lol

seen it with my own two eyes, I cannot tell a lie.
AkhaldanSolo
Registered User
User ID: 235752
01-22-2015 09:38 PM
Posts: 789

Post: #244
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
LoP Guest Wrote: (01-22-2015 09:14 PM)
AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-22-2015 09:13 PM)
I'll bite. Are you being facetious or did you marry an Mk asset for real lol

Seen it with my own two eyes, I cannot tell a lie.

Well, I do like a little cat ad mouse once in a while but I'm not gonna chase you for any stories, if you have something interesting to say spill it lol.

---

TheSundayArtist
Registered User
User ID: 281593
01-22-2015 10:20 PM
Posts: 2,041

Post: #245
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-22-2015 01:25 AM)
TheSundayArtist Wrote: (01-22-2015 12:41 AM)
We were also a lot more brutal and cruel but a few centuries ago.

We are still evolving. Modern technology has removed us from the natural arena, and placed us in this artificial environment of our own creation. We are still figuring it out.

Knowing the truths we are discussing here, and that I stand behind them as equally proof of enslavement, does not make it go away, agree?

LEGALLY, we are slaves.

Matouwac Torch Wrote: (11-06-2014 08:25 PM)
where do you think you are? this human experience? you dont see bars, but you are an owned slave in a prison.

you cannot freely travel outside of you plantation of origin without permission (visa/ passport)

you cannot move to and work on another plantation without paperwork

you own nothing, not subject to the owners confiscation

you cannot pass along untaxed properties or holdings when you die

you are not granted easy access to wellness, only the sick-care for-profit industry of cut/drug/burn

you are drugged to be docile, confused, stupid, and immoral in food, water, drink, and air

you are manipulated by EMF technologies and television

you have no rights to privacy or not being searched

your food and water supply is controlled and contaminated, as is the air

your children are required to submit to institutionalized indoctrination

your labor is taxed to offset the costs of your keep, as well as enriching the wardens

everything else is a distraction, to keep us from seeing this

Choose unity or separation. The massa loves when the slaves fight each other- no heat on him...
The babylon system is the enemy, not your brother.

peace.

From:
http://euro-union-court.org/info_ecclesi...uction.htm

Matouwac Torch  Wrote: (11-06-2014 08:38 PM)
As slaves, we have no access to our value at this time. This has been the way of the world for several hundred years.

Matouwac Torch  Wrote: (11-06-2014 09:51 PM)
In 1302 the Vatican Created a “Papal Bull”, which are letters or patents that only Popes can issue.

And agree or not, but you will find the masons attached to this at every level.

A good intro to beast of control:

The Three City-States that Rule the world:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Fuvj6WK...e=youtu.be

Source :
https://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2015/01/1...ley-oves/

I have seen similar posted elsewhere. I don't have time right now to go through the whole list, but I will address a few.

We currently have more ability to travel than we ever have in the past. Travel restrictions don't exist because we are slaves, they exist because we are predatory and territorial. 500 years ago you couldn't travel outside of the territory controlled by your nation, or you would be killed by rival tribes, because they would view you as a threat. The only way you could travel across the territories controlled by others is if you were accompanied by a formidable fight force.

Property rights are also far more secure than they ever have been in the past. Once again, in the past ownership was based on your ability to defend what you own. Even someone rich and powerful has to take considerable action to take away someone's property in a first world nation. In the past, if a nobleman wanted anything you own, or yourself, or one of your loved ones, all they had to do was instruct one of their goons to go get it. This situation still exists in most of the third world.

Inheritance taxes only kick in at a certain value. Paying taxes doesn't mean that you are a slave, any more than paying for anything else.

People eat junk food by their own choice, they also choose to allow themselves to be programmed. You are free to make most of your own life choices, most people choose badly.

A great many of us eat healthy food, see through the programming, fight against the system.

The only way anyone can actually own property is when the state recognizes that ownership. This grants people the legal ability to defend their own property rights. Without the state to back up your claim to property, you are left to defend it on your own, from any and all who wish to challenge you. Things work much better under these conditions.

This is from my book, "The Pursuit of Purpose, and the path of virtues", which I need finish editing and get it published.

"5. Morality is the foundation necessary to establish trust.

It is not just a religious concept.
Fundamentals of civilization

Without trust, we cannot live in harmony and peace. This is what separates us from the animals, our ability to trust that our neighbors will not try to eat, kill, or rape us, or our loved ones. With all the convoluted ideas thrown around about morality, this is the basic need for morality. To be honest, truthful, and fair, not to cheat, steal, defraud, rob, or hurt people except in self-defense, is among the most important things a person can do for their family, their neighbors, and themselves, because we can only trust those who have mastered these fundamentals of civilization. As social animals, we need to be accepted by the group. We function best when we can work as a group, and this forms the foundation on which we base the complex set of rules we live by. What we judge to be acceptable or unacceptable, is what enables us to set aside the great resources necessary, for the constant vigilance required to guard ourselves and our loved ones, and concentrate instead on more productive pursuits. This is why, when you commit an offense against someone you commit an offense against society as well.

Who cares what the Catholic church claims, they were defeated back in the 13th century.

The fight for liberty is a constant struggle.

There will always be those with cruel intentions try to strip us of our liberty.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped...
LoP Guest
User ID: 4142 01-22-2015 10:31 PM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Quote: Who cares what the Catholic church claims, they were defeated back in the 13th century.

It has everything to do with the Catholic church.

If you delve into the background of these splintered psyches the majority went either to Catholic church or school and had Catechism.

---

LoP Guest
User ID: 4142 01-22-2015 10:35 PM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Through shock, trauma and other techniques the demonic alters are attached to the splinters.

---

TheSundayArtist
Registered User
User ID: 281593 01-23-2015 12:50 AM

Posts: 2,041

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-22-2015 10:30 PM)
You are not seeing the truth^^^^ (TheSundaytArtist)

It is really hard to tell if you are sincere or have ulterior motives. I have no interest in convincing you. The truth is readily available for those with eyes to see, and with the morphic field capacity to even have it available. Perhaps an event, person, or memory will trigger something in you, but that clearly isn't going to be me, no sense in continuing this route.

Back to the thread. Epstein, again is part of a much larger, much grander system of predation, control, and evil.

I am being sincere. Those are my beliefs I posted, as well as the facts about history that I have posted.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped.

---

TheSundayArtist
Registered User
User ID: 281593 01-23-2015 12:52 AM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

LoP Guest Wrote: (01-22-2015 10:31 PM)
Quote: Who cares what the Catholic church claims, they were defeated back in the 13th century.

It has everything to do with the Catholic church.

If you delve into the background of these splintered psyches the majority went either to Catholic church or school and had Catechism.
Now this is a good point, and the Masons are the opposition to the Catholic church, and have been for centuries.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped

---

**TheSundayArtist**

Registered User

User ID: 283620
01-23-2015 01:10 AM

Post: #252

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

I think the MK Ultra slave concept is believable, but they need to find a willing subject.

---

**Matouwac Torch** Wrote: (01-22-2015 08:32 PM)

AkhalDanSolo Wrote: (01-22-2015 08:05 PM)

I went to that book site and the whole thing is confusing as hell. It says that "stars that let themselves be revealed are... George Clooney, Cindy Crawford, Elton John, Dennis Hopper, Larry King, Heidi Klum, Kid Rock, Lindsay Lohan, Ludacris, Moby, Hayden Panettiere, Christian Slater, Sharon Stone and many more:"

Revealed? Released September 8th, of this year? Supports war torn Bosnia?

The whole thing is just,... I can't figure out the angle. **Why would any of those stars 'let' themselves be revealed let alone be associated with this woman who is a notorious hollywood pimp?**

We'll just have to wait and see I guess....

Oh ok.... yep, it looks like just a 'table book' of celebrity photographs one can purchase for the price of a couple anally extruded gold cufflinks.

Must be another catalogue the likes of Playboy...

Bill Cosby Ain't A Dirty Old Man: Cosby's Lawyer Is Also Bryan Singers Lawyer

An mk-ultra slave can have many alter personalities, none the wiser of each other, programmed to do all manner of deeds... and the front persona will never be aware of it.

These are heavily programmed, long term assets, ie. top-tier slaves.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped

---

**UcDat**

Registered User

Post: #253
Prince Andrew under renewed pressure after flight logs emerge

The Duke of York is under renewed pressure to speak publicly about sex abuse allegations after flight records backed up his accuser’s claims of having met him three times.

Flight logs from the private jet of the Duke’s friend Jeffrey Epstein, a convicted sex offender, show Virginia Roberts and the Duke were both in the locations where she claims to have had sex with him, at the relevant times.

Flight logs for Epstein’s Gulfstream jet, published by Mail Online, together with public information about the Duke’s movements, show that Miss Roberts and the Duke were both in London in March 2001, when she claims they first had sex, and in New York and the US Virgin Islands the following month, the locations where she says their other sexual encounters happened.

http://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=110047

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/t...merge.html

LoP Guest

User ID: 276577
01-23-2015 04:30 AM

Where did you get your material from?
Lot of BS in your source articles.

link to image: http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/2...bb90d7.jpg
Ok, I got you bro loud and clear

This is BS "The Israelis stole Promis software from an American company called Inslaw. (OP: que discussions on MH370)"
Mossad placed a 'back door' in the Promis software.

This allowed Mossad to spy on anyone using the software.

The American Justice dept stole it from Inslaw, shared it with the intelligence agency's, who added a backdoor and sold and gave it to other country's.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inslaw

There has been congressional hearings on it and Inslaw was recently awarded millions. The software exists to this date under a different name and it can read all databases regardless of programing language used.
In its current stage it updates records every 3 seconds.

You must not be too well versed on what spy agencies DO. The American Justice system STOLE the software? And claimed responsibility for stealing it? You are also telling me that Israel is not involved in the illicit trade of information technologies through its clandestine security services as well as being in conjunction with it's client state's clandestine security services the USA? And you are on what kind of site? You are from what country?
LoP Guest

User ID: 237927
01-23-2015 05:31 AM

Post: #258

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhaldanSolo....you have done alot of work on this disgusting subject and I really appreciate it...I tried to do the same on another forum but admittedly I was thoroughly revolted and couldn't do it justice.

Prince Andrew will never go to court, due to the queen having complete say over who will be pardoned and who wont be . She also made a rule that herself, Charles and William cannot be touched at all.

I know that another member of that royal family was nearly set upon in Straya once as he made a grave error in judgement, that is all I can say without being "warned" again. Even that is saying too much.

Thank you for bringing this information to light

LoP Guest

User ID: 276577
01-23-2015 05:34 AM

Post: #259

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhaldanSolo  Wrote: (01-23-2015 04:36 AM)

You must not be too well versed on what spy agencies DO. The American Justice system STOLE the software? And claimed responsibility for stealing it? You are also telling me that Israel is not involved in the illicit trade of information technologies through its clandestine security services as well as being in conjunction with it's client state's clandestine security services the USA? And you are on what kind of site? You are from what country?

Yes the DOJ (Department of Justice) stole it . Inslaw Inc. developed a software package to help U.S. attorneys’ offices in large urban districts keep tabs on their criminal prosecutors’ caseloads. The program, dubbed the Prosecutor’s Management Information System (PROMIS), was effective and popular. It allowed a prosecutor to locate defendants and witnesses, track motions and monitor ongoing investigations. In 1982, Inslaw won a large Justice Department contract to implement the system nationwide.

I never mentioned crap about Israel, except that they did not steal PROMIS.

Mossad handles most of their clandestine crap. Even Bin Laden was said to have a copy of PROMIS.

Currently I am on the moon landing site if that makes a difference.

I claim Romani , even if I am not one, so screw your country question BS.

LoP Guest

User ID: 237927
01-23-2015 05:31 AM

Post: #260

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Oh forgot to add the link. Educate yourself.
Most of the crap you posted on MKULTRA is rehashed crap too. If you only knew how easy it was to implement in a subject.

Post: #261
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

You can see how young I looked in the photograph below.
16. To illustrate my connection to these places, I include four photographs taken of me in New Mexico (shown below). The first one is a museum in Santa Fe, New Mexico. We had gone sightseeing for the day. Epstein took this picture of me. I was approximately 17 at the time, judging from the look of it. At the end of the day we returned to Epstein’s Zorro Ranch.

The second picture is me on one of Epstein’s horses on the ranch in New Mexico. The following two are from wintertime in New Mexico.
I'd like to get a consensus as to a question of judgement?

To the men reading this thread, can you discern whether or not this female is underage?

What men would say that they would approach this female if they themselves were over the age of 18?

As a 40 something year old, would you approach this female?

LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-23-2015 05:40 AM)
Oh forgot to add the link. Educate yourself.
http://educate-yourself.org/tg/TCUpromis...ul03.shtml

Most of the crap you posted on MKULTRA is rehashed crap too.
If you only knew how easy it was to implement in a subject.

Ok, you've made your point, and point taken. I didn't have time to research the legitimacy of who stole the promis software but I do believe that Aangirfan explicitly stated that Mr. Maxwell had many, many connections unilaterally within the various spy agencies and you want me to verify the legitimacy of which spy did it, when, and where?
We've been harping, well, primarily just you, on this one aspect of Aangirfan's research when you haven't even given me anything else of substance that constitutes buldukey in anything else of theirs.

Calm down buddy, The next round of your favorite drink is on me...

Most of the crap you posted on MKULTRA is rehashed crap too. If you only knew how easy it was to implement in a subject.

Ok, you've made your point, and point taken. I didn't have time to research the legitimacy of who stole the promis software but I do believe that Aangirfan explicitly stated that Mr. Maxwell had many, many connections unilaterally within the various spy agencies and you want me to verify the legitimacy of which spy did it, when, and where?

We've been harping, well, primarily just you, on this one aspect of Aangirfan's research when you haven't even given me anything else of substance that constitutes buldukey in anything else of theirs.

Calm down buddy, The next round of your favorite drink is on me...

Suck it up, as for my drinks I buy my own.
Copying and pasting BS is not researching.
I claim BS on everything, regardless of who you plagiarized it from.
99.9 % is innuendos and half truths, all talk but wont walk.

My my... plagerism huh, even when it is cited and I have express permission from the author to use it. And yes, everything to a degree is pure speculation on all accounts because these people would be in jail if it was a bonified investigation and we were privilege to the information the worlds security services and police are withholding from the public in the 'publics best interest'.
If you bother to look at the references and cites to numerous testimonies, bits and pieces of real information that has been passed off as innuendo from creeps like you, Bill Cosby, and most of the UK and American governments, as well as the shithole you are from most likely, you would be able to see a world much different from the passive life you once lived.

There's PLENTY of information on this whole thread that does not come from Aangifan that 'corroborates' in some form or another the many thesis' stated here.

Good day.

---

**LoP Guest**

*User ID: 182838*

*01-23-2015 07:54 AM*

**Post: #265**

**RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood**

**AkhaldanSolo** Wrote: (01-10-2015 12:35 AM)

[link to image: http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/0...c6b79e.jpg]

Jeffrey Epstein got the land for his palatial house in New Mexico from former New Mexico Governor Bruce King.

(Image link: http://virtualglobetrotting.com/map/jeff...ew/google/)

Governor King lived next to Epstein's ranch, in Stanley.

[link to image: http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/0...c67a27.jpg]

Governor King presided over a police force who were allegedly 'drug runners, murderers, blackmailers and participants in various sex clubs.'

NEW MEXICO CITIZENS LIVE IN FEAR OF THEIR POLICE.

http://www.realcrimes.com/Corruption_Overview.htm

[link to image: http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/0...721b7b.jpg]

In Albuquerque in New Mexico, "Linda Lee Daniels was abducted for use in porno films, raped, tortured, and then shot to death.

"James Scartaccini, the one of Linda’s abductors, that evidence indicated was her killer, was allowed to plea bargain and served no time at all."

NEW MEXICO CITIZENS LIVE IN FEAR OF THEIR POLICE.

http://www.realcrimes.com/Corruption_Overview.htm

[link to image: http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/0...b2d4da.jpg]

Kaitlyn Arquette, 18, was murdered in Albuquerque on July 16, 1989.

Reportedly she knew too much about the criminal activity of the top people in New Mexico.

Who Killed Kait Arquette?

http://kaitarquette.arquettes.com/

Kaitlyn Arquette, 18, was murdered in Albuquerque on July 16, 1989. Albuquerque police dubbed the shooting a "random drive-by" and refused to investigate any other possibility. The case has never been solved.

Kait's family believes she was killed because she was a potential Whistle Blower. In the months directly preceding her murder, Kait was in a position to have gained information about a number of illegal activities involving dangerous and corrupt individuals. Among those activities were the following:

- Asian Crime in New Mexico and California
- Drug Smuggling
- Drug Activities Involving New Mexico VIPs
- Police Corruption

link to image: http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/0...992497.jpg
Bill Richardson, a former Governor of New Mexico, and a member of Bilderberg, was a frequent visitor to Stanley.

Alan Dershowitz reportedly visited Stanley.

link to image: http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/0...05d280.jpg
Reportedly human traffickers use New Mexico when they bring sex slaves into the USA from such places as Eastern Europe, Mexico and Africa.

The CIA are suspected of being involved. The sex trade is closely linked to the drugs trade.

link to image: http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/0...69d73f.jpg
Reportedly, Timothy Wyllie of the Satanist Process Church lives on a compound in Mountainair (An hour drive south on 41 from Stanley) in New Mexico similar as Epstein’s. Wyllie is said to be linked to the CIA and MI6.

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/

Anyone think THE TOY BOX KILLER was working with this bunch?
The Ladder Ranch starts just north of Elephant Butte and runs for many miles north along the Rio Grande river.... purchased by Ted Turner for 100 million in ’96.
David Parker Ray's girlfriend thought he was in contact with "others" who were interested in the same stuff he was.... rape torture and murder of young women.

---

**AkhdanSolo**
Registered User
User ID: 235752
01-23-2015 07:55 AM
Posts: 789

Post: #266
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

**CancelMyPrescription**  Wrote: (01-17-2015 01:53 AM)

Well, there certainly seems like there is STILL something at the top pulling even those strings of the wealthy elite... I wouldn't be so quick to dismiss something ...else.

This...

BILL COSBY, PROJECT ARTICHOKE, MENGELE & THE DARK MESSIAH, PART I
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...ah-part-i/

Plus this...

Equals something much much more...

Who, or what...

Or is it all just smoke and mirrors!??

Plus this... equals a very salient story that can lead to many, many important revelations as to this matrix that has been created for all of us...
The Sunday Artist
Registered User
User ID: 281593
01-23-2015 09:23 PM

Posts: 2,041

Post: #267
RE: Epstein’s Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Really hard to tell in these pictures, in the one on the boat she looks young, but in the others, she could be twenty something.

She doesn't look innocent, not exactly a beauty. Good looking, but more of a 7 or 8. I seriously doubt her claims that she was an innocent who didn't know what she was doing, or getting herself into. Most likely she was wined and dined more due to her willingness than her beauty.

I don't see how any responsible parent would let their high school aged daughter go jetting about with some middle aged billionaire.

What it really boils down to, is that the now grown up woman wants to sell books.

AkhdanSolo Wrote: (01-23-2015 05:49 AM)
9. You can see how young I looked in the photograph below.
16. To illustrate my connection to these places, I include four photographs taken of me in New Mexico (shown below). The first one is a museum in Santa Fe, New Mexico. We had gone sightseeing for the day. Epstein took this picture of me. I was approximately 17 at the time, judging from the look of it. At the end of the day we returned to Epstein’s Zorro Ranch. The second picture is me on one of Epstein’s horses on the ranch in New Mexico. The following two are from wintertime in New Mexico.
I'd like to get a consensus as to a question of judgement?

To the men reading this thread, can you discern whether or not this female is underage?

What men would say that they would approach this female if they themselves were over the age of 18?

As a 40 something year old, would you approach this female?

―

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped.
She doesn't look innocent, not exactly a beauty. Good looking, but more of a 7 or 8. I seriously doubt her claims that she was an innocent who didn't know what she was doing, or getting herself into. Most likely she was wined and dined more due to her willingness than her beauty.

I don't see how any responsible parent would let their high school aged daughter go jetting about with some middle aged billionaire.

What it really boils down to, is that the now grown up woman wants to sell books.

AkhdanSolo Wrote: (01-23-2015 05:49 AM)

9. You can see how young I looked in the photograph below.
16. To illustrate my connection to these places, I include four photographs taken of me in New Mexico (shown below). The first one is a museum in Santa Fe, New Mexico. We had gone sightseeing for the day. Epstein took this picture of me. I was approximately 17 at the time, judging from the looks of it. At the end of the day we returned to Epstein’s Zorro Ranch. The second picture is me on one of Epstein’s horses on the ranch in New Mexico. The following two are from wintertime in New Mexico.
I'd like to get a consensus as to a question of judgement?

To the men reading this thread, can you discern whether or not this female is underage?

What men would say that they would approach this female if they themselves were over the age of 18?

As a 40 something year old, would you approach this female?

OMG. You need to go away. Please. You are not welcome on this thread any longer. You are a pain in the ass. And NOW you want to come here and MINIMIZE the victim?

You really have shown your true colors regardless of how insignificant it is this little glimpse into your mind has provided enough evidence that you are an apologist and an attempted thread derailer.

I have no power to make you stop coming here, but I will no longer regard your comments.

I was just waiting for one of you sick f*cks to come on here and minimize in any way so I could jump into your shit. This world really is full of distorted, unintelligent psuedoscientists that still think the opinion of their DICK matters.

Use your head with some empathy and compassion for something that is much, much bigger than you or your penis (everything is bigger than your penis).
Ok. I know I was excessively harsh there. But I'm mad. I see people like you, who for the most part probably means well and is trying to share information but, I happen to think you are off base just a little, alot when you minimize a victims suffering (although it might not be easy to tell in this particular circumstance that she is 'suffering', victims of sexual abuse tend to display an array of symptoms that are not otherwise evident in outward appearance. I mean, this woman was a victim of child molestation from the start and began her life with distorted views of what her world looked like from the beginning. AND THEN to have a PRINCE groom her for the same kind of abuse is completely appalling to ANY rational human being.)

I KNOW how easy it is to minimize the suffering of victims when we were all raised in a very dysfunctional society. YOU may not see how your ideas and your belief systems reflect what you have been inculcated into, but each and every one of us in America especially have been branded with our own ready made personality picked right off the shelf. We ARE NOT aware human beings in ANY sense of the word. Even how far I think I have come I do not ever think I will be FULLY MAN the rest of this lifetime.

I'm still learning, and I am learning that for a very long time I viewed this world with very very dysfunctional glasses and I am now just paying my penance for that ignorance.

So please excuse me if I sounded a little harsh.

---

Really hard to tell in these pictures, in the one on the boat she looks young, but in the others, she could be twenty something.

She doesn't look innocent, not exactly a beauty. Good looking, but more of a 7 or 8. I seriously doubt her claims that she was an innocent who didn't know what she was doing, or getting herself into. Most likely she was wined and dined more due to her willingness than her beauty.

I don't see how any responsible parent would let their high school aged daughter go jetting about with some middle aged billionaire.

**What it really boils down to, is that the now grown up woman wants to sell books.**

REALLY?! So you think this entire exposure, linking not only a so-called Royal in Prince Andrew, an ex two time US President Bill Clinton, a senior member of Harvard Law School Alan Dershowitz (whose wife is the director of Harvard Med School), and the myriad other named (and unnamed) participants in Jeffrey Epstein's 'business' has nothing to do with a worldwide human trafficking ring with mk-ultra, pedophilia, ritual abuse, and international espionage overtones, is just a ruse for this VICTIM to sell books?

In addition, you have also stated that, 'freemasons are the good guys', and that 'we, being freer now than we ever have been, are not slaves'.

You have a very interesting perspective.
AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-23-2015 09:42 PM)

Ok. I know I was excessively harsh there. But I'm mad. I see people like you, who for the most part probably means well and is trying to share information but, I happen to think you are off base just a little, alot when you minimize a victims suffering (although it might not be easy to tell in this particular circumstance that she is 'suffering', victims of sexual abuse tend to display an array of symptoms that are not otherwise evident in outward appearance. I mean, this woman was a victim of child molestation from the start and began her life with distorted views of what her world looked like from the beginning. AND THEN to have a PRINCE groom her for the same kind of abuse is completely appalling to ANY rational human being.)

I KNOW how easy it is to minimize the suffering of victims when we were all raised in a very disfunctional society. YOU may not see how your ideas and your belief systems reflect what you have been inculcated into, but each and every one of us in America especially have been branded with our own ready made personality picked right off the shelf. We ARE NOT aware human beings in ANY sense of the word. Even how far I think I have come I do not ever think I will be FULLY MAN the rest of this lifetime.

I'm still learning, and I am learning that for a very long time I viewed this world with very very dysfunctional glasses and I am now just paying my penance for that ignorance.

So please excuse me if I sounded a little harsh.

Or maybe I am much better informed than you are. I have read about all this stuff long ago.

I knew girls in high school, and I have know adult women as adults, who had sugar daddies, grown men while in high school, and they bragged about it. They liked hanging out with adults, they thought they were too cool and too mature for high school boys. They liked the prestige, being wined and dined, clothes, shoes, jewelry, and the sex. Some of these girls started out as early as sixth grade, having sex with high school boyfriends and graduated to adult men in their twenties, thirty's, and even forties when these girls were still in high school. The girl in this scandal could very well be one of those girls.

I have read on conspiracy forums that this woman claiming to have been a sex slave when she was a teenager, who is now a married woman with 3 kids, was sexually abused as a child, but not seen any proof. If she was, that is terrible, but there is the very real possibility that she was just a wild child.

There is a good chance she loved hanging with the big boys and jet setting around, and going to Europe, and meeting a prince. Maybe she is some MKultra sex slave, but I don't think MKultra sex slaves would be allowed to be so publicly known. It would have been much safer for her handlers to get her into Epstein's inner circle, and then kill her and blame it on someone at that level.
I also think that anyone subjected to the levels of abuse these MK slaves are supposedly subjected to, could ever be a fully functional human being. Even with handlers, intelligent people would be able to recognize that there was clearly something wrong. People like Epstein would know how to recognize these things, and so keep her out of his inner circle. If she had been his programmed sex slave, then he would have gotten rid of her when he was done with her.

When I look at this story, I think what most likely happened, is that she was one of these wild childs, who got a job at an exclusive hotel that caters towards the rich, just to do what she did with her life. Now she is looking to cash in. Chances are high that Epstein's political enemies might be financing her for all the obvious reasons.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped

-----

OK. I know I was excessively harsh there. But I'm mad. I see people like you, who for the most part probably means well and is trying to share information but, I happen to think you are off base just a little, alot when you minimize a victims suffering (although it might not be easy to tell in this particular circumstance that she is 'suffering', victims of sexual abuse tend to display an array of symptoms that are not otherwise evident in outward appearance. I mean, this woman was a victim of child molestation from the start and began her life with distorted views of what her world looked like from the beginning. AND THEN to have a PRINCE groom her for the same kind of abuse is completely appalling to ANY rational human being.)

I KNOW how easy it is to minimize the suffering of victims when we were all raised in a very disfunctional society. YOU may not see how your ideas and your belief systems reflect what you have been inculcated into, but each and every one of us in America especially have been branded with our own ready made personality picked right off the shelf. We ARE NOT aware human beings in ANY sense of the word. Even how far I think I have come I do not ever think I will be FULLY MAN the rest of this lifetime.

I'm still learning, and I am learning that for a very long time I viewed this world with very very dysfunctional glasses and I am now just paying my penance for that ignorance.

So please excuse me if I sounded a little harsh.

Or maybe I am much better informed than you are. I have read about all this stuff long ago.

I knew girls in high school, and I have know adult women as adults, who had sugar daddies, grown men while in high school, and they bragged about it. They liked hanging out with adults, they thought they were too cool and too mature for high school boys. They liked the prestige, being wined and dined, clothes, shoes, jewelry, and the sex. Some of these girls started out as early as sixth grade, having sex with high school boyfriends and graduated to adult men in their twenties, thirties, and even forties when these girls were still in high school. The girl in this scandal could very well be one of those girls.

I have read on conspiracy forums that this woman claiming to have been a sex slave when she was a teenager, who is now a married woman with 3 kids, was sexually abused as a child, but not seen any proof. If she was, that is terrible, but there is the very real possibility that she was just a wild child.

There is a good chance she loved hanging with the big boys and jet setting around, and going to Europe, and meeting a prince.
Maybe she is some MKutra sex slave. **but I don't think MKutra sex slaves would be allowed to be so publicly known.** It would have been much safer for her handlers to get her into Epstein's inner circle, and then kill her and blame it on someone at that level.

I also think that anyone subjected to the levels of abuse these MK slaves are supposedly subjected to, **could ever be a fully functional human being**. Even with handlers, intelligent people would be able to recognize that there was clearly something wrong. People like Epstein would know how to recognize these things, and so keep her out of his inner circle. If she had been his programmed sex slave, then he would have gotten rid of her when he was done with her.

When I look at this story, I think what most likely happened, is that she was one of these wild childs, who got a job at an exclusive hotel that caters towards the rich, just to do what she did with her life. Now she is looking to cash in. Chances are high that Epstein's political enemies might be financing her for all the obvious reasons.

Again, your naiveté betrays you in your words.

#1 **"I don't think MKutra sex slaves would be allowed to be so publicly known"**

EVERY single pop/country/hiphop female star (and likely most of the males) are just that- mind-controlled SLAVES. From Elvis to every product of the Mickey Mouse Club or the Playboy empire, John Lennon, Michael Jackson, the Jackson Five, Janet Jackson, Aretha, 'little' Stevie Wonder, etc etc etc.

Same for Hollywood. Same for 'modeling'.

The point of creating an MK-Ultra slave is to use them to lead the public. They create trends, opinions, style, behaviors, etc that then mold culture. They are used because at that level, those in power cannot afford any slip ups or mistakes with their project slaves. The more public, the more likely they are under 'control. Including presidents.


#2 **"I also think that anyone subjected to the levels of abuse these MK slaves are supposedly subjected to, could ever be a fully functional human being."**

You are correct. Many are very deeply depressed and suicidal. Cannot EVER be alone due to fear and psychosis. Cannot have mirrors in their homes. Have live-in 'conservators' aka handlers. Managers, agents, reps, etc are not all just what their business cards say. Many are intel ops, cult programmers, and high level 'magicians'.

Intelligent people DO realize there is something wrong. WE DO.

These people are far from fully functional, those at the highest levels of 'fame', which goes hand in hand with submission under 'control'.

#3 Forget about this girl for a second at look at Epstein. He was found guilty of crimes against children and human trafficking. Focus on him. Even if this girl is out of the picture, lets say, there was enough evidence to convict a billionaire of what most consider to be some of the most evil of crimes. That is FACT.

With that said, shouldn't we be asking what people with the best intel and security in the world like Prince Andrew and Bill Clinton were doing with him? Regularly and over many years? Surely those assigned to protect them and their image were not unaware of who and what Epstein is.

You see that right? You must.

*Especially seeing as you are "much better informed" and all...

peace.
Ok. I know I was excessively harsh there. But I'm mad. I see people like you, who for the most part probably means well and is trying to share information but, I happen to think you are off base just a little, alot when you minimize a victims suffering (although it might not be easy to tell in this particular circumstance that she is 'suffering', victims of sexual abuse tend to display an array of symptoms that are not otherwise evident in outward appearance. I mean, this woman was a victim of child molestation from the start and began her life with distorted views of what her world looked like from the beginning. AND THEN to have a PRINCE groom her for the same kind of abuse is completely appalling to ANY rational human being.)

I KNOW how easy it is to minimize the suffering of victims when we were all raised in a very disfunctional society. YOU may not see how your ideas and your belief systems reflect what you have been inculcated into, but each and every one of us in America especially have been branded with our own ready made personality picked right off the shelf. We ARE NOT aware human beings in ANY sense of the word. Even how far I think I have come I do not ever think I will be FULLY MAN the rest of this lifetime.

I'm still learning, and I am learning that for a very long time I viewed this world with very very dysfunctional glasses and I am now just paying my penance for that ignorance.

So please excuse me if I sounded a little harsh.

Or maybe I am much better informed than you are. I have read about all this stuff long ago.

I knew girls in high school, and I have know adult women as adults, who had sugar daddies, grown men while in high school, and they bragged about it. They liked hanging out with adults, they thought they were too cool and too mature for high school boys. They liked the prestige, being wined and dined, clothes, shoes, jewelry, and the sex. Some of these girls started out as early as sixth grade, having sex with high school boyfriends and graduated to adult men in their twenties, thirtyes, and even forties when these girls were still in high school.

The girl in this scandal could very well be one of those girls.

I have read on conspiracy forums that this woman claiming to have been a sex slave when she was a teenager, who is now a married woman with 3 kids, was sexually abused as a child, but not seen any proof. If she was, that is terrible, but there is the very real possibility that she was just a wild child.

There is a good chance she loved hanging with the big boys and jet setting around, and going to Europe, and meeting a prince.

Maybe she is some MKultra sex slave, but I don't think MKultra sex slaves would be allowed to be so publicly known. It would have been much safer for her handlers to get her into Epstein's inner circle, and then kill her and blame it on someone at that level.

I also think that anyone subjected to the levels of abuse these MK slaves are supposedly subjected to, could ever be a fully functional human being. Even with handlers, intelligent people would be able to recognize that there was clearly something wrong. People like Epstein would know how to recognize these things, and so keep her out of his inner circle. If she had been his programmed sex slave, then he would have gotten rid of her when he was done with her.

When I look at this story, I think what most likely happened, is that she was one of these wild childs, who got a job at an exclusive hotel that caters towards the rich, just to do what she did with her life. Now she is looking to cash in. Chances are high that Epstein's political enemies might be financing her for all the obvious reasons.

YOU, have clearly never been a victim and are quite obviously a chauvinist.

I don't have time to thoroughly run down the list of your many distorted beliefs all in all I can say son is that you were definitely raised in an environment you are still not very 'aware' of. Like PT said your words betray who you are and how you think and from what I can gather is that the Overton Window has slid itself over regarding your morals, compared to say, a person a century earlier than you. This whole century was one big experiment in psychology and you are sitting there trying to tell me that your ideals aren't slightly bent when you try and justify a 44 year old man being with a girl that literally looks 15, grooming her for something more? Please. You are as transparent as scotch tape.
You are the one who is naive to completely buy into this internet mythology. I completely proved that your claim that we are all slaves to be wrong, and your only response has been to insult me.

Elvis became a star before Dulles was made director of the CIA and started the MKultra program, so clearly he was not an MKultra slave.

Hollywood and the whole entertainment industry just happens to be made up of sexual deviants. The celebrity industry was started by people who had worked as entertainers for several generations living in extremely indulgent lifestyles. They are attention junkies. What else would anyone expect.

Shirley Temple Black told a story about Hollywood that is a good example of how people who the industry actually are. When she was 12 or 13, she was called into some mogul's office, and he told her to it was time to drop the baby talk, and then he dropped his pants. She couldn't stop laughing. She walked out of his office, and never went back.

Whether or not you know it, it takes a great deal of ability to become a major star, and the massive amount of difficulties created by the power of fame is probably impossible to imagine. It takes a great deal of character just to survive.

Anyone who might have gone through such horrific ordeals such as described on the internet as MKultra conditioning would be a bashed case. A handler might be able to keep them functional in a Charlie Manson sort of way, but not enough to handle the massive stress of being a major star.

I think it is possible in the deepest darkest quarters of the CIA MKultra continues to exist, doing horrible things to young children in order to create programmable slaves, but I seriously doubt how effective these techniques are.

Pop culture is essentially a reflection of our own insane dreams and desires, and is manipulated by people with extreme desires. Celebrity is pursued by people with an extreme need for attention, who
inevitably develop huge egos, so a degree of insanity is to be expected. Many celebrities have very short careers, and easily fall prey to very rich people who exploit them, but that doesn't make them MKultra slaves.

Epstein is a power junkie, who most likely pursued many people in positions of power, and I bet there is a whole lot of other people who spent some time with the guy, who was trying to solicit their attention. Clinton was collecting donations from his world wide charity foundation, so he met with Epstein who is a very rich guy who gave lots of money to charity. This doesn't mean Epstein provided Clinton with teenage sex slaves.

Epstein was convicted of soliciting prostitution from a teenager, which is hardly the most horrible of crimes. It is not child molestation, unless it involves preteens. Teenagers aren't children. There are a lot more horrible crimes, and you can bet that billionaires soliciting teenagers for prostitution is not uncommon.

The idea of guilt by association is a sleazy way of trying to smear someone with crimes for which there is no evidence to support.

Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-24-2015 12:38 AM)

TheSundayArtist Wrote: (01-24-2015 12:17 AM)

Or maybe I am much better informed than you are. I have read about all this stuff long ago.

I knew girls in high school, and I have know adult women as adults, who had sugar daddies, grown men while in high school, and they bragged about it. They liked hanging out with adults, they thought they were too cool and too mature for high school boys. They liked the prestige, being wined and dined, clothes, shoes, jewelry, and the sex. Some of these girls started out as early as sixth grade, having sex with high school boyfriends and graduated to adult men in their twenties, thirties, and even forties when these girls were still in high school. The girl in this scandal could very well be one of those girls.

I have read on conspiracy forums that this woman claiming to have been a sex slave when she was a teenager, who is now a married woman with 3 kids, was sexually abused as a child, but not seen any proof. If she was, that is terrible, but there is the very real possibility that she was just a wild child.

There is a good chance she loved hanging with the big boys and jet setting around, and going to Europe, and meeting a prince.

Maybe she is some MKultra sex slave, **but I don't think MKultra sex slaves would be allowed to be so publicly known.** It would have been much safer for her handlers to get her into Epstein's inner circle, and then kill her and blame it on someone at that level.

[**I also think that anyone subjected to the levels of abuse these MK slaves are supposedly subjected to, could ever be a fully functional human being**](http://www.deathofafrica.com/content/2015/01/21/just-because-she-says-she-was.html)

Even with handlers, intelligent people would be able to recognize that there was clearly something wrong. People like Epstein would know how to recognize these things, and so keep her out of his inner circle. If she had been his programmed sex slave, then he would have gotten rid of her when he was done with her.

When I look at this story, I think what most likely happened, is that she was one of these wild childs, who got a job at an exclusive hotel that caters towards the rich, just to do what she did with her life. Now she is looking to cash in. Chances are high that Epstein's political enemies might be financing her for all the obvious reasons.

Again, your naiveté betrays you in your words.

#1 "I don't think MKultra sex slaves would be allowed to be so publicly known"

EVERY single pop/country/hiphop female star (and likely most of the males) are just that- mind-controlled SLAVES. From Elvis to every product of the Mickey Mouse Club or the Playboy empire, John Lennon, Michael Jackson, the Jackson Five, Janet Jackson, Aretha, 'little' Stevie Wonder, etc etc etc.
Same for Hollywood. Same for 'modeling'.

The point of creating an MK-Ultra slave is to use them to lead the public. They create trends, opinions, style, behaviors, etc that then mold culture. They are used because at that level, those in power cannot afford any slip ups or mistakes with their project slaves. The more public, the more likely they are under 'control. Including presidents.


#2 "I also think that anyone subjected to the levels of abuse these MK slaves are supposedly subjected to, could ever be a fully functional human being."

You are correct. Many are very deeply depressed and suicidal. Cannot EVER be alone due to fear and psychosis. Cannot have mirrors in their homes. Have live-in 'conservators' aka handlers. Managers, agents, reps, etc are not all just what their business cards say. Many are intel ops, cult programmers, and high level 'magicians'.

Intelligent people DO realize there is something wrong. WE DO.

These people are far from fully functional, those at the highest levels of 'fame', which goes hand in hand with submission under 'control'.

#3 Forget about this girl for a second at look at Epstein. He was found guilty of crimes against children and human trafficking. Focus on him. Even if this girl is out of the picture, lets say, there was enough evidence to convict a billionaire of what most consider to be some of the most evil of crimes. That is FACT.

With that said, shouldn't we be asking what people with the best intel and security in the world like Prince Andrew and Bill Clinton were doing with him? Regularly and over many years? Surely those assigned to protect them and their image were not unaware of who and what Epstein is.

You see that right? You must.

*Especially seeing as you are "much better informed" and all... peace.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped.
within the lifespan of a single generation.

I am not trying to justify anything, I am just pointing out reality. The 20th century wasn't one big experiment in psychology, it was an era of amazing technological advancement that outpaced social evolution.

AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-24-2015 01:54 AM)
TheSundayArtist Wrote: (01-24-2015 12:17 AM)
Or maybe I am much better informed than you are. I have read about all this stuff long ago.

I knew girls in high school, and I have know adult women as adults, who had sugar daddies, grown men while in high school, and they bragged about it. They liked hanging out with adults, they thought they were too cool and too mature for high school boys. They liked the prestige, being wined and dined, clothes, shoes, jewelry, and the sex. Some of these girls started out as early as sixth grade, having sex with high school boyfriends and graduated to adult men in their twenties, thirties, and even forties when these girls were still in high school. The girl in this scandal could very well be one of those girls.

I have read on conspiracy forums that this woman claiming to have been a sex slave when she was a teenager, who is now a married woman with 3 kids, was sexually abused as a child, but not seen any proof. If she was, that is terrible, but there is the very real possibility that she was just a wild child.

There is a good chance she loved hanging with the big boys and jet setting around, and going to Europe, and meeting a prince.

Maybe she is some MKultra sex slave, but I don't think MKultra sex slaves would be allowed to be so publicly known. It would have been much safer for her handlers to get her into Epstein's inner circle, and then kill her and blame it on someone at that level.

I also think that anyone subjected to the levels of abuse these MK slaves are supposedly subjected to, could ever be a fully functional human being. Even with handlers, intelligent people would be able to recognize that there was clearly something wrong. People like Epstein would know how to recognize these things, and so keep her out of his inner circle. If she had been his programmed sex slave, then he would have gotten rid of her when he was done with her.

When I look at this story, I think what most likely happened, is that she was one of these wild childs, who got a job at an exclusive hotel that caters towards the rich, just to do what she did with her life. Now she is looking to cash in. Chances are high that Epstein's political enemies might be financing her for all the obvious reasons.

YOU, have clearly never been a victim and are quite obviously a chauvinist.

I don't have time to thoroughly run down the list of your many distorted beliefs all in all all I can say son is that you were definitely raised in an environment you are still not very 'aware' of. Like PT said your words betray who you are and how you think and from what I can gather is that the Overton Window has slid itself over regarding your morals, compared to say, a person a century earlier than you. This whole century was one big experiment in psychology and you are sitting there trying to tell me that your ideals aren't slightly bent when you try and justify a 44 year old man being with a girl that literally looks 15, grooming her for something more? Please. You are as transparent as scotch tape.

Good luck to you.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped
Post: #277
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Baby Boomers!??!

What are ya gonna do!??!

I guess I have to accept the fact that they are the first and therefore the heaviest under the spell.

Ah well, we tried.

I hope I don't need any Bob Ross NPR paintings anytime soon.

Post: #278
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Now back to someone relevant.

**VIRGINIA ON DERSHOWITZ; CHILD ABUSE CABALS**

Virginia Roberts describes her alleged sexual encounters with Alan Dershowitz:

Alan Dershowitz

Full account here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/65bpx6kew9n7q2...1.pdf?dl=0

24. Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz was around Epstein frequently.

Dershowitz was so comfortable with the sex that was going on that he would even come and chat with Epstein while I was giving oral sex to Epstein.

25. I had sexual intercourse with Dershowitz at least six times. The first time was when I was about 16, early on in my servitude to Epstein, and it continued until I was 19.

26. The first time we had sex took place in New York in Epstein’s home. It was in Epstein’s room (not the massage room). I was approximately 16 years old at the time. I called Dershowitz “Alan.” I knew he was a famous professor.

27. The second time that I had sex with Dershowitz was at Epstein’s house in Palm Beach. During this encounter, Dershowitz instructed me to both perform oral sex and have sexual intercourse.

28. I also had sex with Dershowitz at Epstein’s Zorro Ranch in New Mexico in the
massage room off of the indoor pool area, which was still being painted.

29. We also had sex at Little Saint James Island in the U.S. Virgin Islands. I was asked to give Dershowitz a massage on the beach. Dershowitz then asked me to take him somewhere more private, where we proceeded to have intercourse.

So, here is some bonified UNITED STATES legal TESTIMONY from VICTIM Virginia Roberts on famous AMERICAN LAWYER ALAN DOUCHEOWITZ

Let us see how many PIG HEADED men can come in here and TESTIFY that Virginia Roberts is not a victim and act like the other DOUCHE in the room Mr. Sunday Artist.

So, talking to your buddies while you are getting a blowjob is 'normal behavior' Mr. Artist?

---

**Post: #279**

**AkhdanSolo**

Registered User  
User ID: 235752  
01-24-2015 06:15 PM  
Posts: 789

**RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood**

All aboard the 'Lolita Express': Flight logs reveal the many trips Bill Clinton and Alan Dershowitz took on pedophile Jeffrey Epstein's private jet with anonymous women

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...z3PkwGNMjn

So, Mr Douche O' Witz was snakes on the plane MANY times with Epstein... I thought he said he was only there on his island with him while he had his family?

Slimy f*#k.

---

**Post: #280**

**Matouwac**

Torch  
lop guest  
User ID: 263983  
01-24-2015 07:21 PM  
Posts: 11

**RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood**

**TheSundayArtist** wrote: (01-24-2015 03:30 PM)

You are the one who is naive to completely buy into this internet mythology.

I completely proved that your claim that we are all slaves to be wrong, and your only response has been to insult me.

Elvis became a star before Dulles was made director of the CIA and started the MKultra program, so clearly he was not an MKultra slave.

Hollywood and the whole entertainment industry just happens to be made up of sexual deviants. The celebrity industry was started by people who had worked as entertainers for several generations living in extremely indulgent lifestyles. They are attention junkies. What else would anyone expect.

Shirley Temple Black told a story about Hollywood that is a good example of how people who the industry actually are. When she was 12 or 13, she was called into some moguls office, and he told her to it was time to drop the baby talk, and then he dropped his pants. She couldn't stop laughing. She walked out of his office, and never went back.

Whether or not you know it, it takes a great deal of ability to become a major star, and the massive amount of difficulties created by the power of fame is probably impossible to imagine. It takes a great deal of character just to survive.
Anyone who might have gone through such horrific ordeals such as described on the internet as MKultra conditioning would be a basked case. A handler might be able to keep them functional in a Charlie Manson sort of way, but not enough to handle the massive stress of being a major star.

I think it is possible in the deepest darkest quarters of the CIA MKultra continues to exist, doing horrible things to young children in order to create programmable slaves, but I seriously doubt how effective these techniques are.

Pop culture is essentially a reflection of our own insane dreams and desires, and is manipulated by people with extreme desires. Celebrity is pursued by people with an extreme need for attention, who inevitably develop huge egos, so a degree of insanity is to be expected. Many celebrities have very short careers, and easily fall prey to very rich people who exploit them, but that doesn't make them MKultra slaves.

Epstein is a power junkie, who most likely pursued many people in positions of power, and I bet there is a whole lot of other people who spent some time with the guy, who was trying to solicit their attention. Clinton was collecting donations from his world wide charity foundation, so he met with Epstein who is a very rich guy who gave lots of money to charity. This doesn't mean Epstein provided Clinton with teenage sex slaves.

Epstein was convicted of soliciting prostitution from a teenager, which is hardly the most horrible of crimes. It is not child molestation, unless it involves preteens. Teenagers aren't children. There are a lot more horrible crimes, and you can bet that billionaires soliciting teenagers for prostitution is not uncommon.

The idea of guilt by association is a sleazy way of trying to smear someone with crimes for which there is no evidence to support.

Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-24-2015 12:38 AM)
Again, your naiveté betrays you in your words.

#1 "I don't think MKultra sex slaves would be allowed to be so publicly known"

EVERY single pop/country/hiphop female star (and likely most of the males) are just that- mind-controlled SLAVES. From Elvis to every product of the Mickey Mouse Club or the Playboy empire, John Lennon, Michael Jackson, the Jackson Five, Janet Jackson, Aretha, 'little' Stevie Wonder, etc etc etc.

Same for Hollywood. Same for 'modeling'.

The point of creating an MK-Ultra slave is to use them to lead the public. They create trends, opinions, style, behaviors, etc that then mold culture. They are used because at that level, those in power cannot afford any slip ups or mistakes with their project slaves. The more public, the more likely they are under 'control. Including presidents.


#2 "I also think that anyone subjected to the levels of abuse these MK slaves are supposedly subjected to, could ever be a fully functional human being."

You are correct. Many are very deeply depressed and suicidal. Cannot EVER be alone due to fear and psychosis. Cannot have mirrors in their homes. Have live-in 'conservators' aka handlers. Managers, agents, reps, etc are not all just what their business cards say. Many are intel ops, cult programmers, and high level 'magicians'.

Intelligent people DO realize there is something wrong. WE DO.

These people are far from fully functional, those at the highest levels of 'fame', which goes hand in hand with submission under 'control'.

#3 Forget about this girl for a second at look at Epstein. He was found guilty of crimes against children and human trafficking. Focus on him. Even if this girl is out of the picture, lets say, there was enough evidence to convict a billionaire of what most consider to be some of the most evil of crimes. That is FACT.

With that said, shouldn't we be asking what people with the best intel and security in the world like Prince Andrew and Bill Clinton were doing with him? Regularly and over many years? Surely those assigned to protect
them and their image were not unaware of who and what Epstein is.
You see that right? You must.
*Especially seeing as you are "much better informed" and all...
peace.

You have the perspective of a disillusioned child.
You have PROVEN a lot... albeit merely only about yourself.
That said, please run along to a thread more aligned to your understanding and comprehension while grown folks talk. I will no longer be wasting any time addressing you, like the OP AkhaldanSolo.
Congrats, you have achieved invisibility.
Thanks for playing.

---

**Matouwac Torch**

**Post: #281**

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

For the lazy...

"The rock industry programming started with Elvis Presley, who very likely was a programmed slave and who's programmer was his manager, Col. Tom Parker"

The below excerpt is from the above book by Springmeier/Wheeler, chapter 12:

"Many of the movies and shows use Monarch slaves as actors & performers: such as Rosanne Barr, Bette Mittler, Marilyn Monroe, Loretta Lynn, Crystal Gayle and possibly Wayne Newton (a child singing protégé, who never wrote a check for himself in his life). They also use lots of slave handlers such as Frank Sinatra, Peter Lawford, & Bob Hope. And occasionally they use programmers such as Anton LaVey, Jerry Lee Lewis. Cisco, the co-author of this book, while in the Illuminati, was given repeated reason to believe that Elvis Presley was also a Multiple programmed by the Illuminati."

Oh wait... so this technology of mind-control is older than the CIA? Who'd a thunk it? Yes it is ANCIENT, as ancient as man. When one expands their concept of the 'possible' more things become understandable.

A great link on mind-control programming:
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/har...ol_art.htm

---

**Matouwac Torch**

**Post: #282**

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

More clarity on Epstein specifically:

The case involved billionaire hedge fund operator Jeffrey Epstein, who **induced minors to prostitute themselves**, and then was granted what appears to be a special, sweetheart deal by the Feds without any victim notification or input, much less approval.

That means pimping, can mean kidnapping, can mean unlawful sexual encounter with a minor (aka pedophilia), human trafficking (interstate and international transport), and profiteering.

Epstein agreed to plead guilty to two state court charges—solicitation of prostitution and solicitation of minors to engage in prostitution—and received an 18 month sentence (of which he served only 13). Under the Federal...
Sentencing Guidelines, a defendant convicted of promoting commercial sex with a minor under these circumstances would be sentenced to significantly more time, at least two and probably three or four times what Epstein received in Florida state court. The non-prosecution agreement also contained a special provision in which the federal prosecutor and Epstein expressed their “anticipat[ion]” that the “agreement will not be made part of any public record.”

http://www.childlaw.us/a_big_win_for_child_crime_vict/

---

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

The Judge who agreed to the deal for Epstein, Judge Deborah Pucillo, was appointed by governor Bob Martinez, in 1988.

Gov. Martinez also employed as his commerce secretary... Jeb Bush.

In 1996, interestingly and sadly enough, Judge Pucillo's mother was MURDERED, allegedly by someone named CAIN.

Judge Pucillo promptly was PROMOTED to Senior Judge in 1999, corresponding exactly to the timing of the new Gov. Jeb Bush being seated.[/b]

She has sat on the boards of the following:

Community Foundation for Palm Beach and Martin Counties, Inc. from 2001-2014, serving as Chair of the Board the past four years.

As chair of the Grants Management Committee and later as Board Chair, Ms. Pucillo was involved in the Foundation's Hunger Initiative which led to the creation of the Palm Beach County Food Bank.

Rosarian Academy,

Nelle Smith Residence for Girls,

Child Protection Team, Inc,

Palm Beach County Council for the Prevention of Domestic Violence,

Health and Human Services Planning Association of Palm Beach County, Inc.,

Center for Creative Education,

Palm Beach Community Alliance,

Mount Holyoke Club of the Greater Palm Beaches,

and the Mary and Robert Pew Public Education Fund.

She also served for six years as a mentor in the Children's Home Society MODEL mentoring program.

Now for someone with such a 'demonstrated' interest in child welfare, three items jump out as being worthy of further exploration...

#1 why let Epstein off with such a ridiculously lame plea deal?
#2 the promotion under Gov Bush, of a democratic judge

#3 the assignment to the Epstein case in general

Many of you will see the bigger picture...

---

**VIRGINIA ON DERSHOWITZ; CHILD ABUSE CABALS**

Virginia Roberts describes her alleged sexual encounters with Alan Dershowitz:

Alan Dershowitz

Full account here: [https://www.dropbox.com/s/65bpx6kew9n7q2...1.pdf?dl=0](https://www.dropbox.com/s/65bpx6kew9n7q2...1.pdf?dl=0)

24. Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz was around Epstein frequently. Dershowitz was so comfortable with the sex that was going on that he would even come and chat with Epstein while I was giving oral sex to Epstein.

25. I had sexual intercourse with Dershowitz at least six times. The first time was when I was about 16, early on in my servitude to Epstein, and it continued until I was 19.

26. The first time we had sex took place in New York in Epstein’s home. It was in Epstein’s room (not the massage room). I was approximately 16 years old at the time. I called Dershowitz “Alan.” I knew he was a famous professor.

27. The second time that I had sex with Dershowitz was at Epstein’s house in Palm Beach. During this encounter, Dershowitz instructed me to both perform oral sex and have sexual intercourse.

28. I also had sex with Dershowitz at Epstein’s Zorro Ranch in New Mexico in the massage room off of the indoor pool area, which was still being painted.

29. We also had sex at Little Saint James Island in the U.S. Virgin Islands. I was...
asked to give Dershowitz a massage on the beach. Dershowitz then asked me to take him somewhere more private, where we proceeded to have intercourse.

So, here is some bonified UNITED STATES legal TESTIMONY from VICTIM Virginia Roberts on famous AMERICAN LAWYER ALAN DOUCHEOWITZ.

Let us see how many PIG HEADED men can come in here and TESTIFY that Virginia Roberts is not a victim and act like the other DOUCHE in the room Mr. Sunday Artist.

So, talking to your buddies while you are getting a blowjob is 'normal behavior' Mr. Artist?

Wow, you ask for an opinion, and then you attack me because you disagree with my opinion, what a tactless, judge mental posset you are.

My sex life is none of your business pervert.

I still say she was a teenage high class prostitute, and it was all about the money.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped.
The Judge who agreed to the deal for Epstein, Judge Deborah Pucillo, was appointed by governor Bob Martinez, in 1988.
http://articles.sun-sentinel.com/1988-02...te-capital

Gov. Martinez also employed as his commerce secretary... Jeb Bush.

In 1996, interestingly and sadly enough, Judge Pucillo's mother was MURDERED, allegedly by someone named CAIN.
http://articles.sun-sentinel.com/1996-08...ach-county

Jud...
Now for someone with such a 'demonstrated' interest in child welfare, three items jump out as being worthy of further exploration...

#1 why let Epstein off with such a ridiculously lame plea deal?

#2 the promotion under Gov Bush, of a democratic judge

#3 the assignment to the Epstein case in general

Many of you will see the bigger picture...

Oh yeah... I think it's called 'embedded'. A back-scratcher. Looks like she had to toss em one of her own for fame and fortune (poor dear old mum).

...to line it up for some folk see the movie The Departed

---

**AkhdalnSolo**

Registered User

User ID: 235752

01-24-2015 10:54 PM

Posts: 789

**Post: #287**

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,S*x Trafficking and Hollywood

And these people seem to be all setting themselves up in charitable organizations and childrens initiative programs so the government always has fresh pools to choose from for every governmental org under the sun, that is, not until they have been through the gamet of conditioning needed to become such agents.

---

**AkhdalnSolo**

Registered User

User ID: 235752

01-24-2015 11:04 PM

Posts: 789

**Post: #288**

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,S*x Trafficking and Hollywood

Jeffrey Epstein's *Little Black Book* contains the names of people who could be described as being a mixture of the *Feudal Elite, Robber Barons, Zionists, Nazis and members of the security services*.

Here are some of the better known names:

Edward de Rothschild
Evelyn de Rothschild
David Rockefeller
Henry Kissinger
Edgar Bronfman
Edward Koch
Michael Bloomberg
Rupert Murdoch
Ehud Barak
Saudi Arabia's Prince Salman
Elizabeth
Prince Andrew
Charlie Althorpe
Viscount William Astor
Lord Alistair McAlpine
Ernst Hanover
Marie Hapsburg
Senator Edward Kennedy
John Kerry
Jimmy Buffet
Peter Soros
Constantine Niarchos (Billionaire).
Laurie Oppenheim
Danny Baker
Sir Anthony Bamford
Baron Bentinck
Conrad Black
David Blaine
Tony Blair
Lauren Booth
Richard Branson
William and Carina Carey
John Cleese
Nicholas Coleridge
Clive Cook
Sophie Dahl
David and Linda Davies
Alan Dershowitz
Jonathan Dimbleby
Bernie Ecclestone
Ben Elliot
Chris Evans
Brian Ferry
Ralph Fiennes
Rocco Forte
Mathew Freud
David Frost
Mariella Frostrup
Lloyd Grossman
Lord Hanson
Marie Helvin
Mr Heseltine
Nick Hurd
Liz Hurley
Michael Jackson
Mick Jagger
Ted Kennedy Jr
Bobby Kennedy
Simon Le Bon
David Linley
Courtney Love
Lord Rothschild and Lord Mandelson
Peter Mandelson
Eric Margolis
Ghislaine Maxwel
Kevin Maxwell
John Micklethwait (Editor in chief of the Economist)
George Milford Haven
Rosa Monckton
Andrew Neil
David Puttnam
Bill Richardson
Gerald Ronson
Charlie Rose
Jessica Rothschild
Hannah Rothschild
Jeffrey Sachs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRITTAN; ELITE CHILD ABUSE RINGS USED TO CONTROL UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://aanirfan.blogspot.co.uk/2015/01/...pears.html">http://aanirfan.blogspot.co.uk/2015/01/...pears.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matouwac Torch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 263983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01-24-2015 11:05 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post: #289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-24-2015 10:43 PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oh yeah... I think it's called 'embedded'. A back-scratcher. Looks like she had to toss em one of her own for fame and fortune (poor dear old mum).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...to line it up for some folk see the movie The Departed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exactly. And little old me with 1 minute worth of googling. Imagine the depth of knowledge around these connections of say the Justice Department, the FBI, NSA, covens/cults within Florida, the local brotherhood secret societies, and obviously foreign intel organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yet mysteriously no mention of the connections anywhere...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting the picture yet? I know you do, OP. Hopefully some of the stragglers will soon see the harsh reality taking shape before them as the veil of the control matrix continues to lift, and it becomes clearer and more obvious to all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alas, those still asleep will be jumping up and down to choose between predatory Satanists Bush or Clinton once again in 2016 if nothing significant changes. Illustrating a double dose of being spellbound- 1. believing elections are real, that people have a choice in the Hegelian dialectic of two sides of the same coin (blue or red? Blue AND red is purple, the color of royalty), that democracy is a populist benefit, and that ANYONE can be elected. 2. not seeing who these evil, in-human, blood drinking, psychopaths and their families are and have been.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Casperkinus Torch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 235752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01-24-2015 11:10 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post: #290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-24-2015 06:10 PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Now back to someone relevant.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VIRGINIA ON DERSHOWITZ; CHILD ABUSE CABALS**

Virginia Roberts describes her alleged sexual encounters with Alan Dershowitz:
Alan Dershowitz

Full account here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/65bpx6kew9n7q2...1.pdf?dl=0

24. Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz was around Epstein frequently.

Dershowitz was so comfortable with the sex that was going on that he would even come and chat with Epstein while I was giving oral sex to Epstein.

25. I had sexual intercourse with Dershowitz at least six times. The first time was when I was about 16, early on in my servitude to Epstein, and it continued until I was 19.

26. The first time we had sex took place in New York in Epstein’s home. It was in Epstein’s room (not the massage room). I was approximately 16 years old at the time. I called Dershowitz “Alan.” I knew he was a famous professor.

27. The second time that I had sex with Dershowitz was at Epstein’s house in Palm Beach. During this encounter, Dershowitz instructed me to both perform oral sex and have sexual intercourse.

28. I also had sex with Dershowitz at Epstein’s Zorro Ranch in New Mexico in the massage room off of the indoor pool area, which was still being painted.

29. We also had sex at Little Saint James Island in the U.S. Virgin Islands. I was asked to give Dershowitz a massage on the beach. Dershowitz then asked me to take him somewhere more private, where we proceeded to have intercourse.

So, here is some bonified UNITED STATES legal TESTIMONY from VICTIM Virginia Roberts on famous AMERICAN LAWYER ALAN DOUCHEOWITZ

Let us see how many PIG HEADED men can come in here and TESTIFY that Virginia Roberts is not a victim and act like the other DOUCHE in the room Mr. Sunday Artist.

So, talking to your buddies while you are getting a blowjob is 'normal behavior' Mr. Artist?

He was in all the same places, knew all the same people at all the same times. His friend is his client and his friend is a known child trafficking paedophile who served prison time. But Mr Dershowitz is unknowing of all this, doesn't know any of the Jane Does. He challenged her to speak out so he could sue, she has and he hasn't. He has 'unimpeachable witnesses' but in a paedophile trafficking ring for the super rich he would, wouldn't he?

3) Alan Dershowitz - Alan Dershowitz, close buddy of Jeffrey Epstein, is a complete & utter pedophile: just ask former Epstein sex slave Virginia Roberts http://mondoweiss.net/2015/01/dershowitz...g-underage


5) July 2010 The Billionaire Pedophile’s Sex Den - Conchita Sarnoff - http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/20...x-den.html

From Robert Morrow 512-306-1510

Attached (above) is the probable cause affidavit that the police filed on Jeffrey Epstein in May, 2006 after an 11 month investigation into this mega-pedophile by Florida police.

The reason Jeffrey Epstein was let off the hook after massive amounts of pedophilic crimes was because he was providing underage girls for sexual purposes to many of his power broker friends - people who are national and internationally known; people you often or sometimes see on TV. Epstein should have been put away for 20 years; instead he served 13 months just having to sleep at night in jail. The names listed below are just a starter list for Jeffrey Epstein’s pedophile friends who he pandered underage girls to. By no means at all is this an inclusive list of Jeffrey Epstein’s pedophile friends.

Jeffrey Epstein - Wikipedia page.

Epstein’s net worth was $2 billion and he hired as lawyers Alan Dershowitz, Ken Starr and Roy Black of Miami. But money and high profile lawyers is not why Epstein got off the hook. Any person who spent significant time with Jeffrey Epstein knew exactly what that man was about: a man having sex with underage girls and who was providing them to his buddies. Epstein was (is) a human 50 foot neon sign flashing “Pedophilia” and the too young girls were constantly around him. Some of Epstein’s power broker friends were:

1) Bill Clinton - 17 trips with Epstein including 10 to Pedophile Island. Epstein had 21 ways to contact Clinton. I am 100% sure that Epstein was pandering Bill Clinton underage girls to have sex with during the time period 2002 -2005. This was also during Clinton’s “Ron Burkle” era. Web link: http://www.themorninggun.com/buster/bill...ein-908671

I commented to an investigator into Epstein that with Bill’s deep history as a rapist and serial sexual predator the odds of Bill not being pandered underage girls by Epstein would be like one in one million. And the counter-reply to me was that it was more like one in one billion that Clinton was not being pandered underage girls. One of the sex victim lawyers had told this investigator into Jeffrey Epstein that, of course, Bill Clinton was being provided underage girls to have sex with. No-brainer.

2) Prince Andrew - British royalty - Jeffrey Epstein and his girlfriend Ghislaine Maxwell pandered Epstein sex slave Virginia Roberts to Prince Andrew multiple times. The victim girls say Prince Andrew was very sexually sadistic; they despised this sick, twisted creature.

3) Ehud Barak, the former Prime Minister of Israel (1999-2001) - pedophile being pandered underage girls by Epstein. Former Israeli Minister of Defense and also a deputy Israeli prime minister under Binyamin Netanyahu from 2009 to 2013.

4) Les Wexner - billionaire businessman who owns the Limited and Victoria’s Secret. Wexner is a hardcore pedophile from Ohio who has given Jeffrey Epstein huge amounts of money. Wexner likes to have sex with underage girls; that is why he was such good friends with pedophilic ringmaster Jeffrey Epstein. Wexner gave $250,000 to Restore Our Future, a Mitt Romney super Pac. Wexner also hosted a fundraiser for Romney. Wexner also gave $65 million to Ohio State University.
5) **Jean Luc Brunel** - a very key player in Epstein’s pedophile ring. Epstein gave him $1 million for his modeling agency which was really designed to funnel in underage girls for sex by Epstein and his pedophilic circle.

6) **Bill Richardson**, former Democratic governor of New Mexico - pedophile being pandered underage girls by Epstein. Richardson’s name was circled by Epstein’s butler as being a pedophile. Bruce King, former Democratic governor of New Mexico, and who died in 2009 at age 85, was also being pandered girls by Epstein.

8) **Larry Summers**, former Treasury Secretary - like Alan Dershowitz, he is from Harvard and was close to Epstein.

9) **Kevin Spacey** - actor in House of Cards. People tell me Spacey is gay and my response is “Have you ever heard of the word bisexual?” Spacey very good friends with 2 bigtime pedophiles: Jeffrey Epstein and Bill Clinton. Spacey, big Hollywood star, has 3.78 million Twitter followers.

10) **Chris Tucker** - actor. Like Kevin Spacey, Chris Tucker spent a lot of time hanging out with mega-pedophile Jeffrey Epstein.

11) **Donald Trump** - businessman. Trump’s name was circled by Epstein’s butler as being pandered girls by Epstein.

NyMag: And yet if you talk to Donald Trump, a different Epstein emerges. “I’ve known Jeff for fifteen years. Terrific guy,” Trump booms from a speaker phone. "He's a lot of fun to be with. It is even said that he likes beautiful women as much as I do, and many of them are on the younger side. No doubt about it -- Jeffrey enjoys his social life." Link:http://nymag.com/nymetro/news/people/n_7912/

12) **Alan Dershowitz** - longtime friend of Epstein as well as one of his defense lawyers. Dershowitz was the one who negociated that absurd plea bargain for Epstein that gave him a 13 months (served) sentence and a 16 hour/day day pass so he could spend most of his time in his mansion. Epstein sex slave Virginia Roberts has said that Epstein made her have sex with Dershowitz numerous times. The real question is how many other underage girls was Dershowitz having sex with? Virginia Roberts says Dershowitz also witnessed Epstein’s pedophilic activities.


Oh, so what I'm acertaining here now for the first time is that Epstein's Butler, who recently died, CIRCLED a bunch of these names he knew were involved in human trafficking and rape.
I'd love to take more time and dig into this question of morality that so many men today in this world seem to struggle with but at this moment just isn't the time or space since there is so much more to cover within the scope of this Epstein case.

There will be plenty of time to scratch at the surface of the distortions that run through the American psyche concerning sexuality like those of Mr. Sunday Artist.

---

**AkhdanSolo**  
Registered User  
User ID: 235752  
01-24-2015 11:49 PM  
Posts: 789

**Post: #294**  
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood  
The VIP Pedophile friends of Mega-Pedophile Jeffrey Epstein  
http://1984arkansasmotheroftheyear.blogs...-mega.html

---

**AkhdanSolo**  
Registered User  
User ID: 235752  
01-24-2015 11:54 PM  
Posts: 789

**Post: #295**  
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood  
2006 Probable Cause Affidavit for Mega-Pedophile Jeffrey Epstein

Police Case#: 05-368 (1)  
Defendant: Jeffrey Epstein  
Race/Sex: White Male  
DOB: 01-20-1953  
Charges: Unlawful Sexual Activity with a Minor (4) counts  
Lewd and Lascivious Molestation

From March 15, 2005, through February 2006, the Palm Beach Police Department conducted a sexual battery investigation involving Jeffrey Epstein, Sarah Kellen and Haley Robson. Sworn taped statements were taken from five victims and seventeen witnesses concerning massages and unlawful sexual activity that took place at the residence of Jeffrey Epstein, 358 El Brillo Way, Palm Beach. Several of the victims were recruited by and brought to the residence by Haley Robson to perform massages for Epstein, for which Robson received monetary compensation. During the visit they would be introduced to Sarah Kellen, Epstein’s assistant, who in turn would record their telephone numbers and name. The victims would be brought to Epstein’s bedroom to provide the massage. Epstein would enter the room and order the victims to remove their clothing to provide the massage. As the victims complied and provided the massages, Epstein would rub his fingers on their vaginas. On occasion, Epstein would introduce a massager/vibrator and rub the victims vaginas as they provided the massage. On three separate occasions, Epstein had intercourse and inserted his penis/fingers in the victims vaginas. At the conclusion of the massages the victims were paid sums of money ranging from $5200 - $51,000. The facts, as reported, are as follows:

On 03/15/2005, A fourteen year old white female, hereinafter referred to as “SG,” dob 05/13/1990, and her family reported unlawful sexual activity which occurred at a residence within the Town of Palm Beach. SG reported that a subject known to her as “Jeff” had touched her vaginal area with a vibrator/massager while within his residence. “Jeff” was later identified as Jeffrey Epstein through a photo line up. During a sworn taped interview, SG stated that Haley Robson, dob 04/09/1986, a cousin of SG’s boyfriend and classmate at Royal Palm Beach High School, worked for a wealthy man and did sexual favors for him. She also admitted that Robson had offered her an opportunity to make money. During the beginning of the month of February 2005, SG explained that she was first approached by Robson to go with her to Epstein’s house. SG stated that Robson along with a Hispanic female, later identified as Scrim Figueroa, pick her up at her father’s
house on a Sunday. SG was not sure of the exact dates but knew it was a Sunday. SG told her father that they were going shopping but in reality Robson drove them to Palm Beach. During the drive a conversation occurred between Robson and SG whereas Robson reportedly told SG that if Jeff asked her age, she should say she was eighteen. It was later confirmed by the SG’s father that Robson picked his daughter up on February 6, 2005. According to SG’s father, Robson drove a pick up truck.

SG described Epstein’s house as a two-story pink house with a Cadillac Escalade parked in the driveway. She recalled that Jeff’s house was on a dead end street. Upon arriving at the house SG stated that they walked up a driveway, past what appeared to be a small guard/security room. A man approached them asking what they wanted. Robson stated they were there to see Epstein. The man allowed them to continue walking up to the house. SG stated the man told them that Epstein was not there but was expected back. He allowed them to enter the house, via the kitchen. He offered them something to drink while they waited inside. Shortly thereafter, Epstein and his assistant, described as white female with blond hair and later identified as Sarah Kellen, entered the kitchen. Epstein introduced himself to SG. SG described Epstein as being approximately forty-five years old, having a long face and bushy eyebrows, with graying hair.

Robson and Epstein left the kitchen leaving SG alone in the kitchen. They returned a short time later. They all spoke briefly in the kitchen. SG was instructed to follow Kellen upstairs. SG recalled walking up a flight of stairs, lined with photographs, to a room that had a massage table in it. Upon entering the room there was a large bathroom to the right and a hot pink and green sofa in the room. There was a door on each side of the sofa. SG recalled there being a mural of a naked woman in the room, as well as several photographs of naked women on a shelf. Kellen told the victim that Epstein would be up in a second.

Epstein entered the room wearing only a towel and told SG to take off her clothes. SG stated Epstein was stern when he told her to take off her clothes. SG said she did not know what to do as she was the only one there in the room so she took off her shirt leaving her bra on. Epstein had removed his towel and told the SG to take off everything. SG stated Epstein was nude when he took his towel off, placing it on the floor as he laid down on the table. SG stated she then removed her pants leaving her thong panties on. Epstein then instructed her to give him a massage pointing to a specific lotion for her to use. As SG began to give Epstein the massage, he told her to get on his back. SG stated she was the only one there in the room so she took off her shirt leaving her bra on. Epstein then instructed her to massage him, telling her to go clockwise or counter clockwise. Epstein then turned over and instructed SG to massage his chest. SG was now standing on the ground and resumed massaging Epstein’s chest area. SG stated Epstein stood up onto the small of her back as she massaged his chest and shoulder area, Epstein then turned to his side and started to rub his penis in an up and down motion. Epstein then pulled out a purple vibrator and began to...

http://1984arkansasmotheroftheyear.blogs...-mega.html

Just to make sure folks aren't missing the point on who we are dealing with here...

(Mat this post was last modified: 01-24-2015 11:56 PM by AkhaldanSolo.)

---

**Matouwac Torch**

Post: #296

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

The fact that Epstein is even still alive shows the confidence in his loyalty and silence from those very capable of seeing to his untimely demise.

Either that, or dude has a 'package' that, 'in the event of his death...', the classic insurance policy.

The heat is now exceedingly focused on all of his associations, and they are surely not liking it.

---

**AkhaldanSolo**

Post: #297

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

---
AM
Posts: 789

Lord Alistair McAlpine, who was at the centre of the child abuse scandal in the UK, is listed.
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2015/01/eps...isted.html

---

AkhaldanSolo
Registered User
User ID: 235752
01-25-2015 12:20 AM
Posts: 789

Post: #298
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

And another one mysteriously turns up dead from a heart attack...
Leon Brittan (above) has been accused by the UK Member of Parliament Jim Hood of ‘improper conduct with children’.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/l...abuse.html

Which part of Israel do you think he’s living in now?
Leon Brittan faced police questioning that he was at parties where boys were killed.

http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/le...ar_twitter

‘Nothing lies like a Jewish cemetery’ - Greg Hallett.

(AkhaldanSolo)
Are paedophile politicians about to fake their own deaths?

One idea being touted by the Israeli-loving filth is to stage the deaths of one or more of the prominent politicians accused of raping young boys. The deaths would be attributed to a ‘heart condition’ or similar, and the public wouldn’t bat an eyelid due to the age of the accused. The apparent ‘stress’ they’ve been under would also be quoted as a contributing factor. This is exactly what happened in the case of Robert McAlpine who is allegedly not dead at all but hiding out in a secret location bricking himself that he might one day be discovered. Another pretend death is allegedly that of Westminster Councillor, Simon Milton, who was best friends with Shirley ‘I’ve legged it to Israel’ Porter. Some claim Simon didn’t die at all but is living a reclusive life in Tel-Aviv. It’s a little known fact that many ‘British’ politicians are in fact Israeli and hold dual nationality. It would be quite easy say for the likes of Leon Brittan or Greville Janner to slip away in the dead of night and catch the first flight back to their homeland. The very next morning the headlines would be filled with the news of their ‘death’ and the inquiry could go ahead with it’s most prominent suspects out of the way.

https://thecolemanexperience.wordpress.com/2014/09/24/deaths/

Yeah, in my experience people like you who so vehemently condone the actions of others are often worse offenders themselves.

I never condoned teenage prostitution. That you are so quick to judge me when you know absolutely nothing about me demonstrates that you are the sick puppy.

I pointed out that this happens, most likely most of the super rich people engage in this sort of stuff, but this is all about a political hit piece, and nothing more.

LoP Guest Wrote: (01-24-2015 10:10 PM)
Quote: Wow, you ask for an opinion, and then you attack me because you disagree with my opinion, what a tactless, judge mental posset you are.

My sex life is none of your business pervert.

I still say she was a teenage high class prostitute, and it was all about the money.

There is no such thing as a 16 year old prostitute as girls under the age of 16 are protected by the law from people like you. So what age in your mind is it wrong to have sex with a minor if it is not 16. Is it 14 would she still be a teenage prostitute then? How about 12, maybe 10, what about 5? You are one sick person and I would state if you condone having sex with any minor you are one sick pervert.

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped
Are UK whistleblowers getting harassed and incarcerated before the lid get blown off the Pedocracy?

Seems to be a small bit of controversy over at TheColemanExperience:

Regarding the Coleman Experience, I went back and noticed two quite long absences in mid 2013, between July and September, both of around four weeks. The last article there "Cameron Must Go" was published on December 5th, so that is now six or seven weeks ago, a much longer absence than was previously. A similar thing happened with a fellow named Greg Hallett, who lives in New Zealand and wrote a book entitled "Hitler Was a British Agent." Much less prominent than Coleman obviously, but he seems to have completely disappeared quite a while ago. Given the edgy nature of the material there may be the possibility that the site has been subjected to some type of legal injunction, many of the people Coleman told the truth about have access to tremendous legal resources. May be clutching at straws, I still go to the Coleman experience everyday in the expectation of something new and will keep doing so until I learn otherwise.

And, According to this, Ben Fellows is in the UK and facing charges:

http://www.birminghammail.co.uk/news/sol...se-8486365

Comment:
Does anyone know how Chris Spivey got on yesterday and if he's ok? He hasn't blogged anything for a few days and he was up against some bent cops in court yesterday.
all about a political hit piece, and nothing more.

**LoP Guest** Wrote: (01-24-2015 10:10 PM)
There is no such thing as a 16 year old prostitute as girls under the age of 16 are protected by the law from people like you. So what age in your mind is it wrong to have sex with a minor if it is not 16. Is it 14 would she still be a teenage prostitute then? How about 12, maybe 10, what about 5? You are one sick person and i would state if you condone having sex with any minor you are one sick pervert.

*Classic* Doublespeak, total agent or a complete wanker. Have you even read an IOTA of material on this thread.

You *must* just go away. Grown men... oooops, I'm sorry Sir.... younger men with brighter minds have some work to do... could you run along and get your easel and watercolors ready for tomorrow for us Grampappy?

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>TheSundayArtist</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>User ID:</strong> 281593</td>
<td><strong>Posts:</strong> 2,041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>01-25-2015 12:50 AM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

The problem is that Elvis had his first hit in 1954, before "Joseph Mengele" "the lead programmer," could set up his monarch plan in the US.

According to your source programming for these slaves has to begin when they are 3 years old, and Elvis was 3 years old in 1938, about two decades before the programming had been developed.

Thus, your source is not credible.

**Matouwac Torch** Wrote: (01-24-2015 08:25 PM)
For the lazy...

"The rock industry programming started with Elvis Presley, who very likely was a programmed slave and who's programmer was his manager, Col. Tom Parker"

The below excerpt is from the above book by Springmeier/Wheeler, chapter 12:

"Many of the movies and shows use Monarch slaves as actors & performers: such as Rosanne Barr, Bette Mittler, Marilyn Monroe, Loretta Lynn, Crystal Gayle and possibly Wayne Newton (a child singing protégé, who never wrote a check for himself in his life). They also use lots of slave handlers such as Frank Sinatra, Peter Lawford, & Bob Hope. And occasionally they use programmers such as Anton LaVey, Jerry Lee Lewis. Cisco, the co-author of this book, while in the Illuminati, was given repeated reason to believe that Elvis Presley was also a Multiple programmed by the Illuminati."

Oh wait... so this technology of mind-control is older than the CIA? Who'd a thunk it? Yes it is ANCIENT, as ancient as man. When one expands their concept of the 'possible' more things become understandable.

A great link on mind-control programming:
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/har...ol_art.htm

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>AkaldanSolo</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Post:</strong> #304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The problem is that Elvis had his first hit in 1954, before "Joseph Mengele" "the lead programmer," could set up his monarch plan in the US.

According to your source programming for these slaves has to begin when they are 3 years old, and Elvis was 3 years old in 1938, about two decades before the programming had been developed.

Thus, your source is not credible.

Matouwac Torch  Wrote: (01-24-2015 08:25 PM)
For the lazy...

"The rock industry programming started with Elvis Presley, who very likely was a programmed slave and who's programmer was his manager, Col. Tom Parker"

The below excerpt is from the above book by Springmeier/Wheeler, chapter 12:

"Many of the movies and shows use Monarch slaves as actors & performers: such as Rosanne Barr, Bette Mittler, Marilyn Monroe, Loretta Lynn, Crystal Gayle and possibly Wayne Newton (a child singing protégé, who never wrote a check for himself in his life). They also use lots of slave handlers such as Frank Sinatra, Peter Lawford, & Bob Hope. And occasionally they use programmers such as Anton LaVey, Jerry Lee Lewis. Cisco, the co-author of this book, while in the Illuminati, was given repeated reason to believe that Elvis Presley was also a Multiple programmed by the Illuminati."

Oh wait... so this technology of mind-control is older than the CIA? Who'd a thunk it? Yes it is ANCIENT, as ancient as man. When one expands their concept of the 'possible' more things become understandable.

A great link on mind-control programming:
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/har...ol_art.htm

YOU must be really old or just have selective hearing from being married so long or something because if you would read ANY of the material presented here or in any of my other threads you would see that some of the same things were already going on in America and WWII was an American business venture... then they moved all their goons back over here to complete another phase...

Elvis could quite easily fir into both paradigms because he was in the military. Period.

Clueless.
worse offenders themselves.

I never condoned teenage prostitution. That you are so quick to judge me when you know absolutely nothing about me demonstrates that you are the sick puppy.

I pointed out that this happens, most likely most of the super rich people engage in this sort of stuff, but this is all about a political hit piece, and nothing more.

Classic Doublespeak, total agent or a complete wanker. Have you even read an IOTA of material on this thread.

You must just go away. Grown men... oooops, I'm sorry Sir.... younger men with brighter minds have some work to do... could you run along and get your easel and watercolors ready for tomorrow for us Grampappy?

"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"
https://www.createspace.com/5034650

God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped
I am tired of pummeling unarmed opponents in a battle of wits.
God created the world, and we woke up in it. Ancient man, newly aware beings, discovered that the world existed beyond the moment, things were going on that they did not understand. Here they were, in this vast world that did not end, that went on forever, and never stopped.

(See last modified: 01-25-2015 03:28 AM by TheSundayArtist.)

Are UK whistleblowers getting harassed and incarcerated before the lid get blown off the Pedocracy?

Seems to be a small bit of controversy over at TheColemanExperience:

Regarding the Coleman Experience, I went back and noticed two quite long absences in mid 2013 between July and September, both of around four weeks. The last article there “Cameron Must Go” was published on December 5th, so that is now six or seven weeks ago, a much longer absence than was previously. A similar thing happened with a fellow named Greg Hallett, who lives in New
Zealand and wrote a book entitled "Hitler Was a British Agent." Much less prominent than Coleman obviously, but he seems to have completely disappeared quite a while ago. Given the edgy nature of the material there may be the possibility that the site has been subjected to some type of legal injunction, many of the people Coleman told the truth about have access to tremendous legal resources. May be clutching at straws, I still go to the Coleman experience everyday in the expectation of something new and will keep doing so until I learn otherwise.

And, According to this, Ben Fellows is in the UK and facing charges:

http://www.birminghammail.co.uk/news/sol...se-8486365

Comment:
Does anyone know how Chris Spivey got on yesterday and if he's ok? He hasn't blogged anything for a few days and he was up against some bent cops in court yesterday.

---

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 277821
01-25-2015 05:49 AM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

TheSundayArtist Wrote: (01-19-2015 11:43 PM)
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-14-2015 05:01 AM)

Another installment:

BILL COSBY PART III - SAMMY DAVIS, JR., SHARON TATE, SATANISM & BLACK SATANIC CABAL
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...nic-cabal/

I found your link to be pretty interesting. I think the whole interpretations of hand signs is completely off. I don't think the Masons are an evil organization, at the time of the revolutionary war, they were the good guys, and they probably still are.

One of the problems I also see with these theories is that there are no organizations identified as the good guys, and when a comparison is made between first world nations and third world nations, there should be some acknowledgement that some groups are doing something right.

While the US has a lot of hang ups about teenage sex, the rest of the world certainly does not. Even in most first world nations, an adult having consensual sex with a teenager is not a crime. In third world nations it is quite acceptable, and even preteen sex in some countries.

From everything I have read, the MKUltra CIA stuff is fairly real and it would be very difficult to determine just how depraved they are.

What makes you think MK ultra is real?

---

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 277821
01-25-2015 05:51 AM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

I look into their eyes and I don't see the evil in them that people write of.
LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 227726
01-25-2015 05:53 AM

Post: #311
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
LoP Guest Wrote: (01-25-2015 05:49 AM)
TheSundayArtist Wrote: (01-19-2015 11:43 PM)
I found your link to be pretty interesting. I think the whole interpretations of hand signs is completely off. I don't think the Masons are an evil organization, at the time of the revolutionary war, they were the good guys, and they probably still are.

One of the problems I also see with these theories is that there are no organizations identified as the good guys, and when a comparison is made between first world nations and third world nations, there should be some acknowledgement that some groups are doing something right.

While the US has a lot of hang ups about teenage sex, the rest of the world certainly does not. Even in most first world nations, an adult having consensual sex with a teenager is not a crime. In third world nations it is quite accepte, and even preteen sex in some countries.

From everything I have read, the MKUltra CIA stuff is fairly real and it would be very difficult to determine just how depraved they are.

What makes you think MK ultra is real?

well lets see it could be the declassified documents or the many court cases its victims have won...

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 277821
01-25-2015 06:05 AM

Post: #312
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
LoP Guest Wrote: (01-25-2015 05:53 AM)
LoP Guest Wrote: (01-25-2015 05:49 AM)
What makes you think MK ultra is real?

well lets see it could be the declassified documents or the many court cases its victims have won...

do you have those links documented so that I may read them
Im planning a career in humanitarian law, International

As far as I am concerned corporations should be tried at the Hague for war crimes, their CEO's etc

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 277821
01-25-2015 06:06 AM

Post: #313
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
LoP Guest Wrote: (01-25-2015 06:05 AM)
LoP Guest Wrote: (01-25-2015 05:53 AM)
well lets see it could be the declassified documents or the many court cases its victims have won...

do you have those links documented so that I may read them
Im planning a career in humanitarian law, International

As far as I am concerned corporations should be tried at the Hague for war crimes, their CEO's etc

loP Guest Wrote: (01-25-2015 06:06 AM)
LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-25-2015 06:05 AM)
do you have those links documented so that I may read them
Im planning a career in humanitarian law, International
As far as I am concerned corporations should be tried at the Hague for war crimes, their CEO's etc
crimes against humanity, no of any?
off the top of my head I can list one major one, that I know of
Gold miners

LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-25-2015 05:53 AM)
well lets see it could be the declassified documents or the many court cases its victims have won...
do you have those links documented so that I may read them
Im planning a career in humanitarian law, International
As far as I am concerned corporations should be tried at the Hague for war crimes, their CEO's etc
this is as good a place to start as any
http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/...t-mkultra/
we've had a few cases go to court here in canada as well.

LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-25-2015 06:38 AM)
As far as I am concerned corporations should be tried at the Hague for war crimes, their CEO's etc
this is as good a place to start as any
http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/...t-mkultra/
we've had a few cases go to court here in canada as well.
Oh dear. They won't like it when I start lecturing. I'll keep my mouth shut till I'm done law school

LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-25-2015 06:36 AM)
Do you have those links documented so that I may read them
I'm planning a career in humanitarian law, International

LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-25-2015 06:05 AM)
do you have those links documented so that I may read them
I'm planning a career in humanitarian law, International
As far as I am concerned corporations should be tried at the Hague for war crimes, their CEO's etc
this is as good a place to start as any
http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/...t-mkultra/
we've had a few cases go to court here in canada as well.
loP Guest

User ID: 277821
01-25-2015 06:39 AM

Post: #317
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

LoP Guest  Wrote: (01-25-2015 06:38 AM)
this is as good a place to start as any
http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/..t-mkultra/
we've had a few cases go to court here in canada as well.

Canada has reaped havoc in Africa gold miners. There's one.

You wonder where boko came from? Displacement of wealth poverty = desperation. Who is next

QUOTE

loP Guest

User ID: 277821
01-25-2015 06:41 AM

Post: #318
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

So a private court trying corporations and fining countries for their part in crimes against humanity. For get about military and presidents.

QUOTE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matouwac Torch</td>
<td>LoP Guest</td>
<td>LoP Guest</td>
<td>LoP Guest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lop guest</td>
<td>User ID: 263983</td>
<td>User ID: 277821</td>
<td>User ID: 277821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I found your link to be pretty interesting. I think the whole interpretations of hand signs is completely off. I don't think the Masons are an evil organization, at the time of the revolutionay war, they were the good guys, and they probably still are.</td>
<td>What makes you think MK ultra is real?</td>
<td>You must be new to this world of CT. No worries. Here:</td>
<td>Ty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One of the problems I also see with these theories is that there are no organizations identified as the good guys, and when a comparison is made between first world nations and third world nations, there should be some acknowledgement that some groups are doing something right.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While the US has a lot of hang ups about teenage sex, the rest of the world certainly does not. Even in most first world nations, an adult having consensual sex with a teenager is not a crime. In third world nations it is quite accepte, and even preteen sex in some countries.</td>
<td>You must be new to this world of CT. No worries. Here:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From everything I have read, the MKUltra CIA stuff is fairly real and it would be very difficult to determine just how depraved they are.</td>
<td></td>
<td>So the majority of people haven't been experimented on. It's hard to believe unless you've experienced it yourself.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**You must be new to this world of CT. No worries. Here:**
trying corporations making them pay time or some kind of punishment is something I would endorse

those guilty of evil activity connected with a child will be left the best judge of all God
eternity in the lake of fire

---

Post: #323
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
this should be pinned

---

Post: #324
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-22-2015 08:33 AM)

AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-22-2015 07:50 AM)
I mean, I'm tryna crank it back around to Prince Andy...

it's still... relevant.

link to image: http://stashpit.com/upload/big/2015/01/2...a00d29.jpg

Right!??!

So right!

Peep this, re: Prince Philip husband to Queen Elizabeth, father to Charles AND ANDREW, Grandfather to William & Harry...

"initiated into Freemasonry at Navy Lodge No 2612, London, on December 5, 1952:

"Present at the initiation were the Earl of Scarborough, grand master...and Geoffrey Fisher, archbishop of Canterbury. The lodge has many ties with the royal family as King Edward VII served as its first master in 1896 when he was Prince of Wales. King George VI...served as master when he was Duke of York. In 1928 H.R.H. Duke of Kent...was master and later became grand master of the Grand Lodge of England." – William Denslow,10,000 Famous Freemasons, 1957."

____________________

Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, reaches 60 years as a member of the Craft

http://www.freemasonrytoday.com/ugle-sgc...-freemason

____________________

Royal Nazi History
http://ryanpaul.ca/british-royal-family-nazi-history/

____________________
Freemasonry and the British Monarchy
Why the Queen of England Pretends to be a Christian
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/2012/J...-queen.htm

Prince Philip: Is this the sickest man in the UK?
http://www.hangthebankers.com/prince-phi...in-the-uk/

The British Royal Family Supported Hitler and the Nazis
Prince Charles Compares Putin to Hitler - Remark ironic considering Saxe-Coburg-Gotha royals loved Hitler and the Nazis
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-british...is/5383589

A list of infamous British Freemasons and Bilderberg attendees
http://fallingmasonry.info/masonic-notables.html

Have we established enough linkages yet?

THESE PEOPLE HAVE US DISTRACTED WITH BULLSHIT AND DIVISION AMONGST OURSELVES TO DEFLECT ATTENTION FROM THEM.

of course, its a battle between two families the seed of satan and the seed of Eve, Mary

---

Post: #325
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Anonymous24 January 2015 at 16:36

Most MPs and Congress are obliged to sign on to 'Friends of Israel'. That is the Talmud which describes non-jews as cattle, work slaves to be used and lied to for the 'jews who are not jews' as the Bible describes them. The Talmud promotes sex with children and thinks it is ok, especially when it involves abusing the 'goy'. So it should be no surprise that the Yesminster and Whitewash idiots are surprised to discover that the 'Friends of Israel' is a hateful plot by the Talmudists, and the City of London Ratchilds in particular.

The kind world of most people is being cheated and abused by the powerbrokers who are shameless, ruthless, bankrupt. The House of Saud are originally nomadic jews who stayed in Arabia.

See a pattern? See the disgusting, deceitful, conceited Talmud in action.

See folks. THIS is a comment from a viewer of a very popular blog that I subscribe to. I'M not the one, personally, that writes this stuff. See, I'm just a messenger.

I'm not the only one that believes this stuff.

You all wanna kill the messenger dontcha?

See, I did this research you see. I've done a ton of the stuff. You wouldn't believe the breadth of material that I've had to cover to reach some of the epiphany's that I have had to reach. But, The f**ked up part of it all is that I could guide each and every one of you down that very same path and you STILL wouldn't believe me, with cites and references through the Eleusian mysteries, Pythagoras, Plato and Socrates to Nietzsche, Freud, Lichtenstein, Jung, Gurdjieff, Buddha and Buddhism, Hinduism and the Vedas, Sitchin to Hancock to
Anthony West, Freemasonry, Templars and the 'Illuminati', as well as the elusive "Annunaki", right on down to all the modern stuff we are learning about the Occult and all it's dangers. Because, as I have learned with any esoteric study, and as with the beauty of how the universe works... I, personally, am not privy to how you see things in this world but, as well as you are allowed to see things different from me, we, as a species, are all the same and very similar in so many respects that...

I am at a crossroads where I am at a standstill as to where time and space meet. I am confronted daily by people that deny the very truths that are presented to them at this very moment in space and time and yet, they continue to deny to see the truth of something huge...

...and I wonder what horror lay in store for the human race if enough of us don't wake up to the tasks that have been placed before us.

In one way or another, regardless if you believe that we have a soul and that soul is being put through several layers of tests before it can be redeemed as a pure soul that can pass on to another purer realm then you are sadly mistaken if you don't think that is part of the reality of what has been going on. This IS a matter of life and death for your soul that has to learn what the difference between good and evil is before we ourselves can be trusted enough in this universe to possess a higher place in this universe. "God" has to know if we can be trusted with higher responsibilities whatever that may be.

'It' knows we sin. That was a pure message from someone that could tap in to the Universal intelligence long enough to realize how free we really are in this universe. But, at the same time so limited.

This message should not be diluted by dogma.

This is the truest message of one of the only messengers of this kind of message by an entity that human has come to collectively call Jesus. And, the same message has come forth by a man that only tried to continue the same message named Mohammad. Many prophets for your time have all tried to tell you the same truth. But, out of the same vices that destroyed your creators and NOT your God you condemn each other out of a knowledge not lost but not sought by most of you. This is an ignorance your captors have come to punish you for although they are the ones who have created those very same chains of bondage.

Jesus was one of the only ones that told you to throw the money-changers out of the temple. Regardless of what his lineal and hereditary links were to the Temple of Jerusalem was what he was ultimately saying is that he and his people were sick of being oppressed by the Roman's. He saw the system as going against the spiritual grain of the heart and spirit of the Jewish people with all of the inside and backdoor deals the Pharisees of Talmudic Judaism and Organized Christianity (Primarily Paulism) which turned into Catholicism and was so heavily bent on destroying all remnants of the mysterious and relevant culture of the true spiritual lineage of the Jews that were connected to secrets of antiquity that included ancient Egypt, Babylon, Atlantis, Lemuria, and so on. ALL of it wrapped up in a cute little package that retained a large amount of power in a very small amount of hands for a very long time.

Well now the genie is out of the bottle. Beside a few key facts we know WHO started this whole mess, and I may be terribly distorted but who knows but I would like to think something similar to this case may be true:

We, as human beings, have lived in a place of harmony, as well as any creature could live in harmony as a so called 12 DNA strand individual on a planet in a remote part of an unexplored galaxy in the armpit of the great universe that just IS. We, it, Gaia, Earth... being in this remote place, perfect enough to sustain life but not yet seeded, as all life in the Universe is intentionally and consciously seeded in the whole of the Universe as a continuation of life that has already been tasked to seed life in this Universe . We lived in a great library of floral fauna and biological life. In harmony with Mother nature and all manner of man and beast. Dinosaur may or may not have been a kind of security system for the precious and unstable life that existed in this part of this galaxy, along with it's valuable resources. We lived according to laws that human being cannot quite grasp at this moment in time. Maybe so, but all life in the universe must obey the same laws that you yourselves observe within space and time, meaning there is an echelon of "God's" physical creations that are tasked with seeding life in the Universe in stages very similar to your masonic degrees or your harmonic wavelength... As above So Below's multiplicitious meaning connotates in one sense that all life must proceed from something and therefore in the physical universe from some other physical entity already existing in this Universe with the sole task of seeding life in this Universe. But this flow was interrupted by those that usurp. Another entity not so favorable to the Ying of the Universal flow saw the resources in this planet, therefore, what life that was here was captured and made to be less than what we were. Part of the big con is to convince
us that we are them but we are not. We were once much greater and they have taken from US. We once lived
much longer and in harmony in a planetarium far from sin and harm from the peril's of the universe, for a time.
But who can expect pure freedom from a Universe full of complete harshness. Our DNA was split and many
things were distorted and changed. The great con exists that we descend from their 'god' and not our "God"
who is formless and nameless and does not garner the name of "Lord". One who is pure and demands no
allegiance but commands it only in spirit because one knows that it is right. These usurpers demand allegiance
only for the gift of continuing our life in their image. Meaning we are being punished for becoming part of
them without our consent in the first place. This is one of the greatest tricks among many echelons of
platitudes these people have been taught on how to trick us.

They intend on convincing us, since we are partly made from them that we are exactly like them, meaning
corrupted by the universe to the extent that we as physical human beings and therefore farther away from the
source of ALL that is ultimately good that we are indeed as 'bad' or as opposite ended the spectrum of 'evil' or
yang that we do not deserve to be in the compendium of entities that are worthy of conveying what is is about
being physical in this universe without wanting to kill, rape, and destroy everything in this universe because
you were put in such a harsh environment as "space and time", physicality, to learn these lessons on how it is to
be more 'physical' in nature an therefore closer to Gravity.

We all keep being faced with these choices but all in all doesn't the one who keeps causing all of these
problems still not get that ultimately in the end they might have to understand that good still wins no matter
WHAT happens? We can ALL feel what I mean and we have a name for it and I think it is called LOVE. It is
the one thing that separates us Men from Beasts. It is the only andconstant reminder that we, as biological
beings, with a consciousness unparalleled by any other creature IN this Universe can think in a capacity that is
both Just and Deserving with an empathy about life that is also unparalleled in the Universe and most of us call
that 'Faith' (that Man can do better for Man and Woman under "God"... that concept that the ALL does lie in
the Universe and it is precious just for the simple fact that it exists in this harsh and cruel space that could
possibly destroy us within milliseconds. Life really is a gift in every form it may come in simply for this fact.

Evil cannot win and it knows this.

We just have to go through the motions that's all.

Proceed.

(This post was last modified: 01-25-2015 01:02 PM by AkhaldanSolo.)

---

Post: #326

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Thankfully, by the grace of something I can call 'Divine', that so many other people throughout history have
claimed that they have heard the 'voice' of "God", I can say that throughout the fray of all the voices that
continually play in this cocophany of voices and illusion in this world that ultimately the One True God that
pushes through the confusion (That feeling ALL of the Churches have exploited all of these years) , whatever
form that may take for each and every one of you out there, I hope that you can search and find, use... then
finally SCREAM to the world for what is right!!!

You know. Everyday now for quite some time I have wondered to what extent the world cares about what I am
saying. To what extent I am being monitored, and to what extent I could be punished for in the future. Do I
worry that some fake extremist muslim might come at me and pretend he is worried about Islam and take my
head when I know he is here to kill me with his sadotalmudism to silence me because of some other agenda?
Yes, I will know that it was not for Islam but for an intolerant form of a religion that was created to be in
opposition to a religion that was created for the express purpose to be in opposition to other religions, being an
offshoot of a religion that created both Christianity and Islam, the Abrahamic religions should be examined.
History is an intricate maze and the breadth of the entire mystery must be understood by all before anything
else in this world can be changed. We ALL need correct understanding of history and acknowledge a
comprehensive and correct timeline of events in this history in order to make better future decisions. This
involves a disclosure by all governments of the world that cannot divulge this kind of information on how
large bodies of governmental structures exist. These people have bread 98% of the world to believe we as a
whole cannot handle these problems of mass proportion. It's time to prove the World Ruler wrong and work
together as SMALL people as different races ALTOGETHER facing poverty and extinction from our rich
oppressors and from anyone else that think we do not have claim to the place where WE started as a human
race. NOT from some OTHER place where they think ALL they have found is THERE'S. Not here. NOT NOW. This is now OUR home.

---

**AkhdanSolo**

Registered User
User ID: 235752
01-25-2015 12:48 PM
Posts: 789

**Post: #327**

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
User ID: 249800
Today 01:38 AM

Posts: 1,061
Send Private Message
Report abusive post

Post: #34 RE: Eliminate income taxes for anyone earning less than $110K Annual Income
I don't care how how the taxes are taken, I just want something back for the money I put into government, cause right now it is one big rip off.
"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"

"Drunken Perceptions"

https://www.createspace.com/5035811
Quote this message in a reply Quote this post

**TheSundayArtist**

Registered User
User ID: 249800
Today 04:25 AM
Posts: 1,061
Send Private Message
Report abusive post

Post: #35 RE: Eliminate income taxes
for anyone earning less than $110K Annual Income
And if you serve your country in the military, complete your enlistment with an honorable discharge, then you shouldn't have to pay federal taxes unless you make over $250K a year, indexed for inflation.

Supposedly, the rich pay all the taxes, so no big deal, right?
"The Pursuit of Purpose and the Path of Virtues"

"Drunken Perceptions"

https://www.createspace.com/5035811

You know. After getting these from a special attache', I was kind of wondering who you might work for from the beginning since you decided to scourge this thread so heavily with your propaganda. Thankfully, you are the only obviously apparent shill on this site to date that we actually know of. Quite a few of us are intentionally avoiding this site for this very same reason. Because we know that your mind is sick and people like you are NOT ready to heal themselves from the distorted thoughts that guide their daily lives.

"You don't have to be afraid of admitting you have been wrong, it's the fact that you have never admitted that you are wrong to begin with that's wrong."

"Remember. Even the weakest can be forgiven"

---

**AkhdanSolo**

Registered User

**Post: #328**

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Take for granted what has been said in these last few pages as supreme hyperbole or, some amount of the truth that the entire world could or would have to face if they could fully become the Man that "God" intended them to become since they were forced to take the evolutionary jump onto the world stage. Regardless of what we are and what we yet have to become aware of what we are in order to become who we should be in the world stage. And, that is NOT what Hollywood, the Military and Industrial Complex, AND the US and several other sympathetic governments SAY we are, which is a BEAST unto themselves. WE have become all of ourselves worst nightmare. We are the ones who they want to judge ourselves and kill each other to make it easier to control US.

It's very easy to see once you find the right pattern.

(AThis post was last modified: 01-25-2015 01:28 PM by AkhaldanSolo.)

**Epstein's Rabbit Hole Just Got Alot Deeper...**

Jeffrey Epstein's Nadia, who learnt to fly at the same Mossad-linked airfield as the Hebrew-speaking Mohamed Atta.

*What links Jeffrey Epstein to 9 11 and to Mossad?*

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/

(QUOTE)

Who knows WTF in this world might happen.
This is some of the biggest news I've felt in a long time and I might need some help throughout this if anyone wants to reach out....

I'd like to try and make some insurance policies if anything happens...

---

Aangirfannli
lop guest
User ID: 235752
01-25-2015 03:59 PM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

What I want to know. Out of 6 BILLION people on this f*cking planet. Why I am one of the only ones out of a handful of people on this entire planet that have been able to put this kind of information together at this time and place at this juncture IN time and space AND get what happens on these kinds of places... absolute silence.

Out of 6 BILLION people on this f*cking planet.

Unbelievable.

---

Matouwac Torch
lop guest
User ID: 263983
01-25-2015 09:14 PM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Aangirfannli Wrote: (01-25-2015 03:59 PM)

What I want to know. Out of 6 BILLION people on this f*cking planet. Why I am one of the only ones out of a handful of people on this entire planet that have been able to put this kind of information together at this time and place at this juncture IN time and space AND get what happens on these kinds of places... absolute silence.

Out of 6 BILLION people on this f*cking planet.

Unbelievable.

It is because this truth is too much to handle for most of those 6+ Billion, in other words, they not only don't want to know, they are incapable of processing it. Why? Because it would require the acceptance that spirituality is real, that the soul is real, that the eternity of the soul is real, and that every established system that we have been taught and further conditioned/programmed to 'beLIEve' in as there for our benefit, is in reality there to mislead, control, depress, suppress, divide, and ultimately to TEST us.

School does not help one realize their full potential, it makes drone slaves for the consumption/commerce machine.
Religion brings one further away from a connection to the creator, and adds to division.

Government is mind-control and social manipulation. There is no 'choice'. All candidates and 'victors' are groomed, selected, and either compromised by their own proclivities of ambition, or are blackmailed/bribed.

Money and finance are an illusion powering the debt slavery matrix of servitude, working in 'jobs' that steal our life force energy, to buy things we don't need or want, and to pay debts we will never cancel. Taxes are debt payments.

Healthcare is designed to keep you sick. There are no allowable cures anywhere in the world. Include in this silo, pharma, vaccines, and food production. All of these elements are designed to lower your vibrational frequency, and keep you functioning far below optimal capability.

Professional, collegiate, and Olympic Sports is designed to stir our lower/base chakras on sex/violence, and they contribute to and reinforce division via tribalism, (the fallacy of) nationalism, racism, and competition. (Most) Music, television, movies, and 'fashion' all also target the lower base chakra. To keep us down. Why do they call it tELIEvision PROGRAMMING? Or radio station PROGRAMMING. Because that is the purpose and intent.

The news is 100% fabrication. Designed by experts from places like the Tavi$tock Institute and the Stanford Research Institute to condition the viewers. Their purpose in inception, neuro linguistic programming, thought control/brain washing, social engineering, and essentially, spell casting. Mind control. It is called broad CASTING, right? Broad represents the audience the spells are cast upon.

Our electronic devices and the networks that support them are also part of a broader initiative of ELF/EMF netting... A blanket that covers us invisibly, and almost completely.

And perhaps most shockingly, those at the very top of the pyramid of human control and their minions, practice what would be considered by most to be high level black magic and witch craft. Including ritual human sacrifice, pedophilia, cannibalism, and what many call Satanism. They practice ancient rites of the dark arts to manage and sustain their choke hold of control on the unassuming masses. They use ancient practices, ley lines, geographically and astrologically significant dates and locations, highly advanced secret technologies, and essentially WHATEVER they must, to maintain the matrix of control, and their positions in it. **Epstein is directly connected to this level of darkness.**

They are working to weaken your body to ultimately have you submit your soul, and perhaps, 'join them'...

This is as REAL as it gets.

_____ 

So this rabbit hole leads one to understand finally, those who are willing and able to take the journey, that all of these people in the network of Epstein, are captains of these industries above. They are the world leaders/slavers that maintain and profit from our ignorance, sickness, and servitude.

**Most people cannot handle all of this truth at once.** It has taken me and others many years of gradual onion peeling and dot connecting to really see the truth in all of the above points. The Epstein thing kind of throws it all at you at once.

Keep up the good work OP. I walk with you, and surely there are others- perhaps currently as silent observers, trying their best to process the true nature of our reality at this current point in our shared cycle.
Thanks again, and see you next time.

JaniceJoplin
lop guest
User ID: 235752
01-25-2015 11:26 PM

Post: #334
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-24-2015 11:04 PM)

Jeffrey Epstein’s Little Black Book contains the names of people who could be described as being a mixture of the Feudal Elite, Robber Barons, Zionists, Nazis and members of the security services.

Here are some of the better known names:

Edward de Rothschild
Evelyn de Rothschild
David Rockefeller
Henry Kissinger
Edgar Bronfman
Edward Koch
Michael Bloomberg
Rupert Murdoch
Ehud Barak
Saudi Arabia’s Prince Salman
Elizabeth
Prince Andrew
Charlie Althorpe
Viscount William Astor
Lord Alistair McAlpine
Ernst Hanover
Marie Hapsburg
Senator Edward Kennedy
John Kerry
Jimmy Buffett
Peter Soros
Constantine Niarchos (Billionaire).
Laurie Oppenheim
Danny Baker
Sir Anthony Bamford
Baron Bentinck
Conrad Black
David Blaine
Tony Blair
Lauren Booth
Richard Branson
William and Carina Carey
John Cleese
Nicholas Coleridge
Clive Cook
Sophie Dahl
David and Linda Davies
Alan Dershowitz
Jonathan Dimbleby
Bernie Ecclestone
Ben Ecclestone
Chris Evans
Brian Ferry
Ralph Fiennes
Rocco Forte
Mathew Freud
There were a number of people in that book who appear to, or possibly have links with the 911 attacks.

David Rockefeller—his foreknowledge of the attacks and the War on terror was alleged by dissident Hollywood insider Aaron Russo, who died of cancer. The Rockefeller family were the driving force behind the entire WTC project from inception in the mid 1960's.

Henry Kissinger was the original choice to conduct the 911 commission, forced to stand aside due to bin Laden business links. It is widely understood that in order to act as the co-ordinator of the cover up, an individual must know enough of the truth to be able to safely steer clear of damaging information.

Rupert Murdoch, arch Zionist, several shows produced by and associated with his network appeared to have varying degrees of foreknowledge of the attacks. In 1997, in the Simpsons episode Homer Simpson vs New York, there appeared to be foreknowledge of the date, September 11th, and the target, the WTC. In the Matrix, filmed at Fox studios in Sydney but distributed and produced by another company in 1999, there seems to be knowledge of the exact date of the attack, the main character's drivers license expiry date is September 11th,
2001. In the pilot episode of the Lone Gunman series, produced by Fox and screened first in March 2001, there appears to be detailed knowledge of the attack method and the target, as the heroes avert at the last minute an attack on the WTC by a remotely hijacked passenger aircraft. This is not close to what happened, but is close to the official story of 911.

Ehud Barak. No direct link but the foreknowledge of Israeli intelligence of the date, approximate time and target of the attacks is a proven fact. It also appears that agents of Israeli intelligence were actually involved in the explosive attacks on the WTC. As a senior figure in Israeli military and politics, there is a wide assumption that Barak had knowledge of the attacks, though this is really only an assumption (a reasonable assumption) and may not be correct.

Edgar Bronfman. The Canadian Zionist power-broker has been alleged to have been part of the core planning group for the attacks. These claims come from a source that is not always reliable, but with credibility on this issue, there is a lack of supporting evidence but it fits completely with his public profile.

If you go to this site "The Lucis Trust-Satanism and the New World Order" You'll see that this Edgar Bronfman is tied up with this mob as well!
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociop...rust06.htm

Allegations against Edgar Bronfman.

From “The Justice of God: Bronfman and the Mafia - 911 - Fast And Furious”
http://1law-order-and-justice.blogspot.c...rrious.html

c) The individual that most likely acted as intermediary between Iran-Contra syndicate and the bankers was Edgar Bronfman. Bronfman is a significant owner of Barrick and TrizecHahn, and President of the World Jewish Congress (WJC). Acting in the role of President of the WJC, Bronfman negotiated the terms and conditions of the release of the Holocaust gold from the Swiss banks in 1998. It is hypothesized that as part of his negotiations, he was asked by the bankers to facilitate a termination of multiple US federal and NY investigations into Swiss banks.
His negotiations brought an immediate end to US Department of Justice and US Congressional pressure to investigate Marcos gold accounts in the Swiss banks, Swiss holdings of Holocaust gold, and Philippine actions against the Swiss for holding the Marcos gold. An investigation of the Marcos accounts (and tracing the final disposition of the gold) would have exposed a broader money and gold-laundering scheme, which would have resulted in further exposures of crimes by the Russian/Israeli Mafia (in particular, the “Yeltsin Family”) and the Iran-Contra syndicate.

e) The plan proposed by Bronfman provided for the termination of investigations by various agencies of the US government into various Swiss accounts and Deutschebank transactions involved in money and gold laundering. This plan would require the destruction of the entire World Trade Center, which housed the investigative offices of the FBI, SEC, IRS, Secret Service, Department of Defense, US Customs, and bank records for the Export-Import bank, Deutsche Bank, and the investigative arm of the New York State Tax Department.

Bronfman, as a major investor in Barrick, stood to benefit directly from a cessation of these investigations (and in his case, the FBI investigation into gold price fixing). The Bush family, as well as the Russian Mafia, would benefit as well from the termination of these investigations, all linked. Later, Bush intelligence operatives would add the Pentagon to the list of targets, to destroy the Office of Naval Intelligence which was also engaged in a major investigation of money laundering most likely related to the Bank of New York/Russian Mafia money laundering scandal.
"Jeffrey Epstein's wealth is built on a 'bizarre relationship' with single acknowledged client, Abercrombie & Fitch creator Leslie Wexner, one of America's most successful retailers."

"Wexner only married at the age of 56, several years after he first met Epstein..."

"It would be ironic if the teen-loving masturbator had himself-two decades ago-got a little hand from an older and richer patron."

There have been rumors that Wexner and Epstein had actually been lovers.

Post: #336

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
The very respectable David Rockefeller. USA'S TOP FAMILIES. http://aangirfan.blogspot.com/2013/04/us...ilies.html

Reportedly, some of the top people in the USA and elsewhere, enjoy the company of child sex slaves.

AkhdanSolo
Registered User
User ID: 235752
01-26-2015 09:40 PM
Posts: 789

Post: #337
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
AkhdanSolo Wrote: (01-25-2015 01:42 PM)

Epstein's Rabbit Hole Just Got Alot Deeper...

Jeffrey Epstein's Nadia, who learnt to fly at the same
Mossad-linked airfield as the Hebrew-speaking Mohamed Atta.

What links Jeffrey Epstein to 9/11 and to Mossad?

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/

Above we see Jeffrey Epstein’s girl Nadia Marcinko (Nada Marcinkova) landing at Teterboro airport.

Teterboro airport in New Jersey played a role in CIA renditions and in 9/11

Above we see Nadia, apparently well in with the military, at Virginia Beach.

The US military has been linked to the trafficking of heroin and child sex slaves.

---
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Post: #338
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Black Book Pedophiles

Apparently the now-conveniently-deceased house manager Alfredo Rodriguez at one point circled the names in the address book that he thought were involved in the pedophilia:

"The “circled names” in the Holy Grail black book of contacts were people who Alfredo Rodriguez thought were engaging in sex with underage girls. Alfredo Rodriguez was the house manager, or butler, for Epstein’s house in Palm Beach and he would not know what Epstein and his vastly larger circle of pedophile friends were doing around the world. Therefore, the “circled list” of pedophiles below is by no means inclusive - not by a long shot. Alfredo Rodriguez was the one who would have to clean up Epstein’s sex toys after the orgies and molestations were over.

Here are some of the names Alfredo Rodriguez, now deceased, circled because he thought they were having sex with underage girls:

1) Flavio Briatore - estimated net worth $150 million. Forumula One racing managerhttp://www.celebritynetwork.com/richest...net-worth/

2) Jean Luc Brunel - an epic pedophile in the modeling industry and one of the closest friends of Jeffrey Epstein. Should be in jail for 25 years. http://jezebel.com/5603638/meet-the-mode...ls-for-sex


5) Ehud Barak, former prime minister of Israel - http://www.billrichardson.com/about-bill/biography My sources say this man is a big time pedophile.

6) Alan Dershowitz According to an Undisputed Statement of Fact filed by the victims’ lawyers in April of 2011, “Epstein’s housekeeper Alfredo Rodriguez testified that Dershowitz stayed at Epstein’s house during the
years when Epstein was assaulting minor females on a daily basis” and “Dershowitz was at Epstein’s house at
times when underage females where there being molested by Epstein.”

For me the question is not did Alan Dershowitz statutorily rape Virginia Roberts numerous times, but rather
what other underage girls was Dershowitz having sex with.


8) Peter Soros, the nephew of George Soros and the son of Paul Soros - http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/paul...-1.1374061

9) Joseph Rueda (wife is Floven)

10) Ghislaine Maxwell - pedophilic girlfriend of Jeffrey Epstein. She is the one who snared a 15 year old
Virginia Roberts into the Epstein pedophile web in 1998. She is also very good friends with Bill Clinton who
invited her to Chelsea’s wedding in 2010. She is the daughter of Robert Maxwell. She also pandered Virginia

11) Alberto Pinto (1945-2012) - French high end interior designer

12) Valson Vieira - French millionaire

13) Dr. Eva Andersson, a former Ford model - http://www.toryburch.com/blog-post/blog...bpid=67191 She is
also former Miss Sweden: http://prettypublicbeauty.com/dr-eva-andersson-dubin/ 

Epstein and gave him huge amounts of money, presumably for money and investment management. Both Les
Wexner and Jeffrey Epstein are ardent pedophiles with a deep sexual thirst for underage girls. Wexner, owner
of the Limited and Victoria’s Secrets, has a lot of Republican friends. Epstein has a deep well of Democratic
friends. Estimated net worth - $6 billion - huge retailing fortune -
http://www.forbes.com/sites/danalexander...rie-giant/

Some people think Les Wexner has had a man murdered in Ohio. I am referring to the Arthur Shapiro case -
http://freepress.org/article/dispatch-go...ur-shapiro Gave $65 million to Ohio State University.

Journalist Bob Fitrakis on the Shapiro murder - “Chief Jackson was charged in 1996 for ”improper disposal of
a public record for ordering the destruction of a report on the Shapiro homicide,” according to the Dispatch.
What they did not write is the more obvious. Columbus’ chief of police destroyed documents pertaining to an
ongoing and unsolved Mob-style slaying of a prominent individual tied to central Ohio’s only billionaire – Les
Wexner.

The Dispatch's key paragraph reads as follows: "The Civil Service Commission eventually upheld the charge
against Jackson, who said the report was so filled with wild speculation about prominent business leaders that
it was potentially libelous."

The Dispatch pretty much leaves it at that. An unredacted copy of the Shapiro file obtained by the Alive
analyzed “unusual interactive relations between the following business organizations” and then listed, among
others, The Limited; Walsh Trucking Company; the renamed Schwartz, Kelm, Warren, and Rubenstein Law
Firm; Omni Oil Company; the Eddie DeBartolo Company of Youngstown, Ohio; and local developer John W.
Kessler.

Jackson destroyed the Shapiro murder file not because of ”wild speculation” but because of a detailed analysis
linking two of Ohio's richest men, DeBartolo and Wexner, to the Genovese/LaRocca organized crime families.
A similar news story appeared in the Philadelphia Inquirer in 1988.”

15) Eric Gany - I think but am not sure this refers to Hewlett Bay partner Eric
Gany=http://thebollard.com/2008/04/24/pingree...what-cost/ Big time Democratic donor, so it is probably the
right one: http://www.campaignmoney.com/political/c...?cycle=10

16) A”Cindy Lopez” of Karin Models. This would be in the pre-2006 time period.
17) Timothy Newcombe (Ohio) of Newcombe Electronic Systems
1) https://www.linkedin.com/in/timnewcome
2) http://sic.usaypage.com/unclassified-cat...68203.html

18) Douglas Schoettle, architect who has both NY and Bahamas residences. NYMag: “After word of the investigation got back to Epstein, through his girls, police served a search warrant at the house right under the noses of New York decorator Mark Zeff and architect Douglas Schoettle, who were there planning a renovation, and seized a dozen or so photographs of naked women the girls had described as well as the penis- and vagina-shaped soaps.”

19) Larry Visoski, a chief pilot for Jeffrey Epstein. Mentioned in this article:
1) http://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment...e-1.436147
2) http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/pri...sh-4961541"

"20) Tom Sawyers - New Jersey millionaire

21) Christopher Gaie of Florida - I do not know which one. Gaie is listed as a witness of Jeffrey Epstein’s pedophilic activities by Alfredo Rodriguez.

22) Donald Trump - NY businessman. Alfredo Rodriguez circled Trump’s name as some one who Jeffrey Epstein had pandered underage girls (or girl) to.
More about the circled names from Gawker:

"About 50 of the entries, including those of many of Epstein's suspected victims and accomplices as well as Trump, Love, Barak, Dershowitz, and others, were circled by Rodriguez."

So presumably there's a court document out there with the exhaustive list.

Gawker also gives up Trump, Love, Barak, Dershowitz and Leslie Wexner, Bruce King, Bill Richardson, Peter Soros, and Eva Andersson Dubin.

http://gawker.com/here-is-pedophile-bill...1681383992

---
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Post: #339
RE: Epstein’s Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
AkhdanSolo Wrote: (01-25-2015 12:40 AM)

Are UK whistleblowers getting harassed and incarcerated before the lid get blown off the Pedocracy?

Seems to be a small bit of controversy over at TheColemanExperience:

James R23 January 2015 at 03:31
Regarding the Coleman Experience, I went back and noticed two quite long absences in mid 2013, between July and September, both of around four weeks. The last article there “Cameron Must Go” was published on December 5th, so that is now six or seven weeks ago, a much longer absence than was previously. A similar thing happened with a fellow named Greg Hallett, who lives in New Zealand and wrote a book entitled “Hitler Was a British Agent.” Much less prominent than Coleman obviously, but he seems to have completely disappeared quite a while ago. Given the edgy nature of the material there may be the possibility that the site has been subjected to some type of legal injunction, many of the people Coleman told the truth about have access to tremendous legal
resources. May be clutching at straws, I still go to the Coleman experience everyday in the expectation of something new and will keep doing so until I learn otherwise.

And, According to this, Ben Fellows is in the UK and facing charges:

http://www.birminghammail.co.uk/news/sol...se-8486365

Comment:
Does anyone know how Chris Spivey got on yesterday and if he's ok? He hasn't blogged anything for a few days and he was up against some bent cops in court yesterday.

From his blog, Jan 25th.

http://chrisspivey.org/

I’ve been really poorly. Only half a dozen or so trusted people know that because I thought it best not to broadcast the fact what with the court case being on the 23rd (Friday just gone).

Indeed, you may have noticed that I wrote the following at the top of my last article, ‘Above The Law’: ” Apologies for any errors, I feel like shite with a stinking head cold”.

However, I was being a bit economical with the truth as I had actually intended to write a fair bit more into that article, but I became so ill that I wasn’t able to. More

19 Arabs, with boxcutters.

---

Post: #340
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

DanfromtheHills Wrote: (01-26-2015 11:03 PM)

AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-25-2015 12:40 AM)

Are UK whistleblowers getting harassed and incarcerated before the lid get blown off the Pedocracy?

Seems to be a small bit of controversy over at TheColemanExperience:

James R23 January 2015 at 03:31

Regarding the Coleman Experience, I went back and noticed two quite long absences in mid 2013, between July and September, both of around four weeks. The last article there "Cameron Must Go" was published on December 5th, so that is now six or seven weeks ago, a much longer absence than was previously. A similar thing happened with a fellow named Greg Hallett, who lives in New Zealand and wrote a book entitled "Hitler Was a British Agent." Much less prominent than Coleman obviously, but he seems to have completely disappeared quite a while ago. Given the edgy nature of the material there may be the possibility that the site has been subjected to some type of legal injunction, many of the people Coleman told the truth about have access to tremendous legal resources. May be clutching at straws, I still go to the Coleman experience everyday in the expectation of something new and will keep doing so until I learn otherwise.

And, According to this, Ben Fellows is in the UK and facing charges:

http://www.birminghammail.co.uk/news/sol...se-8486365

Comment:
Does anyone know how Chris Spivey got on yesterday and if he's ok? He hasn't blogged anything for a few days and he was up against some bent cops in court yesterday.

From his blog, Jan 25th.
http://chrisspivey.org/

I’ve been really poorly. Only half a dozen or so trusted people know that because I thought it best not be broadcast the fact what with the court case being on the 23rd (Friday just gone).

Indeed, you may have noticed that I wrote the following at the top of my last article, ‘Above The Law’: ” Apologies for any errors, I feel like shite with a stinking head cold”.

However, I was being a bit economical with the truth as I had actually intended to write a fair bit more into that article, but I became so ill that I wasn’t able to. More

Good lookin out!

Post: #341
MainStreetFatCat
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Post: #342
DanfromtheHills
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

From his blog, Jan 25th.

http://chrisspivey.org/

I’ve been really poorly. Only half a dozen or so trusted people know that because I thought it best not be broadcast the fact what with the court case being on the 23rd (Friday just gone).

Indeed, you may have noticed that I wrote the following at the top of my last article, ‘Above The Law’: ” Apologies for any errors, I feel like shite with a stinking head cold”.

However, I was being a bit economical with the truth as I had actually intended to write a fair bit more into that article, but I became so ill that I wasn’t able to. More

Good lookin out!

Just uploaded today.
19 Arabs, with boxcutters.

---
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The very respectable David Rockefeller. USA'S TOP FAMILIES.
http://aangirfan.blogspot.com/2013/04/us...ilies.html

Reportedly, some of the top people in the USA and elsewhere, enjoy the company of child sex slaves.

thats a naked 11 year old in that pic above his head

how disgusting

---
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Black Book Pedophiles

Apparently the now-conveniently-deceased house manager Alfredo Rodriguez at one point circled the names in the address book that he thought were involved in the pedophilia:

"The “circled names” in the Holy Grail black book of contacts were people who Alfredo Rodriguez thought were engaging in sex with underage girls. Alfredo Rodriguez was the house manager, or butler, for Epstein’s house in Palm Beach and he would not know what Epstein and his vastly larger circle of pedophile friends were doing around the world. Therefore, the “circled list” of pedophiles below is by no means inclusive - not by a long shot. Alfredo Rodriguez was the one who would have
to clean up Epstein’s sex toys after the orgies and molestations were over. Here are some of the names Alfredo Rodriguez, now deceased, circled because he thought they were having sex with underage girls:


2) Jean Luc Brunel - an epic pedophile in the modeling industry and one of the closest friends of Jeffrey Epstein. Should be in jail for 25 years. http://jezebel.com/5603638/meet-the-models-for-sex


5) Ehud Barak, former prime minister of Israel - http://www.billrichardson.com/about-bill/biography My sources say this man is a big time pedophile.

6) Alan Dershowitz According to an Undisputed Statement of Fact filed by the victims’ lawyers in April of 2011, “Epstein’s housekeeper Alfredo Rodriguez testified that Dershowitz stayed at Epstein’s house during the years when Epstein was assaulting minor females on a daily basis” and “Dershowitz was at Epstein’s house at times when underage females where there being molested by Epstein.”

For me the question is not did Alan Dershowitz statutorily rape Virginia Roberts numerous times, but rather what other underage girls was Dershowitz having sex with.


8) Peter Soros, the nephew of George Soros and the son of Paul Soros - http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/paul-soros-1.1374061

9) Joseph Rueda (wife is Floven)

10) Ghislaine Maxwell - pedophilic girlfriend of Jeffrey Epstein. She is the one who snared a 15 year old Virginia Roberts into the Epstein pedophile web in 1998. She is also very good friends with Bill Clinton who invited her to Chelsea’s wedding in 2010. She is the daughter of Robert Maxwell. She also pandered Virginia Roberts to Prince Andrew. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ghislaine_Maxwell


12) Valson Vieira - French millionaire

13) Dr. Eva Andersson, a former Ford model - http://www.toryburch.com/blog-post/blog-post-bpid=67191 She is also former Miss Sweden: http://prettypublicbeauty.com/dr-eva-andersson-dubin/ "


Some people think Les Wexner has had a man murdered in Ohio. I am referring to the Arthur Shapiro case -http://freepress.org/article/dispatch-go...ur-shapiro Gave $65 million to Ohio State University.

Journalist Bob Fitrakis on the Shapiro murder “Chief Jackson was charged in 1996 for "improper disposal of a public record for ordering the destruction of a report on the Shapiro homicide."
according to the Dispatch. What they did not write is the more obvious. Columbus' chief of police destroyed documents pertaining to an ongoing and unsolved Mob-style slaying of a prominent individual tied to central Ohio's only billionaire – Les Wexner.

The Dispatch's key paragraph reads as follows: "The Civil Service Commission eventually upheld the charge against Jackson, who said the report was so filled with wild speculation about prominent business leaders that it was potentially libelous."

The Dispatch pretty much leaves it at that. An unredacted copy of the Shapiro file obtained by the Alive analyzed "unusual interactive relations between the following business organizations" and then listed, among others, The Limited; Walsh Trucking Company; the renamed Schwartz, Kelm, Warren, and Rubenstein Law Firm; Omni Oil Company; the Eddie DeBartolo Company of Youngstown, Ohio; and local developer John W. Kessler.

Jackson destroyed the Shapiro murder file not because of "wild speculation" but because of a detailed analysis linking two of Ohio's richest men, DeBartolo and Wexner, to the Genovese/LaRocca organized crime families. A similar news story appeared in the Philadelphia Inquirer in 1988."

15) Eric Gany - I think but am not sure this refers to Hewlett Bay partner Eric Gany http://thebollard.com/2008/04/24/pingree...what-cost/ Big time Democratic donor, so it is probably the right one: http://www.campaignmoney.com/political/c...p?cycle=10

16) A"Cindy Lopez” of Karin Models. This would be in the pre-2006 time period.

17) Timothy Newcombe (Ohio) of Newcombe Electronic Systems

18) Douglas Schoettle, architect who has both NY and Bahamas residences. NYMag: “After word of the investigation got back to Epstein, through his girls, police served a search warrant at the house right under the noses of New York decorator Mark Zeff and architect Douglas Schoettle, who were there planning a renovation, and seized a dozen or so photographs of naked women the girls had described as well as the penis- and vagina-shaped soaps.”


19) Larry Visoski, a chief pilot for Jeffrey Epstein. Mentioned in this article:
1) http://www.nydailynews.com/entertainment...e-1.436147 2) http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/pri...sh-4961541 "

"20) Tom Sawyers - New Jersey millionaire

21) Christopher Gaie of Florida - I do not know which one. Gaie is listed as a witness of Jeffrey Epstein’s pedophilic activities by Alfredo Rodriguez.

22) Donald Trump - NY businessman. Alfredo Rodriguez circled Trump’s name as some one who Jeffrey Epstein had pandered underage girls (or girl) to."
More about the circled names from Gawker:

"About 50 of the entries, including those of many of Epstein's suspected victims and accomplices as well as Trump, Love, Barak, Dershowitz, and others, were circled by Rodriguez."

So presumably there's a court document out there with the exhaustive list.

Gawker also gives up Trump, Love, Barak, Dershowitz and Leslie Wexner, Bruce King, Bill Richardson, Peter Soros, and Eva Andersson Dubin.

http://gawker.com/here-is-pedophile-bill...1681383992

and why isnt this pinned?
Out of 6 BILLION people on this f*cking planet.

Unbelievable.

It is because this truth is too much to handle for most of those 6+ Billion, in other words, they not only don't want to know, they are incapable of processing it. Why? Because it would require the acceptance that spirituality is real, that the soul is real, that the eternity of the soul is real, and that every established system that we have been taught and further conditioned/programmed to 'beLIEve' in as there for our benefit, is in reality there to mislead, control, depress, suppress, divide, and ultimately to TEST us.

School does not help one realize their full potential, it makes drone slaves for the consumption/commerce machine.

Religion brings one further away from a connection to the creator, and adds to division.

Government is mind-control and social manipulation. There is no 'choice'. All candidates and 'victors' are groomed, selected, and either compromised by their own proclivities of ambition, or are blackmailed/bribed.

Money and finance are an illusion powering the debt slavery matrix of servitude, working in 'jobs' that steal our life force energy, to buy things we don't need or want, and to pay debts we will never cancel.

Taxes are debt payments.

Healthcare is designed to keep you sick. There are no allowable cures anywhere in the world. Include in this silo, pharma, vaccines, and food production. All of these elements are designed to lower your vibrational frequency, and keep you functioning far below optimal capability.

Professional, collegiate, and Olympic Sports is designed to stir our lower/base chakras on sex/violence, and they contribute to and reinforce division via tribalism, (the fallacy of) nationalism, racism, and competition.

(Most) Music, television, movies, and 'fashion' all also target the lower base chakra. To keep us down. Why do they call it teLIEvision PROGRAMMING? Or radio station PROGRAMMING. Because that is the purpose and intent.

The news is 100% fabrication. Designed by experts from places like the TaviStock Institute and the Stanford Research Institute to condition the viewers. Their purpose in inception, neuro linguistic programming, thought control/brain washing, social engineering, and essentially, spell casting. Mind control. It is called broad CASTING, right? Broad represents the audience the spells are cast upon.

Our electronic devices and the networks that support them are also part of a broader initiative of ELF/EMF netting... A blanket that covers us invisibly, and almost completely.

And perhaps most shockingly, those at the very top of the pyramid of human control and their minions, practice what would be considered by most to be the highest level black magic and witch craft. Including ritual human sacrifice, pedophilia, cannibalism, and what many call Satanism. They practice ancient rites of the dark arts to manage and sustain their choke hold of control on the unassuming masses. They use ancient practices, ley lines, geographically and astrologically significant
dates and locations, highly advanced secret technologies, and essentially WHATEVER they must, to maintain the matrix of control, and their positions in it. Epstein is directly connected to this level of darkness.

They are working to weaken your body to ultimately have you submit your soul, and perhaps, 'join them'...

This is as REAL as it gets.

So this rabbit hole leads one to understand finally, those who are willing and able to take the journey, that all of these people in the network of Epstein, are captains of these industries above. They are the world leaders/slavers that maintain and profit from our ignorance, sickness, and servitude.

Most people cannot handle all of this truth at once. It has taken me and others many years of gradual onion peeling and dot connecting to really see the truth in all of the above points. The Epstein thing kind of throws it all at you at once.

Keep up the good work OP. I walk with you, and surely there are others- perhaps currently as silent observers, trying their best to process the true nature of our reality at this current point in our shared cycle. 🌍🌍

ya but they dont win
machine.

Religion brings one further away from a connection to the creator, and adds to division.

Government is mind-control and social manipulation. There is no 'choice'. All candidates and 'victors' are groomed, selected, and either compromised by their own proclivities of ambition, or are blackmailed/bribed.

Money and finance are an illusion powering the debt slavery matrix of servitude, working in 'jobs' that steal our life force energy, to buy things we don't need or want, and to pay debts we will never cancel. Taxes are debt payments.

Healthcare is designed to keep you sick. There are no allowable cures anywhere in the world. Include in this silo, pharma, vaccines, and food production. All of these elements are designed to lower your vibrational frequency, and keep you functioning far below optimal capability.

Professional, collegiate, and Olympic Sports is designed to stir our lower/base chakras on sex/violence, and they contribute to and reinforce division via tribalism, (the fallacy of) nationalism, racism, and competition. (Most) Music, television, movies, and 'fashion' all also target the lower base chakra. To keep us down. Why do they call it teLievision PROGRAMMING? Or radio station PROGRAMMING. Because that is the purpose and intent.

The news is 100% fabrication. Designed by experts from places like the Tavi$tock Institute and the Stanford Research Institute to condition the viewers. Their purpose in inception, neuro linguistic programming, thought control/brain washing, social engineering, and essentially, spell casting. Mind control. It is called broad CASTING, right? Broad represents the audience the spells are cast upon.

Our electronic devices and the networks that support them are also part of a broader initiative of ELF/EMF netting... A blanket that covers us invisibly, and almost completely.

And perhaps most shockingly, those at the very top of the pyramid of human control and their minions, practice what would be consider by most to be high level black magic and witch craft. Including ritual human sacrifice, pedophilia, cannibalism, and what many call Satanism.

They practice ancient rites of the dark arts to manage and sustain their choke hold of control on the unassuming masses. They use ancient practices, ley lines, geographically and astrologically significant dates and locations, highly advanced secret technologies, and essentially WHATEVER they must, to maintain the matrix of control, and their positions in it. Epstein is directly connected to this level of darkness.

They are working to weaken your body to ultimately have you submit your soul, and perhaps, 'join them'...

This is as REAL as it gets.

So this rabbit hole leads one to understand finally, those who are willing and able to take the journey, that all of these people in the network of Epstein, are captains of these industries above. They are the world leaders/slavers that maintain and profit from our ignorance, sickness, and servitude.

Most people cannot handle all of this truth at once. It has taken me and others many years of gradual onion peeling and dot connecting to really see the truth in all of the above points. The Epstein thing kind of throws it all at you at once.

Keep up the good work OP. I walk with you, and surely there are others- perhaps currently as silent observers, trying their best to process the true nature of our reality at this current point in our shared cycle. 😊😊

ya but they dont win

Perhaps not ultimately, true, but they win more and more souls every day. Look around. People are sleep walking through life, doing what they are told, chasing things and money, hating their brothers and themselves, and becoming more and more accepting of people like Epstein. Souls are succumbing. Not all, but enough to take note of. And surely at a quickening rate.
The UK's *Scallywag* Magazine, published between 1991 and 1998, 'exposed corruption'.

(Scallywag Contents) *Issue 26* [http://wayback.archive.org/web/200206102...2600a.html](http://wayback.archive.org/web/200206102...2600a.html)

**Here are some of Scallywag's allegations:**

1. "Doubts about Prince Andrew's fatherhood have been going the rounds ever since the Princely Gelding was conceived and Prince Philip did a lengthy runner on the royal yacht and did not come back until a few days before the birth.

   "The Greek lothario, of course, did not go unaccompanied - with full approval, even connivance, of the Queen who was at the time having it off with Lord Carnarvon (then Lord Porchester, her racing manager).

   "Porchester, so top racing people allege, is Andrew's real father..."

   *(Downton Abbey is Highclere Castle in Berkshire, the home of Lord and Lady Carnarvon)*

   The late Lord Carnarvon *(you decide?)*

2. "The story now circulating from the Portland naval base in Dorset, where Andrew is disliked intensely by fellow officers, *is that he is suffering from HIV Positive after having a lengthy affair with his valet, and possibly*
3. "Researchers within the Conservative Party Central Office compiled a dossier on Tony Blair's early life. "In particular his days at Fettes (private school) in Edinburgh.

"A source claims that they have 'evidence' that Tony Blair conducted several homosexual relationships with fellow pupils.

"The dossier is also said to contain further damaging material about a later relationship with a male Labour MP..."

4. "The Conservative Party Research Department is almost all gay."

Lord Alistair McAlpine, who was at the centre of the child abuse scandal in the UK, is listed in Jeffrey Epstein's Black Book. EPSTEIN'S BLACK BOOK - NAMES LISTED

5. "The tentacles of a viscous paedophile ring, in North Wales and elsewhere, spread to penetrate every important section of the establishment, including, quite prominently, the biggest wigs in the Tory party...

"Right at the top of our dishonour's list was Lord McAlpine, former fund raiser to the Tory party, and one of their die-hard heavyweights.

"We named him because we knew at the time that he was under investigation by a police force who had been bought in to find out the complicity of various police officers who were either part of the filthy ring, or involved in extensive cover-ups.

"We have always alleged, now more so, that the whole rotten affair had a predominantly freemason perspective."

6. "Fraud Squad officers were alerted to investigate allegations that while McAlpine was a fund-raiser he not only created a slush fund, but got into a money laundering operation, using Tory party bank accounts.

"Our sources claim that much of the slush fund was used to help cover-up the activities of his fellow
conspirators in the gay-paedophile ring, and other impending sex scandals.

"But a new question mark now hangs over the money laundering allegation.

"Is this where Mark Thatcher managed to 'cleanse' his dirty-dealing money?"

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2015/01/sca...mment-form

Post: #348
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
TheSundayArtist Wrote: (01-19-2015 11:43 PM)
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-14-2015 05:01 AM)

Another installment:

BILL COSBY PART III - SAMMY DAVIS, JR., SHARON TATE, SATANISM & BLACK SATANIC CABAL
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...nic-cabal

I found your link to be pretty interesting. I think the whole interpretations of hand signs is completely off. I don't think the Masons are an evil organization, at the time of the revolutionary war, they were the good guys, and they probably still are.

One of the problems I also see with these theories is that there are no organizations identified as the good guys, and when a comparison is made between first world nations and third world nations, there should be some acknowledgement that some groups are doing something right.

While the US has a lot of hang ups about teenage sex, the rest of the world certainly does not. Even in most first world nations, an adult having consensual sex with a teenager is not a crime. In third world nations it is quite acceptable, and even preteen sex in some countries.

From everything I have read, the MKUltra CIA stuff is fairly real and it would be very difficult to determine just how depraved they are.

AkhdanSolo Wrote: (01-27-2015 08:51 PM)

The UK's Scallywag Magazine, published between 1991 and 1998, 'exposed corruption'.

(Scallywag Contents) Issue 26 http://wayback.archive.org/web/200206102...2600a.html

Here are some of Scallywag's allegations:
1. "Doubts about Prince Andrew's fatherhood have been going the rounds ever since the Princely Gelding was conceived and Prince Philip did a lengthy runner on the royal yacht and did not come back until a few days before the birth."

"The Greek lothario, of course, did not go unaccompanied - with full approval, even connivance, of the Queen who was at the time having it off with Lord Carnarvon (then Lord Porchester, her racing manager).

"Porchester, so top racing people allege, is Andrew's real father..."

(Downton Abbey is Highclere Castle in Berkshire, the home of Lord and Lady Carnarvon)

2. "The story now circulating from the Portland naval base in Dorset, where Andrew is disliked intensely by fellow officers, is that he is suffering from HIV Positive after having a lengthy affair with his valet, and possibly the odd rating or two."

The late Lord Carnarvon (you decide?)
3. "Researchers within the Conservative Party Central Office compiled a dossier on Tony Blair's early life. "In particular his days at Fettes (private school) in Edinburgh. "A source claims that they have 'evidence' that Tony Blair conducted several homosexual relationships with fellow pupils. "The dossier is also said to contain further damaging material about a later relationship with a male Labour MP..."

4. "The Conservative Party Research Department is almost all gay."

Lord Alistair McAlpine, who was at the centre of the child abuse scandal in the UK, is listed in Jeffrey Epstein's Black Book. EPSTEIN'S BLACK BOOK - NAMES LISTED

5. "The tentacles of a viscous paedophile ring, in North Wales and elsewhere, spread to penetrate every important section of the establishment, including, quite prominently, the biggest wigs in the Tory party... "Right at the top of our dishonour's list was Lord McAlpine, former fund raiser to the Tory party, and one of their die-hard heavyweights. "We named him because we knew at the time that he was under investigation by a police force who had been bought in to find out the complicity of various police officers who were either part of the filthy ring, or involved in extensive cover-ups. "We have always alleged, now more so, that the whole rotten affair had a predominantly freemason perspective."

6. "Fraud Squad officers were alerted to investigate allegations that while McAlpine was a fund-raiser he not only created a slush fund, but got into a money laundering operation, using Tory party bank accounts."
"Our sources claim that much of the slush fund was used to help cover-up the activities of his fellow conspirators in the gay-paedophile ring, and other impending sex scandals.

"But a new question mark now hangs over the money laundering allegation.

"Is this where Mark Thatcher managed to 'cleanse' his dirty-dealing money?"

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2015/01/sca...mment-form

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LoP Guest</th>
<th>Post: #349</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lop guest</td>
<td>RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 202501</td>
<td>bang only, do not reproduce and you all will escape the matrix in 100 yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01-27-2015 09:30 PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AkhaldanSolo</th>
<th>Post: #350</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registered User</td>
<td>RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 264568</td>
<td>The DershBag Strikes Again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01-27-2015 09:40 PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The DershBag Strikes Again**

**Israel defender Alan Dershowitz has long history of attacking sex abuse victims**

Submitted by Rania Khalek on Tue, 01/27/2015

*Harvard’s Alan Dershowitz has spent his career defending Israel and those accused or convicted of rape. (US Embassy Tel Aviv)*

*There are two groups of people Harvard law professor Alan Dershowitz has spent his career resolutely defending. The first is Israeli war criminals. And the second is accused and convicted rapists.*

*As rape allegations against Dershowitz intensify, his increasingly bellicose denials, steeped in brazen hostility towards child victims of sexual abuse, are raising eyebrows.*

*With smear tactics that closely resemble the manner in which he attacks Palestinian victims of Israeli violence, Dershowitz rejected the latest allegations as fabrications, telling Local 10 News that his accuser, Virginia Roberts, is a “serial liar” and “prostitute.”*

*---------------------------------------------------------------

**OP: A "Prostitute"... this is the kind of debasing and minimalizing we are supposed to take from some douchebag that thinks he has some prominence in this world??? Someone that has a LAW license? Regardless if this female was ILLEGAL at the time of this offense even at 17 how can this woman be held responsible for the coercion that exists in this sick f*cking world?**

So MANY of you are going to look at this and think that I'm off my rocker, when so few of you truly understand the psychology of the day. I could argue every single point about these justifications that so many men (and now we are finding out how many female pedophiles there really are), and women, think that just because this female was of 'Legal Age', and a supposed 'willing participant', that she truly does deserve the kind of beratement and apathy that so many people have shown her.
How would YOU look at the world if you were violated at a young age and shown that the world has some very nasty surprises in store for you. How would YOU feel if you finally realised that men weren't looking at you as a vibrant, beautiful and intelligent young girl but rather simply just a cute piece of MEAT to be used and discarded? How would YOU feel being pumped FULL of fairy tales of love everlasting and romance only to meet a Prince that wants to rape you? (And come to find out years down the road that because he's been buggering men and boy's he might now have AIDS?)

How is a 17 year old 'woman' going to be able to handle THAT kind of pressure, especially after having been an childhood abuse victim?

You go into these things hoping for the best, maybe you will meet your true Prince and he will whisk you away to live as close as you can to your fantasies, of the life you thought existed out there for you. But soon when you start to see all the glitz and the glamour and the facade that it really is fades and escape mechanisms take their place, the cruel intentions the world has in store for you is nothing because you have already been through it all, I can handle just a little bit more to get what I want and get out. It it never really works out that way as we have been seeing. Virginia got 'lucky' that Mr. Epstein doesn't seem like the type that is using the sex industry for 'rough trade' exploitation, it seems him and his friends just might be at the higher end of something that is known to get very, very seedy (You want the truth f*cking scary how about cutting heads off during orgasm scary, yeah these people can be sick sick f*cks). But who knows, the most innocent looking can be the most vile. But this is where the rubber meets the road and is the intention of threads like these.

We must not confuse ourselves here either and lump all pedophiles into one group, the conflation of the PedoSadist vs the sexual offender is becoming very apparent. There is an array of proclivities, symptoms and cycles that sexual addicts all go through and they are not all alike. This 'witch' hunt has to be approached with intelligent and likewise debate in all ends of the psychological spectrum, because the powers that be have spent an awful lot of time making pedophiles out of you all and have put you in the place of not having a leg to stand on as far as judgement because YOUR minds are becoming just like theirs. The breadth of the entire issue is immense and the psychological entanglements surrounding this issue exist for very specific reasons.

It's time we all check ourselves to see how far our own 'Overton Window' has slid from who we really want to be as a species and not allow for any justification and minimalization.

Post: #351
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Quote from the MP who handed evidence collectwed to the MET police currently investigating the '5 rings'

The list included fourteen Conservative politicians, five Labor and three from other parties.

Under parliamentary privilege laws Mann could name the accused in the House of Commons without fear of legal reprisals; however, he has said he will not do so because he believes they should be properly investigated by police.

"What the police are doing now is what should have taken place a long time ago," he said.

He added that it would be "inconceivable" that the police would not be interviewing some of the individuals about the allegations.

"Some of the evidence is incredibly strong," he said.

"I would be quite certain there are other names I am not aware of."

The evidence against "approximately half" of them was "very compelling," he added.

https://news.vice.com/article/uk-police-...oliticians
compelling," he added

& quote from a post in November 2014
The British government has faced huge criticism for the way it has dealt with allegations of child abuse, and the question of whether there was an institutional cover up over a slew of cases involving public figures that have come to light in recent years. A review commissioned by Home Secretary Theresa May into official handling of child abuse allegations — including the recent scandal in Rotherham, where authorities ignored complaints of a pedophile ring operating around children's homes — failed to find 114 files on claims made in the 1980s. Fiona Woolf, the chair of the inquiry, was forced to resign at the end of last month after her links to the Westminster political establishment were exposed. She is the second chair to do so since the inquiry was announced in July.

(and post was in november :/ surely another cover up that stinks, or are the people who get put in charge really that incompetent they cant last 3 months each ?
its disgraceful.. i just hope the police, annoyed at their reduced budgets manage to fend off bribes & pressure & sort the bent mp's out.. faith in our police may well return if they do manage to uphold the law and deal with these animals

https://news.vice.com/article/uk-police-...se-scandal

http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/wes...l-4495655
(i know, mirror not the best.. but just read it ;)

Forced the chief constable out.. :/
http://www.exaronews.com/articles/5381/o...nts-on-met

Many links to more older posts (2013-2014) scroll down..
http://www.exaronews.com/content/child-s...ory-thread

2015 video interview with alleged victim.
http://www.exaronews.com/articles/5453/v...re-abusers

2015 report on Napier's sentence
https://theneedleblog.wordpress.com/category/cayacos/

30year on/off investigations.. it better not take that long getting to the bottom of it..

---

Mancunian
lop guest
User ID: 284119
01-27-2015 09:49 PM

Post: #352
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
another 2015 report.. suppose i should register so i can edit my posts..

http://www.exaronews.com/articles/5452/c...must-stay

and last but by no means least..

http://www.exaronews.com/articles/5438/t...sex-abuse

Really ? she should be investigated aswell

---

AkhdanSolo
Registered User
User ID: 264568
01-27-2015 09:55 PM

Posts: 789

Post: #353
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

LoP Guest Wrote: (01-27-2015 09:30 PM)
bang only, do not reproduce and you all will escape the matrix in 100 yrs

Oh STFU
Mmmm, yummm I get to swear at you without getting knocked for it because it is an avatar so suck on that.

Oh and please excuse me for using you to vent my frustrations but it just feels so good.

(After this post was last modified: 01-27-2015 09:57 PM by AkhaldanSolo.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AkhaldanSolo</th>
<th>Registered User</th>
<th>User ID: 264568</th>
<th>01-27-2015 10:08 PM</th>
<th>Posts: 789</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSTEIN, ABERCROMBIE / EPSTEIN, MOSSAD AND 9 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://aanirfan.blogspot.co.uk/2015/01/epstein-mossad-and-9-11-us.html">http://aanirfan.blogspot.co.uk/2015/01/epstein-mossad-and-9-11-us.html</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm not sure that many understand the import of how journalists like Aangirfan are trying to imply Epstein's high end connections in the business world AND politics.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>These people like Wexner, along with Abercrombie and Fitch, Gap, The Limited, Old Navy etc etc on and on are part and parcel of the process of sexualizing our children, well, sexualizing YOU first and then allowing for YOU to sexualize your children.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You wouldn't believe how these companies imply and use innuendo even on small underwear for young girls.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>That show Dance Moms is becoming a huge part of the play as well...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matouwac Torch</th>
<th>Torchlop guest</th>
<th>User ID: 263983</th>
<th>01-28-2015 06:50 AM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khazar and kabbalists? Umm hum.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appearing in the above- Andrew, Dershowitz, and Epstein...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UcDat</th>
<th>Registered User</th>
<th>User ID: 227726</th>
<th>01-28-2015 07:01 AM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mancunian Wrote: (01-27-2015 09:49 PM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>another 2015 report.. suppose i should register so i can edit my posts..</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.exaronews.com/articles/5452/c...-must-stay">http://www.exaronews.com/articles/5452/c...-must-stay</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and last but by no means least..</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.exaronews.com/articles/5438/t...-sex-abuse">http://www.exaronews.com/articles/5438/t...-sex-abuse</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Really ? she should be investigated aswell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
May is there purely to obstruct justice its more than obvious in their gagging of the panel and its disbarment when one panelist refused to comply.

---

Matouwac Torch

Post: #357

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
BILL COSBY PART IV, SELMA, the ILLUMINATI MOVIE, RISE OF THE BLACK LESBIANIC SATANIC CABAL, DICK GREGORY & HUEY P. NEWTON

http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...-p-newton/

"In 1953, the same year the CIA/MK ULTRA program was formed, Dick (Richard Claxton) Gregory left college to join or was drafted into the U.S. Army, where his commanding officer (Ft. Hood, Texas, Ft Lee, Virginia or Ft. Smith)[1] designated and assigned him as a black “comedian” to host and perform comedy routines in military shows.[2] That’s interesting that the U.S. Military will make you a “comedian”, too."

"In 1953, Hugh Hefner setup Playboy, which was eventually revealed to be banked by the CIA.[3] Sometime before 1961, Dick Gregory formed some type of special personal relationship with Hefner (Mythological PUCK). In 1961, Hefner put Gregory on the payroll of his Chicago Playboy Club that opened the door to his HollyWeird career. It is more accurate to say that the “Gates of Hell” had opened upon him. In order to join Hefner’s elite secret satanic circle at that high CIA level of secrecy, Gregory had to have been initiated by a blood sacrifice (late 2 month old, Richard Claxton Gregory, Jr.?) into a subservient lower ranking black Luciferian group like the Prince Hall Freemasons or one of the Greek Hellenized societies.

---

AkhaldanSolo

Post: #358

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Matouwac Torch Wrote: (01-25-2015 09:14 PM)
Aangirfanli Wrote: (01-25-2015 03:59 PM)

What I want to know. Out of 6 BILLION people on this f*cking planet. Why I am one of the only ones out of a handful of people on this entire planet that have been able to put this kind of information together at this time and place at this juncture IN time and space. AND get what happens on these kinds of places... absolute silence.

Out of 6 BILLION people on this f*cking planet.

Unbelievable.

It is because this truth is too much to handle for most of those 6+ Billion, in other words, they not only don't want to know, they are incapable of processing it. Why? Because it would require the acceptance that spirituality is real, that the soul is real, that the eternity of the soul is real, and that every established system that we have been taught and further conditioned/programmed to 'beLIEve' in as there for our benefit, is in reality there to mislead, control, depress, suppress, divide, and ultimately to TEST us.

School does not help one realize their full potential, it makes drone slaves for the consumption/commerce machine.
Religion brings one further away from a connection to the creator, and adds to division.

Government is mind-control and social manipulation. There is no 'choice'. All candidates and 'victors' are groomed, selected, and either compromised by their own proclivities of ambition, or are blackmailed/bribed.

Money and finance are an illusion powering the debt slavery matrix of servitude, working in 'jobs' that steal our life force energy, to buy things we don't need or want, and to pay debts we will never cancel. Taxes are debt payments.

Healthcare is designed to keep you sick. There are no allowable cures anywhere in the world. Include in this silo, pharma, vaccines, and food production. All of these elements are designed to lower your vibrational frequency, and keep you functioning far below optimal capability.

Professional, collegiate, and Olympic Sports is designed to stir our lower/base chakras on sex/violence, and they contribute to and reinforce division via tribalism, (the fallacy of) nationalism, racism, and competition. (Most) Music, television, movies, and 'fashion' all also target the lower base chakra. To keep us down. Why do they call it teLIEvision PROGRAMMING? Or radio station PROGRAMMING. Because that is the purpose and intent.

The news is 100% fabrication. Designed by experts from places like the Tavi$tock Institute and the Stanford Research Institute to condition the viewers. Their purpose in inception, neuro linguistic programming, thought control/brain washing, social engineering, and essentially, spell casting. Mind control. It is called broad CASTING, right? Broad represents the audience the spells are cast upon.

Our electronic devices and the networks that support them are also part of a broader initiative of ELF/EMF netting... A blanket that covers us invisibly, and almost completely.

And perhaps most shockingly, those at the very top of the pyramid of human control and their minions, practice what would be consider by most to be high level black magic and witch craft. Including ritual human sacrifice, pedophilia, cannibalism, and what many call Satanism. They practice ancient rites of the dark arts to manage and sustain their choke hold of control on the unassuming masses. They use ancient practices, ley lines, geographically and astrologically significant dates and locations, highly advanced secret technologies, and essentially WHATEVER they must, to maintain the matrix of control, and their positions in it. **Epstein is directly connected to this level of darkness.**

They are working to weaken your body to ultimately have you submit your soul, and perhaps, 'join them'...

This is as REAL as it gets.

____

So this rabbit hole leads one to understand finally, those who are willing and able to take the journey, that all of these people in the network of Epstein, are captains of these industries above. They are the world leaders/slavers that maintain and profit from our ignorance, sickness, and servitude.

**Most people cannot handle all of this truth at once.** It has taken me and others many years of gradual onion peeling and dot connecting to really see the truth in all of the above points. The Epstein thing kind of throws it all at you at once.

Keep up the good work OP. I walk with you, and surely there are others- perhaps currently as silent observers, trying their best to process the true nature of our reality at this current point in our shared cycle. 😊👍

You know I would like to publicly thank you for the effort you have put into this thread with me, as well as the time it took to write at you did above. I admire people like you for sure. Thank you.
I found your link to be pretty interesting. I think the whole interpretations of hand signs is completely off. I don't think the Masons are an evil organization, at the time of the revolutionary war, they were the good guys, and they probably still are.

One of the problems I also see with these theories is that there are no organizations identified as the good guys, and when a comparison is made between first world nations and third world nations, there should be some acknowledgement that some groups are doing something right.

While the US has a lot of hang ups about teenage sex, the rest of the world certainly does not. Even in most first world nations, an adult having consensual sex with a teenager is not a crime. In third world nations it is quite acceptable, and even preteen sex in some countries.

From everything I have read, the MKUltra CIA stuff is fairly real and it would be very difficult to determine just how depraved they are.

AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-27-2015 08:51 PM)  
The UK's Scallywag Magazine, published between 1991 and 1998, 'exposed corruption'.

(Scallywag Contents) Issue 26 http://wayback.archive.org/web/200206102...2600a.html

Here are some of Scallywag's allegations:

1. "Doubts about Prince Andrew's fatherhood have been going the rounds ever since the Princely Gelding was conceived and Prince Philip did a lengthy runner on the royal yacht and did not come back until a few days before the birth.

"The Greek lothario, of course, did not go unaccompanied - with full approval, even connivance, of the Queen who was at the time having it off with Lord Carnarvon (then Lord Porchester, her racing manager).

"Porchester, so top racing people allege, is Andrew's real father..."

(Downton Abbey is Highclere Castle in Berkshire, the home of Lord and Lady Carnarvon)
The late Lord Carnarvon (you decide?)

2. "The story now circulating from the Portland naval base in Dorset, where Andrew is disliked intensely by fellow officers, is that he is suffering from HIV Positive after having a lengthy affair with his valet, and possibly the odd rating or two."

3. "Researchers within the Conservative Party Central Office compiled a dossier on Tony Blair's early life. In particular his days at Fettes (private school) in Edinburgh.

"A source claims that they have 'evidence' that Tony Blair conducted several homosexual relationships with fellow pupils.

"The dossier is also said to contain further damaging material about a later relationship with a male Labour MP..."

4. "The Conservative Party Research Department is almost all gay."

Lord Alistair McAlpine, who was at the centre of the child abuse scandal in the UK, is listed in Jeffrey Epstein's Black Book. EPSTEIN'S BLACK BOOK - NAMES LISTED
5. "The tentacles of a viscous paedophile ring, in North Wales and elsewhere, spread to penetrate every important section of the establishment, including, quite prominently, the biggest wigs in the Tory party...

"Right at the top of our dishonour's list was Lord McAlpine, former fund raiser to the Tory party, and one of their die-hard heavyweights.

"We named him because we knew at the time that he was under investigation by a police force who had been bought in to find out the complicity of various police officers who were either part of the filthy ring, or involved in extensive cover-ups.

"We have always alleged, now more so, that the whole rotten affair had a predominantly freemason perspective."

6. "Fraud Squad officers were alerted to investigate allegations that while McAlpine was a fund-raiser he not only created a slush fund, but got into a money laundering operation, using Tory party bank accounts.

"Our sources claim that much of the slush fund was used to help cover-up the activities of his fellow conspirators in the gay- paedophile ring, and other impending sex scandals.

"But a new question mark now hangs over the money laundering allegation.

"Is this where Mark Thatcher managed to 'cleanse' his dirty- dealing money?"

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2015/01/sca...mment-form

The CIA/MK ULTRA program is an enormous American shadow government institution dedicated to mind control, mass population control, and force the masses to be completely submissive and subservient to a global satanic semi-divine master controller race. Since 1953, the MK ULTRA program has evolved into a far reaching vast multi-billion dollar conglomerate of high ranking government officials, military intelligence agencies, corporations, freemasons, lawyers, doctors, clinics, prisons and some of this country’s most esteemed universities and hospitals locked in multiple layers of iron clad blood oath secrecy and security. It has the footprints of the management style of Reichsfuhrer Heinrich Himmler’s SS Satanic Empire.
http://mindcontrolblackassassins.com/201...-p-newton/

Post: #360
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

That men do not learn very much from the lessons of history is the most important of all the lessons of history.

~Aldous Huxley

Change Agent Aldous Huxley knew the program. For generations the countercultural revolution read works by Huxley, Vonnegut, Orwell, Heinlein, Hubbard and others. Some thought they might have been warnings or an insider secret to the 'educated' on things that could go wrong in an unchecked society, the reality is that the author's were themselves governmental creations meant to steer the scientific minded in to matters of the Occult and their works were a template.

(This post was last modified: 01-28-2015 08:35 AM by AkhaldanSolo.)

Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Post: #361
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

(Advertisement)

THIS WILL MAKE YOU CRY

Click Here Before This Gets Shut Down

(Advertisement)
Many people seem to believe that the late elite eugenic British writer and philosopher Aldous Huxley (1894-1963) was the chief architect of the CIA/MK ULTRA-MONARCH program. I strongly disagree.

Aldous Huxley was a prominent member of England’s elite eugenic based secret Anglo Saxon Luciferian societies. Trained at Oxford University, London, Huxley was one of the initiates in the “Children of the Sun,” a Dionysian Cult comprised of the children of Britain’s Roundtable Elite. Among the other initiates were T.S. Eliot, W.H. Auden, Sir Oswald Mosley, and D.H. Lawrence, Huxley’s homosexual lover.[24] By the way, Hefner’s co-Dionysian initiate Huxley’s Culture and the Individual (subject Psychedelics [Soma]) was published in Playboy Magazine in November 1963, the same month and year of JFK’s assassination and Huxley’s death.[25]

ILLUMINATI Brits Huxley (British Intelligence) and Dr. Gregory Bateson (CIA agent) would have been important and key “policy” board members, but don’t get it twisted. The CEO of MK ULTRA had been fellow ultra secret Teutonic Knight of the Black Sun, SS Dr. Josef Mengele.

(Post was last modified: 01-28-2015 08:39 AM by AkhaldanSolo.)

Matouwac Torch lop guest
User ID: 263983
01-28-2015 08:48 AM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (01-28-2015 08:11 AM)

You know I would like to publicly thank you for the effort you have put into this thread with me, as well as the time it took to write at you did above. I admire people like you for sure. Thank you.

In Lak’Ech Ala K’In brother.

Thank you for staying on this and your other threads, working to shed some light on this reality, one that most folks can only barely accept as fantastical and outlandish impossibility.

We are planting seeds.

BJ lop guest
User ID: 251298
01-31-2015 04:06 AM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

When I read this:

c) The individual that most likely acted as intermediary between Iran-Contra syndicate and the bankers was Edgar Bronfman. Bronfman is a significant owner of Barrick and TrizecHahn, and President of the World Jewish Congress (WJC).

http://lunaticoutpost.com/showthread.php...62&page=23

I thought of this:

(Alex) Jones is linked to the Zionist liquor smuggling Bronfman gangster family.

(All about Jones' ties to Jewish interests):
http://abundanthope.net/pages/True_US_Hi...nter.shtml

Birds of a feather...
Films Emerge

Reportedly, FBI agents seized at least four 'lurid' films from the Florida home of Jeffrey Epstein.

A serving law enforcement officer "has confirmed that the content of the films is described in 93 pages of police files leaked to a US publication."

Andy's pal FILMED his escapades with underage 'sex slave'
http://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-n...ey-Epstein Published 1st February 2015

The National Enquirer has 'a screenshot from a video' allegedly showing Andrew having sex with this girl.

Reportedly the screenshot is some kind of photoshop.

The CIA and its friends know the identities of the top child abusers in the UK.

Westminster child abuse scandal: KGB and CIA kept secret ...
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/wes...gb-5080120

One source close to the KGB said: "We knew of some MPs who loved rent boys, and others who were active
paedophiles.

"In those days, MPs were protected by (police) Special Branch and anyone with a chequered history, or an unhealthy appetite for young children, was soon flagged up by them...

"They tried hard to suppress any possible leaks...

"(Jewish cabinet minister Leon) Brittan ran your Special Branch. He also organised a 'dirty tricks' campaign with Prime Minister Thatcher against the miners and militants.”

The KGB man says that police Special Branch was run by Leon Brittan 'as an establishment militia.'

Former Home Secretary Leon Brittan, an abuser at the Elm Guest House boy brothel, was accused of failing to act on the evidence passed to him by Tory MP Geoffrey Dickens in 1983.

Former Labour cabinet minister minister Barbara Castle compiled files on child abuse, but they were seized by Special Branch officers in 1984.

Tony Robinson, 81, a former Special Branch officer, found child abuser Sir Cyril Smith's prosecution files deliberately hidden at his Blackburn headquarters.

Deputy head of MI6 Peter Hayman.

The deputy head of MI6, Sir Peter Hayman, kept "explicit records of his sexual activities and fantasies", a report from the 1980s said.

A number of people in both MI5 and MI6 were said to be child abusers.

After World War II, the man with most influence within MI5 and MI6 was said to be Lord Victor Rothschild.

There is a suspicion that people such as the Rothschilds and Rockefellers control the security services, including Mossad and the CIA.

**EPSTEIN'S BLACK BOOK - NAMES LISTED.**
http://aanirfan.blogspot.co.uk/2015/01/e...isted.html

In the early 1980s, a young rent-boy volunteered to expose the top people abusing children at boy brothels.

Teen rent boy VANISHED after spying on VIP

A newspaper gave the boy a camera.

The boy named Leon Brittan, the cabinet minister responsible for the police and MI5, as a visitor to a boy brothel.

The boy disappeared hours after starting his investigation – and was never seen again.

Reportedly, the police, cabinet ministers and members of the security services were regular visitors to the various boy brothels, which were run by the security services.

A young rent boy phoned the Sunday Mirror newspaper and told them he feared for his life because a policeman who was supposed to be protecting him had been ordered to close the case.

The boy told the journalists: "Please, please help me. I'm in terrible danger. They will know I've been talking to the police.

"You cannot imagine what they will do to me if I'm caught. I have seen what they have done to others."

The boy told the journalists that Leon Brittan was one of the people who attended the child abuse parties held in various locations.
Reportedly, some of the top child abusers were flown in and out of a Royal Airforce base, possibly RAF Northolt.

Reportedly, some of the top child abusers were flown to Belgium, the home of Marc Dutroux, whose child kidnapping gang has been linked to Mossad and its friends.

The police detective, who was supposed to be protecting the child whistleblower, told the child that the child abuse investigation had been stopped.

The boy said of the detective: "He told me that he'd been ordered to stop the investigation and could do nothing to help me."

The boy then gave the Sunday Mirror the detective's name and his direct telephone number.

When the Sunday Mirror phoned the detective, the detective said: "Don't ever ring or try to contact me again."

The Sunday Mirror reporter said he knew Leon Brittan was involved and asked to meet up.

The detective said: "Look please - go away.

"Don't tell anyone you have spoken to me. I've been ordered to stop the investigation. All my files are gone."

Asked who had ordered the investigation stopped, he said: "The very top. It comes from there right down to my boss.

The top people, who work in alliance, are a mixture of Robber Barons, Feudal Lords, Nazis, Zionists and Mafia Dons.

They are as ruthless as any Roman emperor or medieval king.

Margaret Thatcher was kept informed of the investigation into Sir Peter Hayman's link to sadistic child abuse.

Call for inquiry into links between senior civil servant Sir Peter Hayman and paedophile network in the 1980's:
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/cri...16125.html

Hayman was the deputy director of MI6.

One of Hayman's contacts "shared an obsession with the systematic killing by sexual torture of young people and children."
It has been suggested that the torture and killing activity of the military has as much to do with sexual lust as anything else.

UK Member of Parliament Tom Watson says: "I would like to know how it was that a senior mandarin with links to MI6 was able to rise through the ranks and have connections with people with a taste for sexual violence against children, and yet go unchallenged for so long."

The answer is that many of the top people enjoy torturing and murdering children.

**Prince Andrew's Viral Video of Sex Slave Scandal.**

http://www.celebdirtylaundry.com/2015/pr...ape-

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2015/02/pri...mment-form

(Mat this post was last modified: 02-01-2015 08:20 PM by AkhaldanSolo.)

---

**Matouwac Torch**

Top guest

User ID: 263983

02-01-2015 10:01 PM

Post: #365

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

This aspect of the story, the Andrew side, is shaping up to illustrate what looks like a progressive blackmail operation- perhaps on the Queen.

If they have video now, they have from the start. (Some say that the entire Epstein operation's point is for Mossad/CIA blackmailing purposes, though I see that as a portion of a larger engagement with spiritual implications.)

So it begs the questions, who is being blackmail with the Andrew material? Most likely the Queen. What is the next phase if demands are not met? Perhaps Charles. And his dirt is EPIC.

Huge pedo. VERY close to Jimmy Saville, which alone could bring a VERY significant degree of scrutiny to the Windsor/Geulphs and ALL of their associations for the past 60+ years. Not to mention his and the Queen's roles in the deaths of the Princess of Wales and Dodi Fayed.

Among other rumored evils like human sacrifice, human 'hunting', etc...

What might the demands be?

Regardless, Andrew is getting Cosby'd. The reputation destruction is fine, but complete, and TRUE legal proceedings would be preferable (thought it is HIGHLY doubtful that such a thing can exist in our masonic BAR system, under the Crown and Vatican...)

Continue to expose the predators. Then expose the blackmailers, and on and on up the chain, until it breaks completely.

---

**AkhaldanSolo**

Registered User

User ID: 264568

02-02-2015 12:55 AM

Posts: 789

Post: #366

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Very interesting hypothesis. I wonder what gains can be got from someone with such a rich history of subterfuge. This seems to be something that goes much deeper than our understanding and I cannot in my wildest speculation fathom a reason. I mean she's got to be up to her neck in favors but I couldn't imagine what she has to offer beside some kind of spiritual 'blessing' or transference of power.

(Mat this post was last modified: 02-02-2015 12:56 AM by AkhaldanSolo.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matouwac Torch</th>
<th>Post: #367</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lop guest User ID: 263983 02-02-2015 01:39 AM</td>
<td>RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (02-02-2015 12:55 AM)</td>
<td>Very interesting hypothesis. I wonder what gains can be got from someone with such a rich history of subterfuge. This seems to be something that goes much deeper than our understanding and I cannot in my wildest speculation fathom a reason. I mean she's got to be up to her neck in favors but I couldn't imagine what she has to offer beside some kind of spiritual 'blessing' or transference of power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Well it is WIDELY speculated that her linage is NOT the true 'royal' line, and that they (something about The Houses of Saxe-Coburg and Windsor) are usurpers/imposters). That may be the biggest one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It could also be pressure to reveal/release some monumental secrets re: TRUE human history and origins, upcoming global events, or something beyond the scope of current consideration...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pi Infinity</th>
<th>Post: #368</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 3.14159265 02-02-2015 01:58 AM</td>
<td>RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I kow this is off topic, kind of, but I want to know WHY, when people see this, and that especially means people on these forums who KNOW this about the elites......</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WHY do they send their kids to war for them? Why are they patriots and army brats and happy their kids die for them?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It's just abuse and condoning it in another form. Your daughter wasn't raped by them so it's okay to send your son to die for them? I don't get it!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sorry to be off topic.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AkhaldanSolo Registered User</th>
<th>Post: #369</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 264568 02-02-2015 03:03 AM</td>
<td>RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matouwac Torch Wrote: (02-02-2015 01:39 AM) AkhaldanSolo Wrote: (02-02-2015 12:55 AM)</td>
<td>Very interesting hypothesis. I wonder what gains can be got from someone with such a rich history of subterfuge. This seems to be something that goes much deeper than our understanding and I cannot in my wildest speculation fathom a reason. I mean she's got to be up to her neck in favors but I couldn't imagine what she has to offer beside some kind of spiritual 'blessing' or transference of power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Well it is WIDELY speculated that her linage is NOT the true 'royal' line, and that they (something about The Houses of Saxe-Coburg and Windsor) are usurpers/imposters). That may be the biggest one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It could also be pressure to reveal/release some monumental secrets re: TRUE human history and origins, upcoming global events, or something beyond the scope of current consideration...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes I do understand what you are saying about the German lineage but I thought that revelation might just be secure enough and folded into the whole paradigm, especially as the queen as a major player. But maybe she does have enemies she has to shore up as well...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(This post was last modified: 02-02-2015 03:04 AM by AkhaldanSolo.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AkhaldanSolo Registered User</th>
<th>Post: #370</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User ID: 264568 02-02-2015 03:10 AM</td>
<td>RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi Wrote: (02-02-2015 01:58 AM)</td>
<td>I kow this is off topic, kind of, but I want to know WHY, when people see this, and that especially means people on these forums who KNOW this about the elites......</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHY do they send their kids to war for them? Why are they patriots and army brats and happy their kids die for them?

It's just abuse and condoning it in another form. Your daughter wasn't raped by them so it's okay to send your son to die for them? I don't get it!

Sorry to be off topic.

Is the question “Why DON'T they send their kids to war?” Because most of them Don't serve and if they do they are given cushy positions far from battle as a 'rite of passage'. It might have been a bit different 70 years ago where joining the military is either a governmental requirement or the duty of just being a man (depending on the brainwashing of the time).

George Bush Sr. served and got shot down, supposedly a hemp parachute saved his life or so they say, but he was the biggest Nazi infiltrator of all time, for us, but he was raised as a asset from the beginning.

His sons only served blow jobs to each other. So?

---

**AkhdanSolo**

Registered User

User ID: 268088

02-02-2015 10:04 AM

Posts: 789

---

**Post: #371**

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Degrees of separation between Epstein and Andrew to Bronfman, Universal and Def Jam, RICK ROSS & PSYCHOLOGICAL SATANIC WARFARE AGAINST HIP HOP/POP

**AkhdanSolo** Wrote: (01-24-2015 11:04 PM)

*Jeffrey Epstein's Little Black Book* contains the names of people who could be described as being a mixture of the Feudal Elite, Robber Barons, Zionists, Nazis and members of the security services.

Here are some of the better known names:

Edward de Rothschild
Evelyn de Rothschild
David Rockefeller
Henry Kissinger

**Edgar Bronfman**

Edward Koch
Michael Bloomberg
Rupert Murdoch
Ehud Barak
Saudi Arabia's Prince Salman
Elizabeth
Prince Andrew
Charlie Althorpe
Viscount William Astor
Lord Alistair McAlpine
Ernst Hanover
Marie Hapsburg
Senator Edward Kennedy
John Kerry
Jimmy Buffet
Peter Soros
Constantine Niarchos (Billionaire).
Laurie Oppenheim
Danny Baker
Sir Anthony Bamford
Baron Bentinck
Conrad Black
David Blaine
Tony Blair
Lauren Booth
Richard Branson
William and Carina Carey
John Cleese
Nicholas Coleridge
Clive Cook
Sophie Dahl
David and Linda Davies
Alan Dershowitz
Jonathan Dimbleby
Bernie Ecclestone
Ben Elliot
Chris Evans
Brian Ferry
Ralph Fiennes
Rocco Forte
Mathew Freud
David Frost
Mariella Frostrup
Lloyd Grossman
Lord Hanson
Marie Helvin
Mr Heseltine
Nick Hurd
Liz Hurley
Michael Jackson
Mick Jagger
Ted Kennedy Jr
Bobby Kennedy
Simon Le Bon
David Linley
Courtney Love
Lord Rothschild and Lord Mandelson
Peter Mandelson
Eric Margolis
Ghislaine Maxwell
Kevin Maxwell
John Micklethwait (Editor in chief of the Economist)
George Milford Haven
Rosa Monckton
Andrew Neil
David Puttnam
Bill Richardson
Gerald Ronson
Charlie Rose
Jessica Rothschild
Hannah Rothschild
Jeffrey Sachs
Edmund Saffra
James Sainsbury
Rupert Soames
Harry Sutherland
Hugo Swire
Alfred Taubman
Ivana Trump
Barbara Walters
Les Wexner
Shaun Woodward
Toby Young

BRITTAN; ELITE CHILD ABUSE RINGS USED TO CONTROL UK
Def Jam Recordings is owned by the Universal Music Group.[100] Edgar Bronfman, Jr. was the chief architect behind the creation of Universal Music Group and the Universal Studios film division.[101]

Whenever a Bronfman is mentioned in any subject, it should immediately raise “RED FLAGS”. The Bronfman Family of Canada is extreme deep cover and politics stuff too vast to cover here. But briefly, they control Seagram Co of England, the biggest liquor company in North America. During the U.S. Prohibition Era, the Bronfman gang illegally smuggled booze into the United States with the aid and assistance of Al Capone, Kemper Marley, Meyer Lansky, the Purple Gang and others. [102] They are linked to the international drug trade.[103] The Bronfman family is also notoriously linked to the Mafia, the Meyer Lansky Crime Syndicate; and within the deep cover inner circle responsible for the assassination of President John F. Kennedy (JFK).[104] The Bloodline of Wotan is also substantially among the inner circle connected to the assassination of the JFK.[105]

The most blatant, leading and visible Black vessels of this Satanic psychological warfare campaign is Jay-Z, Beyonce, Rihanna, Kanye Omari West of Def Jam Recordings.

Russell Simmons, the most visible Black head of Def Jam was only illusionary and window dressing. The founder of Def Jam is the powerful and mysterious “Enlightened One”, Frederick Jay “Rick” Rubin, co-head of Columbia Records.

Frederick Jay “Rick” Rubin

Rubin owns the infamous secluded haunted mansion of Harry Houdini (3/24/1874-Halloween 1926), Lord of Illusions and Mysticism, at 2400-2435 Laurel Canyon Blvd, Los Angeles.

(During the 1960s, an extremely interesting assortment of pioneer rock musicians, singers and songwriters suddenly begin to gather in Laurel Canyon as though summoned there by some unseen Pied Piper. Gram Parsons; The Mamas and Papas; Buffalo Springfield; the Byrds; the Monkees; Steppenwolf; Crosby, Stills and Nash; Neil Young; Frank Zappa; Jim Morrison, Alice Cooper; Jimi Hendrix; CHARLES MASON &
FAMILY all found their way to Laurel Canyon

Another infamous resident of Laurel Canyon was U.S. Naval Intelligence Futurist and Science Fiction writer, Robert Heinlein. Heinlein at 8775 Lookout Mountain Avenue was just down the road from the U.S. Military Intelligence Top-Secret Lockout Mountain Laboratory (below) on Wonderland. During WWII, Heinlein led a top-secret special project of technical (science fiction) writers for military naval intelligence to bridge America’s gap between the occult and science. (It is speculated the Goebbel's may have designed Lookout Mountain himself and was once guarded by 12 armed Nazi guards, Bill Cosby and Marilyn Monroe went there and participated in Propaganda films and MK-Ultra and Mockingbird training films, this is where the nexus of where Nazi Hollywood started.)

This special research group was setup in response to the Nazis’ advances in occulted pseudo-sciences and advance mind and mass population control techniques, super weaponry projections [11] and development of (Brotherhood of the Bell (Die Glocke)) nuclear technology [12] that was bargaining chips in the hands of the SS (Schutzstaffel), Reichsfurhrer SS-1 Heinrich Himmler, Obergruppenfuhrer SS Dr. Hans Friedrich Karl Franz Kammler and Reichsminister Dr. Paul Josef Goebbels.

Among the science fiction writers Heinlein recruited for the special project were Isaac Asimov, John W. Campbell, Jr., George O. Smith, Murray Leinster (Will F. Jenkins), L. Ron Hubbard, L. Sprague de Camp, and Fletcher Pratt. [13]

Heinlein’s best-known work is the novel Stranger in a Strange Land. Ed Sanders has written, in The Family, that the book “helped provide a theoretical basis for Manson’s family.” Charlie frequently used Strange Land terminology when addressing his flock and he named his first Family-born son Valentine Michael Manson, in honor of the book’s lead character. [14]

Approximately nine miles west of Laurel Canyon is Rustic Canyon. Beach Boy Dennis Wilson lived in Rustic Canyon at 14400 Sunset Blvd. Wilson’s cabin was where Charles Manson and Family began to be implanted with the concept that he and his followers had to prepare themselves for a race war (Helter Skelter) with Black America.[15]

From 1933 to 1945, just five miles off Sunset Blvd, Rustic Canyon had been home to a secret $4 million Nazi military styled compound with a powerful electric fence, a diesel-powered generator, a 395,000 gallon water tank, an Olympic sized swimming pool, and extensive networks of staircases scattered along the walls canyon. The stairs were believed to be used by guards patrolling the compound.[16] A group of up to 40 armed Nazis occupied the compound. The group was led by a man known as “Herr Schmidt. He was possessed to be endowed with metaphysical powers.[17]

Herr Schmidt predicted that world war would be won by Germany, that the United States would collapse into years of violent anarchy (Helter Skelter) and that the chosen few (Enlightened Ones) would need a tight spot in which to hole up, self-sufficient, until the fire storm had passed. Then they could emerge not only intact, but due to Aryan supremacy, they would rule a New World Order.[18]

Back around to Laurel Canyon in 1947. After the formation of Operation Paperclip that secretly brought thousands of Nazis into the United States, the Army Air Corps (1352d Motion Picture Squadron) secured a 21/2 acre house on Wonderland Park Avenue and turned it into a -top-secret electrical fenced movie production house indentified as the Lookup Mountain Laboratory. It is claimed that it was perhaps the world’s only completely self-contained movie studio. With 100,000 square feet of floor space, the covert studio included sound stages, screening rooms, film processing labs, editing facilities, an animation department, and seventeen climate-controlled film vaults. It also had underground parking, a helicopter pad and a bomb shelter.[19]

Lookout Mountain Laboratory had something to do with the Cold War developing secret weapon testing films for the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) and Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). The existence of this facility wasn’t acknowledged until the early 90’s even though it had produced some 19,000 government propaganda films, and had the likes of John Ford, Jimmy Stewart, Howard Hawks, Ronald Reagan, Bing Crosby, Walt Disney and Marilyn Monroe working there with top-secret clearances on (MK ULTRA) “undisclosed projects”[20]. Hollywood civilian studio staff from Warner Brothers, Metro-Goldwyn Mayer and RKO also worked alongside its military staff as producers, cameramen and directors.[21]

The lab conducted secret experiments and shot military training films and documentaries here until the
clandestine studio was decommissioned in 1969 [22] most likely after or just prior to the August 8 Tate-LaBianca Massacre. The savage, grizzly and cold blood murders of 6 white people at 10050 Cielo Drive in Benedict Canyon, just a couple miles to the west of Laurel Canyon, had been originally blamed on Black Nationalist, the Black Panther Party for Self Defense (Helter Skelter)[23]

The road to the U.S. Military Top-Secret Lookout Mountain Laboratory should almost face Rubin’s studio mansion on Laurel Canyon Blvd. When fascist rock star David Bowie wanted to delve into Kabalism (the religious mystical and magical system of Judaism), he just happened to seek out Rick Rubin and Houdini’s Mansion.

Channeling the Nazis, David Bowie & SS Lighting Bolt

Bowie had been doing loads of cocaine in the mansion when he saw himself as a modern day incarnation of Merlin, The Magician, of King Arthur’s Knightly Round Table, dabbled in grey magic and assumed the identity of “The Thin White Duke,” a decadent, Euro, disco vampire.[24] At Wewelsburg Castle, Himmler had also channeled, Merlin. Undoubtedly, Rubin and Bowie had been involved in preforming secret SS metaphysical occult rites of Reichsfurhrer Heinrich Himmler.

This is the backdrop of Rick Rubin’s secluded haunted studio mansion compound in Laurel Canyon, the perfect setting to secretive recruit, train, indoctrinate, program and initiate vessels for Lucifer’s Servants, and CIA-MK ULTRA. Its “… foundation is said to have been riddled with secret passageways, tunnels, and hidden chambers. Similarly, the grounds of the estate were (and still are) laced with trails leading to grottoes, elaborate stone structures, and hidden caves and tunnels.”[25]
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Matouwac Torch Wrote: (02-02-2015 01:39 AM)

AkhashdanSolo Wrote: (02-02-2015 12:55 AM)

Very interesting hypothesis. I wonder what gains can be got from someone with such a rich history of subterfuge. This seems to be something that goes much deeper than our understanding and I cannot in my wildest speculation fathom a reason. I mean she's got to be up to her neck in favors but I couldn't imagine what she has to offer beside some kind of spiritual 'blessing' or transference of power.

Well it is WIDELY speculated that her lineage is NOT the true 'royal' line, and that they (something about The Houses of Saxe-Coburg and Windsor) are usurpers/imposters). That may be the biggest one.

It could also be pressure to reveal/release some monumental secrets re: TRUE human history and origins, upcoming global events, or something beyond the scope of current consideration...
The true line doesn't get served they serve others.
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The true line shuns publicity. They probably are not aware of who they are until the time they are called.
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RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Young woman at the center of Prince Andrew scandal says the FBI have videos of her having sex with Jeffrey Epstein and 'powerful friends' while she was underage
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-....z3R8QxUgpu

The coverup continues
The coverup continues
The coverup continues
The coverup continues
The coverup continues
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Advertisement
Akhaldan Solo was correct all along on the Hampstead stuff that got him banned.

I honestly could not read this shit. It is dark. Be warned. not for the faint hearted...
This is the face of EVIL.
http://pastebin.com/index/pCtcpQ6G

got that link from this story here
http://newsinsideout.com/2015/02/anonymo...ifice-hub/

Good job Solo. Follow your heart! 😊😊😊
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5 star thread  
Somehow, Penn State-Joe Paterno-Jerry Sandusky- and the Catholic Church fit into this schematic.
As are the deaths of JonBenet Ramsey and Natalie Holloway.

Denver is connected.

Of course the Catholic Church figures.

Boys Town and Second Mile (Sandusky as the fall-guy - the public can handle the idea of a lone sicko abusing a few boys, but try telling them about child prostitution rings!) On and on.....in schools, institutions, orphanages, you name it. Not sure if these all exist under a giant parent umbrella (i.e. Illuminati) or are just loosely connected, each ring pandering to a specific clientele. Regardless, the commonality is the greed and lust for ultimate power and control. Sexual predation is more about power than sex.

Those who have attempted investigations, the creditable ones who had potential power to be believed by the public (unlike us "crazy conspiracists") tend to end up dead. Ray Gricar. Nancy Schaefer. Aaron Swartz.

Those are just the tips of icebergs.

This is so rampant yet untouchable - therefore is IMO the deepest conspiracy that exists. It not only depends, but THRIVES, on secrecy - the taboo nature of it makes it the perfect blackmailing mechanism - it can BIND the elite together in a brotherhood that cannot be broken. No number of contracts, promises, allegiances can match the failproof power of being bound within the same club of unthinkably evil deeds. Nobody wants to be outed, so each participant knows they are safe in the company of others who have done the same despicable deeds that the general public would never, ever accept. The public can overlook financial corruption, political corruption, etc., but not THIS.

Besides the blackmail component, pedophilia / nepophilia and other extreme sexual predatory and abusive acts are (tragically) often passed down generationally. So it's no surprise that it's common within royal families and churches. Especially when abused at a really young age before his or her own sexuality can develop freely, sex for the victim will always be understood as an unequal and non-consensual power dynamic. Victims only know how to be prey, then later on, predator (learned behavior).

This generational component is the trickiest because then it begs the question - how evil is it if a predatory abuser was once an innocent preyed-upon child? Is there any redemption for them? The closest answer (for me) is, ok, I can understand them WANTING to abuse children, but they must not act on it. If they can morally comprehend that what was done to them was wrong and should not be passed onto others, choose NOT to act on what their body / mind wants, then that is the best-case scenario. I've heard of a woman who was sexually abused so young that when she became an adult, she knew she had the predilection for it. So she had her tubes tied in order to prevent passing it down to her own children.

I could go on and on with this subject but I'll stop for now.
public (unlike us "crazy conspiracists") tend to end up dead. Ray Gricar. Nancy Schaefer. Aaron Swartz.

Those are just the tips of icebergs.

This is so rampant yet untouchable - therefore is IMO the deepest conspiracy that exists. It not only depends, but THRIVES, on secrecy - the taboo nature of it makes it the perfect blackmailing mechanism - it can BIND the elite together in a brotherhood that cannot be broken. No number of contracts, promises, allegiances can match the failproof power of being bound within the same club of unthinkable evil deeds. Nobody wants to be ousted, so each participant knows they are safe in the company of others who have done the same despicable deeds that the general public would never, ever accept. The public can overlook financial corruption, political corruption, etc., but not THIS.

Besides the blackmail component, pedophilia / nepophilia and other extreme sexual predatory and abusive acts are (tragically) often passed down generationally. So it's no surprise that it's common within royal families and churches. Especially when abused at a really young age before his or her own sexuality can develop freely, sex for the victim will always be understood as an unequal and non-consensual power dynamic. Victims only know how to be prey, then later on, predator (learned behavior).

This generational component is the trickiest because then it begs the question - how evil is it if a predatory abuser was once an innocent preyed-upon child? Is there any redemption for them? The closest answer (for me) is, ok, I can understand them WANTING to abuse children, but they must not act on it. If they can morally comprehend that what was done to them was wrong and should not be passed onto others, choose NOT to act on what their body / mind wants, then that is the best-case scenario. I've heard of a woman who was sexually abused so young that when she became an adult, she knew she had the predilection for it. So she had her tubes tied in order to prevent passing it down to her own children.

I could go on and on with this subject but I'll stop for now.

It is as if it flows from predator to prey as a virus, an infection of evil. Self perpetuating.

The sacrificing, consumption, and pedophilia is such a powerful 'evil' that it must play a role in the dark magic aka manipulation and control of our collective reality. Until there is total harmonic frequency cohesion, in other words until this is completely eradicated, there is likely to continue to be war, global slavery, and the pyramid of control.

The outside reflects the inside and vice versa.

Though many people's first response is one of anger, vengeance, and punishment, it is VERY likely that these people were ALL victims themselves, and are sick- infected with evil.

Just as putting an addict in jail does nothing to help them conquer their addiction, it may be wise in these scenarios to consider how to help these afflicted sickos, and forever break the chain of 'virus transmission'.

It is just as much spiritual as it is physical/mental/emotional. A holistic approach to our sickest brothers, is a holistic approach to healing our collective human family.

But first the ALL must be outed.

---
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Akhaldan Solo was correct all along on the Hampstead stuff that got him banned.
I honestly could not read this shit. It is dark. Be warned.
not for the faint hearted...
This is the face of EVIL.
http://pastebin.com/index/pCtcpQ6G

got that link from this story here
http://newsinsideout.com/2015/02/anonymo...ifice

Good job Solo. Follow your heart!
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Denver is connected.

Of course the Catholic Church figures.
Boys Town and Second Mile (Sandusky as the fall-guy - the public can handle the idea of a lone sicko abusing a few boys, but try telling them about child prostitution rings!) On and on.....in schools, institutions, orphanages, you name it. Not sure if these all exist under a giant parent umbrella (i.e. Illuminati) or are just loosely connected, each ring pandering to a specific clientele. Regardless, the commonality is the greed and lust for ultimate power and control. Sexual predation is more about power than sex.

Those who have attempted investigations, the creditable ones who had potential power to be believed by the public (unlike us "crazy conspiracists") tend to end up dead. Ray Gricar. Nancy Schaefer. Aaron Swartz.

Those are just the tips of icebergs.

This is so rampant yet untouchable - therefore is IMO the deepest conspiracy that exists. It not only depends, but THRIVES, on secrecy - the taboo nature of it makes it the perfect blackmailing mechanism - it can BIND the elite together in a brotherhood that cannot be broken. No number of contracts, promises, allegiances can match the failproof power of being bound within the same club of unthinkably evil deeds. Nobody wants to be outed, so each participant knows they are safe in the company of others who have done the same despicable deeds that the general public would n\'ever, ever accept. The public can overlook financial corruption, political corruption, etc., but not THIS.

Besides the blackmail component, pedophilia / nepophilia and other extreme sexual predatory and abusive acts are (tragically) often passed down generationally. So it\'s no surprise that it\'s common within royal families and churches. Especially when abused at a really young age before his or her own sexuality can develop freely, sex for the victim will always be understood as an unequal and non-consensual power dynamic. Victims only know how to be prey, then later on, predator (learned behavior).

This generational component is the trickiest because then it begs the question - **how evil is it if a predatory abuser was once an innocent preyed-upon child?** Is there any redemption for them? The closest answer (for me) is, ok, I can understand them WANTING to abuse children, but they must not act on it. If they can morally comprehend that what was done to them was wrong and should not be passed onto others, choose NOT to act on what their body / mind wants, then that is the best-case scenario. I\'ve heard of a woman who was sexually abused so young that when she became an adult, she knew she had the predilection for it. So she had her tubes tied in order to prevent passing it down to her own children.
I could go on and on with this subject but I'll stop for now.

It is as if it flows from predator to prey as a virus, an infection of evil. Self perpetuating.

The sacrificing, consumption, and pedophilia is such a powerful 'evil' that it must play a role in the dark magic aka manipulation and control of our collective reality. Until there is total harmonic frequency cohesion, in other words until this is completely eradicated, there is likely to continue to be war, global slavery, and the pyramid of control.

The outside reflects the inside and vice versa.

Though many people's first response is one of anger, vengeance, and punishment, it is VERY likely that these people were ALL victims themselves, and are sick-infected with evil.

Just as putting an addict in jail does nothing to help them conquer their addiction, it may be wise in these scenarios to consider how to help these afflicted sickos, and forever break the chain of 'virus transmission'.

It is just as much spiritual as it is physical/mental/emotional. A holistic approach to our sickest brothers, is a holistic approach to healing our collective human family.

But first the ALL must be outed.

Agreed. It is exactly like viral transmission. In the Hampstead pastebin you posted you can see the early behavioral transmission happening - the kids encouraged to do the same to each other, a young boy touching a pet inappropriately. The reason pedophilia is so particularly horrible is that it imprints minds that are soaking up information like a sponge.

Though sexual assault of adults is also horrible, it doesn't imprint their fully developed minds. Thus it can be compartmentalized as "a horrible thing that happened to me, I did not consent, and I am not like them." And the people who, like TheSundayArtist, blame a seventeen-year-old for what Epstein et. al. did to her, saying she was complicit, are WRONG. There is a reason statutory laws exist. Until someone is 18 in this culture, they are treated as and are developmentally still "under rule of an adult (parents and guardians)". That means it is EGREGIOUS for any adult to abuse their role as an adult-to-a-minor.

I was raped when I was 16 and made to believe by my rapist that it wasn't rape. It wasn't until I was 33 that I realized he had groomed me since I was 10, and that what happened to me wasn't my fault (I should've listened to my 16 yo self who was scared to say no, but was so impressionable she just allowed it to happen). He blamed me for seducing him (at the age of 10!) and at the time it made me feel powerful, wanted, and loved. Teenage minds are still developing and pliable, so later on in my twenties I found myself becoming the role I had been taught: the seducer of older men.

There are some other stories I can tell about what happened to others to illustrate the point that 17 is STILL TOO YOUNG. Speaking by strict science, it isn't biologically too young (think of this disturbing example: look up what age boys can have erections), but it is psychologically 100% wrong, period. Bodies can heal easily, but psyches cannot. THIS is what people like TheSundayArtist refuse to comprehend.

I have an essay's worth to write on what I think is a possible solution to this international pedophilia problem, but I'll save that for later.
It is as if it flows from predator to prey as a virus, an infection of evil. Self perpetuating.

The sacrificing, consumption, and pedophilia is such a powerful 'evil' that it must play a role in the dark magic aka manipulation and control of our collective reality. Until there is total harmonic frequency cohesion, in other words until this is completely eradicated, there is likely to continue to be war, global slavery, and the pyramid of control.

The outside reflects the inside and vice versa.

Though many people's first response is one of anger, vengeance, and punishment, it is VERY likely that these people were ALL victims themselves, and are sick-infected with evil.

Just as putting an addict in jail does nothing to help them conquer their addiction, it may be wise in these scenarios to consider how to help these afflicted sickos, and forever break the chain of 'virus transmission'.

It is just as much spiritual as it is physical/mental/emotional. A holistic approach to our sickest brothers, is a holistic approach to healing our collective human family.

But first the ALL must be outed.

Agreed. It is exactly like viral transmission. In the Hampstead pastebin you posted you can see the early behavioral transmission happening - the kids encouraged to do the same to each other, a young boy touching a pet inappropriately. The reason pedophilia is so particularly horrible is that it imprints minds that are soaking up information like a sponge.

Though sexual assault of adults is also horrible, it doesn't imprint their fully developed minds. Thus it can be compartmentalized as "a horrible thing that happened to me, I did not consent, and I am not like them." And the people who, like TheSundayArtist, blame a seventeen-year-old for what Epstein et. al. did to her, saying she was complicit, are WRONG. There is a reason statutory laws exist. Until someone is 18 in this culture, they are treated as and are developmentally still "under rule of an adult (parents and guardians)". That means it is EGREGIOUS for any adult to abuse their role as an adult-to-a-minor.

I was raped when I was 16 and made to believe by my rapist that it wasn't rape. It wasn't until I was 33 that I realized he had groomed me since I was 10, and that what happened to me wasn't my fault (I should've listened to my 16 yo self who was scared to say no, but was so impressionable she just allowed it to happen). He blamed me for seducing him (at the age of 10!) and at the time it made me feel powerful, wanted, and loved. Teenage minds are still developing and pliable, so later on in my twenties I found myself becoming the role I had been taught: the seducer of older men.

There are some other stories I can tell about what happened to others to illustrate the point that 17 is STILL TOO YOUNG. Speaking by strict science, it isn't biologically too young (think of this disturbing example: look up what age boys can have erections), but it is psychologically 100% wrong, period. Bodies can heal easily, but psyches cannot. THIS is what people like TheSundayArtist refuse to comprehend.

I have an essay's worth to write on what I think is a possible solution to this international pedophilia problem, but I'll save that for later.

Thanks for the excellent post... great insight....unfortunately.
This is an important thread to keep afloat.

One of the interesting things is that certain well known lefties and suspected shills are staying clear of this subject.

I married a 16 year old when I was 18 and soon after I was privy to my little 12 year old sister inlaw being raped by a 35 year old man.
It took me until almost 60 to realize my exwife was a teen prostitute being farmed out by her mother and her oldest brother.
I realized that the reason the old lady covered up the rape of the younger sister was because SHE SET IT UP. The little girl was a virgin and I finally realized that they were PURPOSELY TRYING TO MAKE HER SEXUALLY ACTIVE.

It did not work.
Why as such a young age?
I was a chump and I married their income resource.
The little sister in law was completely traumatized .... and is an alcoholic today in her mid 50s.

One side of this that is not being hashed out, and maybe is best to leave alone... is the spiritual aspect.
The old lady consulted fortune tellers and did follow their instructions.
A mother following the instructions of Gypsy fortune tellers is not good for a family.

So this stuff goes on in the lower echelons of society also.

What is problematic in the higher echelons is THE POWER these pervs wield.
Could anyone here imagine that at least a few of Epstein's stable of teen girls has not met untimely deaths?
Yet Bill Clinton is venerated as the elder statesman of the Democrat party... and his wife will likely become president.
The wife who intimidated Juanita Brodderick after BJ forcibly raped her.

---

**Post: #383**

**RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood**

The Not So Quiet One

Thank you Anon's for contributing such sincere material to this thread. This is the kind of discussion I would like to propagate when approaching this subject.

Unfortunately, as you so kindly illustrated, for many of us living in today's environment, having endured three decades in the very least of an all out mind rape through cartoons, playboy, Mtv, Hollyweird, our books and education, it's hard to notice that our entire society's collective moral compass has changed a few degrees.

One of the above posters mentioned that her sister was raped almost as a 'rite of passage' to make her sexually active and I find that is classically one of the biggest justifications that abusers use is that a girl becomes of age and is able to have sex whenever an age limit can justify it, which generally pushes the subjectivity range in the lower direction when a heavily brainwashed male population bent on promiscuous sex and internet pornography have a say in things. This dynamic happens to be the complete opposite of what is true for most females of that age, of whom are also struggling with their own forms of societal manipulation, and can barely handle the responsibilities of being thrust into the world of guns, drugs, sex(rape) trafficking as in the case of this Epstein character, let alone able to understand what it takes to raise another child if she gets pregnant, along with an entire host of psychological issues she may have to deal with the rest of her life.

It's difficult to illustrate these concepts to people who's moral overton window has slid not so far as to cause all out immorality but far enough to justify himself so that he doesn't notice it's increasing ubiquity.

This slip in moral code is currently being illustrated and amplified among the female population as well with the current excitement revolving around the movie based on the book "50 shades of grey". It's extremely important to me that I impress upon people how comprehensive and absolute this program of mass manipulation is and how they are attempting it in books and film. Aangirfans latest material covers this new phenomena extensively in stating that it is literally "Pedophilia in plain sight":

Fifty Shades Of Grey – Pedophilia Hiding In Plain Sight..
http://theulstermanreport.com/2012/08/16...-a-reader/
Extracts from what the reader wrote:

Fifty Shades of Grey... has become so popular among women that some are referring to it as ‘Mommy Porn’...

It is pedophilia. It is child porn. Kiddie porn...

It is a story of a girl being sexually molested, over and over again, by a male figure with all the power, all the control.

It is the classic abuse scenario. And mothers are, in some cases, quite literally getting off on it... ”

-----------------------------------

"My professional experience centers around nearly 20 years with Child Protective Services...

What is reported in the news is only a small sample of... the disgusting acts that are going on every day.

Kids are being raped. Kids are being abused. Every single day. Over and over and over again.

I didn’t seek out 50 Shades of Grey.

It was brought to my attention by a longtime friend who is also a clinical psychologist at a university...

She said the book was about pedophilia... a story of a young woman engaging in a very graphic sexual relationship with a somewhat older man.

The problem for her... was that the narrator in the story, was in fact, an underage girl. ”

-----------------------------------

"My friend indicated, based on the use of language in the narration, that this girl was likely no more than 12 or 13 years of age.

I made mention that the girl in the story was actually getting ready to graduate college...

I’ll try and summarize my friend’s words at this point as best I can.

"Sexual predators are cons... 50 Shades of Grey is a con... It is a story about abuse from beginning to end...”

The female character has no sexual experience. None.

She is given the age of 21, but that age is itself a cover.

Her true emotional age is much-much younger.

She has never even masturbated. She has never even experienced an orgasm.

That alone is one of the greatest attractions to the pedophile. That is the psychology of that kind of act. You get off on taking purity...

Listen to how she talks. Again, she’s not talking like a young woman, she’s talking like a girl.

She talks about cartwheels, and skipping, over and over again. It is the language and the imagery of a girl.

The abuser, the older man... tells the little girl how to speak. What to wear. What to eat. ”
He is Daddy and she is daughter...

There is spanking and the use of Baby oil.

Why baby oil? Think about it.

The girl wears pigtails...

I got the book, I sat down, and I read it.

The main character ... was a kid who had just had her first drink of alcohol...

The narration, which is the voice of the girl talking to the reader, was the voice of a little girl.

It’s unmistakable. There is very little emotional maturity and absolutely no sexual maturity...

The male character... makes a show of his money, his power, the things he can buy for her, but while this is going on, we are reading the thoughts of a child...

Remove the false age of the girl, which has no basis in reality, and what we are actually reading is the abuse of a little girl.

The main character... can’t operate a computer (but is supposedly a college graduate)... has her imaginary friend... is spanked and slathered in BABY OIL....

And beyond all of this evidence there is the fact that the male character is himself a product of sexual abuse at the hands of a pedophile...

The author ... puts out the theme of pedophilia openly, therefore hiding it in plain sight...

Take away the aspect of money, and the character of the abuser becomes much less attractive and therefore it would have been much more difficult to pull of the deception. Are women actually that shallow? Yes, we can be.

http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/2015/02/fif...istic.html

https://scottishboomerang.wordpress.com/...-grooming/

Once again thanks posters for such thoughtful material.

---

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Anonymous23 February 2015 at 06:22

"Leading actors have repeatedly admitted they were embarrassed to star in this shitty movie, go figure. Dakota Johnson at least comes from a well known MK Ultra family. Her father, Don Johnson, was sexually abused at the beginning of his career by none other than Sal Mineo, Sal being himself sexually abused for years by scums in the industry. Sal had a violent death, being killed by relatives of the children abused by him as some say. Or maybe he was about to reveal the Hollywood child abuse, just as his co-stars from "Rebel without a cause'' did, James Dean and Natalie Wood. That was the reason behind their deaths, not a car crash or, drunkenness or infidelities as official Zio media lies to us. A coincidence all 3 of them died young in violent
circumstances? Dennis Hopper was a "good boy", didn't rebel against his "handlers" and he outlived them.

Melanie Griffith was hooked up with Don Johnson while she was still a minor, barely 15 years old. Good friend of another MK Ultra asset/ex-child star, Tatum O'Neal, herself abused by her more famous father, Ryan, Melanie took part in some celeb sex party also while she was still a minor. Her sister, Tracy, starred in porn movies, wiki won't tell you that and barely you can find this info on the net. A teenage Dakota went to rehab while she wasn't still 18. One of her ex bf's was a Sciento nut. About 3 years ago she did a creepy photoshoot for Tyler Shields....
satanism it is basically just crowleyism mixed with freemasonic Kabalah-ism or somethin like that or just ZioNaziPedocracy. But foregoing the ruse of using satanism as a front it's just plain difficult to fight off constant subjective Mod abuse tactics and censorship.

I do like this place and there are some very thoughtful and insightful people here and thought I might ask for an unban for that title.

Thanks man.

The Evil AC
I am not a number!!!
User ID: 666
02-24-2015 07:57 AM

Post: #388
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Okay just read. yw

keep on

Yes, people can have reactive personalities.

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 274313
02-24-2015 08:03 AM

Post: #389
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Matouwac Torch Wrote: (02-23-2015 06:22 AM)
Akhaldan Solo was correct all along on the Hampstead stuff that got him banned.

I honestly could not read this shit. It is dark. Be warned.
not for the faint hearted...
This is the face of EVIL.
http://pastebin.com/index/pCtcpQ6G

got that link from this story here
http://newsinsideout.com/2015/02/anonymo...ifice

Good job Solo. Follow your heart!

In the final segment of the Hampstead police interviews, the daughter confesses it was all made up. She says the step-father suspected somebody was abusing them and asked very leading questions, forcing her to agree to the satanic story, and even hitting her on the head with a spoon and pouring water over her head.

However, the interview up until that point was very convincing and it's certainly possible that somebody got to her. Either way though, legally the case is doomed. The satanic assholes have always said that these stories are a result of leading, suggestive questions. So they're going to use her confession as vindication.

AkhaltanSolonli
lop guest
User ID: 289103
02-24-2015 08:09 AM

Post: #390
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
For the time being, please, it would be appreciated if the Hampstead issue be avoided, particularly on this forum and this thread due to the threat of it being deleted. I appreciate your concern and as much as I would like to dicuss it, there is simply too much in the air for an uninformed opinion from me to continue the debate. Thanks though.
LoP Guest  Wrote: (02-24-2015 08:03 AM)

Matouwac Torch  Wrote: (02-23-2015 06:22 AM)

Akhaldan Solo was correct all along on the Hampstead stuff that got him banned.

I honestly could not read this shit. It is dark. Be warned. not for the faint hearted...
This is the face of EVIL.
http://pastebin.com/index/pCtcpQ6G

got that link from this story here
http://newsinsideout.com/2015/02/anonymo...ifice

Good job Solo. Follow your heart! 🌸❤️🌸❤️

In the final segment of the Hampstead police interviews, the daughter confesses it was all made up. She says the step-father suspected somebody was abusing them and asked very leading questions, forcing her to agree to the satanic story, and even hitting her on the head with a spoon and pouring water over her head.

However, the interview up until that point was very convincing and it's certainly possible that somebody got to her. Either way though, legally the case is doomed. The satanic assholes have always said that these stories are a result of leading, suggestive questions. So they're going to use her confession as vindication.

I don't mean to sound disingenuous or disrespectful but it is difficult for me to judge your stance on this issue because I do believe that you are also the one that has been trolling me over on FS's thread there, testing my knowledge about the ZioNaziPedocracy, at first using an old reference to a ban for posting Hampstead material, which resulted in my asking for a ban for my title because of censorship and Mod subjective interference. You freely gave this to FS to try and manipulate, and then you try and passify me with some excuse that you didn't know who I was. I am nobody. I am not a concern of yours but you seem to be quite interested in me which I am finding creepier and creepier by the second. I really wish there was something you could say that would allay my fears but I'm afraid anything you say from this point on would be just plain creepy.

It almost seems now that you were intentionally trying to trap me off with that leading paragraph. (?)
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
I would almost want to have a trusted registered member route out this mole and ban him for stalking, you are getting way too close to my grill bro.

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 274313
02-24-2015 08:26 AM
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
I can understand that. But I'm interested in satanic ritual abuse and mind control, which is why I was on both threads. If you don't believe me, search for the police interviews with the young girl. I found them on google drive. She recants on the last day of interviews.

The parents (her mother and step-father) also belong to a bizarre cult that worships some woman who they call Supreme Master Ching Hai. The girl mentions this at one point. I'm still undecided on this case, personally.

I'll refrain from mentioning the case again since I take it we're not supposed to talk about it anymore.

TNSQO AkhaldanSolo
lop guest
User ID: 289103
02-24-2015 08:36 AM
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
You can understand wha? common sense, please, leave this thread lol... naw I can't do it... I'm not gonna play an FS and demand you stop your opinions. It's just that I cannot and will not endorse any talk of the Hampstead case (http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/) and (http://tapnewswire.com/) simply because of it's utter viotility. I respect that you respect my wishes so that this thread is ot threatened with deletion. Other than that sir I have nothing to add.

Except for this: It has already been well speculated that the Hampstead issue may be a disinformational technique and a very big psyop is in play. Remember, the big T is not too far from where we are referring to. So. Take heed.

So. Therefore From what you, sir. Have personally shown me... I cannot believe or otherwise integrotaion myseilf frm believngk tht you sir...

I'm sorry my rum and cokes got really really strong just about now... you sir are a chartlatan, a pretender.... someone a cannot be frnds with because you are a bad person

TNSQO AkhaldanSolo
lop guest
User ID: 289103
02-24-2015 08:41 AM
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
You can understand wha? common sense, please, leave this thread lol... naw I can't do it... I'm not gonna play an FS and demand you stop your opinions. It's just that I cannot and will not endorse any talk of the Hampstead case (http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/) and (http://tapnewswire.com/) simply because of it's utter viotility. I respect that you respect my wishes so that this thread is ot threatened with deletion. Other than that sir I have nothing to add.

Except for this: It has already been well speculated that the Hampstead issue may be a disinformational technique and a very big psyop is in play. Remember, the big T is not too far from where we are referring to. So. Take heed.

AkhaldanSolorumrunner
lop guest
User ID: 289103
02-24-2015 08:41 AM
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
You can understand wha? common sense, please, leave this thread lol... naw I can't do it... I'm not gonna play an FS and demand you stop your opinions. It's just that I cannot and will not endorse any talk of the Hampstead case (http://aanirfan.blogspot.com/) and (http://tapnewswire.com/) simply because of it's utter viotility. I respect that you respect my wishes so that this thread is ot threatened with deletion. Other than that sir I have nothing to add.

Except for this: It has already been well speculated that the Hampstead issue may be a disinformational technique and a very big psyop is in play. Remember, the big T is not too far from where we are referring to. So. Take heed.

So. Therefore From what you, sir. Have personally shown me... I cannot believe or otherwise integrotaion myseilf frm believngk tht you sir...

I'm sorry my rum and cokes got really really strong just about now... you sir are a chartlatan, a pretender.... someone a cannot be frnds with because you are a bad person
do you hear me a bad person. Lol Do I sound oretty drunk? Well, I kinda am but I do have my wits about me.

The fact of the matter buf you are on seriously on my radar.

Post: #396
TNSQO
lop guest
User ID: 289103
02-24-2015 08:45 AM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
YOU sir, and FS, and our shadowy wrinkly old man were sent in to derail an attention to one of four threads five of which are being mine. Two of them deal with the Hampstead issue and five with epstein and clinton and dousheowitz and andrew oh thats right maybe even the hampstead kids were thrown under the bus to get the light taken off epstein....

Naw... must be the rum.

Post: #397
Bond, James Bond
Licensed to kill
User ID: 007
02-24-2015 09:33 AM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
LOP Guest Wrote: (02-24-2015 04:53 AM)
Bond, James Bond Wrote: (02-24-2015 12:29 AM)
Agreed. It is exactly like viral transmission. In the Hampstead pastebin you posted you can see the early behavioral transmission happening - the kids encouraged to do the same to each other, a young boy touching a pet inappropriately. The reason pedophilia is so particularly horrible is that it imprints minds that are soaking up information like a sponge.

Though sexual assault of adults is also horrible, it doesn't imprint their fully developed minds. Thus it can be compartmentalized as "a horrible thing that happened to me, I did not consent, and I am not like them." And the people who, like TheSundayArtist, blame a seventeen-year-old for what Epstein et. al. did to her, saying she was complicit, are WRONG. There is a reason statutory laws exist. Until someone is 18 in this culture, they are treated as and are developmentally still "under rule of an adult (parents and guardians)"). That means it is EGREGIOUS for any adult to abuse their role as an adult-to-a-minor.

I was raped when I was 16 and made to believe by my rapist that it wasn't rape. It wasn't until I was 33 that I realized he had groomed me since I was 10, and that what happened to me wasn't my fault (I should've listened to my 16 yo self who was scared to say no, but was so impressionable she just allowed it to happen). He blamed me for seducing him (at the age of 10!) and at the time it made me feel powerful, wanted, and loved. Teenage minds are still developing and pliable, so later on in my twenties I found myself becoming the role I had been taught: the seducer of older men.

There are some other stories I can tell about what happened to others to illustrate the point that 17 is STILL TOO YOUNG. Speaking by strict science, it isn't biologically too young (think of this disturbing example: look up what age boys can have erections), but it is psychologically 100% wrong, period. Bodies can heal easily, but psyches cannot. THIS is what people like TheSundayArtist refuse to comprehend.

I have an essay's worth to write on what I think is a possible solution to this international pedophilia problem, but I'll save that for later.

Thanks for the excellent post... great insight....unfortunately. This is an important thread to keep afloat.

One of the interesting things is that certain well known lefties and suspected shills are staying clear of this subject.

I married a 16 year old when I was 18 and soon after I was privy to my little 12 year old sister inlaw being raped by a 35 year old man. It took me until almost 60 to realize my exwife was a teen prostitute being farmed out by her mother and her
oldest brother.
I realized that the reason the old lady covered up the rape of the younger sister was because SHE SET IT UP. The little girl was a virgin and I finally realized that they were PURPOSELY TRYING TO MAKE HER SEXUALLY ACTIVE. It did not work.
Why as such a young age?
I was a chump and I married their income resource.
The little sister in law was completely traumatized .... and is an alcoholic today in her mid 50s.

One side of this that is not being hashed out, and maybe is best to leave alone... is the spiritual aspect. The old lady consulted fortune tellers and did follow their instructions. A mother following the instructions of Gypsy fortune tellers is not good for a family.

So this stuff goes on in the lower echelons of society also.

What is problematic in the higher echelons is THE POWER these pervs wield. Could anyone here imagine that at least a few of Epstein's stable of teen girls has not met untimely deaths? Yet Bill Clinton is venerated as the elder statesman of the Democrat party... and his wife will likely become president. The wife who intimidated Juanita Brodderick after BJ forcibly raped her.

Thank you for sharing your story.

And yes, this happens in the lower echelons. But the more status an abuser has, the higher the stakes. I knew a seventeen-year-old kid once, a high school drop-out whose mother was a crack addict. He was no angel but an immature punk. He was introduced to a professor at my university and taken under his wing. The professor even legally adopted him! One morning soon after the adoption party, he woke up to the professor fondling him. The kid came by my apartment totally freaked out. I told him to call the cops, but he didn't. Instead he hatched a plan to blackmail his new "dad". It worked because the professor had prestige and didn't want to be outed. So the kid was set up in his own apartment, with an allowance. The whole situation was nuts, and made me sick to my stomach.

I'm telling this story in part to show that victims don't have to be perfect little angels (what human is a perfect little angel anyway?) But this is what happens. Those with money and power can easily prey on the vulnerability of kids who lack good upbringing. That's why organizations like Second Mile and adoption agencies are prime breeding ground for sexual predation. I'm guessing that abusers justify their actions by saying to themselves that these kids are worthless, not innocent, are greedy punks, etc. so that makes it ok.

Then there is sexual abuse within "average" families. This happens WAY more commonly than people would guess. In a way, there is no difference between them and elite abusers, except for the latter, the stakes of being outed are higher, the acts more deviant (wealth means the ability to go further), and the power lust is greater (rituals have everything to do with power).

Fundamentally, the "evil" is the same across all levels, only on different scales. Not sure how to explain this next part, but an attempt:

"Normal" people are brainwashed to believe in an easy-to-handle storyline that isn't too horrifying. They are only morally outraged thinking about an "undeserving innocent" being abused by a "big bad wolf". But as my stories illustrate, victims are not always what we wish them to be in the storyline, and perpetrators usually have been victims themselves at one point. The whole thing is a morally ambiguous mess, and therein lies the rub. IMO, the easy storylines and the lack of understanding about moral complexity prevent these vicious cycles from ending. Programmed moral outrage by the public is a HUGE hurdle in tackling this issue. Things are kept in the dark for a reason.
OP, you brought up 50 Shades. I am not familiar with the book or film because I assume the story is schlocky and not worth my time. But I feel reactive to you bringing it up.

As an adult, my main sexual preference involves playing at dominance and submission. Playing is not real. Play between two consenting adults is different from abusing or coercing a non-consenting person (all minors are non-consenting). Undoubtedly my preference was formed as a result of abuse, but it is what it is. I consider myself lucky that my "fetish" doesn't involve children or being an abuser. If that was the case I would have to 100% NOT act on it. The only thing I find regrettable in my past actions is willfully seducing men when doing so was not necessarily in their best interests. The biggest rule in my life is "do no harm to others".

Sorry I keep digressing in this thread. I just feel the need to share.

Post: #399

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Bond, James Bond Wrote: (02-24-2015 09:53 AM)

As an adult, my main sexual preference involves playing at dominance and submission. Playing is not real. Play between two consenting adults is different from abusing or coercing a non-consenting person (all minors are non-consenting). Undoubtedly my preference was formed as a result of abuse, but it is what it is. I consider myself lucky that my "fetish" doesn't involve children or being an abuser. If that was the case I would have to 100% NOT act on it. The only thing I find regrettable in my past actions is willfully seducing men when doing so was not necessarily in their best interests. The biggest rule in my life is "do no harm to others".

Sorry I keep digressing in this thread. I just feel the need to share.

No not at all, I don't think you are digressing you are adding immensely. The psychology of a sex offense is an integral part of understanding the complexity of the entire program. Meaning you help in illustrating the inner can help understand the complexity of the outer dilemma, I think you are doing a wonderful job at both.

Post: #400

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhaldanSolonli(TNSQO) Wrote: (02-24-2015 06:00 AM)

The Not So Quiet One

Thank you Anon's for contributing such sincere material to this thread. This is the kind of discussion I would like to propagate when approaching this subject.

Unfortunately, as you so kindly illustrated, for many of us living in today's environment, having endured three decades in the very least of an all out mind rape through cartoons, playboy, Mtv, Hollyweird, our books and education, it's hard to notice that our entire society's collective moral compass has changed a few degrees.

One of the above posters mentioned that her sister was raped almost as a 'rite of passage' to make her sexually active and I find that is classically one of the biggest justifications that abusers use is that a girl becomes of age and is able to have sex whenever an age limit can justify it, which generally pushes the subjectivity range in the lower direction when a heavily brainwashed male population bent on promiscuous sex and internet pornography have a say in things. This dynamic happens to be the complete opposite of what is true for most females of that age, of whom are also struggling with their own forms of societal manipulation, and can barely handle the responsibilities of being thrust into the world of guns, drugs, sex(rape) trafficking as in the case of this Epstein character, let alone able to understand what it takes to raise another child if she gets pregnant, along with an entire host of psychological issues she may have to deal with the rest of her life.

It's difficult to illustrate these concepts to people who's moral overton window has slid not so far as to cause all out immorality but far enough to justify himself so that he doesn't notice it's increasing ubiquity.
This slip in moral code is currently being illustrated and amplified among the female population as well with the current excitement revolving around the movie based on the book "50 shades of grey". It's extremely important to me that I impress upon people how comprehensive and absolute this program of mass manipulation is and how they are attempting it in books and film. Aangirfans latest material covers this new phenomena extensively in stating that it is literally "Pedophilia in plain sight":

Fifty Shades Of Grey – Pedophilia Hiding In Plain Sight...
http://theulstermanreport.com/2012/08/16...-a-reader/

Extracts from what the reader wrote:

Fifty Shades of Grey... has become so popular among women that some are referring to it as 'Mommy Porn'

It is pedophilia. It is child porn. Kiddie porn...

It is a story of a girl being sexually molested, over and over again, by a male figure with all the power, all the control.

It is the classic abuse scenario. And mothers are, in some cases, quite literally getting off on it...

"My professional experience centers around nearly 20 years with Child Protective Services...

What is reported in the news is only a small sample of... the disgusting acts that are going on every day.

Kids are being raped. Kids are being abused. Every single day. Over and over and over again.

I didn’t seek out 50 Shades of Grey.

It was brought to my attention by a longtime friend who is also a clinical psychologist at a university...

She said the book was about pedophilia... a story of a young woman engaging in a very graphic sexual relationship with a somewhat older man.

The problem for her... was that the narrator in the story, was in fact, an underage girl.

"My friend indicated, based on the use of language in the narration, that this girl was likely no more than 12 or 13 years of age.

I made mention that the girl in the story was actually getting ready to graduate college...

I’ll try and summarize my friend’s words at this point as best I can.

"Sexual predators are cons... 50 Shades of Grey is a con... It is a story about abuse from beginning to end...

The female character has no sexual experience. None.

She is given the age of 21, but that age is itself a cover.

Her true emotional age is much much younger.

She has never even masturbated. She has never even experienced an orgasm.

That alone is one of the greatest attractions to the pedophile. That is the psychology of that kind of act. You get off on taking purity...

Listen to how she talks. Again, she’s not talking like a young woman, she’s talking like a girl.
She talks about cartwheels, and skipping, over and over again. It is the language and the imagery of a girl. The abuser, the older man... tells the little girl how to speak. What to wear. What to eat."

---------------------------------------------

He is Daddy and she is daughter...

There is spanking and the use of Baby oil.

Why baby oil? Think about it.

The girl wears pigtails...

I got the book, I sat down, and I read it.

The main character... was a kid who had just had her first drink of alcohol...

The narration, which is the voice of the girl talking to the reader, was the voice of a little girl.

It’s unmistakable. There is very little emotional maturity and absolutely no sexual maturity...

The male character... makes a show of his money, his power, the things he can buy for her, but while this is going on, we are reading the thoughts of a child...

---------------------------------------------

Remove the false age of the girl, which has no basis in reality, and what we are actually reading is the abuse of a little girl.

The main character... can’t operate a computer (but is supposedly a college graduate)... has her imaginary friend... is spanked and slathered in BABY OIL....

And beyond all of this evidence there is the fact that the male character is himself a product of sexual abuse at the hands of a pedophile...

The author... puts out the theme of pedophilia openly, therefore hiding it in plain sight...

Take away the aspect of money, and the character of the abuser becomes much less attractive and therefore it would have been much more difficult to pull of the deception. Are women actually that shallow? Yes, we can be.

http://aamirfan.blogspot.com/2015/02/fif...istic.html

https://scottishboomerang.wordpress.com/...-grooming/

Once again thanks posters for such thoughtful material.
Anonymous23 February 2015 at 06:22

"Leading actors have repeatedly admitted they were embarrassed to star in this shitty movie, go figure. Dakota Johnson at least comes from a well known MK Ultra family. Her father, Don Johnson, was sexually abused at the beginning of his career by none other than Sal Mineo, Sal being himself sexually abused for years by scums in the industry. Sal had a violent death, being killed by relatives of the children abused by him as some say. Or maybe he was about to reveal the Hollyweird child abuse, just as his co-stars from "Rebel without a cause" did, James Dean and Natalie Wood. That was the reason behind their deaths, not a car crash or, drunkenness or infidelities as official Zio media lies to us. A coincidence all 3 of them died young in violent circumstances? Dennis Hopper was a "good boy", didn't rebel against his "handlers" and he outlived them....

Melanie Griffith was hooked up with Don Johnson while she was still a minor, barely 15 years old. Good friend of another MK Ultra asset/ex-child star, Tatum O'Neal, herself abused by her more famous father, Ryan, Melanie took part in some celeb sex party also while she was still a minor. Her sister, Tracy, starred in porn movies, wiki wont tell u that and barely u can find this info on the net. A teenage Dakota went to rehab while she wasn't 18. One of her ex bf's was a Sciento nut. About 3 years ago she did a creepy photoshoot for Tyler Shields....

another good post

---

LoP Guest
User ID: 282294
02-24-2015 07:39 PM

Post: #402

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

AkhdanSolo
Wrote: (02-24-2015 07:08 AM)

The Evil AC
Wrote: (02-24-2015 06:46 AM)

NVM, I see the OP is not unbanned. WTF? Why is almost everyone but him unbanned? This OP IS A GOOD/DECENT GUY.

It's not the forums fault, I asked for AkhdanSolo to be banned because at the time I felt as though I was being targeted and powerless from Mod harassment and censorship. Some people are intentionally aggressive toward posters that mention satanism and child abuse together too much. I wish there was another way to approach the subject without offending those stuck in harry potter land a little more delicately, like suggesting that instead of satanism it is basically just Crowleyism mixed with freemasonic Kabalah-ism er somethin like that or just ZioNaziPedocracy. But foregoing the ruse of using satanism as a front it's just plain difficult to fight off constant subjective Mod abuse tactics and censorship.

I do like this place and there are some very thoughtful and insightful people here and thought I might ask for an unban for that title.

Thanks man.

---

BJ
User ID: 289638
02-24-2015 08:44

Post: #403

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

The problem of pedophilia cannot be exposed too much. It used to be said that the FBI always get their man, yet the criminal elements who kidnap and traffic young people are hardly ever brought to a court of justice and jailed. It seems the perps are too high up to receive their just punishments, and so the suffering goes on and on.
CONFIDENTIAL REPORT ON ORGANIZED PEDOPHILIA AND THE CRIMINAL EXPLOITATION OF CHILDREN
By JAMES M. ROTHSTEIN, RET. NYCPD DETECTIVE

[Edited for brevity]
On the streets of every city in America there are thousands of children, both boys and girls, selling themselves into prostitution. Almost nothing is done to discourage this. Some of these children are on their own, others are preyed upon by older children who exploit them. Surrounding and controlling these children, who have been manipulated and forced into utter physical, sexual, and emotional degradation in their daily lives, are their procurers and abusers who are even more depraved.

It is these procurers and abusers who criminally and sexually exploit these children for commercial purposes: pornography, prostitution, extortion, blackmail, and human compromise; not to mention larceny, burglary, and other criminal activities. ... Rarely are the exploiters, who operate telephone call services, pedophile exchanges, sex clubs, and pornography rings, arrested and successfully prosecuted.

Everyday there are reports of children who are abducted or disappear off the face of the earth, or so it seems to the families who lose their children, when in fact they become the victims of a society which is divided into five separate groups: family, homosexual, commercial, serial killers and occult.

To this date there is no high profile case that has ever been investigated to the fullest extent and then prosecuted in the court of the United States. Why? Three examples of this can be found in the following cases: a) The Finders – Florida and Washington D.C.; b) Franklin Coverup – Nebraska; c) St. Johns Abbey – Minnesota.

The full Report:
http://endrtimes.blogspot.com/2007/10/pe...ldren.html
http://insider-magazine.org/PedoReport.html
http://www.behindthepinecurtain.com/word...-children/

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
BJ Wrote: (02-24-2015 08:44 PM)
The problem of pedophilia cannot be exposed too much. It used to be said that the FBI always get their man, yet the criminal elements who kidnap and traffic young people are hardly ever brought to a court of justice and jailed. It seems the perps are too high up to receive their just punishments, and so the suffering goes on and on and on.....
Everyday there are reports of children who are abducted or disappear off the face of the earth, or so it seems to the families who lose their children, when in fact they become the victims of a society which is divided into five separate groups: family, homosexual, commercial, serial killers and occult.

To this date there is no high profile case that has ever been investigated to the fullest extent and then prosecuted in the court of the United States. Why? Three examples of this can be found in the following cases: a) The Finders – Florida and Washington D.C.; b) Franklin Coverup – Nebraska; c) St. Johns Abbey – Minnesota.

The full Report:

http://endrtimes.blogspot.com/2007/10/pe...ldren.html

http://insider-magazine.org/PedoReport.html

http://www.behindthepinecurtain.com/word...-children/

“Anonymous” document exposes Hampstead UK School & Municipality as ritual child sex & sacrifice hub

FEBRUARY 20, 2015 BY ALFRED LAMBREROMONT WEBRE 17 COMMENTS

“Anonymous” document exposes Hampstead UK School & Municipality as ritual child sex & sacrifice hub
By Alfred Lambremont Webre

NewsInsideOut.com

VANCOUVER, BC – In an online posting entitled “Anonymous Leaks Satanic Cult Member Names, Places, Phone #s, Emails” by a group identifying itself as Anonymous, full details of the serious crimes of murder, infanticide, cannibalism, torture, rape, sexual abuse – all crimes against humanity and forbidden by criminal law in the UK as well as by the International Statute of the International Criminal Court to which the UK is a signatory – have now been made public.

Anonymous has stated its organization is not the author of the Hampstead release under its name.


Full Anonymous document published below as EXHIBIT

The full Anonymous document is published by NewsInsideOut.com in the EXHIBIT below in the public interest. As NewsInsideOut.com has published, the salient facts in the document released by Anonymous have been known to the officials of Christ Church Primary School in the upscale municipality of Hampstead UK, as well as to local police and social services officials who have appeared to be willing participants and/or facilitators of this ongoing international crime against humanity.

Readers from inside and outside the UK are encouraged to take this information to their local Town Councillors, Members of Parliament, local newspapers, bloggers, radio and television stations (Internet & Broadcast) and to demand action to prosecute all named participating criminal ritual sacrifice network members and facilitators in police, social services and elsewhere.

EXHIBIT [Redacted]

LEGAL NOTICE: The following is published in the public interest to prevent the commission of serious crimes of murder, infanticide, cannibalism, torture, rape, sexual abuse – all crimes against humanity and forbidden by the International Statute of the International Criminal Court to which the UK is a signatory.

ORIGINAL ONLINE SOURCE:

http://pastebin.com/index/pCtcpQ6G [PRESENTLY OFFLINE]

[NewsInsideOut.com has copies of the full files of this webpage]

Anonymous Leaks Satanic Cult Member Names, Places, Phone #s, Emails

=================================

FULL STORY – HAMPSTEAD LONDON, SATANIC CULT & BABY KILLERS EXPOSED

Full Video Archive & Testimonials: https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0Byzy22cCtwpdOEM2bG00eXE2eTg&usp=sharing

NOTE: [Redacted] = Redacted Text redacting identifying specific given names of all minors

The following allegations by the mother of Alisa and Gabriel come from:

Details on the Satanic Death cult

DISCLAIMER: THE POSTING OF STORIES, COMMENTARIES, REPORTS, DOCUMENTS AND LINKS (EMBEDDED OR OTHERWISE) ON THIS SITE DOES NOT IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, NECESSARILY EXPRESS OR SUGGEST ENDORSEMENT OR SUPPORT OF ANY OF SUCH POSTED MATERIAL OR PARTS THEREIN.

Details of the mass child sex abuse, satanic ritual child sex abuse and sacrifice cult, serial murdering and blood drinking.

Main action is happening in Christchurch primary school in Hampstead, London.

OFSTED reports are on http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/…/find-inspect…/provider/ELS/100028 – Unique Reference Number (URN): 100028. Christ Church Hill London NW3 1JH. Telephone number: 020 7435 1361, together with at least another 7 schools: Highgate school, Heathside school, Fitzjohn’s primary, Perrochio school, New End, Northbridge, Devonshire house, possibly more schools involved.

The school staff and parents, priest, others involved are doing sex to boys’ and girls’ bottoms with the large plastic willies.

Adults force the children to do oral sex.

Babies are supplied regularly for the rituals: abused, tortured with the rat traps, dropped on the floor (often bleed), then killed. They put them to sleep by injecting, slit baby’s throat, drain blood, drink the blood and then cook the body by either roasting or frying. The meat is eaten by the leader Mr Dearman, teachers, 20 special children and their parents.

The baby sexual abuse and sacrifices are going on Tuesday, Wednesday (big sex day), Thursday. On Wednesdays, my children, Alisa and Gabriel have been abused by at least 60-70 people including 20 special children (the children are taught to abuse each other).

I was wondering why my children were often pretending sick and refused to go to school on Wednesdays.
There are 4 secret rooms in the church where the cult members perform the rituals. The ritual involves wearing special costumes: children wear 10-13 babies skulls (sometimes with blood and hair still on the skull), adults – 20, – on their bodies, leader – 30 skulls.

Everybody has skulls worn around the neck (4), on breast, front private, belly, knees, arms. All wear shoes made of baby skin by Felix, Daniel (owners of the shoe repair shop in Finchley Road underground station), Max (Sportec shop on Finchley road).

Babies are supplied from all over the world. They buy them, inject and send by TNT, DHL service or the parents bring them from other parts of the world. For example [Redacted]parents bring them from America, Hawaii; [Redacted]– from South Africa, [Redacted] bring babies from Portugal, Spain; [Redacted] parents bring babies from Gayana, China, India, America. Baby sacrifice, blood drinking, dancing with the Baby’s skulls happen in the church on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Main day is Wednesday, ritual performance is at 11 am in the secret church rooms.

Skulls, baby skin shoes are kept in the secret rooms.

___

East Finchley swimming pool is amongst other meeting spots for Satanic peadophile ring. The members of the ring attend swimming sex sessions satanic ritual blood sacrifice. The ritual is permed in an upstairs room in McDonald’s on Mondays & Fridays. Frank, boss of the McDonald’s (within the complex) allows the child sacrifice in the McDonald’s secret kitchen behind the mail one and is member of the cult.

Human babies are prepared and cooked on the cookers and ovens.

The entrance is via main kitchen. The door with the key lock at the back leads to the secret room. Keys are held by Frank, Max (black skinned from Sportec shop on Finchley road, German), The leader, Ricky Dearman, Mrs Forsdyke (headmistress), Mr Hollings (current year 4 teacher), Daniel and Felix (German brothers from Belgium, owners of the shoe repair shop in Finchley road underground station), Ms Marden (school nurse), Ms Stokes (school receptionist), Ganti-Gil (man & wife from Germany, Vish (Indian from London, now in Berlin).[Redacted]

___

[…]

Sacrifice, blood drinking and baby flesh eating occurs every Saturday either at Mr Hollings, RD’s or occasionally at [Redacted] /Mrs Forsdyke’s (headmistress) houses. Also at [Redacted], Ricky Dearman, satanic pedophile serial child sex murder, head of child sexual abuse and sacrifice satanic cult. Mr Dearman is on constant move, stays in other people’s houses, mainly at Mr Hollings’. One of the addresses where children are taken to be abused is the corner house at [Redacted](maybe incorrect) Sexual preferences: [Redacted] Kills at least one baby a day and shares to eat. Regularly travels to Thailand to abuse the children there; Has extensive contacts and buys babies from around the world; Runs lucrative child pornography and snuff movies business.
Main members of the cult:

Mrs Forsdyke (headmistress) – her husband is involved and also supplies babies.

Mrs Forsdyke – administrator, runs the whole business of child prostitution, child porn and snuff movies. Organises and frequently hosts “Fun Sex Parties” (child sexual abuse and babies sacrifice parties). Sexual preferences: [Redacted] Has huge pink birth mark around shaved front private with the devil’s tattoo.

Mr Hollings (current teacher of Y5) – next in charge. Killed at least 67 babies at least. Closest associate of Mr Dearman. One of the main abusers. Lives in Highgate. Has secret rooms (where he keeps skills, bones, props, fridges with dead baby bodies) and secret escapes in his house. Supplies the babies.

Vanessa Fitzpatrick – former Y4 representative and active member of the cult. One of the main abusers. Brings babies from South Africa and possibly sells the movies there. George Fitzpatrick also brings babies, owns building company, together with another abuser and employee Bob constructs secret rooms and escapes for the cult members. [Redacted]

Vishal Kawatra: one of the main associates in Germany (Indian, from Edgware, London, lives in Berlin, filming, brings sweetsies, sells movies, buys babies). His wife Feng Yee (known as Anna in school) films, brings babies from China and works with her husband selling movies.

Galyna Upson (mother of James from Y5). High level active member. Estate dealer. Provides empty properties for ritual and sexual abuse of the children. Her husband is also heavily involved. Both bring babies from Russia, Ukraine. Galyna translates movies and sells in these countries. 0779646 8776 galyna_upson@yahoo.com.

Members of the cult film, edit, translate and sell the movies around Europe, Russia, Ukraine, America. Translators are high level members: Lina Cameron – also sells movies. 07939 321611, Flat 2, 42 Great Cumberland Place. W1H 7TP. Natasha Yaroshovets sells, translates. Flat 1, 1 Greenaway Gardens, London, NW3 7DJ. nataliya.yaroshovets@gmail.com

The children are frequently injected to be put to sleep, those who can’t tolerate pain and scream too much: [Redacted] The children are being injected [b]y the school nurse Ms Marden.

Children who do not get injected: [Redacted]

After injections children feel pain in the belly, dizziness, headache, numbness, weakness, limbs. [Redacted] is the supplier of the pharmaceuticals soporific medications.

Teachers involved: Mrs Forsdyke (headmistress) has huge red

Mr Hollings (former Y4, now Y5 teacher) Ms Rigis, Ms Essor, Ms Stokes, Ms Connock, Ms Carn. Ms Marden (school nurse, injects children when they scream, also injects babies to sleep to be sacrificed), has large brown
Ms Wilmer (infant teacher) prefers babies and was the longest friends with Ricky Dearman. Knew him before my children went to Christchurch school.

Teachers who have left school to other schools to spread the cult but still come to the parties: Ms Reece (lives with Ms Clay), Ms Surgent (moved to Brighton), Ms Clay works for new French school in London and France. Ms May (moved St Margaret, left school but comes to the parties) Ms Scotch (moved to Hampstead Perrochio as a teacher assistant) Ms Ashton (lives in the tall building next to the school, floor before the top one) – really hairy front private.

Teachers from other schools: Richie (St Margaret), Mr Hint (Hampstead Perrochio), movies, good at filming) Mr Phonix (head teacher at New End school) Mrs Fritz (head of Fitzjohns’ school) Mr Fenoni (New End school)

Other people involved:

Mr Draper (ex-husband) is financial supporter and active member of the cult as well as his wife Sara Home address: Sauncey Crook, 26 Sauncey Avenue, Harbenden, Herts, AL5 4QJ. Mobile: 07715 772565, Home number: 01582 621892. Work address: 10 Paternoster Square | London | EC4M 7AL | UNITED KINGDOM T +44 (0) 20 7456 1694 | will.draper@espiritosantoib.co.uk | www.espiritosantoib.co.uk.

[Redacted]

[Redacted]

[Redacted]

Kate (really hairy private), “Toffee” spaniel dog, filming, renting house, lives on Pattison rd. Former neighbour Sam, (above Ms Susanne Pinkenton), her husband (French) – she does filming, all three are active members. No 7 Pattison road, nw2 2hl, one of the most wicked ones.

Ms Susanne Pinkenton, No 7 Pattison road, NW2 2HL.

[Redacted]

Chinese couple moved out of no 9 Pattison Road, NW2 2HL

___

All adults kick children in their front privates.
Special parents of 20 special children.

[Redacted]

There are evidence of at least other 5 and possibly more Hampstead schools involved: Hampstead Perrochio, fitjohns primary, New End, Hampstead Heath, St Margaret, another on new end road (there is large passageway with stairs down leading to new end road. As you cross the road the school is right across road, slightly to the left).

Other people involved:

Outside school:

[Redacted]

Previous Croatian neighbours: Monica, husband Miro (Miroslav), Anna, Emma; Ben (Alisa’s “boyfriend”) works in Tesco, either in Hampstead or Highgate village, & cake & sweet shop in Camden near Mrs Forsdyke’s house.

Dqaq Maleena got a coach (white with wavy lines: blue, red, purple) Max (black Portuguese guy, [Redacted])

Max (white, works in Sportec, makes shoes from babies skin)

[Redacted]

Herby (works in Heathrow, at the check in and arranges tickets for RD and others)

[…]

Betty (drama class, not Ace, also works for Costa coffee on Finchley road between Waitrose and Swiss cottage, does filming and sex, long blond hair, blue eyes, usually wears rainbow dress)

Jack (RD’s friend, solicitor, perhaps works in Hampstead)

Benji (works for Brent cross cafe, which sales pancakes, also shoe shop in Finchley Road underground, Iggy Henries hair cutters, Hampstead Starbucks, fairy shop on Flask Walk, does the filming, helps in the kitchen)
Ala (Italian tennis coach, works for Chandos club, sexually abuses children, comes to school and knows RD)

Benji (tennis coach, works for Chandos club, touches)

Peter (tennis coach and manager, works for Chandos club, touches not sex)

Katie (works for Waitrose’s till, on Finchley road, filming, helps in the kitchen to cook babies, chips, brings Doritos, mocoys, crisps, cupcakes, related/auntie to Eleana from Y1, white willie)

Katie, Anna (black), John, Freddie – Dinner ladies and men in school kitchen

Ella (works for ice cream shop in Hampstead, next to fairy shop, filming, baby cooking, white willie, speaks Russian, from Ukraine)

Jake, Christopher, Polly – Costa coffee on Finchley road near Swiss cottage.

[...]

Babies are delivered by Felix after Linda collects babies from Heathrow or Gatwick airports in Black Cab Taxi driven by ring member “Rigsby” Spike delivers.

[Redacted]

Wayne (RD’s brother), wife Mary.

[Redacted]

Two babies been brought by [Redacted]

Minia, 20 Primrose Hill Road, nw3. Spare flat: Flat 75, 45 Chandos road nw2.

Booster, 60 Chalk Farm Road.

Joseph, Flat 5, 30 Baker Street, Spare flat: Flat 10 at the same address.

Mr. Hollings, 10 Highgate Road.

Abusers who work at Starbucks in Hampstead: Benji, Spike, Rehanna, Marlena, Rahma (all wear white willies), – filming, Rahma gets babies from India, Germany, Disabled toilet.

Brownie’s club at St Luke’s church.
Chronology of the contacts and father’s involvement in Alisa and Gabriel’s lives

The relationship between Mr Dearman and I was on and off since 2004 until 2007. We have separated several times.

From what Alisa and Gabriel have been telling me:

Mr Dearman started to abuse the children since they were babies. I clearly remember an incident when Alisa, around 6/7 months of age, once became upset all of a sudden for no apparent reason. I knew she was fed, clean, and well. I was breastfeeding then and have been very careful with my diet to not upset her tummy but she kept crying and crying as if something disturbed her deeply. Mr Dearman was around but seemed to not take much notice of it. He was saying that she just was difficult and wanted her own way. I couldn’t believe what I heard.

We have split up when Gabriel was around 1, although Mr Dearman was frequently visiting or taking children out after that: during 2007-2008. Children are telling me that around this time he started to fully abuse them inserting his front private into their bottoms and making them to perform oral sex too. He was taking them to the places where there were disabled toilets: at nearby Golders Hill park, Starbucks in Hampstead, Costa coffee in Golders Green, Topsy Turvy indoor children’s activity centre. He was putting, twigs, small rocks, PVC glue, pieces of toilet tissues in their bottoms, and then making the children to poo it out while watching. If it happened in the disabled toilets he would put children on the baby changing folding board. He was touching his front private while doing this. Mr Dearman was forcing the children to intimately touch each other at front of him and do it secretly at home. He would punish them for not doing it and was questioning them on how many times a day they did it, and still would hurt them even if they obeyed.

When Alisa and Gabriel were around 3-4 years old Mr Dearman was also taking the children to his pedophile associates, members of the pedophile ring: Minia (Polish) – the most violent and wicked, hurting and humiliating, one of the leaders, Buster (German), Joseph (English). Mr Deaman’s family members also abused the children: his mother Linda, sister Lisa and her husband David (Indian), brother Wayne and wife Mary. The adults were bringing other children to the properties where the abuse and violence was going on: Lisa’s children Katie (6 years old), Max (8 years old); Wayne and Mary’s children: Amelia (5 years old), Alex (7 years old). Apparently, Minia was looking after 2 two babies: Rebecca and William, (around 1-3 years old) and also brought them to abuse.

The adults were hitting the children hard on the head, treating them like slaves, frightening the children, swearing at them, forcing them to perform oral sex. They were taking turns to sexually abuse the children, 2-3 minutes each. The adults were doing similar things with rocks, glue, twigs and grass, which were inserted into the children’s bottoms. They were made to poo it out while they were watched. These humiliation and violence was filmed on video. The children were made to watch each other being abused even though they didn’t want to. The adults were holding their head in place so they had to watch. Afterwards the children were forced to watch the videos that the adults filmed. Alisa and Gabriel said that their dad was putting it on Internet since they saw it there too. During the filming adults and children were wearing the masks. Children were consistently threatened to be killed if talked. They were told to say that “none of the abusers have ever existed” if asked.
During this time Alisa and Gabriel were displaying very disturbing behaviors, being aggressive towards each other, me and sometimes other adults coming to the house. For example, Gabriel could throw himself on the pavement and tantrum for 5-15 minutes kicking and hitting anyone who tried to comfort him. This was usually happening on the way home.

Alisa would throw the tantrums at home, also without apparent valid reason. She would hit and kick the fridge and anyone who approached.

From the end of November 2008 to mid autumn 2009 Mr Dearman didn’t see the children. In March 2009 I have started the legal proceedings, applied for the emergency non-molestation order. After the serious incidence of violence towards me and then several months later towards my mum (February 2009), she suggested to take Alisa to Russia for long holidays and for Gabriel to stay with me in London. This was relatively peaceful period for both of the children and me.

After Alisa came back from Russia, James has already begun the counseling sessions in the Tavistock Centre after witnessing the violence towards me and been hit my Mr Dearman. Soon after I started to take both Alisa and Gabriel to see the psychologist Charlotte Burck too. On one of the occasions she has invited Mr Dearman. He was rude, started an argument with Dr Burck and slammed the door on her.

Sensing an evil in Mr Dearman I was adamant to limit any contact between him and the children but the court still has ordered the unsupervised contacts every Saturday from 10am to 6pm. This was going on from autumn 2010 until October 2011.

In 2010 Alisa started to attend the Christchurch school in Hampstead, Gabriel – year later. That is the time, when the children are claiming to being abused by the teachers. According to the children, Mr Dearman has already knew Ms Wilmer (Gabriel’s teacher in year 1) from before and became good friends with Mr Hollings (Alisa’s last Year 3 teacher) and Mrs Forsdyke (the headmistress). The abuse was going on the regular basis, almost as part of the school time schedule. Many other children have been abused too. As a reward and bribe for not talking, the children were given their favorite sweets. There were even chocolate lessons, where children were sharing which sweets were most desired. Also they were threatened to be killed if talked.

Alisa told me that she was going to tell me once but Gabriel stopped her reminding her of the threat. On the other occasion, Alisa’s friend Millie who came to our house for a play day asked whether I was doing sex to the children. When Alisa answered “no”. Millie said that “she was lucky” and ‘why don’t they tell me about what was going on in school”. Alisa also then reminded Millie about the threat of being killed. The children were terrorized by the abusers and have never told me until August this year (2014) while on holidays.

Both Alisa and Gabriel were abused physically, hit on the head, their front privates. On one occasion, according to Gabriel about a year ago, Mr Dearman hit him so hard on his left year that it bled. His father would often scream into both children’s ears. They claim to not hear very well: Gabriel with his left and Alisa with her right ear.

The children say that there were plenty of visitors coming to the school on Wednesdays. The most wicked ones were doing terrible things to the children. Like putting broom’s sticks in the children’s bottoms and then fishing the pieces out while it caused bleeding. The adults were pushing them hard into the walls, inserting plastic strip on willies into the children’s bottoms, sometimes together with the plastic balls, and hitting them hard with their boots into the children’s privates.
The children like Gabriel who could not tolerate the pain and screamed too much were put to sleep. The school nurse Ms Marden, according to the children, was the one to inject them. After being injected they felt pain in their belly, dizziness, headache, numbness, weakness, and heavy limbs.

All along I was aware of the serious underlying issue with my children, just didn’t know what it was. I have never been exposed or came across the sexual abuse and only briefly knew about the existence of the pedophile phenomena so did not recognize the signs.

Aggressiveness, violence towards each other was always present in my children, to more or less degree. There were periods of the relative peacefulness in the family, for example, the time when Mr Dearman was out of the UK from the end of 2011 until summer of 2012. Although formally, as far as I was aware he didn’t see children until June-July 2014, when the contacts were ordered by the court, the children behaviors, attitudes started to worsen with the beginning of school in September 2013.

The growing dissatisfaction, edginess, bullying one another and me were the consequences. Alisa became increasingly cynical in her comments, cold towards the sufferings, pain of others. I saw she was deeply unhappy. I instigated the conversations with her many times, asking her what was bothering her, if something happened in school, whether someone has upset her. She wouldn’t talk.

Gabriel’s behavior was a concern. He found funny the babyish like acting, kept laughing and coming back to the jokes about pee-pee and poo-poo he was frequently making. One of the striking sings that I found very disturbing was kind of glaze over his eyes as if he was switching off from the reality. Even though I knew he had got the enormous potential and mental capability, I was observing the slow development, which I now realize, was in fact arrested development due to what he was experiencing. I noticed this in his friends and other children in school too.

For the last year Gabriel was experiencing outbreaks of strong headaches, usually after school, which I thought was due to the dehydration. I told the school staff to remind Gabriel to drink.

About a year and a half ago I have caught the children were doing something inappropriate in the little bathroom. When I came in, Alisa had her panties down and Gabriel had my phone in his hands. I have learnt that Gabriel was filming Alisa. (This could be done without even unlocking the iPhone). There was about 50 seconds of the video footage on the phone. I have explained to the children that this was inappropriate, the intimate parts were for our own private use and we should not touch each other’s or our private parts unless cleaning. I then were suspicious about this activity continuing but haven never caught the children red handed. My mother has also noticed similar things. Alisa told her that Gabriel was “sucking his willie and poking her front private”.

About half year ago I’ve noticed Gabriel was touching our puppy Crystal’s intimate parts. Mr Christie noticed this too.

About two years ago the children started to steal money from my purse to buy sweets even though I was buying their favorite healthy treats like nut and fruit bars, dried fruit yo-yos, vegan jelly beans, chocolate, cakes, ice-cream, popcorn, etc. The situation became worse around spring 2014 when Alisa was encouraging Gabriel to steal or doing it her self. They now revealed that it was their farther who was teaching them to do this. Moreover, he was forcing them to steal for him. The large amounts of money were missing both from Mr Christie’s wallet and my purse.
In May-June 2014 the large amounts were taken from my credit card. Alisa says that her dad asked her to write the card details for him. This incident was reported to the bank. Mr Dearman forced Alisa to steal Mr Christie’s iPhone (along with the other few possessions), which according to the children, was then used by Mr Dearman to film the sexual abuse scenes.

I was constantly seeking the answers to the situation, asked the school twice for the referral to the Tavistock Center (after we have attended previously), had a private consultation with the child psychologist, signed up and attended six weeks course on positive parenting and prepaid and was going to attend another advanced course on the siblings parenting (this supposed to start on 9 September 2014 but I never went because of the children disclosure, reporting to the police, children have been retained, courts, etc).

In regards the children’s diet: they were vegetarian since birth; then vegan from about 2-3 years old. They were always well and properly nourished with the adequate amounts of healthy high quality plant based proteins, essential fatty acids, carbohydrates and essential sugars. Freshly prepared meals three times a day, including pulses, avocados, buckwheat, quinoa, millet, red and brown rice, nuts, soya protein (tofu, veggie sausages, fillets, etc), plenty of vegetables and fruits, wholesome snacks throughout the day, freshly extracted vegetable and fruit juices. Alisa and Gabriel was always within the middle of the charts in regards their height and weight.

Operation Death Eaters : We hunt down pedophiles & destroy tyranny

Anonymous

Greetings world, We Are Anonymous.

The biggest story of our generation is unfolding in the UK to near complete silence in the international corporate media. The UK media that cover it at all depict it as a ‘sex scandal’ committed by ‘child lovers’.

What the UK media depicts as “child sex” has left children missing the lower half of their bodies. These so-called ‘sex scandals’ involve children provided for torture as bait to blackmail political opponents in Northern Ireland. The UK has open files on 200 missing boys from 1977 and 1983. The investigation has so far involved a huge circle of UK establishment from media, politicians, police and intelligence, known to police as The Untouchables. There are international ties being ignored.

To the people of the UK, your ruling classes are preying on you. Not just in the ways you always knew they were. Our friends in the UK, just like our friends in Gabon, have a political class that is torturing and murdering
their children and mutilating their bodies. Unlike in Gabon, the UK media is following the direction of the Paedophile Information Exchange and telling you these people are child lovers who need understanding and tolerance. They are telling you this is sex. Who controls the words controls your thoughts.

This is not sex.

These people feed off the agony of others. They cause wars and destruction during their working hours and they torture and murder children as recreation.

These are not child lovers.

These are death eaters.

To the people of the world, this story is not limited to the UK. Unlike us, death eaters have no borders. Human trafficking is the biggest criminal industry in the world. Death eaters have global networks.

Resistance is existence.

We are Anonymous.

We are everywhere.

We are legion.

We are those you have left without a home.

We are those you have murdered.

We are voiceless no more.

The world will change. We’ll change it.

Tyrants of the World,

Expect Us!

#OpDeathEaters

#OpMortifagos

#OpMangemorts
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[...] sample inviting comparison with a passage from the biblical Job. Today’s publication furthers arguments presented by NewsInsideOut.com concerning this explosive case previously highlighted on Facebook and [...]  

Reply

13. Ella & Abraham: Evidence trail from Hampstead UK pedophile network leads directly to PM David Cameron - NewsInsideOut says:

June 30, 2015 at 11:37 am

[...] https://newsinsideout.com/2015/02/anonymous-document-exposes-hampstead-uk-school-municipality-ritual-&#8230; [...]  

Reply

Some Ghislaine Maxwell tea:

**Blackmail: The Maxwells, Harvey Proctor, And The Marquis Of Granby**

As I mentioned earlier in the week HERE, The People ran a story in 1986 about an attempt to pressure Robert Maxwell into halting its reportage of the Harvey Proctor scandal.

“A sinister phone caller said that if we continued with our “campaign” against the kinky MP [Harvey Proctor] he would reveal compromising details of an alleged relationship between Mr Maxwell’s daughter Ghislaine and the son of a Duke.” The People 10/26/1986

The “son of a Duke” that The People named was David Charles Robert Manners, the then Marquis of Granby and now the 11th Duke of Rutland, who is quoted as describing the allegations as “nonsense”.

And I believe he is absolutely correct, I think this allegation regarding David Manners is complete nonsense but whose nonsense?

Now, I was reminded yesterday that Harvey Proctor works for David Manners the Duke of Rutland and currently lives on the Belvoir Castle estate in Leicestershire.

Think about that.

You can either believe that a blackmail attempt was made threatening to expose a relationship between Ghislaine Maxwell and David Manners if Robert Maxwell didn’t stop publishing stories regarding Harvey Proctor and that coincidently David Manners now employs Harvey Proctor…

Or you can accept that something else is going on here.

Lets look at this issue from Robert Maxwell’s perspective. The People are at the time running a series of exposés concerning the sexual proclivities of Harvey Proctor and he receives a clumsy blackmail threat that if he doesn’t stop then it will be made public that his daughter Ghislaine is having a relationship with “the son of a Duke” and that such an exposé would be extremely embarrassing, perhaps the “the son of a Duke” in question is recently married, who knows.

And let’s say, for arguments sake, that the person making this clumsy blackmail threat wouldn’t want the friendly relationship between Harvey Proctor and the Marquis of Granby to become public and Robert Maxwell knows this.

In that context this story makes perfect sense. This story could then be viewed as a brutal but clever way of, on the one hand defusing the blackmail threat by appearing to be open about it, while at the same time subtly turning the tables on the person who has made the threat.

https://theneedleblog.wordpress.com/2015...of-granby/

---

**AkhaldanSoloni**

User ID: 268088
03-23-2015 10:10 PM

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

**Corbett Report**

**Bill Clinton: Serial Rapist**
Horrible Youtube testimony starting at 2:40

Post: #408
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

#opDeathEaters FAQ
https://georgiebc.wordpress.com/2015/01/

Sociopaths, Psychopaths and Death Eaters
https://georgiebc.wordpress.com/2014/11/...th-eaters/

How we came to be ruled by Death Eaters
https://georgiebc.wordpress.com/2014/12/...th-eaters/

It is now an undeniable fact that the UK establishment (As well as most other govt's) has, for decades, been run by people who tortured and killed children for entertainment, for political power, and just because they could.

The cognitive dissonance that statement produces in the majority of the population has provided the cloak of invisibility that has kept these people in power and their actions unpunished for all these years. When faced with an undeniable proof of any part of this, people’s shock was easily comforted by soothing assurances that the person was only one, that no one around him had been aware, that this would be taken care of. The idea of a society of torturing murderers, openly known to each other, controlling not just the UK but embedded in the upper echelons of many (if not all) countries was the stuff of conspiracy websites, those prolific disseminators of unbelievable truths well mixed with repellant bigotry and obvious falsehoods, presented as a whole to discredit all ingredients. Human trafficking is the largest criminal industry in the world. It is far less reasonable to believe it is conducted without the full knowledge and co-operation of those in power, but the power of deeply anti-social behaviour is how unwilling anyone is to believe another human is capable of it.

Anonymous - #OpDeathEaters Solidarity Event

Post: #409
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Anonymous - #OpDeathEaters Solidarity Event
Matouwac Torch
lop guest
User ID: 297524
04-20-2015 10:30 PM

Post: #410
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
A Beloved Acting Coach, a Teen Girl and Sexual Assault Charges: Cameron Thor's Accuser Breaks Silence


Matouwac Torch
lop guest
User ID: 297524
05-21-2015 04:03 AM

Post: #411
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Police investigating 1,400 suspects in VIP child sex abuse inquiry

http://www.sott.net/article/296664-Police-inquiry

Matouwac Torch
lop guest
User ID: 297524
05-31-2015 03:47 AM

Post: #412
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Tweetiepiecat
lop guest
User ID: 308970
06-10-2015 04:53 AM

Post: #413
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

DeletedDat Wrote: (01-25-2015 06:19 AM)

LoP Guest Wrote: (01-25-2015 06:05 AM)
do you have those links documented so that I may read them
Im planning a career in humanitarian law, International

As far as I am concerned corporations should be tried at the Hague for war crimes, their CEO's etc
this is as good a place to start as any
http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php...t-mkultra/
we've had a few cases go to court here in canada as well.
Nobody listens when I talk about LENNOX CASTLE in Scotland. Admittedly it's not full of celebs nor is it high profile, but the abuse is the same...


We're they admitted because they were deemed "mentally challenged" OR were they "mentally challenged" because once admitted, they were subject to horrific abuse?

U want a REAL human rights issue. Here's 1 that NOBODY wants to touch

Oh, it randomly went on fire few yrs ago (SHOCKER!) & is now some sorta training camp for Celtic Football Club!

---

**Matouwac Torch**

User ID: 297524
06-15-2015 08:49 PM

Post: #414

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

All today:

Vatican to hold first trial of senior cleric for paedophilia

Vatican indicts ex-ambassador to Dominican Republic

US archbishop quits after archdiocese charged with cover-up
http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/R/R...5-07-10-12

---

**UcDat**

Registered User
User ID: 227726
06-25-2015 08:50 AM

Post: #415

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

http://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/3...

---

**LoP Guest**

User ID: 302716
06-25-2015 04:14

Post: #416

RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

bump
Post: #417
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

DeletedDat Wrote: (06-25-2015 08:50 AM)
http://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments?context=3
Engineer working at Bill Gates' mansion gets 90 days for sending child porn - I'm sure they were Bill's. WTF???

LoP Guest
lop guest
User ID: 311811
06-26-2015 04:59 AM

Post: #418
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
DeletedDat Wrote: (06-26-2015 04:12 AM)
DeletedDat Wrote: (06-25-2015 08:50 AM)

http://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments?context=3
Engineer working at Bill Gates' mansion gets 90 days for sending child porn - I'm sure they were Bill's. WTF???
May they all burn in hell forever and ever

MTnli
lop guest
User ID: 297524
06-30-2015 06:29 AM

Post: #419
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
The Evil AC
I am not a number!!!
User ID: 666
07-06-2015 09:31 AM

Post: #421
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Glad to see this thread is back. 🤑 I vaguely remember it being closed.

LoP Guest
Iop guest
User ID: 241246
07-06-2015 11:35 AM

Post: #422
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad,MI6,KGB Spy,Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

Former Mossad agent Victor Ostrovsky wrote about Mossad poolside sex orgies at its headquarters in his two books exposing the Mossad.

Need to join.
Mitheriel
Registered User
User ID: 278115
07-06-2015 12:26 PM
Posts: 816

Post: #423
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Face it. They got their asses handed to them by the Holy Ghost.
Nice tracking job idiots.
Looks like their money and power dropped out of the clouds slightly before their brains, and they couldn't catch up to their inflated libidos when the quarry they peruse up to God's throne in Heaven, are but the refugees in flight from their greed and obsession, and thus they came to know where the true power lies when it comes to exercising the authority of one's immortal soul.

Akhdandal Solo
Registered User
User ID: 289103
07-08-2015 05:34 PM
Posts: 789

Post: #424
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood
Prosecutors suspected billionaire Jeffrey Epstein abused 34 underage girls but they failed to charge him and instead offered him a secret plea bargain, court documents reveal
Prosecutors suspected billionaire Jeffrey Epstein abused 34 underage girls - but they failed to charge him and instead offered him a secret plea bargain, court documents have revealed.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-...z3fYmCRKY

MainStreetFatCat
Registered User
User ID: 318834
08-24-2015 03:58 AM
Posts: 5,421

Post: #425
RE: Epstein's Rabbit Hole: Mossad, MI6, KGB Spy, Sex Trafficking and Hollywood

BUMP
EPSTEIN'S BLACK BOOK - NAMES LISTED

Lord Alistair McAlpine, who was at the centre of the child abuse scandal in the UK, is listed.

Jeffrey Epstein's Little Black Book contains the names of people who could be described as being a mixture of the Feudal Elite, Robber Barons, Zionists, Nazis and members of the security services.

Here are some of the better known names:

Edward de Rothschild
Evelyn de Rothschild

David Rockefeller

Henry Kissinger

Edgar Bronfman
Edward Koch
Michael Bloomberg
Rupert Murdoch

Ehud Barak

A Saudi prince

Saudi Arabia's Prince Salman

Elizabeth
Prince Andrew
Charlie Althorpe
Viscount William Astor

Lord Alistair McAlpine

Ernst Hanover
Marie Hapsburg

Senator Edward Kennedy
John Kerry
Jimmy Buffet  
Peter Soros  

Constantine Niarchos (Billionaire).  
Laurie Oppenheim  

Jose Aznar (former Spanish Prime Minister, Director of the Friends of Israel Initiative. Under his watch the Madrid Train Bombings occurred).  

Danny Baker  
Sir Anthony Bamford  

Baron Bentinck  
Conrad Black  
David Blaine  
Tony Blair  

Lauren Booth  
Richard Branson  

William and Carina Carey  
John Cleese  
Nicholas Coleridge  
Clive Cook  
Sophie Dahl  
David and Linda Davies  

Alan Dershowitz  

Jonathan Dimbleby  
Bernie Ecclestone  

Ben Elliot  
Chris Evans  
Brian Ferry  
Ralph Fiennes  
Rocco Forte  

Mathew Freud  
David Frost  
Mariella Frostrup  
Lloyd Grossman  

Lord Hanson  
Marie Helvin  
Mr Heseltine
Barbara Walters
Les Wexner
Shaun Woodward
Toby Young

More names from Epstein's Black Book:

Adam Dell (Dell Computers)

Elie Wiesel (Holocaust campaigner)

Philip Dunne (UK Conservative MP)

Bernie Ecclestone and Flavio Briatore (Formula One)

Ambassador Fairweather (former British ambassador to Angola and Albania)

Honorable Rupert Fairfax (additional assistant Private Secretary to HRH The Prince of Wales between 1986 and 1988)

Ralph Fiennes (actor)

Princess Firyal, wife Prince Muhammad bin Talal of Jordan

Steve Forbes (Forbes magazine)

Katie Ford (former CEO of Ford modeling agency)

Rocco Forte (CEO of Forte Group, friend of Tony Blair, son of Lord Forte who was a Knight of Malta SMOM)

Hon. Robert Hanson (linked to the Rothschilds)

Freddy Heineken (Heineken beer)

Mark Katzenellenbogen (financier)

Christopher Lawford (son of Peter Lawford)

Mallinckrodt (German Jewish Schroeder money)

BRITTAN; ELITE CHILD ABUSE RINGS

Posted by Anon at 11:09
Email This
BlogThis!
Share to Twitter
Share to Facebook
Share to Pinterest
Anonymous 24 January 2015 at 13:06
Which danny baker would that be?

Reply

Anonymous 31 January 2015 at 08:07
Haha!

Anonymous 14 February 2015 at 03:59
I surmise that the veil continues to lift and the dark forces, that I'm sure they have all been meddling with, will unleash their genocidal Great Culling as the culmination of their Great Work concludes. These people derive power from the blood of innocence. What we call freedom today will be a distant memory as the fog of war shall soon be upon us all. The new weird odor ain't gonna smell too pretty. These cutouts have served their purpose and any who survive must be powerful indeed. As most flesh will perish. I pray all of you seek and find compassion, decency and love in the dark epoch that approacheth on the horizon. Remember, that "we are in this place but not of this place."

Reply

Anonymous 24 January 2015 at 13:33

Reply

Anonymous 24 January 2015 at 14:18
Omg the list is unreal

Reply

George Reichel 26 January 2015 at 09:44
Oh I'm sure it's real and doesn't surprise me at all

Steve Svensson 2 February 2015 at 06:55
Jimmy Buffet surprises me.

Reply

Anonymous 24 January 2015 at 16:38
Well... it's happening: JFK to 911 Everything Is A Rich Man's Trick
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U1Qt6a-vaNM

It gets as many views as waken up netizens.

Anon..

Reply

LeonG24 January 2015 at 22:50
The BBC is certainly very well represented, as is Parliament & the Saxe-Coburg Windsor family......no wonder the lid is difficult to prize off on the perverts saucepan of filth.

Reply

Anonymous25 January 2015 at 01:06
Now i come to think of it though,that cockney chancer danny baker is regularly mentioning holidays to florida. This is all too bizarre now.John Cleese?

Reply

Derekgough Gough25 January 2015 at 01:58
Liz Hurley , Mariella Frostrop. I can’t believe that they were mentioned or indeed involved , where’s the alledged evidence .I don’t think anyone would believe cleese.

Reply

Replies

James R25 January 2015 at 04:58
The book is a list of contacts, to assume that all the contacts were privy to or part of the abuse is to miss the point. The book shows how well connected this Epstein was and shows the people he knew. From that broader list of contacts there will emerge a shorter list of the people who were actually involved in the abuse or who cannot have been ignorant of what he was doing. The people listed in the affidavit are the people who are facing specific accusations at this stage.

Anonymous25 January 2015 at 15:57
Black Book Pedophiles

Apparently the now-conveniently-deceased house manager Alfredo Rodriguez at one point circled the names in the address book that he thought were involved in the pedophilia:

"The “circled names” in the Holy Grail black book of contacts were people who Alfredo Rodriguez thought were engaging in sex with underage girls. Alfredo Rodriguez was the house manager, or butler, for Epstein’s house in Palm Beach and he would not know what Epstein and his vastly larger circle of pedophile friends were doing around the world. Therefore, the “circled list” of pedophiles below is by no means inclusive - not by a long shot.
Alfredo Rodriguez was the one who would have to clean up Epstein’s sex toys after the orgies and molestation were over. Here are some of the names Alfredo Rodriguez, now deceased, circled because he thought they were having sex with underage girls:


5) Ehud Barak, former prime minister of Israel - http://www.billrichardson.com/about-bill/biography My sources say this man is a big time pedophile.

6) Alan Dershowitz According to an Undisputed Statement of Fact filed by the victims’ lawyers in April of 2011, “Epstein’s housekeeper Alfredo Rodriguez testified that Dershowitz stayed at Epstein’s house during the years when Epstein was assaulting minor females on a daily basis” and “Dershowitz was at Epstein’s house at times when underage females where there being molested by Epstein."

For me the question is not did Alan Dershowitz statutory rape Virginia Roberts numerous times, but rather what other underage girls was Dershowitz having sex with.


8) Peter Soros, the nephew of George Soros and the son of Paul Soros - http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/paul-soros-dies-87-article-1.1374061

9) Joseph Rueda (wife is Floven)

10) Ghislaine Maxwell - pedophilic girlfriend of Jeffrey Epstein. She is the one who snared a 15 year old Virginia Roberts into the Epstein pedophile web in 1998. She is also very good friends with Bill Clinton who invited her to Chelsea’s wedding in 2010. She is the daughter of Robert Maxwell. She also pandered Virginia Roberts to Prince Andrew. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ghislaine_Maxwell

12) Valson Vieira - French millionaire


Tintin


Anonymous25 January 2015 at 16:04
Black Book Pedophiles, Part II

Also circled by Rodriguez:

"14) Les Wexner. Huge Republican PAC donor. Held fundraiser event for Mitt Romney. Very close to Jeffrey Epstein and gave him huge amounts of money, presumably for money and investment management. Both Les Wexner and Jeffrey Epstein are ardent pedophiles with a deep sexual thirst for underage girls. Wexner, owner of the Limited and Victoria's Secrets, has a lot of Republican friends. Epstein has a deep well of Democratic friends. Estimated net worth - $6 billion - huge retailing fortune -

Some people think Les Wexner has had a man murdered in Ohio. I am referring to the Arthur Shapiro case - http://freepress.org/article/dispatch-goes-re-kill-arthur-shapiro Gave $65 million to Ohio State University.

Journalist Bob Fitrakis on the Shapiro murder - "Chief Jackson was charged in 1996 for "improper disposal of a public record for ordering the destruction of a report on the Shapiro homicide," according to the Dispatch. What they did not write is the more obvious. Columbus' chief of police destroyed documents pertaining to an ongoing and unsolved Mob-style slaying of a prominent individual tied to central Ohio's only billionaire – Les Wexner.

The Dispatch's key paragraph reads as follows: "The Civil Service Commission eventually upheld the charge against Jackson, who said the report was so filled with wild speculation about prominent business leaders that it was potentially libelous."

The Dispatch pretty much leaves it at that. An unredacted copy of the Shapiro file obtained by the Alive analyzed "unusual interactive relations between the following business organizations" and then listed, among others, The Limited; Walsh Trucking Company; the renamed Schwartz, Kelm, Warren, and Rubenstein Law Firm; Omni Oil Company; the Eddie DeBartolo Company of Youngstown, Ohio; and local developer John W. Kessler.

Jackson destroyed the Shapiro murder file not because of "wild speculation" but because of a detailed analysis linking two of Ohio's richest men, DeBartolo and Wexner, to the
Genovese/LaRocca organized crime families. A similar news story appeared in the Philadelphia Inquirer in 1988."

15) Eric Gany - I think but am not sure this refers to Hewlett Bay partner Eric Gany
http://thebollard.com/2008/04/24/pingrees-take-tops-1-million-but-at-what-cost/ Big time Democratic donor, so it is probably the right one:

16) A"Cindy Lopez" of Karin Models. This would be in the pre-2006 time period.

17) Timothy Newcombe (Ohio) of Newcombe Electronic Systems 1)
http://americanjewisharchives.org/collections/ms0882/00260/ms0882.00260.1991-12-01.pdf

18) Douglas Schoettle, architect who has both NY and Bahamas residences. NYMag: “After word of the investigation got back to Epstein, through his girls, police served a search warrant at the house right under the noses of New York decorator Mark Zeff and architect Douglas Schoettle, who were there planning a renovation, and seized a dozen or so photographs of naked women the girls had described as well as the penis- and vagina-shaped soaps.”


19) Larry Visoski, a chief pilot for Jeffrey Epstein. Mentioned in this article: 1)

Also from;


Tintin

Anonymous25 January 2015 at 16:06
Black Book Pedophiles, Part III

Last, but not least, circled by Rodriguez:

"20) Tom Sawyers - New Jersey millionaire

21) Christopher Gaie of Florida - I do not know which one. Gaie is listed as a witness of Jeffrey Epstein’s pedophilic activities by Alfredo Rodriguez.
Donald Trump - NY businessman. Alfredo Rodriguez circled Trump’s name as some one who Jeffrey Epstein had pandered underage girls (or girl) to.

According to:


Tintin

Anonymous 25 January 2015 at 16:22
Black Book Pedophiles, Part IV

More about the circled names from Gawker:

"About 50 of the entries, including those of many of Epstein's suspected victims and accomplices as well as Trump, Love, Barak, Dershowitz, and others, were circled by Rodriguez."

So presumably there's a court document out there with the exhaustive list.

Gawker also gives up Trump, Love, Barak, Dershowitz and Leslie Wexner, Bruce King, Bill Richardson, Peter Soros, and Eva Andersson Dubin.


Tintin

Anonymous 30 January 2015 at 14:59
I wrote "So presumably there's a court document out there with the exhaustive list". I missed clicking on the topmost link, to Jeffrey Epstein’s Black Book, which shows the black book complete with names circled.

Someone posted a larger version, on the David Icke Child Abuse forum today:


Tintin

Anonymous 31 January 2015 at 11:57
Cleese ... Yeh.

Reply
Anonymous 25 January 2015 at 02:42
Danny Baker is so talentless the only reason they allow him on radio and television is because he is a freemason

Reply

Anonymous 25 January 2015 at 07:30
Sharon murder. Me explaining in Hebrew:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KP8gLbJ1RQE

I'm having horrid problems with my computer. It's time: Rabin B'Ivrit. Copy, Paste, watch, then send widely:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wOYpkCP1WNM

In English you have to copy and paste. Please take the effort. I'm fighting deep interference. Find out why!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1IAsNUijHdw

Reply

Stevo 25 January 2015 at 14:05
The most significant entry in his list is described as "SECURITY (SC)" Scotland Yard. Why would a rich private individual have contacts in Scotland Yard?

Reply

Anonymous 26 January 2015 at 06:32
Surprise. Surprise the new saudi king is on the list. Change prince to king salman

Reply

Anonymous 28 January 2015 at 20:26
Yes so sad horrible wrong

Reply

David Howard 28 January 2015 at 20:49
Google "the selective use of polygraphs"

Reply

Anonymous 1 February 2015 at 08:57
Stevo - reference Scotland Yard. It is entirely operated by British Freemasons and any Constable seeking promotion must become a mason. This information is available in a couple
books written by Stephen Knight who has also compiled evidence Jack-the-Ripper was an entirely made-up figure as the murders of these streetwalkers were all to do with the cover-up of a half-deaf babygirl born to a Prince Eddy and a Catholic Irish girl who worked in a London tobacco-shop.

Reply

Anonymous2 February 2015 at 07:37
why are they not being arrested

Reply
Replies

Anonymous4 February 2015 at 10:45
Because they own the courts and the police.

http://www.quickleak.ir/Y6TSdLRR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brooks, Louis Albert de</td>
<td>Paris, 75015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronfman, Jr., Edgar</td>
<td>123 Main St, NY</td>
<td>555-1234</td>
<td>edward.walker@email</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooks, Christopher &amp; Amanda</td>
<td>456 Elm St, CA</td>
<td>555-5678</td>
<td><a href="mailto:christopher@brooks.com">christopher@brooks.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunel, Jean-Luc</td>
<td>789 Oak Ave, TX</td>
<td>555-9876</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jeanluc@brunel.com">jeanluc@brunel.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffet, Jimmy &amp; Jane</td>
<td>1234 Elm St, CA</td>
<td>555-4321</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jimmy@buffet.com">jimmy@buffet.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bull, Bartle</td>
<td>567 Main St, NY</td>
<td>555-7654</td>
<td><a href="mailto:bartle@bull.com">bartle@bull.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullough, Hamish and Emma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burney, Mr Jules</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burt, Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burt, Martin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bushnell, Candice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Email Address</td>
<td>Other Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britton, Arkl</td>
<td><a href="mailto:brittona@email.com">brittona@email.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butter, Charlie</td>
<td><a href="mailto:butterc@email.com">butterc@email.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calaza, Jason</td>
<td><a href="mailto:calaza@email.com">calaza@email.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambell, Roddy</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cambellr@email.com">cambellr@email.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambell, Alastair</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cambella@email.com">cambella@email.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camerana, Giancarlo</td>
<td><a href="mailto:camerana@email.com">camerana@email.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cammy</td>
<td><a href="mailto:cammy@email.com">cammy@email.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candy, Nicholas A C</td>
<td><a href="mailto:candyc@email.com">candyc@email.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Britton, Arkl is based in USA.
- Butter, Charlie works on the Sunshine project.
- Calaza, Jason is from Brazil.
- Cambell, Alastair's contact is through his office.
- Camerana, Giancarlo's contact details are pending.
- Cammy's contact is through their personal email.
- Candy, Nicholas A C's contact details are incomplete.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>De Brouque, Patrick</th>
<th>De Calo, Milly</th>
<th>De Cademart, Alain</th>
<th>de Clermont-Tonnerre, Helenne</th>
<th>De Good, Anouska</th>
<th>Dell, Adam</th>
<th>Delucia Di &amp; Fouad Chafic</th>
<th>De Vita, Charlotte</th>
<th>De Brouque, Patrick</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Phone Number</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossman, Lloyd</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gubelmann, Majorie</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giacconi, Tony</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gudelhin, Christian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gugelheim, Barbara</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guerilozi, Solina &amp; N Nicola</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guelrud, Alessandro</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guttemberg, Ira</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gutbindung, Susan &amp; John</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hahn, Dr. &amp; Mrs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall, Pippa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halpern, Jon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hambro, Clementina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamilton, George</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Email</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Taylor, Charles &amp; Helen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirwin Taylor, Peter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klein, Dr. Henry A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klei, Rupert &amp; Charlotte</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klaasch, Jonathan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koch, David</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohn Astrid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolas, Baby</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kotze, Alex Von</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kraver, Anna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kudrow, Allister</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lal Dalamal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert, Edward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert, David</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambos Duff &amp; John</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lalaunis, Demetra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert, Christopher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang, Caroline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang, Dieter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Email addresses and phone numbers are intentionally redacted for privacy.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Email/Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mavroleon, Manoel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavroleon, Mr Blease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mavroleon, Nicholas &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbarg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell, Debbie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell &amp; Laurens, Ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell, Dr &amp; Mrs Philip</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell, E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell, Ian &amp; Tara</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell, Kevin and Pandora</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Donnell, Ms. Carletto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olsen, Camille</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omar, Ralph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oates, Simon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oates, Tom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogren, Yinka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppenheim, Mrs. Laurie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppenheim, Ms. Marella</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchard (Vaughn-Edward), Katie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otto, Bes &amp; Edvige</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen Edmunds, Tom &amp; Kate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osbourne, Rachel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Email</td>
<td>Phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orenburg, Christina</td>
<td><a href="mailto:marc@yale.edu">marc@yale.edu</a></td>
<td>001-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paini, Nicole</td>
<td></td>
<td>007-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palau, Mario</td>
<td></td>
<td>007-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, Kim</td>
<td></td>
<td>007-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paschou, Stacey</td>
<td><a href="mailto:stacey@yale.com">stacey@yale.com</a></td>
<td>001-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paschou, Stacey</td>
<td><a href="mailto:stacey@yale.com">stacey@yale.com</a></td>
<td>001-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paschou, Stacey</td>
<td><a href="mailto:stacey@yale.com">stacey@yale.com</a></td>
<td>001-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastrana, Andres</td>
<td></td>
<td>001-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastrana, Andres</td>
<td></td>
<td>001-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastrana, Andres</td>
<td></td>
<td>001-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palumbo, Mr. James</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jmm@yale.edu">jmm@yale.edu</a></td>
<td>001-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsons, Caroliina</td>
<td><a href="mailto:carol@yale.edu">carol@yale.edu</a></td>
<td>001-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsons, Caroliina</td>
<td><a href="mailto:carol@yale.edu">carol@yale.edu</a></td>
<td>001-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsons, Caroliina</td>
<td><a href="mailto:carol@yale.edu">carol@yale.edu</a></td>
<td>001-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsons, Caroliina</td>
<td><a href="mailto:carol@yale.edu">carol@yale.edu</a></td>
<td>001-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stern Allison &amp; Leonard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strachar Kate</td>
<td></td>
<td>0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundlun, Stuart</td>
<td></td>
<td>0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunley, Mr James &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens Michael</td>
<td></td>
<td>0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutherland Harry</td>
<td></td>
<td>0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopford-Sackville,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturmclson, Peter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swire Sophie</td>
<td></td>
<td>0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tealfe, Paul</td>
<td></td>
<td>0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabeti, Karim and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swire, Hugo</td>
<td></td>
<td>0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swire, Jenny</td>
<td></td>
<td>0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swire, Mark</td>
<td></td>
<td>0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taki</td>
<td></td>
<td>0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talbot Williams, Simon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sykes, Lucy Eden</td>
<td></td>
<td>0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang, Mr David, &amp;</td>
<td></td>
<td>0207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Westmore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Phone Number</td>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thostrup Catherine</td>
<td>001 272 456</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tisch, Anna &amp; Andrew</td>
<td>001 273 789</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tophun, Emily</td>
<td>001 272 654</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thompson, Barnaby</td>
<td>001 272 789</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tisch, David</td>
<td>001 272 456</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tisch, Merry &amp; Jimmy</td>
<td>001 272 567</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toledo Ignacio, Alvarez</td>
<td>001 273 654</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tollman, Bea</td>
<td>001 272 567</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tollman, Brett</td>
<td>001 272 456</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tollman, Mr. &amp; Mrs.</td>
<td>001 272 567</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tollman, Sylvia &amp; Gavin</td>
<td>001 272 345</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trump, Blaine &amp; Robert</td>
<td>001 272 654</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trump, Ivan &amp; Vanka</td>
<td>001 272 789</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trump, Veronica (Busson)</td>
<td>001 272 567</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierre Hotel</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaza</td>
<td>001 212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaza Athenes Hotel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Province Restaurant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ritz Carlton</td>
<td>001 212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royalton</td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seta Mezzo</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanhope Hotel</td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoes Repair</td>
<td>001 212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunset Marque</td>
<td>010 213</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shutters on the Beach</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tao Restaurant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sotheby's</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor The</td>
<td>001 212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Great American Health Bar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lowell</td>
<td>001 212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Regis Hotel</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Westbury</td>
<td>001 212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Address 1</td>
<td>Address 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Trump  | 123 Main St | 456 Other Ln | Cityville | State | 12345 | 123-456-7890 | trump@email.com | New country house
| Tory   | 789 West Ave | 101 East St | Cityville | State | 12345 | 987-654-3210 | tory@email.com | New country house
| Tooby  | 234 South Rd | 321 North Ave | Cityville | State | 12345 | 456-789-0123 | tooby@email.com | New country house
| Tenison | 456 Glen Ln | 789 Forest St | Cityville | State | 12345 | 876-543-2100 | tenison@email.com | New country house
| Trusco | 123 River Dr | 456 Lake Ave | Cityville | State | 12345 | 321-456-7890 | trusco@email.com | New country house
| Flowski | 789 Mountain Ave | 101 Valley St | Cityville | State | 12345 | 987-654-3210 | flowski@email.com | New country house
| Wahl   | 234 Forest Ln | 101 River St | Cityville | State | 12345 | 456-789-0123 | wahl@email.com | New country house
| Valuks | 456 Lake Dr | 789 Mountain Ave | Cityville | State | 12345 | 876-543-2100 | valuks@email.com | New country house

*Note: All addresses and phone numbers are for demonstration purposes only.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Phone 1</th>
<th>Phone 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sterling</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobias Maxine</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United London</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeru</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDICAL</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birnbaum Dr</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burman Dr</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Schmoni</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear Conning</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaynor Dr. J R</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highfield Dr.</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ishmail</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent Susann DVM</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krumholtz Dr. M</td>
<td>Chiropractor</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>Swiss Air</td>
<td>DHL Courier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Home Office</td>
<td>American Airlines</td>
<td>Flight Options</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol Hotel</td>
<td>American Express</td>
<td>Compaxatic Tickets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Carvelia Club</td>
<td>The Steffani</td>
<td>Continental Airlines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAVEL (T)</td>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
<td>Garnero, Jr., Mario B.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aero Leasing</td>
<td>British Airways</td>
<td>Frequent Flyer Clubs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air France</td>
<td>Delta Airlines</td>
<td>Heliporters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>